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Preface

his Festschrit is meant as a celebration of John Nerbonne’s career as a researcher.
Two things immediately stand out. he irst is the weight of this book, which is
caused by the large number of contributions by an even greater number of people.
More than researchers have contributed to this impressive collection of scientiic
papers. his exempliies not only John’s productive career in which he has published
extensively, and oten with colleagues from diferent universities, but also his open,
friendly and constructive approach to others. he second thing standing out is the
great variation in terms of content of the contributions, ranging from semantics to
dialectology. While in the last two decades John has focused primarily on his dialec-
tometric work – thereby founding the approach which is known in the rest of the
world as the “Groningen School of Dialectometry” – he is highly knowledgeable and
has published in a large number of areas within Computer Science and Computa-
tional Linguistics.

When John Nerbonne came to Groningen in 99 as the new professor in Alfa-
informatica (see Figure ), the Alfa-informatica department consisted of two tempo-
rary lecturers in computational linguistics (Gosse Bouma and Gertjan van Noord),
one historian (George Welling), and one researcher (Harry Gaylord) with a back-
ground in biblical studies and an interest in digital texts. Alfa-informatica, oten
referred to as “Humanities Computing” in English, can be seen as a kind of Digital
Humanities avant la letre. Under Nerbonne’s guidance, the department maintained
an interest in the various aspects of Humanties Computing, in particular in compu-
tational linguistics.

hrough the years, John has been much more than just the head of the Alfa-
informatica department. Being an engineer with a background in industry, he was
initially seen bymany in the Faculty of Arts as somewhat of an outsider. his changed
quickly, however, as John was always keen on establishing contacts with others both
within and outside the Faculty of Arts. He was director of the Center for Language
and Cognition Groningen (CLCG) for several years, thus positioning computational
linguistics as one of the key themes of linguistics research in Groningen. He was also
immensly important as teacher, especially of many statistics courses, for a range of
programs at both the BA and MA level.

he current state of the Alfa-informatica study programme and the computational
linguistics research groupmakes it easy to forget that, for a long time, Alfa-informatica
atracted only a modest numbers of students, thus puting staf under constant pres-
sure to ind new teaching and funding opportunities. One of the results of this is
that the department has merged recently with Communication Science to become
the Communication and Information Science department. At the same time, student
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Figure : Dutch newspaper article about John Nerbonne’s appointment as professor
in Groningen (Nieuwsblad van het Noorden, Friday May 8, 99 , p. ).

numbers began to rise, which has led to the unprecedented situation that new staf
members needed to be recruited for several years in a row.

Under Nerbonne’s leadership, computational linguistics lourished enormously in
Groningen. he computational linguistics group now consists of an astonishing num-
ber of twelve (!) staf members, including three professors. One important aspect
of his leadership which helped in establishing Groningen as a hot spot for computa-
tional linguistics was his capability to identify opportunities. he following examples
illustrate this.

It must have been around 998 when Nerbonne suggested to van Noord that he
should apply for a Dutch NWO Pionier grant. In order to prepare beter for such a
grant proposal, a successful grant proposal of a previous year was somehow obtained.
Van Noord vividly remembers the enormously impressive list of publications of pre-
vous year’s applicant, and his sincere conviction that he, van Noord, had absolutely
no chance whatsoever to get that funding. Nerbonne convinced him to try anyway –
and less than two years later the Pionier grant (over million Dutch guilders which
paid for four PhD positions and two post-doc positions) landed in Nerbonne’s group.

x
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he irst time I came into contact with John Nerbonne was when following
his course on Machine Learning in 00 . As John was a very open and knowledge-
able teacher, I was very glad that he accepted to be my Master thesis supervisor
and two years later to be my PhD thesis supervisor. During the period of four years
as John’s PhD student, I came to know him as someone whose oice door is always
open. We did not have many formal meetings, but given his open-door-policy
this was also entirely unnecessary. Only when talking to PhD students at other
departments, I learned that his policy was a (very positive) exception rather than
the rule. I remember John as a supervisor who was able to bring out the best in
you. He had several approaches for this. Frequently, he knew just how to ask
the right questions to get you (back) on track. hat he knew which questions to
ask is in no small part due to his extensive knowledge about our ield, but also
many other ields. I was always impressed by his inevitable intelligent questions
when atending a guest lecture of someone in a completely diferent ield. Another
approach John employed to bring out the best in you, was for example stimulating
scientiic creativity and productivity by casually remarking that there might be an
interesting workhop in Singapore or some other exotic place, but that the deadline
for submiting an eight-page paper was already in two weeks. Or he simply
suggested atending a workshop of a visiting scientist who did not exactly work
in our ield, but he thought would be useful for my development. hat this person
eventually became my second promotor is in no small part due to John. What I
remember most, however, is his advice to PhD students: “Work hard, play hard!”
We all know that life in academia requires a lot of efort, but it’s important not to
forget that there should also be room for a personal life outside of the university.
It’s a mantra I still try to live by today. I would not have been where I am today
without John. I am grateful that I had the opportunity to work with him, and hope
we will continue collaborating for many years to come.

Generally from about 7. 0 AM to about 7. 0 PM.

Several years later, the Executive Board (College van Bestuur) of the university
initiated an “Endowed Chair” programme. he university made available extra fund-
ing for an Endowed Chair professorship – together with funding for PhD students
and postdocs – for each faculty, for which an international top researcher (“a po-
tential winner of the Dutch NWO Spinoza prize”) could be convinced to come work
in Groningen. Again, Nerbonne saw opportunities that most of his close colleagues
did not see. As a result, a few years later Alfa-informatica alumnus Johan Bos was
appointed Endowed Chair at the Faculty of Arts!

John Nerbonne was also very successful as a supervisor of PhD students. He man-
aged to supervise more than 0 successful PhD projects – in itself already an enor-
mous achievement. In the inset, Martijn Wieling reports on his memories of John
Nerbonne in the role of PhD supervisor. Nerbonne was quite successful in super-

xi
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vising brilliant PhD students – but perhaps in contrast to other supervisors, he was
particularly good at motivating students working on projects that – for various rea-
sons – were not inished within the four year period normally available for a PhD.
In several of these cases, Nerbonne was very insistent in motivating these students
– which oten were distracted by a new job to pay for their living – and simply did
not allow them to give up.

Internationally, his reputation as a successful and inluential researcher in com-
putational linguistics was conirmed by his election as President of the Association
for Computational Linguistics in 00 . His reputation was also recogized at the na-
tional, Dutch, level. In 00 , Nerbonne was awarded membership of the Dutch Royal
Academy (KNAW), and in 0 , Nerbonne received a royal decoration (Ridder in de
Orde van de Nederlandse Leeuw).

he papers in this volume are all writen by distinguished scholars, colleagues,
former colleagues and former PhD students of John Nerbonne, and in many ways
relect the breadth of his interests. Although readers with a background in almost
any ield of linguistics will ind papers worth reading, it is hard to imagine anyone
reading all of the papers with equal interest – except for one person, we hope…

xii



Chapter

Subjunctions as discourse markers?
Stancetaking on the topic
‘insubordinate subordination’
Werner Abraham
Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich

he present paper is about types of seeming subordination (i.e. subordination by form),
which in fact bears all distributional assets of insubordination. Yet, such insubordinate
subordination is characterized by sentential autonomy in terms of illocutive force (i.e.,
it is not only presupposed as subordinates usually are). It will be shown that a reliable
diagnostic is provided by the selection of modal particles in the narrow sense, which
German and Dutch excel in. It will be illustrated that even the property of matrix V as
opposed to subordinate Vlast, otherwise a reliable diagnostic in German and Dutch, are
not suicient conditions for subordination vs. matrix status, sentential presupposition
vs. assertive status, and independent (autonomous) illocutive force vs. dependent (in-
herited) illocutive force. Modal particles play a major diagnostic role in this categorial
dichotomy. It will be argued that since formal subordination is an insuicient condition
for the separation of formal and notional independence of sentential autonomy the the-
ory of sentence types will have fundamentally to be modiied with the main asset of a
thorough notional rather than formal deinition of sentential autonomy.

What might tempt one to analyze wenn/if as a
discourse marker

he goal of the present discussion is the clariication of the status of sentences with
the looks of subordination, but which nevertheless appear autonomously like ( )-( )
below. he recent debate on this phenomenon has been traced back to Evans ( 007),
but it has, in fact, a far longer tradition, at least in the literature on German data. he
gist of the ensuing discussion is as follows:

I have proited from critical remarks extended by Nick Evans on a drat version of this.
Clausal autonomy is more than clausal root. In other words, they select illocutive force AND can be
utered without matrix support.
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. he subordinate wenn/if (and its equivalents in other languages, notably Ger-
man), as an ‘insubordinate subordinator’/IS, may neither be a true subordina-
tor in a number of cases, nor can it be a discourse marker for various reasons,
among which that wenn/if retains its original conditional meaning and that
other subjunctions fail to undergo the same grammaticalizing result. he later
issue fails to substantiate with generalizing force the classiication of wenn/if
as a discourse marker.

. Once wenn/if is taken to be possible and meaningful also in what is an em-
bedded form (which, counter to English, is beyond doubt in German), we shall
add it to the list of matrix clauses marking special speech acts counteracting,
undoubtedly, all syntactic canons.

. Since, furthermore, the phenomena under discussion show also prosodic treats
of autonomous declaratives, we conclude that the pf-module hosting the
prosodic rules overwrite syntactic and semantic-truth logical rules with the
efect to autonomize phenomena of insubordinate subordination. Such steps,
however, do not invalidate the canonic syntactic and semantic rules (such as
word order, MP-insertibility, subjunctor cliticization, etc.).

he problem to be solved in the present discussion is briely this: in the pertinent
literature we ind solutions to the extent that such original subordinators as if are
reclassiied as discourse operators licensing sentences in their own matrix like right.
his position is here refuted. he phenomenon, more generally, is this: there appear
to be exclamative sentences introduced by subjunctors, which nevertheless stand by
themselves yielding the speech act efect of independent clauses. See the following il-
lustration ( )-( ), where the respective subjunction words appear underlined. [Italics
for valid English sentences, lat Roman for glosses of the German sentences. ‘Syntac-
tic form’ refers to ‘embedded’ vs. ‘non-embedded’; parentheses signal elided protasis
or apodosis.]

Syntactic form speech act autonomy
( ) Wenn er heute nur hier wäre! C(∩?) autonomous

if he only were here today!
( ) Was DAS nun wieder ist! (CP∩)CP autonomous

what that again might be!
( ) Ob das heute wohl noch geht? (CP∩)C autonomous

if that today still works
( ) Dass DAS denn noch geht heute C(∩CP) autonomous

that this still works today
Notice that ( ), due to the insertion of the modal particle nur ‘only’, cannot be

thought of as a conditional subordinate. here is no embedding matrix clause imagi-
nable. ( ) is possible as an apodosis sentence to a performance verb question (Er fragte
sich,… ‘he asked himself…’). he same holds for a performance predicate protasis for
( ) and, as an apodosis, for ( ). However, any superordinate clause other than by
the form of a performance predicate (say, believe, ask) appears impossible. Again,
the insertions of the modal particles/MPs wohl ‘well’ and denn ‘then’ render ( ) and
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( ) as insubordinable to any matrix clause. Given that wenn-dass/if-that (henceforth
IS) count as subjunctions subordinating complement sentences as well as the fact
that such sentences fully comply with our communicative understanding as emotive
uterances with wishful import may lead to the conclusion that all there remains to
classify if in an autonomous uterance is a discourse marker.

All of this lets us conclude that the autonomy of sentences as speech acts in their
own right cannot be made contingent alone on the presence of an embedding matrix
clause. ( )-( ) are not embeddable while doubtlessly autonomous. We emphasize
that one of the factors for clause typing is the insertion of MPs – grammatical (not
lexical!) adverbials afecting the speech act quality in C(omp) (Abraham 0 ; 0 ;
Struckmeier 0 0). We will return to this type determinant.

Our refutation of the claim that if, what (wenn, was, and a few more in German;
Dutch als, wat and more) are autonomous discourse operators will be based on the
following empirical problems:

• all ‘insubordinate subordinations’ have the looks of subordinated sentences
(V-inal in German and Dutch);

• subordinated sentences generally disallow the insertion of modal particles for
reasons of their presuppositional (rather than assertive) status;

• the clash between categorial status of the pertinent subjunctors and sentential
autonomy is to be solved along two diferent lines:

• either the lexical subjunctor is recategorized with a fundamentally diferent
licensing force (as indicated in the literature referred to in the incipient para-
graph) – this position will have to say what is behind the syntactic and
semantic-pragmatic properties reserved to subordination;

• or the list of autonomous sentences is extended equally fundamentally. his
step requires that the criteria for motivating sentence types/STs are extended
such that not only the new STs, but also the old ones are covered under
one common denominator. his line of argumentation need not change the
syntactic-semantic status of subordinators. hey remain subordinators both
semantically and syntactically.

We will pursue the line of argumentation using MPs as diagnostics for sentential
autonomy (second in the list above). Notice that much depends of the categories and
sentential characteristics of subordinated sentences. he fact that subordination is
clearly signaled by word order and MP insertion in German (and Dutch), but not in
English and French (since there are no such diferences in the irst place) indicates
very strongly that our solution may not be valid cross-linguistically. he ensuing
discussion follows basic insights on the distinction of declarative meaning and ‘locu-
tion’ meaning in regard to the assumption in update semantics that the meaning of

Proclisis characteristic of matrix clauses is replicated in embeddings: Moi je crois que… – Il a dit que
moi je crois… . Proclisis is retained. French subordination is motivated semantically, not syntactically
as in German. he same holds for English.
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a sentence is its context change potential/CCP (cf. Gunlogson ( 00 : 0– ) before
the background prepared by Heim ( 99 ) and others). he modiication made here
is that the CCP of a sentence is deined in terms of an update to a substructure of
the context, i.e. the commitment set (cs) of an individual participant. Consistent with
the accompanying working hypotheses to be unfolded, intonational rise and fall will
serve to identify the individual cs to be updated, given an uterance context, i.e., a
context in which individual participants can be identiied in the roles of Speaker/Sp
and Addressee/Addr.

Why wenn/if can never be a discourse marker: the
necessary requirement

It may seem diicult to tell whether English if still has the status of a subjunction
in sentences like ( ). Ater all, ( ) has a fully saturated communicative meaning even
as long as devoid of an appropriate matrix clause. Furthermore, it appears tough,
or maybe even impossible, to ind a corresponding matrix clause that, even if elided
elliptically, may posit the kind of dependency required for ( ).

It is argued here that any subjunction requiring inite V to stay in clause-last po-
sition in German is at the botom of the explanation why if -clauses may receive
independent status as an exclamative speech act. his is a necessary, a sine qua
non condition on this phenomenon. However, as is obvious from comparing if -
independents with imperatives and yes-no questions independents, an extra condi-
tion must be added to come to terms with the diference between independent if
and equally independent, but V-to-C motivated imperatives and sentence questions.
Let us irst develop the irst step in our line of argumentation as illustrated in Ta-
ble . Notice that we assume the illocutive force of the exclamative to derive from
FIN (‘C(omp)’ in syntactic terminology). In other words, V-inal-move-to-C is the
necessary, albeit insuicient requirement for IS. he main body of our illustrations
comes from German, which has an extended literature on sentence types (Altmann
988; Altmann, Batliner & Oppenrieder 989; Meibauer, Steinbach & Altmann 0 )
and has variously addressed the problem of sentence type interpretation (cf. Kaiser
& Struckmeier 0 ). Notice that all cases of IS show an empty preield indicative
of a strong intervention efect (of feature alignment) between C(omp/FIN), the let
predicate bracket, and the preield/ SpecCP. See Table .

[he clausal representation in terms of the ive sentence ields in Table simplify
structural bracketing or a corresponding tree representation. IS abbreviates the clas-
siication as ‘insubordinate subordination’. German is a strict OV language due to its

To achieve discourse and textually coherent representations, we advocate a botom-up strategy. hus,
we stand behind arguments in favor of the Uniformity Hypothesis, i.e. the hypothesis that discourse
representations and the respective requirements (e.g. text coherence) can, and need to, extend clause
syntax dependencies without conlicting with them. As a consequence, any top-down strategy for the
representation of text and discourse coherence as the ones dominating the literature are seen to fail for
the mere reason that the generative perquisites for sentences are necessary (although not suicient)
also for discourse and text structure and consequently cannot be dismissed.
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principled let directed valence force as in Muter ein Geschenk bringen ‘bring
mother a present’.]

Table : German sentence structure based on clause type, speech act, and subordina-
tion (caps for (contrastive) stress).

Preield FIN/C(omp) Let MF Right MF Lexical V IS

Er
he

wäre
would

–
heute gerne
today

hier
here

-

Es wäre
schön
it would be
nice

wenn
if

er
he

bloß heute
only today

hier wäre
here were

-

– Wenn
if

er *(bloß)
he only

heute
today

hier wäre!
here were +

Er fragt sich
he wonders

was
what

das nun
this now

wieder
again

ist
is

-

Was – das nun wieder ist!? +

Das
this

geht
goes

–
heute noch
today still

– -

– Dass das heute noh geht!? +

Es ist
undeutlich
it is not
evident

ob
if

das
this

heute noch
today still

geht?
goes

-

– Ob das heute noh geht? +

Er weiß nicht
he knows
not

dass
that

das
this

heute noch
today still

geht
goes

-

Das
this

ist
is

nun
now

etwas zu viel
a litle too
much

– -

Das *ist/IST nun wieder
etwas! – +

Wer
who

ist
is

das
that

*nur?
only

– -

Wer *ist/IST das nur! – +

English syntax will typically provide the following structures for the three (four
including negation) diferent sentences as in Table .

uite generally, discourse markers appear outside of CP in English (for example as
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Table : English sentence structure with respect to clause type, speech act, and sub-
ordination.

SpecCP -a x VP Postield IS

He would rather be here today -
It would be nice if he were here today -
He can- -not be here today -
If *(only) he would be here today! +

interjections or theticals). Given such status for if in Table , however, it would have
to be the combination if only since if by itself would not be grammatical. he later
fact yields even more pressure to the semantic result: both if and only contribute
substantively to the entire meaning of the clause with if retaining its conditional
force and only adding some of the notion as a temporal adverb. Discourse markers
have as their typical meaning something that is very independent of the semantics
and syntax of the CP it refers to (either let dislocated or parenthetically linearized).
We conclude that if in Table cannot be a discourse marker.

he comparison with Table on German makes this conclusion irrevocable. In-
dependent and dependent clauses are structurally and linearly diferent. Wenn ‘if’
appears in Comp thereby forcing the inite predicate to get stuck in the V-inal posi-
tion. hus, it cannot be assigned independent status by syntactic criteria.

Why wenn/if can never be a discourse marker: the
prosodic disentangler as a suicient criterion.

While each of the embedded sentences in Table and Table has rising prosody due
to its question speech act or falling prosody given its declarative status, the exclama-
tions in question have the opposite tone development, namely high. Phonetic studies
have proposed high boundary tones as an intonational cue for “non-inal” clauses in
a wide range of languages (Gussenhoven & Chen 000; Beckman et al. 00 ). Fol-
lowing this inding, it is argued here that, while elliptical constructions have rising
intonation paterns, syntactic independent clauses show falling paterns. herefore,
we propose prosody as an acoustic cue for the level of the syntactic (in)dependency
of the construction in question (cf. Elvira-García 0 ). his may appear to be the end
of the story. Sentences, then, simply will have to be listed under two main param-
eters: linear form and speech act as necessary conditions and, possibly, intonation
and corrective focus/CF as suicient ones. We shall opt for exactly this conluence
of licensing factors. Notice that it is not made clear at what stage of the derivation
sentence prosodic tone comes in and whether it is of any sentence type determining
efect. See Table for the additional tone and focus characterization.

English syntax will typically provide the following sentence structures for the
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Table : German sentence structure wrt. clause type, speech act, and subordination
[VF=verum focus, CF=corrective focus].

Preield FIN Let MF Right MF Lexical V Tone S-type

Er
he

wäre
were

–
heute gerne
today

hier
here

high-low ⇓
Declarative
indepen-
dent

Schön
nice

wenn
if

er
he

bloß heute
just today

hier wäre
here were

high-low ⇓
Conditional
dependent

– Wenn
if

er *(bloß)
he only

heute
today

hier wäre!
here were

high-low
⇓

‘Condi-
tional’
indepen-
dent

Er fragt
sich was DAS nun wieder ist CF-low ⇓

Indirect Q
dependent

Was – DAS nun wieder ist!? CF-low
Indirect Q
indepen-
dent

Das geht – heute noch – high-low ⇓
Declarative
indepen-
dent

– Dass das heute
noh geht!? low-high

Indirect Q
indepen-
dent

S’ist unklar ob das heute noch geht high-low ⇓
Indirect Q
dependent

– Ob das heute
noh geht? low-high

Indirect Q
indepen-
dent

Er
weiß nicht dass das noch heute geht high-low

⇑⇓

S-
complement
dependent

Das geht – heute noch – high-low ⇓
Declarative
indepen-
dent

– Dass das heute
noh geht!! low-high

⇑

S-
complement
indepen-
dent

Das ist nun etwas zu
viel –

high-low
⇑⇓

Declarative
indepen-
dent

Das *ist/IST nun wieder
etwas! – VF-low ⇓

Declarative
Verum
focus

Wer ist DAS (*nur)? – low-high w-question

Wer *ist/IST DAS (nur)! – high-low
⇓

w-

V
.

7
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three diferent sentences together with the tone assignments. See Table .

Table : English sentence structure based on clause type and speech act (no special
form of subordination).

SpecCP -a x VP Postield Tone

He would rather be here today L-⇑⇓
It would be nice if he were here today L-⇑⇓
If *(only) he would be here today! L-⇑

Clause types and alleged insubordination
In the recent past, there has been a renewed interest in sentence types/STs in German.
ST classiications are based on sentence type criteria, such as word order, predicate
bracket in German including V-inal in subordinate sentences, the discourse based
distribution of clause parts inside the predicate bracket, the choice of material in
the preield/SpecCP, the insertion of modal particles in the middle ield, etc. See . .
below for an intensional deinition of STs by Lohnstein ( 000; 007, based on Groe-
nendijk & Stokhof 98 ; 997; Higginbotham 99 ; Meibauer, Steinbach & Altmann
0 ; hurmair 0 ) relating the interaction between syntactic form and ST. We

will irst recapitulate Lohnstein’s deinitions and then apply them to the type of sen-
tences that are autonomous, but nevertheless are dependents in German (as V-inal
sentences and headed by subjunctors).

. Classic and non-classic sentence types

According to Lohnstein ( 000, 007; Abraham 0 ; Struckmeier 0 0), the follow-
ing deinitions interrelate syntactic form and ST. Evaluation under some world of
discussion means that the clause is independent (matrix) and that a truth value can
be assigned. No such evaluation yields a dependent sentence. Further structural pre-
requisite: Any verb occupying the let bracket/Comp has to be inite. If, and only if,
a verb or its the auxiliary part occupies the let bracket/Comp does a sentence have
illocutionary force (a speciic speech act type) on its own. Sentences are semantically
objects assigned to sets of worlds or an individual world. Let us see which semantic
types of world assignable objects we can distinguish.

. Types of semantic objects

A C a y – y a V- a : If both the lexical and the aux-
iliary (haben, sein, werden; modal verbs) part of the predicative verb, either inite
or non-inite, remains in the right bracket (in ‘V-inal’), the proposition denoted by
the sentence will not be evaluated against a world under discussion. Such a clause

8
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is not asserted and does not carry illocutive force in its own right, but it does that
only in the context of a matrix clause (taking over the illocutive force of the matrix
clause). he clause under discussion is thus presupposed and does not carry illocutive
force in its own right. Dependent upon the type of matrix predicate (factive vs. non-
factive), such dependent clauses do not allow the insertion of MPs (ja, denn, eben),
since such illocution establishing grammatical material is nonsensical in presuppo-
sitions. If embedded under non-factive predicates (say, believe, think) and allowing
bridge constructions, MP insertion is possible since there is no status of dependency
in the irst place. In canonic terminology: ( ).
B C a y – y a V : If, and only if, the inite part of the
predicate (either as an auxiliary, modal verb, copula or lexical verb) occupies the let
bracket (Comp/Co) and the preield/SpecCP is not illed with a question word (what,
who(m), where, when etc.) does a sentence have illocutionary force on its own and is
assertive. he proposition denoted by the sentence will be evaluated against a world
under discussion (common plus subjective grounds). In canonic terminology:
or ( ).
C W a a – V : If a [+wh] phrase (who(m), where, when,
what) occupies the preield and the inite (part of the) predicate stays in the right
bracket (V-inal), the derived semantic object consists of the partition of all possible
worlds into a set of sets. In canonic terminology: / -q

.
D Yes-no a a – V : he sentence begins with the inite
predicate (auxiliary or lexical) and leaves the preield unoccupied. hus, it ills the
let clause bracket, Comp. Placing the predicate (verb) in the let bracket/Comp and
leaving the preield empty entails a semantic object that conforms to a bipartition
of possible worlds. he meaning of such a clause is undecided between two sets
of worlds: one where the denoted proposition is true and another one where the de-
noted proposition is false. In canonic terminology: / - -q

.
E I a a – V : he predicate (verb) is placed in the let bracket/
Comp and leaves the preield unoccupied. he predicative bracket is preserved (in
the case that Comp takes the inite auxiliary or modal verb), while the non-inite
part is in the right bracket/V-inal. his derives a semantic object that conforms to
change of the propositional to the discourse force of one individual world and only
that, determined in the mind of the speaker and leaving no other choice on the side
of the addressee. In canonic terminology: .
F Illocutive force is a prerequisite for syntax-semantic autonomy (i.e. that
a sentence can be interpreted with reference to a set of accessible worlds and thus
becomes a semantic object. Among all types of syntactic subordination, non-factive
complements as well as logical adverbial sentences are exceptions to the extent that
they project illocutive force independent of that for the matrix clause. MPs (of the
German and Dutch type) are unmistakable signals for illocutive force. To the extent
that they generate illocution as well as due to the fact that they occur independently
from syntactic signals of (in)dependence, they serve as classiiers of STs beter than

9
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any other overt parameter. his dissociates the ST question from the traditional pa-
rameters of word order, the occurrence of subjunctions, and, last but not least, inite-
ness of the predicate).
G Given that verbal factivity and temporality/locality on adverbial dependent
clauses play the same role in disallowingMPs (Abraham 0 ; 0 ) and thus waive
separate illocutivity, the question arises what is the common feature of the two dis-
perse phenomena. We will come back to that.

Conclusion
We have argued that ‘insubordinate subordination’ is nothing else but illocutionary
autonomy of dependent forms. No new category of discourse marker has to be in-
troduced. he clue is that the emerging sentential form, the exclamative (importing
the speech act of unexpectedness) receives sentential autonomy (main clause sta-
tus) despite its dependent indexation (the Comp slot occupied by a subjunctor and
Vinal in German and Dutch). As such, Evans’ ( 007) grammaticalizing derivation
through matrix ellipsis is not based on the exhaustion of empirical material in the
main pertaining language (German). he gist of our mainly descriptive essay is that
the sentence type of exclamative has full illocutionary force despite its clearly depen-
dent form. We have argued elsewhere that this seeming syntactic deviation can be
accounted for in terms of featural import in syntactic positions (notably in Comp).
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Chapter

Two-layer networks, non-linear
separation, and human learning
R. Harald Baayen
University of Tebingen
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Ever since the criticism of the perceptron by Minsky & Papert ( 9 9), two-layer net-
works have been regarded as far too restricted for classiication tasks requiring more
than the simplest linear separation. We discuss an example of a classiication task that
in R × R is not only not linearly separable, but also not non-linearly separable. Yet,
this classiication task can be carried out with error-free performance. To do so, it is
mandatory to step outside the box ofR×R, and we discuss how several state-of-the-art
methods from machine learning achieve this. We also show that a two-layer network
that makes use of the learning rule of Rescorla and Wagner ( 97 ) can solve this classi-
ication task, with diferent degrees of success (up to 00% accuracy) depending on the
representations chosen for the input units. he excellent classiicatory performance of
our two-layer network helps explain why wide learning with two-layer networks with
thousand and even tens of thousands of input and output units is so succesful in pre-
dicting aspects of human implicit learning, including the consequences of trial-by-trial
learning for response latencies in the visual lexical decision task.

Introduction
Several computational modeling studies suggest that two-layer networks with con-
nectionweights estimatedwith the learning rule of Rescorla &Wagner ( 97 ) capture
non-trivial aspects of lexical processing. In what follows, these networks will be re-
ferred to as ‘wide learning’ networks, as they typically comprise just two layers with,
however, many tens of thousands of units.

Baayen et al. ( 0 ) observed that the activations of lexical output units (conceptu-
alized as pointers to semantic vectors in Milin et al. ( 0 )) in wide learning networks
with sublexical input units (e.g., leter bigrams) closely mirrored reaction times in the
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visual lexical decision task. Regression models, one ited to the reaction times, and
one ited to the reciprocally transformed activations, produced very similar results.
he same predictors reached signiicance, with very similar relative efect sizes. Even
though the network did not have any form units for morphemes or words, it cor-
rectly predicted the facilitatory efects of constituent frequency and word frequency
typically observed for English. When the same kind of network was trained on Viet-
namese, it correctly predicted the inhibitory efect of constituent frequency that sur-
prisingly characterizes compound reading in this language (Pham & Baayen 0 ).
hese results show that wide networks with sublexical input units capture frequency
efects that, depending on low-level orthographic distributional structure, can work
out in very diferent ways, facilitatory in English but inhibitory in Vietnamese. Wide
learning networks have also been found to provide superior prediction for the brain’s
electrophysiological response to linguistic stimuli (Hendrix, Bolger & Baayen 0 )
and the details of eye-movements during reading (Hendrix 0 ).

In classical accounts of lexical processing, the presence of a frequency efect is
treated as a litmus test for the existence of form representations. For instance, a fre-
quency efect for complex words is taken as proof of the existence in the mind of
form representations for complex words. Typically, such representations are associ-
ated with resting activation levels that are assumed to depend on frequency of use,
and that are assumed to underlie the frequency efects observed in tasks tapping into
lexical processing. However, theories that posit such form units have to explain how
such units are accessed. his question seldom is relected on, probably because we are
so familiar with being able to look up words in a dictionary, or to search for paterns
in iles, that we take for granted that accessing units is trivial. However, models such
as the interactive activation model (McClelland & Rumelhart 98 ) were developed
precisely because human look-up has all kinds of properties that are foreign to look-
up with the algorithms implemented on our computers. Wide learning networks
ofer an alternative algorithm that, like the interactive activation model, targets an
algorithmic approximation of human look-up. Importantly, frequency efects (and
also similarity efects) come for free with wide learning, and arise as a consequence
of continuous error-driven optimization of lexical discrimination. here no longer is
a need for positing counters in the head such as resting activation levels.

Current research is revealing that a range of quantitative measures derived from
the connection weights of wide learning networks also generate precise predictions
about trial-to-trial learning in the visual lexical decision task. Figure presents three
measures of goodness of it, the AIC, the ML score, and the (adjusted)R-squared, for
generalized additive models ited to the data of a participant contributing responses
to the British Lexicon Project (Keuleers et al. 0 ). Goodness of it is worst for a
classical model with as predictors the conventional measures of frequency of occur-
rence and neighborhood density. Model predictions improve when these classical
measures are replaced by measures derived from the , 0 × 0, 7 weight matrix
of a network trained on the British National Corpus. Performance is best when this
network is allowed to continue learning as it is presented with words and nonwords,
made available in exactly the same order as in the lexical decision experiment.
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Figure : hree measures of goodness for the GAMs ited to lexical decision reaction
times.
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hese results indicate that wide networks with the Rescorla-Wagner learning rule
provide a useful computational window on human lexical processing, complement-
ing the strong support for this learning rule in the literature on animal learning
(Siegel & Allan 99 ) and more recently also in computational evolutionary biology
(Trimmer et al. 0 ).

However, in the light of the criticism byMinsky& Papert ( 9 9) of simple two-layer
perceptrons as being incapable of approximating awide range of useful functions, the
excellent performance of wide learning networks is surprising. Would performance
have been beter with deep learning, or with Bayesian updating? Is a two-layer net-
work, however wide, actually too simple to be taken seriously for the computational
modeling of lexical processing?

In what follows, this issue is addressed by investigating a simple but non-trivial
classiication problem and comparing the performance of wide learning with three
state-of-the-art classiiers: support vector machines, deep learning, and gradient
boosting machines.

A non-linearly separable classiication problem
he let panel of Figure presents a classiication problem that is not only not linearly
separable, but also not non-linearly separable. In a grid of 0 × 0 pixels, 0 (high-
lighted in black) belong to class A and the remaining 0 (in gray) belong to class
B. In the R × R input space, this classiication problem cannot be solved by means
of linear or non-linear boundary functions. here is no straight line that separates
the grey dots from the black dots, nor is there a sensible curve that would achieve
separation.

hree machine learning techniques were applied to this classiication task. Deep
learning, using the h2o package (Fu et al. 0 ), which provides an adaptive learning
rate per neuron as well as regularization through shrinkage and dropout, with layer
of 00 hidden units, reached an accuracy of 99. %. A gradient boosting machine (it
with 20 trees with a maximum tree depth of 20, using xgboost package (Chen, He
& Benesty 0 )) provided perfect classiication with only minor deterioration under
0-fold cross-validation. A support vector machine (using svm in the e1071 package
(Meyer et al. 0 ), with a second-order polynomial as a kernel) performed quite
well on the full data, but performance dropped below that of the other two methods
under 0-fold cross-validation (cf. Table ). he success of the support vector machine
indicates that there exists a transformation of the R × R input space in which the
two classes of data points are to a considerable extent linearly separable.

A very diferent transformation of the input space is achieved by moving from
coordinates in R × R to one-hot encoding for rows and columns, resulting in two
sets of 0 units representing row and column identiiers. Moving to this binary 00-
dimensional representation (henceforth B

100) allows all three abovementioned ma-
chine learning techniques to achieve perfect classiication on the full data set, and to
retain a high accuracy under 0-fold cross-validation (cf. Table ).

A wide learning network with as cues the row and column identiiers performs,
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Figure : A non-linear classiication problem. Let panel: points in a Cartesian grid
(x = 1, 2, . . . , 50; y = 1, 2, . . . , 50). Right panel: the same points in a
00-dimensional space using one-hot encoding, with re-arranged rows and
columns.

Table : Accuracy for four algorithms, applied to the complete data set and with 0-
fold cross-validation, with and without re-ordering of rows and columns.
deep: deep learning; gbm: gradient boosting machine; svm: support vector
machine; wide: -layer wide learning network.

Accuracy Method Input Space

complete cv- 0

0.99 0.98 deep R
2

.000 0.99 gbm R
2

0.98 0.89 svm R
2

.000 0.99 deep B
100

.000 0.99 gbm B
100

.000 0.9 9 svm B
100

0.9 0 0.9 0 wide B
100

.000 0.989 wide hub features

with a single pass through the data, with 9 .0% accuracy (F -score 0.8 , precision
and recall both 0.8 ), with the expected decrease in performance under 0-fold cross-
validation (accuracy: 9 .0%; F -score 0.7 , precision 0.88, recall 0. ). Although

As wide learning does not make use of nonlinear activation functions at the output layer to obtain a
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clearly lagging behind the gradient boosting machine and the deep learning network,
it is not the case that wide learning is a total failure — to the contrary, it gets quite far,
performing beter under 0-fold cross-validation than the support vector machine.

Figure : Classiication performance for the generalized linear model (let), the gener-
alized linear model with lasso (right), andwide learning (botom) predicting
class from row and column identiiers.

To appreciate beter what wide learning achieves, irst note that the move from
R × R to B

100 renders the classiication problem invariant to exchanges of pairs
of rows, and to exchanges of pairs of columns. One re-arrangement of rows and

iring versus not iring response, evaluation of model performance proceeded by collecting the acti-
vations for all 00 pixels, and seting a threshold such that the k pixels with the highest support for
class A, where k is the cardinality of A, are assigned to class A. he same threshold was used under
cross-validation.

8
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columns results in a coniguration with all points of class A arranged in a circular
band, as shown in the right panel of Figure . his rearrangement, possible thanks
to ‘domain knowledge’, shows that there is considerably more structure in the data
than is apparent to the eye in the scater in the let panel of Figure .

Now consider Figure . he top let panel presents the predictions (in blue) of a
generalized linear model (top let), a generalized linear model with lasso correction
(top right), and a wide learning network (botom). Each model was asked to predict
the class of a data point from its row and column identiier. A logistic generalized
linearmodel correctly detected that the points belonging to classA are located within
a circle, but failed to exclude the points in its center, and lacked precision at the four
outer edges of the circular band. Importantly, this linear model achieves considerable
separation of the two classes in B

100 that, if transformed back into R × R, would
classify as non-linear.

Improved classiication accuracy can be obtained by shrinking the β coeicients
of the through lasso (ℓ -norm) regularization (using glmnet, Friedman, Hastie &
Tibshirani 0 0, run with maxit = 300). he center panel shows that all points in the
inner disk are now correctly assigned to class B. Yet, the model remains somewhat
imprecise at the edges.

he botom panel of Figure illustrates the performance of wide learning, which
succeeds in correctly assigning most points in the inner circle to class B, while re-
ducing slightly the imprecision at the edges that characterizes the glm with lasso
regularization. Again, we see that a technique that is known to be restricted to linear
separation in R× R achieves good separation in B

100.
Of special interest is that this classiication performance is achieved without

knowledge of the topology of the circular band. All that is available to the mod-
els is, for each data point, the identiiers for its row and column. In other words, we
can re-arrange the rows and colums back into the scater of the let panel of Figure ,
and a majority of data points would still be correctly classiied. his shows that the
representation of the problem in R × R is a highly speciic one that is restricted to
a unique coniguration of data points, whereas the representation in B

100 covers the
full set of 50!×50! permutations of rows and columns. he classiication accuracy of
the glm and of the wide learning network is exactly the same for all these alternative
conigurations.

However, the accuracy of wide learning can be improved considerably by making
use of the fact that the re-arrangements share underlyingly the topology of the circu-
lar band. his topology makes it possible to do error-free classiication with just four
features. Let a data point be a hub if all of its eight surrounding data points belong
to class A, and let a data point be a hub neighbor if at least one of the eight surround-
ing data points is a hub. We now deine four features, , ,

, and . When each data point is character-
ized by the values of these four features, a wide learning network yields error-free
classiication performance with a single pass through the data. Under leave-one-out
cross-validation performance remains error-free. Ten-fold cross-validation with hub
features requires special care, as missing data make it impossible to maintain the cri-

9
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terion that a hub should have exactly 8 neighbors. When the neighbor count for a
hub is relaxed to 7 during training and to during testing, accuracy remains at 99%
(F -score 0.9 , precision 0.9 , recall 0.9 ).

Figure presents two further classiication tasks for which wide learning with hub
features performs with a very high accuracy. he patern in the let panel was explic-
itly characterized byMinsky & Papert ( 9 9) as impossible for perceptrons to classify,
which is correct when the problem is formulated in R× R, but not necessarily true
when the problem is reformulated in other spaces. Awide learning network with hub
features solves this classiication problem in its stride, with error free performance
also under leave-one-out cross-validation, but just the representation inB

100 already
allows for a classiication accuracy no less than 9 .9% (F -score 0.88, precision 0.89,
recall 0.87).

Interesting is also the ‘open cross’ task in the right panel of Figure . We failed
to obtain sensible classiication performance for R × R and for B100 under cross-
validation with gradient boosting machines and support vector machines (all points
assigned to the ‘baseline’ class B). Deep learning on R × R with a two layers of
hidden layer, the irst with 00 units and the second with four units, performed much
beter (accuracy 9 . %, 9 . % under 0-fold cross-validation), but upon inspection
systematically assigned all class B data points within the open squares that build the
cross to class A under cross-validation. Deep learning on B

100 was a total failure (F -
score = 0. 8 under 0-fold cross-validation). Wide learning in B

100 failed miserably
as well (F -score 0. 9), but wide learning with hub features was highly efective, with
accuracy above 99% both for the full data set, as well as under leave-one-out cross-
validation.

Figure : Two further non-linear classiication set-ups. Accuracies in parentheses
for wide learning with hub features for the full data set, for 0-fold cross-
validation, and for leave-one-out cross-validation.

0
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Discussion
To solve classiication problems in R × R that are not linearly separable and also
not non-linearly separable, it is crucial to step outside the box. Gradient boosting
machines achieve this by sidestepping the problem of inding a boundary function,
and let classiication trees do the best they can with local splits, while leting later
trees deal with the classiication errors of earlier trees. Support vector machines
step outside the box by projecting the data points into a higher-dimensional space in
which the classes are linearly separable. With a hundred hidden units, deep learning
also inds a solution, thanks to regularization through shrinkage and dropout. (A
three-layer network with 00 hidden units trained simply with backpropagation fails
to assign any datapoint to the A class.) hese 00 hidden units constitute a new space
that re-represents the original R× R space in such a way that the last two layers of
the three-layer network can achieve excellent (linear) separation of the two classes.

Moving from a representation in R×R to a representation with row and column
identiiers is yet another way of stepping outside the box. For wide learning with
the Rescorla-Wagner rule, this re-representation is a necessary step because input
units are restricted to discrete feature detectors that are either on or of. Given this
re-representation, wide learning can achieve considerable separation of data points
that are not even non-linearly separable, and in this mirrors the performance of a
logistic generalized linear model. But deep learning and the support vector machine
also also thrive with this re-representation, reaching 00% accuracy on the full data
and improved cross-validation scores. Because this re-representation is invariant to
order, re-arranging row and column identiiers allows the underlying topology to
emerge, which in turn makes an even simpler re-representation with hub features
possible.

he present results clarify that it does not make much sense to suppose that a
non-trivial wide learning network (such as the abovementioned network with , 0
input units and 0, 7 output units) is handicapped by being limited to ‘linear separa-
tion’. his handicap holds for Rn, but by re-representing the classiication problem
in some higher factorial space Bn+m,m ≫ n, a wide learning network can achieve
separation that, albeit linear in B

n+m, would count as non-linear when projected
back into R

n. It follows that what a two-layer wide learning network can or cannot
achieve depends crucially on the input representations. Deep learning networks can
discover good input representations at their (inal) hidden layer, but hand-crated
representations building on domain knowledge can also be highly efective.

Given the strong support for the Rescorla-Wagner learning rule in the literature
on animal learning (Siegel & Allan 99 ) and evolutionary biology (Trimmer et al.
0 ) and its success in predicting details of human lexical processing with input and

output features that have a clear and transparent linguistic interpretation, we think it
makes sense to delve deeper into the beneits of going wide for understanding human
error-driven learning.
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Although sentence inal verbal clusters in dialects of Dutch demonstrate a large amount
of variation in the order of verbs, we argue that this is only apparently so. We take
each dialect to allow just one order of verbs in three-verb clusters with a past participle.
In the north of the Dutch language area, the order is descending (V -V -V ) and the
rest of the dialects show an ascending order (V -V -V ). he large amount of apparent
counterexamples will be explained by independently motivated, interfering properties.
First, participles might be V-type or A-type. Only V-type participles occur in V-positions
in the verbal cluster. Secondly, non-verbal elements (such as A-type participles) may
interrupt a verbal cluster. We will show that the distribution of the diferent orders in
dialects of Dutch strongly supports such a restrictive approach. We thus take this to be
an argument that a structural approach to dialectology is required to gain insight in the
properties of the formation of verbal clusters in Dutch.

Introduction
In a famous article from 9 , Weinreich poses the question: is a structural dialectol-
ogy possible? In this article we answer that question positively with the discussion

We have presented parts of this paper at conferences in Amsterdam, Utrecht and Gent. We thank the
audiences for their useful comments. We also like to thank Erik Tjong-Kim-Sang for his assistance
with Map .
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of a construction in which a structuralist approach will provide insights in the prop-
erties of dialects themselves; moreover, such an approach to dialects will lead us
to answers to more general questions with respect to the organization of the syn-
tactic system as a whole. We will concentrate our discussion on the phenomenon
of participle placement in verbal clusters. We will demonstrate that a structural di-
alectological approach will provide us with a new perspective on the syntax of past
participles. Consequently, it is not only the case that structural dialectology is possi-
ble, it turns out that structural dialectology is necessary to understand the grammar
of Dutch.

In a recent paper (Barbiers, Bennis & Dros-Hendriks submited) we argue that
verbal clusters in varieties of Dutch show either a strictly descending or ascending
order of verbs. Northern dialects (Friesland, Groningen) have a descending order,
whereas the other varieties of Dutch, both in the Netherlands and Flanders only allow
ascending orders. Let us illustrate this with the following sentence from the Syntactic
Atlas of the Dutch Dialects (SAND; Barbiers et al. ( 008)).

( ) John
John

weet
knows

dat
that

hij
he

voor
before

drie
three

uur
o’clock

de
the

wagen
car

moet
must1

hebben
have2

gemaakt.
made3

he verbs at the end of this sentence appear in the ascending order: the hierarchically
highest verb comes irst and the lowest comes last. We argue that this order is the
only available order of verbs in Dutch varieties, except in the northern ones. he
northern varieties have a descending order, as demonstrated in ( ).

( ) John
John

weet
knows

dat
that

hij
he

voor
before

drie
three

uur
o’clock

de
the

wagen
car

gemaakt
made3

hebben
have2

moet.
must1

he problemwith this perspective is that linguistic reality does not appear to support
our theoretically motivated, structurally based hypothesis. It seems to be the case
that a structural approach and a dialectological approach diverge. his is shown on
the map of these sentences in Map .

Looking at the distribution of orders in the verbal cluster we draw the conclusions
given in ( ).

( ) i. V -V -V is absent;
ii. V -V -V is absent as well;
iii. V -V -V is the dominant order in the Belgian part of the language area;
iv. V -V -V is the typical order in the northern part of the language area;
v. V -V -V is restricted to the Netherlands part of the language area. It is

never the only order in a particular location;
vi. V -V -V is found in the whole language area except Friesland. It is the

most frequent order and oten occurs as the only order in speciic dialects.

here is a large gap between our hypothesis and the distribution of orders that are
found on Map . In 9 instances (9 x V -V -V and 8x V -V -V ), the facts sup-
port our theory. However, in 9 instances ( x V -V -V and 8 x V -V -V )
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Map : SAND-II map 7b.

our hypothesis is not corroborated. It implies that 7 % of the data contradict our
theory. Nevertheless we will argue in the remainder of this paper that our ascend-
ing/descending hypothesis is supported by the data and that the hypothesis provides
new insights into the theory of verbal clustering.

he categorial status of past participles
We know that participles are ambiguous with respect to their categorial status. hey
show up in verbal or adjectival contexts. Participles appear in atributive position in
noun phrases, in contrast to ininitival verbs. he noun phrase de verslagen vijand
‘the beaten enemy’ is perfectly ine, but the noun phrase de verslaan vijand ‘the beat
enemy’ is strongly ungrammatical. In some cases there is an interpretative difer-
ence between adjectival and verbal participles (Kraak & Klooster 9 8). A participle
such as geopend can be interpreted as ‘open’ or ‘has been opened’. In a verb cluster
as in ( a, [V -V ]), the participle indeed allows both meanings of geopend. However,
in the other order ( b, [V -V ]) the participle can only be interpreted as verbal, with

Similarly, participles do appear in adverbial position, as in de vijand zat verslagen op de grond ‘the
enemy sat on the ground beaten’, but ininitives do not. As opposed to bare ininitives, to-ininitives
do occur in atributive positions in Dutch, as in de te bellen kandidaten ‘lit. the to call candidates, the
candidates that need to/can be called’ showing that the presence of the ininitival marker te ‘to’ may
correspond to a categorial diference (cf. van Riemsdijk 98 ; Bennis 990).
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the interpretation ‘has been opened’.

( ) a. John
John

zag
saw

dat
that

de
the

deur
door

geopend2
opened

is1.
is

‘John saw that the door has been opened / is open.’

b. John
John

zag
saw

dat
that

de
the

deur
door

is1
is

geopend2.
opened

‘John saw that the door has been opened / *is open.’

c. de
the

geopende
opened

deur
door

‘the door that has been opened / the open door’

Participles in atributive position within nominal phrases allow both interpretations,
as is demonstrated in ( c). Apparently the adjectival position of the participle in ( c)
allows a verbal, passive interpretation (‘has been opened’) and an adjectival, stative
(‘open’) interpretation. We thus conclude that there are two types of past participles:
A-type participles that show up in adjectival position and allow both a verbal and an
adjectival interpretation, and V-type participles that are exclusively verbal, both in
position and in interpretation.

he fact that only the passive interpretation is available in ( b) can now be ac-
counted for by assuming that the participle in ( b) is a V-type participle rather than
an A-type one, thereby excluding the stative interpretation (‘open’). Given that both
interpretations are available in ( a), we conclude that the participle in cluster-initial
position is an A-type participle, just as the participle in ( c). he diference in in-
terpretation between ( a) and ( b) is thus related to a categorial diference. In ( a)
the participle is or may be an A-type, whereas it has to be a V-type in ( b). his is
supported by restrictions on modiication, e.g. the durative adverbial de hele dag ‘the
whole day’ is possible with the A-type variant of ( a) but not easily with the V-type
variant in ( b).

If we analyse participles as being ambiguous between a V-type and an A-type, we
are in a position to provide an answer to the fact that V -V -V occurs frequently
in the Dutch language area although this particular cluster is theoretically predicted
not to occur. Non-verbal elements generally appear to the let of the verb in Dutch
clauses since Dutch shows an OV-order. Given their (partly) non-verbal properties,
we take A-type participles to be non-verbal, and thus to occur to the let of a verbal
cluster, just as other non-verbal elements.

he occurrence of a participle in front of the auxiliary verb is possible in the whole
language area in two verb constructions (participle-V; cf. SAND-II, map ). Appar-
ently, A-type status of the participle is a common phenomenon in Dutch dialects.
his would then lead us to expect that the order participle-V -V will show up in
the whole language area as well. his is indeed the case with the exception of the

his stative interpretation is known in the literature as a target state. Cf. Koeneman, Lekakou &
Barbiers ( 0 ) for recent discussion, diagnostics and references.
More precisely, there is coercion such that de hele dag in ( b) has a repetitive, not a durative interpre-
tation, as expected.
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northern part of the language area. Moreover, it can be observed on Map that the
order V -V -V is accompanied by a participle-initial order in all locations. In order
to have both interpretive possibilities for the participle, the initial position must be
available. As we have seen, the V-type status reduces the interpretive possibilities of
the participle. Consequently, clusters with a participle in a cluster-inal, verbal po-
sition are expected to constitute a subset of clusters with participles in a non-verbal
position.

We thus analyse the V -V -V order in this construction as an instance of the
participleA-V -V order, and this order is consequently no longer a problem for the
theory. If the participle is a V-type, it will show up in the V -V -V order as the
rightmost element. We thus have eliminated the problem of V -V -V orders as coun-
terexamples to our hypothesis. here are no V -V -V clusters. In those cases the
ascending V -V cluster is preceded by an A-type participle.

If we now turn to the geographical distribution of these sentences, we observe
that a participle can have an A-type status in the whole language area. It is rather
the question where it may show up as V-type in the order V -V -V . It is clear that
there exists a strong preference for A-type participles in the Belgian part of the lan-
guage area, whereas the Dutch part shows an ambiguity in categorial status. For the
northern area it is diicult to determine what the status of the participle is. In the
order participle-V -V the participle can be A-type, as is a possibility in the rest of
the language area, but it may also be V-type since the northern part of the language
area has a descending strategy in verbal clusters.

Cluster interruption
We are now in a position to turn to the verb cluster order V -V -V . We have argued
that participles in Dutch are ambiguous in having a V-type or A-type status. We
argued that a V-type participle would give rise to the order V -V -participleV 3 in
( a), whereas an A-type participle would be ordered to the let of the verbs, and thus
leads to the order participleA-V -V as in ( b). he northern order is participle-V -
V in ( c). However, the order V -participle-V in ( d) occurs quite oten (n = ) as
well, especially in the southern part of the language area (see map ).

( ) a. …dat John de wagen voor drie uur moet hebben gemaakt. [V -V -pcp] (V-
type)

b. …dat John de wagen voor drie uur gemaakt moet hebben. [pcp-V -V ] (A-
type)

c. …dat John de wagen voor drie uur gemaakt hebben moet. [pcp-V -V ] (V-
type or A-type in northern varieties)

d. …dat John de wagen voor drie uur moet gemaakt hebben. [V -pcp-V ]
‘…that John the car before three o’clock must have made.’

V -V -V in the north, V -V -V in the rest of the language area. hese orders can be analyzed as
occurrences of A-type participles.

7
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Given the fact that the participle can be A-type or V-type, there are two ways to
analyse the occurrence of the order V -participle-V in ( d). If the participle would
be V-type, we face a problem for our approach since we predict the order V -V -V
not to occur since it involves a non-uniform order, i.e. not a strictly ascending or
descending order. Alternatively, we may take the participle to be of the A-type and
argue that A-type participles may show up in a cluster in between two verbs. In order
to further support our order hypothesis, it will be clear that we will take the later
approach.

he fact that verb clusters can be interrupted by non-verbal material has received a
lot of atention in the literature. Varieties of Dutch difer with respect to the amount
and the nature of the material they allow to appear within a verb cluster. Most vari-
eties allow verb particles to appear in the cluster, as is shown in ( ). hese particles
may be prepositional, adjectival or adverbial in nature.

( ) a. Ik
I

vind
ind

dat
that

John
John

Marie
Marie

moet
must

OP
up

bellen.
call

[part = P]

‘I think that John should call Mary.’

b. Ik
I

vind
ind

dat
that

John
John

die
that

mug
mosquito

moet
must

DOOD
dead

slaan.
beat

[part = Adj]

‘I think that John should kill that mosquito.’

c. Ik
I

vind
ind

dat
that

John
John

die
that

valse
mean

hond
dog

moet
must

WEG
away

jagen.
chase

[part = Adv]

‘I think that John should chase away that mean dog.’

he capitalized elements are generally called verb particles. his label is just a way
to describe a class of elements that together with the main verb constitute a complex
verb, or rather a verbal predicate. here is no evidence for a syntactic category of the
type Particle. here is no compelling evidence to consider particles as verbal preixes
either. Particles can be separated from the main verb in verb-cluster constructions
(7a) and must be separated in clauses with Verb Second (7b). Moreover, they appear
outside verbal inlection, as in the case of participles in which the particle shows up
in front of the inlectional preix ge- (7c).

(7) a. Ik
I

vind
ind

dat
that

John
John

Marie
Marie

OP
up

moet
must

bellen.
call

b. John
John

belt
calls

Marie
Mary

OP.
up

(*John OPbelt Marie)

c. Ik
I

vind
ind

dat
that

John
John

Marie
Marie

moet
must

hebben
have

OPgebeld.
called

(*geOPbeld)

he literature on Dutch particles is vast. he analyses can roughly be divided into
lexical approaches in which verb and particle are part of a lexical verb (a.o. Neeleman
&Weerman 99 ; Neeleman 99 ), syntactic approaches in which particles are gener-
ated as separate items in the VP (a.o. Hoekstra, Lansu&Westerduin 987; Bennis 99 ;

8
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den Dikken 99 ), and hybrid proposals in which the particle-verb combination con-
stitutes a syntactically complex word (Booij 00 ; Blom 00 ). All three approaches
have theoretical and empirical problems. We will not enter into a detailed discussion
of particles in this article. We just establish that this type of particle may easily be in-
corporated in a verb cluster in all Dutch dialects. his is also evident from the SAND
(SAND II, maps a/b).

In this paper we will not discuss the properties of cluster formation either (see Bar-
biers, Bennis & Dros-Hendriks (submited) for an elaborate discussion of this issue
in terms of the structure building process Merge). he crucial fact is that non-verbal
material of the particle-type may appear in between verbs within a verb cluster. In
that respect these cases are in our view structurally similar to the occurrence of par-
ticiples of the A-type within the verb cluster.

Not only particles and participles may appear in verb clusters. A whole range of
other phrases show up in verb clusters in dialects of Dutch as well. A number of
cases is given below.

(8) a. Ik
I

vind
ind

dat
that

John
John

moet
must

brood
bread

eten.
eat

[bare noun / object]

‘I think that John should eat bread.’

b. Ik
I

vind
ind

dat
that

John
John

moet
must

klein
small

schrijven.
write

[VP-adverb]

‘I think that John should write small.’

c. Ik
I

vind
ind

dat
that

John
John

moet
must

boeken
books

lezen.
read

[plural noun / object]

‘I think that John should read books.’

d. Ik
I

vind
ind

dat
that

John
John

moet
must

een
a

auto
car

wassen.
wash

[indeinite object]

‘I think that John should clean a car.’

e. Ik
I

vind
ind

dat
that

John
John

moet
must

op
on

tafel
table

staan.
stand

[prepositional phrase]

‘I think that John should stand on the table.’

f. Ik
I

vind
ind

dat
that

John
John

moet
must

de
the

meisjes
girls

zoenen.
kiss

[deinite object]

‘I think that John should kiss the girls.’

If interruption occurs, it is always optional. In the whole language area, all the sen-
tences in (8) are perfectly ine in the order in which the interrupter precedes the
cluster. It is clear that cluster interruption by non-verbal material of the construc-
tion types in (8) is basically conined to the Flemish area (West- and East-Flanders
and the province of Flemish Brabant). We ind some cases in which a bare noun oc-
curs in the cluster-medial position in the Netherlands, but for reasons we do not yet
understand, the remainder of constructions is geographically very much restricted
to the southern part of the language area. However, the fact that the cluster inter-
ruption in (8) is predominantly a southern phenomenon ties in with the fact that we

9
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have observed above that cluster interruption by type-A participles is the dominant
order in verb clusters with participles in southern varieties of Dutch as well, as was
evident from Map .

On the other hand, we have shown that cluster interruption is a general phe-
nomenon of Dutch verb clusters given that particles are found within the verbal clus-
ter inmost varieties of Dutch and that interruption of A-type participles is quite oten
found in the Netherlands as well. It is striking that the possibilities to allow interrup-
tion slowly increase geographically in moving to the southwest (West-Flanders) of
the language area. his is shown on Map .

Map : Cluster interruption - synthesis (= SAND-II map 0b + particles + participles).

On map , the color is geting darker the more interruption types (maximum is 8)
a particular area accepts. he map shows that cluster interruption is increasing from
north (the Frisian area) to south-west (the West-Flemish area).

From these data we conclude that interruption of a verb cluster is a possibility in
almost all varieties of Dutch with the exception of the northern dialects. he extent
to which interruption occurs is determined by two tendencies:

) the more predicative the non-verbal element is, the more readily it appears as
part of the verb cluster;

) going in the direction of the southwest of the language area the preference for
inclusion of non-verbal parts within the verb cluster increases.

he irst tendency implies that non-predicative elements such as subjects, clitics, and
sentence adverbials are generally not acceptable within verbal clusters and this is in-
deed the case. hese tendencies do not seem to be determined by structural principles
because (i) all descending varieties do allow cluster interruption in principle, (ii) there
are no clear geographic borders between dialects that allow interruption and those
that do not.

0
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Conclusion
From the discussion above, we can conclude that the hypothesis that Dutch dialects
have either a descending (northern varieties) or an ascending (rest of the language
area) order in the verb cluster is supported notwithstanding supericial evidence to
the contrary. he apparent counterexamples are due to two independent factors:
participles can be either A-type or V-type, and non-verbal predicative constituents
may interrupt the verbal cluster. he fact that the V -V -V order and the V -V -
V order are lacking in the construction under discussion is further support for a
structural analysis of the phenomenon of cluster formation. hese orders are not
ascending/descending and there are no independent structural factors that interfere.
We have thus formulated a very restrictive theory which makes quite precise predic-
tions on the occurrence of diferent orders and the geographic correlations between
diferent instantiations of occurring orders. We have provided a clear example of
structural dialectology. We thus answer Weinreich’s question positively.
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Introduction
“When the rain washés you clean, you’ll know” sings Fleetwood Mac’s Stevie Nicks
in the song Dreams (Nicks 977) and it sounds weird to all speakers of stress-timed
languages. he weak second syllable in the trochaic word washes is assigned to a
downbeat in the music and its musical note is longer and higher than the one on the
strong initial syllable of the same word. his lyric set to music violates the Stress to
Beat Matching Principle (Halle & Lerdahl 99 ): stressed syllables in words should be
assigned to strong beats in music in stress-timed languages (cf. also Beckman, 98 ;
Proto, 0 ).

he second example is less clear: “is er leven op Pluto?” (‘is there life on Pluto?’)
is a phrase from the Dutch song België (Temming & Westbroek 98 ) by Het Goede
Doel. Again, the way in which the trochaic word Pluto is set to music violates the
Stress to Beat Matching Principle in that the weak syllable to is on the downbeat.
To is also longer than plu, but in contrast to washes the higher pitch in Pluto is on
the irst (strong) syllable. As a consequence, there seems to be no consensus among
native Dutch listeners as to whether the sung word is Plúto or Plutó: a preliminary
investigation amongst irst-year phonology students for the past years by one of
the authors reveals that approximately half of the group of roughly 00 students does
not hear anything strange in the text seting, whereas the other half does. his clear
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division did not change over the years, and it suggests that listeners may be sensitive
to diferent acoustic cues in their perception of word stress.

Word stress is the emphasis given to a certain syllable in a word. he diference
between stressed and unstressed syllables can be expressed by means of pitch, loud-
ness, duration, and/or articulatory efort (Laver 99 ), but languages difer widely
as to which of these components (and to which extent) they apply. his has led to
traditional typological classiications, such as the one into languages with intensity-
based dynamic accent (also: stress accent) and those with pitch-based melodic accent
(or pitch accent; see, e.g., Beckman, 98 , Ladd, 008), or the rhythm-based classiica-
tion into syllable-timed and stress-timed languages (Pike 9 ), with duration playing
a prominent role to tell stressed from unstressed syllables in languages of the later
type.

In this paper, we report the results of a pilot study testing how speakers from ty-
pologically diferent languages identify word stress in the trisyllabic nonsense word
tatata. Our research question is whether participants from diferent stress-timed and
syllable-timed languages have diferent preferences for pitch or duration as stress
cues.

Method
We created seven variants of the nonsense word tatata. First, the non-word ta was
recorded, copied and put twice behind the original fragment to create a trisyllabic
nonsense word with phonetically identical syllables (called NNN in Table ). his
stimulus was used as a control item to check for language-speciic positional pref-
erences. he other six items were created from NNN by manipulating two of the
three syllables, one for pitch (P in Table ) and one for duration (D in Table ). F0
was raised by . % in P-syllables and duration was increased by 0% in D-syllables.
he manipulation was performed in Adobe Audition (version .0). Each of the seven
diferent stimuli, shown in Table , was presented ive times in isolation, i.e. listen-
ers had to judge items in total. Two lists were created in which the items were

Stress accent languages do show pitch movements on stressed syllables, but pitch is not a property of
stress in these languages, but a correlate of accent, i.e. pitch has a pragmatic function (such as focus
marking) which happens to be realized on stressed syllables.
Due to lack of space, we can only give a very simpliied picture here of both the phonetics of stress and
the diferent accent-based typologies. We refer the reader to Grabe & Low ( 00 ) and Ortega-Llebaria
& Prieto ( 0 0) for more thorough and detailed discussions of these issues, including recent work on
typologies.
he manipulation can be based on just noticeable diferences (JND). Of course, JND is listener-speciic.
Rietveld & van Heuven ( 00 : 0 ) claim that the JND for pitch is between 0, and , % and for duration
at least 0%. Jusczyk, Cutler & Redanz ( 99 ) and Gut ( 0 ), on the other hand, claim that in English
the pitch of stressed syllables is 0% higher than the pitch of unstressed ones and the duration of
stressed syllables is twice as long as in unstressed syllables. Because of this diference, a pilot studywas
performed in which diferent manipulated items were used to ind out which minimal manipulation
was noticeable for the participants. he results of this pilot study were that diferences in pitch of , %
and diferences in duration of 0% were still audible. herefore, these norms were being used for the
current study.
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pseudo-randomized.

Table : he seven stimuli created for this study.

Neutral-Neutral-Neutral NNN

Neutral-Pitch-Duration NPD

Neutral-Duration-Pitch NDP

Pitch-Duration-Neutral PDN

Pitch-Neutral-Duration PND

Duration-Pitch-Neutral DPN

7 Duration-Neutral-Pitch DNP

he experiment was conducted in a quiet room at the University of Groningen.
he items were presented with PowerPoint 0 on a laptop screen and audibly pre-
sented through headphones. All items could be repeated as oten as possible. he
participants were asked to identify one syllable in each word as the stressed one and
write down their answers on an answer sheet.

he participants and their native languages
Six participants, aged between and 7 years (mean age: ), took part in the ex-
periment. hey were all exchange students from the University of Groningen with
English as their second language (L ), but diferent native languages (L ): two stress-
timed European languages (Dutch, German), two syllable-timed European languages
(Spanish, Bosnian-Croatian-Serbian), and two (presumably) syllable-timed “Asian”
languages (Mandarin Chinese, Singapore English). We give brief descriptions of the
phonetic and phonological properties of stress in these languages below.

D is a stress-timed language with dynamic word stress (Collins & Mees 98 ).
Sluijter & vanHeuven ( 99 ) ind duration to be themost reliable correlate of stress in
Dutch; overall intensity and vowel quality appear to be weaker cues. Phonologically,
stress in Dutch can fall on any of the last three syllables in a word; stress may not fall
on the antepenultimate syllable, though, if the penultimate syllable is closed (Kager
989; van Oostendorp 0 ).
G is very similar to Dutch in both phonetic and phonological respects: like

Dutch, German is a stress-timed language with dynamic stress, and like Dutch, du-
ration appears as the most important cue for stress perception, followed by pitch,

Intensity in the higher frequency regions of the spectrum (so called ‘spectral balance’) fares beter
than overall intensity. Notice that Sluijter & van Heuven do not take pitch (F0) into account “since
we take the view that pitch movements are the correlate of accent rather than of stress.“ (Sluijter &
van Heuven 99 : 7 ).
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intensity, and vowel quality (Jessen et al. 99 ; Dogil & Williams 999). Finally, Ger-
man words are stressed on one of the last three syllables, with the restriction that
the antepenultima may not be stressed if the penultima is closed (Wiese 000).

S is the prototypical language with a syllable-timed rhythm (e.g. Pike, 9 ),
and we would thus expect duration to play a minor role for stress at best. Indeed,
uilis ( 97 ) and Llisterri et al. ( 00 ) report pitch as the most prominent cue for the
perception of stress in Spanish. Ortega-Llebaria ( 00 ), however, identiies duration
as another important cue. For stress in unaccented positions (i.e. without a pitch
accent), duration turns out to be the most important cue, a inding that is in line
with reports from Sluijter & van Heuven ( 99 ) on Dutch, and Jessen et al. ( 99 ) and
Dogil & Williams ( 999) on German. As in Dutch and German, the position of stress
in Spanish is restricted to one of the last three-syllables: in non-verbs, stress typically
falls on the inal syllable if closed by a consonant (other than -s, -n), otherwise on the
penultimate syllable (Harris 99 ).

B -C -S (BCS) is usually classiied as a syllable-timed lan-
guage with a melodic accent (Josipović 99 ). Yet, Lehiste & Ivić ( 98 ) report in-
creased relative duration as the most reliable phonetic correlate of stress. Pitch is
less reliable, presumably because BCS is a pitch accent language (also called tonal
accent language or restrictive tone language) and thus pitch has a distinctive func-
tion: all words in BCS have one of two melodies, one falling, the other rising, aligned
with the stressed syllable (Lehiste & Ivić 98 ). So called falling accents reach their
tonal peak on the stressed syllable, while rising accents reach them not before the
poststressed syllable. As far as phonology is concerned, BCS stress can fall on any
syllable but the last. Falling accents only occur on the irst (or only) syllable, rising
accents on any syllable but the last (i.e. they do not occur in monosyllabic words).
Contrasts of falling and rising accents are thereby conined to the irst syllable of
polysyllabic words (Lehiste & Ivić 98 ; Inkelas & Zec 988).

M C is a tone language with four lexical tones (Duanmu 000). he
language is said to have a melodic accent (Chao 9 8) and a syllable-timed rhythm
(Grabe & Low 00 ; Lin & Wang 007). Yet, acoustic studies (Moore 99 ; Shen
99 ) show that pitch, duration, intensity, and segmental quality all play a role in
distinguishing stressed from unstressed syllables in Mandarin: stressed syllables are
produced with a higher pitch range (i.e. raised F0 in high-toned syllables, lowered
F0 in low-toned syllables, and so on), they are signiicantly longer, have a greater
amplitude, andmore peripheral vowels. Moreover, Shen ( 99 ) reports that Mandarin
stress can be identiied even in the absence of pitch cues, with duration being more
important than intensity. As for position, Duanmu ( 000) analyzes Mandarin as a
language with initial stress and syllabic trochees, built from let to right.

S E (SE) is classiied as a syllable-timed language, by Ling, Grabe
& Nolan ( 000), mainly because vowels in unstressed syllables in SE are much less
reduced in both duration and quality compared to stress-timed British English. Still,
intensity and duration seem to be the most important phonetic cues to stress percep-

In fact, most researchers assume that tone is primary to stress in BCS, i.e. the position of stress depends
on the position of lexical tones (Inkelas & Zec 988; Zec 999).
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tion, at least for the Chinese ethnic group of SE speakers (Tan 00 ), the group our
participant belongs to. he position of stress in SE seems to be largely restricted to
one of the irst two syllables in a word.

Table summarizes the most important stress properties of our six participants’
native languages according to the literature.

Table : Summary of important stress properties of the six languages.

Language Stress- vs.
syllable-
timed

Dynamic
vs. melodic
stress

Important
cues for
stress

Position of
the stressed
syllable

Duth Stress-timed Dynamic
stress

Duration and
intensity

One of the
last three
syllables

German Stress-timed Dynamic
stress

Duration and
intensity

One of the
last three
syllables

Spanish Syllable-
timed

Melodic
stress

Pitch and du-
ration

One of the
last three
syllables

BCS Syllable-
timed

Melodic
stress

Duration Any syllable
but the last

Mandarin Syllable-
timed

Dynamic
stress?

Duration, in-
tensity, pitch

First syllable

Singapore
English

Syllable-
timed

Dynamic
stress?

Duration and
intensity

First or sec-
ond syllable

Results
he major results of the experiment are summarized in Table , Table and Figure .
Table reports how oten our participants perceived which syllable type (lengthened,
raised pitch, or neutral) as stressed. As can be seen, the German speaker shows
by far the strongest preference for duration (80%), followed by, in descending order,
the L speakers of Spanish, Singapore English, and Mandarin. he Dutch speaker
shows only a slight preference for duration ( . %, as against 0% for pitch). he
BCS speaker is the only participant with a preference for pitch; but at the same time,
this preference is also the most distinct of all (9 . %).

he very small share of neutral syllables perceived as stressed proves that our
participants did hear a diference; and the fact that the BCS speaker identiied higher

7
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pitched syllables as stressed in almost all items proves that raising F0 by only . % is
perceptible.

Table : Perceived stress as a function of diferent syllable types.

L Duration Pith Neutral

Duth ( . %) ( 0%) ( .7%)
German (80%) ( 0%) 0 (0%)
Spanish 0 ( .7%) ( .7%) ( .7%)
BCS ( .7%) 8 (9 . %) 0 (0%)
Mandarin 8 ( 0%) 0 ( . %) ( .7%)
Singapore English 9 ( . %) 9 ( 0%) ( .7%)

Positional preferences for stress can be deduced from the speakers’ judgments on
the ive non-manipulated items (NNN), displayed in Table .

Table : Perceived stress as a function of position (non-manipulated items).

L σ σ σ

Duth -
German -
Spanish -
BCS
Mandarin -
Singapore English - -

he SE speaker perceived these items consistently with initial stress, the Dutch and
Spanish speakers show a strong preference for the second (= penultimate) syllable,
our German and Mandarin speakers picked the irst or last syllable as stressed, and
the BCS speaker shows no preference for a particular position.

he full picture of stress judgments ordered by stimuli and speakers is shown in
Figure . Starting again with the Dutch speaker (top on page 9), we see that the
slight preference for duration over pitch (see Table ) is unevenly spread over the
diferent stimuli due to an efect of position. hus, the lengthened syllable is most
oten perceived as stressed if (a) in second position (third and ith bar) or (b) in irst
position with the neutral syllable in second position (second bar). Something similar
applies to the higher pitched syllables (see bars and ), with the notable exception
of NPD (bar ), where a higher pitched is outranked by a lengthened .

For the German speaker (mid on page 9), duration outranks both pitch and po-
sition by far, again with NPD (bar ) as the one notable exception: contrary to the
general trend (‘duration rules’) and default positions (‘stress the irst or last syllable’),

8
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Figure : (Continued on page 0.)

our speaker perceived the higher pitched in NPD (and only there, cf. the irst bar)
as stressed in four out of ive cases.

9
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Figure : (Continued from page 9.) Perceived stress as a function of syllable types
and position.

0
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For the Spanish speaker (botom on page 9), position shows an efect on the gen-
eral preference for duration over pitch: lengthened syllables in irst position (bars
and ) and second position (bars and ) are perceived as stressed in 80% of the cases,
as against only 0% in inal position (bars and ). Again, NPD (bar ) difers from
the rest in that all three syllable types are perceived as stressed at least once. Finally,
the Spanish speaker shows the largest share of neutral syllables (see Table ); but
rather than being randomly distributed between the diferent items, they only occur
with N in word initial position (bars and ).

he BCS speaker (top on page 0) shows a very strong preference for pitch. If
anything, we might infer a very slight efect of position from bars and , where our
speaker identiies the lengthened syllable as stressed (though only once per category),
presumably due to a bias against inal stress.

Apart from a solid preference for duration over pitch, our Mandarin speaker (mid
on page 0) shows a marked preference for word-initial stress. hus, lengthened
syllables are perceived as stressed to 00% if word-initially (bars and ), but only
to 0% in non-initial positions. Similarly, higher pitched syllables are perceived as
stressed to 0% in initial position (bars and ), but only to 0% non-initially. Notice
that position ( ) and acoustic cue (duration or pitch) have to coincide in order to
achieve high scores, in other words: word-initial neutral syllables (bars and ) are
barely perceived as stressed.

Finally, the SE speaker (botomon page 0) shows a patern similar to theMandarin
speaker: a preference for duration over pitch, and another favoring initial stress (ˈ
> ˈ > ˈ ). Compared to Mandarin, duration seems to be a slightly stronger cue in
SE, in the sense that lengthened second syllables are still perceived as stressed in 0%
of the cases (bars and ). Pitch scores of 0% are only found with duration in inal
position (bars and ).

Discussion
We expected speakers of stress-timed languages to perceive stress primarily by
means of duration, and speakers of syllable-timed languages to rely mainly on pitch
diferences (because stressed and unstressed syllables should not difer much in du-
ration). German and BCS seem to conirm this hypothesis, but stressed-timed Dutch
does not, and neither do syllable-timed Spanish, Mandarin, and SE. As a mater of
fact, our brief discussion of some phonetic work in Section has already unmasked
the traditional isochrony of stress-timed and syllable-timed languages as an over-
simpliication; and the same holds for the classiication of languages into those with
dynamic stress and those with melodic stress.

As regards the actual phonetic properties of stress in our participants’ L , our re-
sults conirm reports from the literature on the prominent role of duration for stress
in German (Dogil &Williams 999), Spanish (Ortega-Llebaria 00 ), Mandarin (Shen
99 ), and SE (Tan 00 ). he relatively even distribution between duration and pitch
of the Dutch speaker is less in line with the literature (Sluijter & van Heuven 99 ),
but matches well with the variable reactions to the stress patern of the word Pluto
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in “is er leven op Pluto?”, mentioned in the introduction. Finally, the BCS speakers’
strong preference for pitch goes directly against (Lehiste & Ivić 98 ), who found du-
ration to be the most reliable phonetic correlate of stress. We have no explanation
for this mismatch. Notice that the equation of higher pitch with stress on the sec-
ond and third syllable is particularly surprising, given that in BCS higher pitch on a
non-initial syllable does not coincide with stress, but rather indicates stress on the
preceding syllable.

he strength of a particular phonetic cue (duration, pitch) for the perception of
stress can also be seen in the way it competes with positional preferences. To start
with the two extremes, duration in German and pitch in BCS, these cues overrule
position by far: words in BCS, for instance, are never stressed on their inal syllable,
and yet our BCS speaker perceives inal syllables with higher pitch as stressed to
80%. he efect of position on phonetic cues is moderate for our Dutch and Spanish
participants, and strong for the Mandarin and the SE speaker.

Finally, stress judgments onNNNwords (Table ) show similarities betweenDutch
and Spanish on the one hand, and German and Mandarin on the other. he marked
diference between Dutch and German might come as a surprise; ater all, the two
languages are closely related and their stress systems are typically analyzed as very
similar. Yet, both languages allow (in principle) stress on all three light syllables in a
trisyllabic word (Dutch: Cánada, pyjáma, chocolá; German: Kánada, Bikíni, Melodíé),
and it is thus possible that the Dutch speaker prefers a foot structure with one inal
syllabic trochee L(ĹL) while the German speaker parses [tatata] into two trochees
(LL)(L), with either the irst or the second carrying main stress: (L̀L)(Ĺ) or (ĹL)(L̀). It
is also possible that the Dutch speaker interprets [a] as a long vowel /aː/ (because
short /a/ has a back quality [ɑ] in Dutch), which would increase the likeliness of
stress on the penultimate syllable (Gilbers & Jansen 99 ).

Conclusion
We conducted a pilot study to examine how speakers from typologically diferent
languages (Dutch, German, Spanish, Bosnian-Croatian-Serbian, Mandarin Chinese
and Singapore English) perceive word stress by means of pitch and duration. Our
German speaker relied mainly on duration, the speaker of Bosnian-Croatian-Serbian
used pitch almost exclusively. he other participants showed a slight or moderate
preference for duration. Our results are (mostly) in line with the phonetic prop-
erties of stress in our participants’ L , but not with traditional classiications into
stressed-timed and syllable-timed languages, thereby conirming earlier criticism of
such clear-cut typological categories (Roach 98 ; Cauldwell 00 ; among many oth-
ers). Notice, however, that not all our results can be ascribed to the native language of
our participants. Since we tested only one speaker of each language, we cannot rule
out from the outset that (some of) the diferences are a result of individual (and thus
L -independent) preferences for one cue over the other. In other words: if speakers
of Dutch can be divided between duration and pitch if they receive conlicting cues
(as in Pluto above), so can speakers of other languages. Future research with more
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speakers from each language will help to detangle systematic (i.e. L -related) efects
from possible individual preferences.
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Chapter

Empirical evidence for discourse
markers at the lexical level
Jelke Bloem
University of Amsterdam

I use a discourse-annotated corpus to demonstrate a new method for identifying poten-
tial discourse makers. Discourse markers are oten identiied manually, but particularly
for natural language processing purposes, it is useful to have a more objective, data-
driven method of identiication. I link this task to the task of identifying co-occurrences
of words and constructions, a task where statistical association measures are oten used
to compute association strengths. I then apply a statistical association measure to the
task of discourse marker identiication, and present results for several discourse relation
types. While the results are noisy due to the limited availability of corpus data, they
appear usable ater manual correction or as a feature in a classiier. Furthermore, the
results highlight a few types of lexical discourse relation cues that are not traditionally
considered discourse makers, but still have a clear association with particular discourse
relation types.

Introduction
he coherence structure of texts is one of many aspects of language that can be
studied computationally to gather empirical evidence for previously formulated the-
ories or categorizations. When such theories or categorizations can be automatically
mapped to language usage data, this may also provide natural language processing
(NLP) systems with more information about a text. Automatically determining the
coherence structure of a given text allows for higher-level semantic analysis that is
useful in many NLP applications. his structure, consisting of relationships between
clauses, is generally described in terms of coherence relations, such as .

here are various frameworks that formalize these relations. One widely used
model is Rhetorical Structure heory (RST) (Mann & hompson 988), which pro-
vides detailed, tree-shaped structures that cover everything from elementary dis-
course units to long text spans. At the lowest level of a RST tree structure, discourse
relations hold betweenminimal units of discourse, or spans. hese units are generally
deined at the level of clauses. Spans can be more central (a nucleus) or secondary to
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the relation (a satellite). Relations between nuclei and satellites allows us to deine
the fact that one span fulills a speciic role in the discourse, relative to the other.
Multinuclear relations are also possible, such as q . In this case, no single
nuclear span can be deined, they are all equally central to the relation. Higher up in
a RST tree, these relations also apply to larger spans that cover multiple elementary
discourse units. Other examples of formal discourse models are Discourse Represen-
tation heory (DRT) (Kamp 98 ; Kamp, van Genabith & Reyle 0 ) and the Cogni-
tive Approach to Coherence Relations (CCR) (Sanders, Spooren & Noordman 99 ),
in which coherence relations consist of features.

Coherence relations in text can be explicitly marked, as in example ( ) from the
RST Discourse Treebank (Carlson, Okurowski &Marcu 00 ), which shows a
relation:

( ) (…) it is beter positioned than most companies for the coming overcapacity,
because its individual mills can make more than one grade of paper.

Non-lexical markers, such as intonation, are also possible, but not relevant in writ-
ten text. Coherence relations are oten let implicit as well, such as in the following
example by Webber ( 00 ):

( ) John is stubborn (C1). His sister is stubborn (C2). His parents are stuboorn
(C3). So, they are continually arguing (C4).

he relation between C4 and the other elements is explicitly marked by ‘so’,
but the relations between C1, C2 and C3 are let implicit (in RST, this is a rela-
tion).

Explicit lexical markers can be used as cues for systems that atempt to automat-
ically determine discourse relations. here are a limited number of markers known
for each kind of discourse relation, so the markers are oten identiied intuitively
and litle empirical research has been done to verify their association with the dis-
course relation(s) they mark. In addition, there might be more markers that are not
as obvious, which could be missed in this way.

In this work, I present a method for detecting potential discourse relation markers
in a more objective and empirical way. Based on a statistical measure of association,
the method used can bring up candidate markers from real-world annotated corpus
data purely on the basis of an objective statistical measure. he method will not
guarantee a clean list of discourse markers, but it can serve as a irst step in detecting
them and could have applications as a feature in a larger system for discourse relation
detection.

he problem of inding associations between discourse markers and discourse re-
lations can be related to the general issue of discovering whether words co-occur
with some other linguistic structure or element. In corpus linguistics, this type of is-
sue is commonly solved using statistical measures of association, such as the χ2-test.
Collocations, words that co-occur more oten than would be expected by random
chance, are generally analyzed using such methods. Discourse markers and the re-
lations they mark can be viewed from the same perspective — one would expect a
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discourse marker to be strongly associated with the discourse relation they mark.
First I will discuss some related work, and then explain the method and what data is
required to apply it to. I will then discuss the results of applying this method to some
English-language corpus data, and draw conclusions.

Related work
Various studies discuss the identiication of discourse markers. Knot ( 99 ) man-
ually examined a set of academic texts to gather a corpus of about 0 discourse
markers. To test whether words are discourse markers, he employed a linguistic test.
he test involves isolating clauses that contain the markers and checking whether
they appear complete that way. If they seem incomplete, then they are considered
relational, since they have to be in a relation with another clause to be coherent. his
test is argued to be reasonably objective. However, one needs to manually identify
candidate discourse markers in advance to be able to perform it, based on intuition.
Recent work on discourse connectives in discourse processing also use a pre-deined
set of discourse markers, such as Pitler & Nenkova ( 009), who use the annotated
explicit connectives in the Penn Discourse Treebank and present a method of disam-
biguating them when they can mark multiple relations.

Timmerman ( 007) developed an automatic recognizer for Dutch that relies on
discourse markers to generate the RST structure of texts in the medical domain. In
his analysis, he producesmanually collected lists of Dutch discoursemarkers, and the
relations they signal. He also considers the class of domain-speciic markers, in this
case medical words, which is interesting since it indicates that (topic) domains are a
consideration and that discourse markers are an open class for which new members
can be found.

Statistical measure of association have already been applied in discourse structure
research, but only for disambiguation purposes. Spenader & Lobanova ( 009) have
taken two speciic relations, and - , and used the χ2-test of
association strength to determine if intuitively selected markers can reliably distin-
guish the two. hey measure the association between the occurrence of a speciic
marker in the relation versus the - relation. However, this is
only possible if there is a hypothesis about what relation types a potential marker
might belong to, and if only a few relation types are being studied. hey surprisingly
ind that the marker however, normally considered a marker of contrast, doesn’t help
to distinguish and - . hey also ind some novel discourse
markers. his research shows that statistical methods can result in new indings
about discourse markers that intuition does not provide, and do so in a more objec-
tive way.

Khazaei, Xiao & Mercer ( 0 ) also present a method of selecting potential lexi-
cal coherence markers for RST relations involving the use of n-grams from corpora,
to be used in a discourse relation classiier for relations. his selec-
tion task is similar to the task we describe, but a diferent method is used. he RST
Discourse Treebank (Carlson, Okurowski & Marcu 00 ) is used for the extraction
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of n-grams (up to trigrams). A modiied - metric is applied to data extracted
from the corpus. he relations from the corpus are sorted into documents, one doc-
ument per relation type, and - is then used to select potentially relevant cues
that identify a particular document (i.e. relation type). heir study focuses on the

relation, and results are reported only for this relation. he fact that
Khazaei, Xiao & Mercer ( 0 ) use their lexical markers to classify re-
lations also shows that automatically detected lexical coherence markers can indeed
be used for disource relation classiication, although in this work, only one relation
type was classiied.

Method
In this section, I will describe my use of statistical methods of association for de-
tecting potential discourse markers for a given relation type. he basic idea is to
ind words that occur in a given discourse relation type more oten than would be
expected by chance, i.e. if the words were randomly distributed over the diferent
relation types. hese words can then be considered to be associated with that dis-
course relation, which indicates that they may be markers for the relation. We also
distinguish between nuclei and satellite spans of relations. For example, in a
relation, the thing in the nucleus span is what caused (or might have caused) the
thing described in the satellite span. Since diferent words may be associated with
each of these functions, it seems beter to distinguish them. However, Khazaei, Xiao
& Mercer ( 0 ) do not make this distinction.

his task requires a suiciently large corpus of discourse-annotated data, from
which the relations and the words in their spans should be extracted. One can then
calculate the association between these words and the relation nucleus or satellite.
Since some markers can consist of multiple words, I included bigrams of the words
as well. Trigrams could also be considered, in case there are multi-word potential
discourse markers, but this would likely make the results too noisy.

. Use of Context Ratio

he proposed method using measures of statistical association is inspired by the use
of association strength in other areas of linguistics. Lichte & Soehn ( 007) used the
method to discover negative polarity items (NPIs). hese are lexical constructions that
can only occur in the scope of downward entailing (DE) operators. By measuring the
association strength between words (potential NPIs) and clauses in the scope of DE
operators, new NPIs could be found. he task is similar to inding discourse markers,
in that there is some class of lexical items that is only partly known, associated with a
particular kind of context. he authors of this study used the Context Ratio measure,
a very basic measure of association. However, the NPIs that they are looking for are
expected to occur in DE contexts most of the time, while discourse markers don’t
only occur in the discourse relation they mark. For our purposes, it would be beter

8
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to use a measure that also takes into account how oten the marker word appears in
other contexts, such as Fisher’s Exact Test.

. Use of Fisher’s Exact Test

Another example of the use of association strength in linguistics is the method of col-
lostructional analysis, irst described by Stefanowitsch &Gries ( 00 ). It is concerned
with linguistic constructions, such as [N waiting to happen], where N is an open slot
that can be illed with a noun. hey found that some words are more strongly associ-
ated with such a construction than others, providing clues about the construction’s
meaning. hey calculate the association between a word and a construction using
Fisher’s exact test. his test is particularly well suited to sparse data, a common
occurrence in linguistics. Many measures of association make distributional assump-
tions that are not valid for linguistic data. he occurrence of words in language is not
normally distributed, some words occur quite oten while many words occur rarely.

Fisher’s Exact Test provides a p-value as well as a measure of efect size (Maximum
Likelihood Estimate odds ratios), which provides a threshold that makes it possible to
state whether an association is statistically signiicant. It is also an exact computation,
while many other association measures are estimations, an important point for this
investigation since sparse data is likely. So I have decided to follow Stefanowitsch &
Gries ( 00 ) and use Fisher’s Exact Test focusing on p-values. However, an empirical
validation to determine the optimal association measure for a particular task could
show another measure to be beter. his was done by Wiechmann ( 008) for the task
of collostructional analysis. he use of a measure of efect size such as odds ratios
is also a viable alternative, when one considers the size of the associations between
words and relations to be more important than deining a threshold.

. Use of -

he choice for a measure of association, such as Fisher’s Exact Test, can be contrasted
with Khazaei, Xiao & Mercer’s ( 0 ) approach using - (Term Frequency - In-
verse Document Frequency), which is more commonly used in NLP tasks. his mea-
sure is normally used to measure the importance of words in documents, i.e. in the
NLP tasks of keyword identiication or text summarization. Khazaei, Xiao & Mercer
( 0 ) apply it to the task of discourse marker identiication by compiling all spans
of a particular relation, such as , into a single document, resulting in
one document per relation type. Methods that operate on documents, such as key-
word identiication, can then be employed. he method works by taking the term
frequency ( ) (the frequency of a particular word throughout the whole set of docu-
ments, i.e. the corpus) and dividing it by the inverse document frequency ( ). he

represents the number of documents that contain the word. In terms of Khazaei,
Xiao & Mercer’s ( 0 ) study, it represents the number of discourse relation types
that contain the word. herefore, the frequency of a word in the corpus is weighted
by the number of diferent relation types it appears in. Statistically, this is very sim-
ilar to the way Fisher’s Exact Test is computed, however, there is one factor that is

9
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involved in the computation of measures of association, but not in computing - :
the frequency of the word (or term) in a particular relation type. - only takes
into account whether a term occurs in a relation type, but not how oten. It can be
argued that important information is lost in this way — a word that occurs only once
in a nucleus is probably less important as a marker of results than a word that
occurs in nuclei many times. Furthermore - cannot provide p-values.

Data
his section will discuss my source of discourse-annotated data, and show what in-
formation should be extracted from it in order to use Fisher’s Exact Test to com-
pute association strengths between the discourse relations and the words that are
potential markers of these relations. he task requires a suiciently large corpus of
discourse-annotated data, meaning that the text is annotated for discourse units, the
relations between them (or at least the low-level relations), and the relation type. Dis-
course markers don’t need to be annotated, since they are what the method is trying
to ind. I chose to use the RST Discourse Treebank (Carlson, Marcu & Okurowski
00 ), a manually annotated treebank with over 78,000 words and over ,000 dis-

course units, as my data source. his treebank was also used by Khazaei, Xiao &
Mercer ( 0 ) for their discourse marker identiication study. While it is smaller
than the Penn Discourse Treebank (PDTB), it is based on the widely used Rhetorical
Structure heory (RST) approach, rather than being theory-neutral like the PDTB.
he RST annotators claim not to have been inluenced by the presence of discourse
markers during their analysis (Williams & Reiter 00 ). More importantly, the PDTB
does not distinguish between nuclei and satellites of relations, an important concept
in RST. Instead, relations have a irst and a second argument. Discourse markers are
more likely to be related to the function of a discourse unit than to its position, so
the nucleus-satellite distinction is an important one.

To apply measures of association strength to this data, we gather frequency
data from the corpus on discourse types, words that occur in them, and their co-
occurrence. p-values are computed from this, where a lower p-value indicates a
stronger association. I only consider words in the irst, second or last position, or
bigrams of the irst and second position in case there are two-word markers, because
this is where discourse markers tend to appear. For the relations, I only consider the
ones between minimal units of discourse. To test all of the discourse relations, I run
the test multiple times, once for each relation type.

Results
In this section, I will discuss the results of applying this method to the chosen corpus
for a few selected types of discourse relation. here are 7 types in the corpus, so I

http://www.isi.edu/~marcu/discourse/Corpora.html.
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cannot report on all of them for reasons of space. he following results have been
calculated with Fisher’s Exact Test, without any frequency cutofs.

Table : Rankings of top discourse marker candidates for nuclei and satellites of
C q - relations. he values are the p-values that represent associ-
ation strength.

because 8.7 8e-0 7
because of . 7 e-0
of .0 8e-007
largely because . 9e-00
when . 0 e-00

(a) C q - satellites

and . 7 9e-00
the dollar . 0 e-00
share . 97e-00
loss 9. 978 e-00
dollar 9. 978 e-00

(b) C q - nuclei

Table a shows the ive words that are most strongly associated with satellites
of q - relations, the same type used in the example contingency table
above. Because tops the rankings, along with some bigrams involving this word.
While I wasn’t able to ind a list of consequence markers (this relation type is not
used in all versions of RST), the deinition of because, ‘for the reason that’, seems to
imply consequence. he word of is not a discourse marker, but is likely listed due to
the common collocation ‘because of’, which also appears in the list and can be consid-
ered a multiword discourse marker. hewordwhen, appearing th in the ranks, tends
to occur in this relation when the satellite comes irst, in the form ‘When x happens,
there is a consequence’. herefore, it can be considered a marker of consequence,
even though it doesn’t seem to be known as such.

Table b shows the top ive for nuclei of the same relation type. It contains a stop-
word and various inancial terms, and nothing that could be considered a discourse
marker. Yet, the candidate markers that are found still have p-values below com-
mon thresholds of statistical signiicance, such as α < 0.001. he inancial terms are
domain-speciic noise, since the RST treebank is based onWall Street Journal articles.
Domain-speciic discourse markers also exist (Timmerman 007), but we do not ind
them here. It seems that this type of relation is generally marked in the satellite. An
example of such a relation helps to illustrate this:

( )
Nuc: Lockheed reported a $ million third-quarter net loss,
Sat: largely because of cost overruns on ixed-price military contracts.

he relation here is marked by largely because in the satellite, while the nucleus sim-
ply reports the consequence (of the cost overruns) without further marking.

he relation is regarded as one of the most commonly marked ones
(Taboada 00 ). By examining such a relation, there should be less noise among
the most strongly associated words. Table a shows the result for satellites,

http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/because.
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Table : Rankings of top discourse marker candidates for satellites of P and
C relations, extracted using the described method.

to 0
to yield . 0e-0
yield . 80 e-0
build . 9 7e-0 7
to build 7. 9 e-0
accommodate 9. 9 e-0
to accommodate 9. 9 e-0
keep .09 7e-0

(a) P satellites

even .7 07e-0
though . 9e-0 0
although 7. 70 e-0
despite .7 70e-0
even if .8 9e-0
despite the .08 7e-0
even though 7. 80e-0 0
if 7.7 -007

(b) C satellites

which is where the relation is normally marked. It shows that to is very strongly asso-
ciated with satellites, which is also one of the markers identiied by Taboada
in spoken dialogue. Most of the other candidate markers in the top part of the list
are bigrams of to and some verb, and these verbs also occur by themselves in the list
(such as yield). hey are not normally considered discourse markers, but clearly they
have a strong association with satellites anyway. Intuitively they do seem
to be semantically related, which is actually a claim of the collostructional analysis
method that inspired the method used in the present study — one can ind out about
the meaning of a construction by looking at the words it occurs with. Perhaps the
same can be said of discourse relation types.

In the th position (not visible in the table) there is also the bigram in order, likely
used as part of in order to, which indicates purpose. Apparently there are some poten-
tial discourse markers that will be missed by not including trigrams in the analysis.
However, introducing more n-grams also introduces noise. his can be seen in the
results of satellites in Table b, where we ind the bigram despite the as
a potential discourse marker.

In their discourse marker identiication study, Khazaei, Xiao & Mercer ( 0 ) fo-
cused on the relation, identifying the following potential lexical cues:
When, ater, on, before, with, out, as. It is diicult to compare these studies directly
due to the diferent choices made in selecting and iltering the data (for example,
their study does not distinguish between nucleus and satellite spans), but I will try
to provide a comparison here. In my results, the cue when can be found as the top
ranked cue for satellites. as is ranked second, ater is ranked fourth.
With is ranked th for satellites, and 0th for nuclei. On is ranked 7th for satel-
lites. Before is the third ranked cue for nuclei. Out is only ranked
as the th cue for nuclei, however, without is the th ranked cue for satellites of

relations. Other cues that are highly ranked in my results but are not
mentioned by Khazaei, Xiao & Mercer ( 0 ) include bigrams involving when, some
high-frequency words such as the, and some domain-speciic words such as prices
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as a cue for circumstance nuclei. here is clearly some degree of overlap between
the results of the two methods, but some of the markers they found were not ranked
highly by my method, even though the same corpus was used.

Discussion
he results show that statistical associationmeasures can be used to identify potential
discourse makers, but that the results are noisy. Taking all of the markers that are
statistically signiicant would result in a far too large list. he signiicance threshold
could be made more strict by applying a correction for performing multiple tests,
such as the Bonferroni-correction, but that would only be informative if the data
was less noisy. Alternatively, it would be beter to use a method of association that
is not focused on identifying a particular class of statistically signiicant discourse
markers, but rather on ranking them by their association strength.

he data appears to be noisy due to the use of a large number of domain-speciic
terms in the corpus, i.e. related to the topics typically discussed in the Wall Street
Journal. Khazaei, Xiao & Mercer ( 0 ) deal with domain-speciic lexical cues by il-
tering the lists of candidate discourse markers against another discourse-annotated
corpus from a diferent domain: they remove all cues that fail to succesfully identify
the same relations in the secondary corpus. However, this may not always be de-
sireable. It is quite likely that there are domain-speciic discourse markers or lexical
cues to discourse relations. his didn’t come up in the results I presented, but in a pre-
vious pilot study with Dutch fundraising leters, a possible example was found: the
marker ‘ill’ for illing in a form occurred in satellites of relations. Other
domain-speciic lexical cues that are strongly associated with the discourse relation,
such as the purpose verbs in table a, may not necessarily be functional markers of
text cohesion, but could still be interesting for natural language processing systems
that aim to detect discourse relations in the domain in question. Some of the noise
may also come from the small size of the corpus. Perhaps such concerns could be
alleviated by combining certain similar discourse relations, or not distinguishing nu-
cleus and satellite spans of relations, but this may make the results less interesting
or detailed.

he present results would require further manual processing, for example using
Knot’s ( 99 ) test, to be useful as lists of actual words with a function of marking
coherence. Alternatively, they could be compared to existing, manually compiled
lists of discourse markers for that relation, but such lists don’t seem to be commonly
available, and are made more diicult by the diferent theories on discourse relations.

Lastly, it would be interesting to investigate why some lexical cues that are not tra-
ditionally discourse markers are strongly associated with certain discourse relations.
We noted that some of the lexical cues appear to have strong semantic relations to
the discourse relation type that they appear in. If speakers use these semantically
related elements in interpreting coherence relations, this implies that there might be
networks of discourse markers and words with discourse-marking properties. his
would provide an interesting parallel to construction grammar theories of language.
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Experimental studies could investigate whether speakers of a language can use con-
structions, rather than just single words, as cues for processing coherence relations
between clauses.
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Chapter

Verb phrase ellipsis and sloppy
identity: a corpus-based investigation
Johan Bos
University of Groningen

In a corpus-based confrontation between sloppy and strict identity in elliptical contexts,
the former beats the later with a striking 9–0. Whether this results is representative for
verb phrase ellipsis in general is a question of debate. Perhaps the sloppy players had
home advantage, and strict players perform beter in corpora other than the Wall Street
Journal.

Introduction
In this article I will present corpus instances of Verb Phrases Ellipsis (VPE), a lin-
guistic phenomenon that manifests itself in the English language when an auxiliary
verb is used to refer to a complete verb phrase mentioned elsewhere in the linguistic
context, as in Bill wrote a paper, and John did too. Recently, Jennifer Spenader and
myself annotated a large corpus of English newspaper text (parts of the Wall Street
Journal) on occurrences of VPE (Bos & Spenader 0 ). We undertook this efort be-
cause, until then, detailed annotation work of VPE carried out on a large scale did
not exist, with the exception of Hardt ( 997) and Nielsen ( 00 ). he primary aim
of this enterprise was to develop benchmark tools for automated ellipsis recognition
and resolution in the context of natural language processing. However, the results
can also be used to study the distribution and frequency of the various types of VPE
and problems they trigger known from the rich linguistic literature on ellipsis.

Some of the indings of Bos& Spenader ( 0 ) were expected, and some unexpected.
Not surprising was the relative rarity of the phenomenon of VPE in newswire: on
average they found only one instance of VPE in every 09 sentences (Bos & Spenader
0 ). However, much to my surprise, is the lack of overlap of types of VPE found in

his paper is dedicated to John Nerbonne, who introduced me more than twenty years ago to the
world of computational semantics (Nerbonne 99 ). He supervised my master’s thesis work with an
enormous amount of enthusiasm and expertise. his resulted in my irst international publication (Bos
99 ). I am proud to say that I was John’s very irst graduate student in Groningen.
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the Wall Street Journal corpus with the classical examples found in the theoretical el-
lipsis literature. Well-studied phenomena such as pseudo-gapping, split antecedents,
cascaded ellipsis, antecedent-contained deletion are scarce in the newspaper genre.
So are VPE that give rise to what Dahl ( 97 ) called sloppy identity. It is this later
phenomenon that I will closer inspect in this article. Its statistical presence in real
corpora was unknown, and it still is. In this article I will look at the occurrence of
sloppy identity in the well-known Wall Street Journal corpus.

Sloppy identity
Many linguists are fascinated by the notorious strict/sloppy ambiguity that manifests
itself in VPE (Dahl 97 ; Sag 97 ; Klein 987). It occurs when the subjects of the
source and target clause denote diferent entities, and a pronoun appears in the source
clause and co-refers with the subject of the same clause. An example is John likes
his mother, and Bill does too, where the strict interpretation gives rise to the reading
where Bill likes John’s mother and the sloppy interpretation yields the reading where
Bill likes his own mother. Another example is John has never read a Russian novel he
disliked. But Bill has. It was War and Peace, taken from Gawron, Nerbonne & Peters
( 99 ), where the strict interpretation is implausible because that would imply that
John disliked a Russian novel that he never read.

his is without any doubt an interesting kind of ambiguity, and many computa-
tional solutions have been proposed for it (Dalrymple, Shieber & Pereira 99 ; Bos
99 ; Crouch 99 ; Bos 0 ). he question is how important this phenomenon is
from a language technology point of view. To answer this question, I think it is good
to look at naturally occurring data rather than examples invented by theoretical lin-
guists. From the cases of VPE that Bos & Spenader ( 0 ) annotated in their
one-million-word corpus, only nine show a potential ambiguity between a strict and
sloppy interpretation. hat is very litle, perhaps even disappointingly litle given
the amount of theoretical work on the topic. What I am going to do in this article is
to carefully study the behaviour of these nine cases. he main goal is to see whether
the so-called sloppy identity is the rule or rather the exception.

Sloppy vs. strict in the Wall Street Journal corpus
Before I present the instances of VPE found by Bos & Spenader ( 0 ), let me irst
introduce some notational conventions that I will use. For each occurrence of VPE,
the antecedent VP is marked by square brackets, and the auxiliary verb triggering
the elliptical VP is set in bold face. he pronoun causing the potential strict/sloppy
ambiguity is underlined. Co-referential phrases are indicated by printing the same
indices (i, j) in subscript. he cases are listed in the order they appear in the Wall

Dahl atributes the origin and name of the problem to J. R. Ross.
Incidentally, this example is an instance of the Missing Antecedent Problem, because the antecedent of
the neuter pronoun is not explicitly available in the discourse.
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Street Journal corpus. All of them are presented with a reference to the location in
the corpus, which is the name of the raw ile as distributed by the Penn Treebank
(Marcus, Santorini & Marcinkiewicz 99 ).

. Carlos Saul Menem (sloppy vs. strict: –0)

he irst instance we look at shows an odd kind of elliptical construction for a couple
of reasons. First, we have a present participle form of do, which is rather unusual
for elided VPs. Second, there is a semantic mismatch between the parallel elements
of the source and target clause: he subject of the source clause is a country (Brazil),
whereas the subject of the target clause is a person (the President of Argentina). Here
it is:

Case : Carlos Saul Menem <wsj_0415>
If Brazili devises an economic strategy allowing it to resume growth and service
debt, this could lead iti to [VP open up and deregulate itsi,j sheltered economy],
analysts say, just as Argentinian President Carlos Saul Menemj has been doing
even though he was elected on a populist platform.

he presence of the possessive pronoun its in the source clause, referring to Brazil,
causes the potential strict/sloppy ambiguity. However, the target clause certainly
doesn’t mean that the Argentinian president opened up Brazil’s economy — that
would be highly unlikely — hence a strict interpretation is out of the question. he
sloppy interpretation of its yields Argentina as antecedent, of course. Note however,
that this antecedent isn’t overtly expressed in the text, which is a further reason why
this case is interesting.

. IBM (sloppy vs. strict: –0)

his is very much like a standard textbook occurrence of VPE, where the source and
target are connected via a temporal adverb:

Case : IBM <wsj_0445>
IBMi, though long a leader in the Japanese mainframe business, didn’t [VP in-
troduce itsi,j irst PC in Japan] until ive years ater NECj did, and that wasn’t
compatible even with the U.S. IBM standard.

he source clause contains the possessive pronoun its that co-refers with the subject,
IBM. Hence, there is a potential ambiguity in the target clause. he strict variant

Daniel Hardt, in email correspondence on 7-0 - 007, says the following about this example: “his is
a variant of VPE that has not been much studied as far as I know. I think that the as binds a variable
standing for a VP meaning, very much like a wh-operator, as you could have for example in a variant
of the above …whichi Argentinian President Carlos Saul Menem has been doingi even though he was
elected on a populist platform. I think this would suggest that the missing VP should be linked up to
the VP which as is modifying, in this case open up and deregulate its sheltered economy. And that is the
reading I get.”
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would be paraphrased as until ive years ater NEC introduced IBM’s PC in Japan,
and the sloppy one as until ive years ater NEC introduced NEC’s PC in Japan. Of
course, only the later, sloppy interpretation makes sense — ater all, why would one
introduce a product of one’s competitor?

. Mr. Engelken (sloppy vs. strict: –0)

Here we have an instance of a do-the-same type of VP anaphor. Interesting here is
that the subject of the source clause denotes a plural entity, whereas the subject of
the target clause is a singular noun phrase:

Case : Mr. Engelken <wsj_0758>
Some , 0 fansi jammed the stands, and [VP shouted at the top of theiri,j
lungs]. Mr. Engelkenj was doing the same across the Hudson River in New
Jersey, where, with his nose pressed against the front window of the Passaic-
Cliton National Bank, he watched the duel on a television set the bank set up
for the event.

he potential strict/sloppy ambiguity here is caused by the plural possessive pronoun
their. It is physically impossible to shout at the top of someone else’s respiratory
organs, at least in the preferred, non-literal sense of ‘at the top of someone’s lungs’
that is obviously used here. Hence, there is no ambiguity here at all and the pronoun
needs to be sloppily interpreted to get the desired reading. Note that the mismatch in
number of the parallel subjects doesn’t seem to mater at all to get the interpretation
that Mr. Engelken was shouting at the top of his lungs.

. Mr. Lawson (sloppy vs. strict: –0)

In order to fully comprehend the following case it might help to provide some context.
It’s 989, we’re in the UK. John Major has just been appointed Chancellor of the
Exchequer, succeeding Nigel Lawson. Margaret hatcher was Prime Minister at the
time, as well as leader of the Conservative Party. Now consider:

Case : Mr. Lawson <wsj_0883>
Neil Kinnock, Labor Party leader, dubbed the -year-old Mr. Majori a “lap
dog” unlikely to [VPveer from hisi,j boss’s strongly held views], as Mr. Law-
sonj sometimes did.

Again we have a possessive pronoun, his, in the source clause, that co-refers with
Mr. Major. So Mr. Major isn’t likely to veer from the views of his boss, Margaret
hatcher. And Mr. Lawson? He sometimes did veer from his boss’s views, but of

We note in passing that this is, in fact, an interesting control construction, as the subject of the source
clause isn’t explicitly expressed.

0
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course the only sensible way this makes sense is that this be his own boss, not Mr.
Major’s. Now, it turns out the case that Mr. Major and Mr. Lawson had in fact the
same boss, namely Margaret hatcher. Hence, extensionally speaking, the strict and
sloppy reading would both lead to the same interpretation anyway.

. Mr. Turner (sloppy vs. strict: –0)

his case features the broadcasting company Comsat Video wishing to contract the
Denver Nuggets Basketball team. Comsat Video happens to be a rival of Turner
Broadcasting System Inc. Here is the example:

Case : Mr. Turner <wsj_1461>
Comsat Videoi, which distributes pay-per-view programs to hotel rooms, plans
to [VP add Nuggets games to theiri,j oferings], as Mr. Turnerj did successfully
with his Atlanta Hawks and Braves sports teams.

Once more we have a possessive pronoun causing a potential ambiguity. Obviously,
Mr. Turner didn’t add the Atlanta Hawks and Braves to the oferings of Comsat Video,
but to his own company. Hence, only the sloppy interpretation makes sense here.

We are now halfway in discussing the potentiallly ambiguous VPE cases. So far
they have been all sloppy — is there a chance for a strict reading? Let’s see…

. Americans (sloppy vs. strict: –0)

his is an example similar in structure and analysis to a case we considered earlier:
a temporal adverb connecting the source with the target clause, and a possessive
pronoun causing a potential strict/sloppy ambiguity:

Case : Americans <wsj_1591>
“What this means is that Europeansi will [vp have these machines in theiri,j
oices] before Americansj do,” the spokesman said.

As it is absurd to think that Americans have machines in oices of Europeans, only
the sloppy interpretation of the possessive pronoun their is available.

.7 Democrats (sloppy vs. strict: 7–0)

Here we have a comparative construction coinciding with VPE. Both GOP senators
and Democrats turn back a percentage of their allocated personal staf budgets.

Case 7: Democrats <wsj_1695>
First, economists James Bennet andhomasDiLorenzo ind that GOP senatorsi
[vp turn back roughly 0%more of theiri,j allocated personal staf budgets] than
Democratsj do.
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he strict interpretation would yield an interpretation where Democrats turn back
allocated personal staf budgets of GOP senators, which isn’t a realistic possibility.
Hence the sloppy interpretation of the possessive pronoun is the only way to inter-
pret it.

.8 Most magazines (sloppy vs. strict: 8–0)

his is an interesting instance of VPE, because the subject of the source clause isn’t
overtly expressed. he target clause is recovered as most magazines spread out ads
among its articles, where its co-refers, obviously, with the subject of the target clause,
most magazines, not to National Geographic. In other words, once more we end up
with a sloppy interpretation:

Case 8: Most magazines <wsj_2109>
Another sticking point for advertisers was National Geographici’s tradition of
lumping its ads together, usually at the beginning or end of themagazine, rather
than [VP spreading ads out among itsi,j articles], as most magazinesj do.

his case comprises, in addition, a complex nominalisation controlling the subject of
the coordinated present participle constructions lumping its ads together and spread-
ing ads out among its articles.

.9 Competitors (sloppy vs. strict: 9–0)

his last case involves another comparative form of VPE, escorted by subject-
auxiliary inversion in the target clause. he potential ambiguity is caused by a third-
person plural pronoun. It is, in fact, an example of a “lazy” pronoun (Geach 9 ),
because it stands for a literal repetition of a full deinite noun phrase:

Case 9: Competitors <wsj_2109>
But the magazine was slower than its competitors to come up with its regional
editions, and until last year [VP ofered fewer of them] than did competitors.

he subject of the source clause is the magazine, which refers to National Geographic.
he pronoun them refers to regional editions of the National Geographic. Hence, the
items of comparison are the number of regional editions of the National Geographic
ofered by the National Geographic, and the number of regional editions of competi-
tors (not the number of regional editions of the National Geographic, that would be
ridiculous). Hence, apart from the complexity introduced by the comparative and the
lazy pronoun, the analysis shows that, once again, we have a sloppy interpretation
on our hands.

Discussion
he much discussed ambiguity between strict and sloppy interpretation caused by
VPE is actually very rare in newswire text. Of more than 00 cases of VPE found in
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the Wall Street Journal corpus, only nine cases showed potential sloppy/strict ambi-
guity. It turns out that all nine of them unequivocally show sloppy identity. It is true
that we are working with a relatively small dataset of a restricted domain. Yet it is
striking.

In eight out of nine cases a possessive pronoun caused the potential ambiguity.
he balance between singular and plural number was equal: four in each case. he
remaining case was a lazy pronoun referring to a possessive noun phrase. In the
literature on VPE oten examples with personal pronouns are given, but we found
none in our corpus study.

Interestingly, several cases of surface semantic agreement conlicts were encoun-
tered. he Carlos Saul Menem example shows disagreement in the parallel subjects
of the source and target clause. heMr. Engelken example shows a mismatch in num-
ber between the source and target interpretation of the elided VP. hree of the VPE
instances involve (complex) control constructions.

Conclusion
One could argue that any conclusion drawn from this dataset isn’t signiicant because
of its relatively small size. Ater all, we’re only talking about nine examples. For the
sake of the argument, let’s assume that the distribution of strict and sloppy interpre-
tations would be equally divided in texts. he odds to draw nine instances of VPE
with a potential strict/sloppy ambiguity from a large corpus, which then turn out to
be all of sloppy identity, are really low. So it is very likely that there is no equal distri-
bution between sloppy and strict interpretation — informal Google searches conirm
this claim.

It is certainly true that we need more empirical work and we should inspect larger
and other genres of text. I have only looked at a very speciic text genre: newswire.
Journalistic prose is oten associated with competent writing and governed by style
guides. Oten, texts are heavily edited for the sake of clarity and readability. In
the case of the Wall Street Journal, its style guide gives the general advice to avoid
ambiguity, however without saying anything in particular on pronouns and ellipsis
(Martin 00 ). Undeniably, empirical work on ellipsis should be extended to cover
other genres of text, including spoken dialogue.

My tentative conclusion is that we don’t need sophisticated algorithms in language
technology, whose practitioners are content with accuracy igures of 90% or more
given the inherent diiculty of the task, to compute all strict and sloppy interpreta-
tion for instances of VPE. First of all, because it is an extremely rare phenomenon,
and secondly because if one defaults on sloppy identity a high accuracy is achieved
already. As a consequence, computational implementations of ellipsis resolution al-
gorithms could be far simpler than assumed so far. However, they could be more
complicated with respect to other linguistic aspects, such as coordination, control,
and mismatch between parallel elements.
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Chapter 7

Om-omission
Gosse Bouma
University of Groningen

heDutch complementizer om is optional if the clause it introduces is a complement. We
show that a large part of the variation in the distribution of om is accounted for by the
governing verb. Syntactic complexity also plays a signiicant role, as well as semantic
properties of the embedded clause.

Introduction
Dutch to-ininitival complement clauses ( s) can be optionally introduced by the
complementizer om. We ind such s as dependents of verbs, nouns, adjectives, and
prepositions, but here we will consider verbs only:

( ) De
he

Indiërs
Indians

aarzelen
hesitate

(om)
( )

te
to

investeren
invest

in
in

Uganda
Uganda

‘he Indians hesitate to invest in Uganda.’

It seems highly unlikely that the presence or absence of om in examples like these
in actual language use is totally random. For one thing, the governor (i.e. aarzelen
in ( )) has a very strong efect on the probability that the is introduced by om.
Another factor thatmight play a role is processing complexity. Processing complexity
can be reduced by eliminating (local) ambiguity. he complementizer om explicitly
marks the start of an . herefore, one potential reason to use om is to disambiguate
situations where the start of the is unclear

More in general, we might expect om to be used more oten in sentences that are
‘complex’ in one way or another. Long sentences containing material that could be
part of either the matrix clause or the , with many words intervening between
the verbal governor and the vebal head of the , might contain om more oten than
‘simple’, short, sentences.

An alternative, semantic, explanation might point to the fact that in (purpose or
goal) modiier clauses, om is obligatory:
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( ) Omstanders
Bystanders

duwden
pushed

hem
him

in
in

een
a

vijver
pond

om af te
to

koelen
cool

‘Bystanders pushed him into a pond to cool of.’

Historically, the use of om as a complementizer in modiier clauses precedes that of
its use as complement marker (IJbema 00 ). If this historical origin is still relected
in the current use of om, one expects om to be present especially in those s that
bear some resemblance to purpose and goal modiier clauses. We investigate the role
of two features that might be used to distinguish between typical complements of a
verb and typical modiier clauses.

Jansen ( 987) discusses the fact that prescriptive grammars until recently disap-
proved of the use of om in complement clauses, and also provides some corpus ev-
idence for the fact that om is used more oten in spoken (informal) language, sug-
gesting that register and genre might play a role. However, there has not been any
corpus-based study into the distribution of om that investigates the features that inlu-
ence the presence or absence of om in individual sentences. his is in strong contrast
with a similar phenomenon in English, i.e. the optional presence of that in inite
complement clauses, which has been the subject of numerous studies (see, among
others, Ferreira & Dell ( 000) and Hawkins ( 00 )). In particular, Roland, Elman &
Ferreira ( 00 ) observe that the strongest predictor for complementizer presence is
the governing verb. Jaeger ( 0 0) extends this result by showing that this efect can
to a large extent be contributed to subcategorization frequency, in particular, the
likelihood that a governing verb occurs with a complement clause in general.

Why add om?
here are two considerations that might explain why language users sometimes do
and sometimes don’t include om: processing complexity and semantics. A comple-
mentizer explicitly marks the beginning of an ininitival clause, and as such can help
to reduce processing complexity. Roland, Elman & Ferreira ( 00 ) observe that in
English the verb governing the complement clause ( ) is important for predicting
that. his in turn can be explained in terms of the probability that the governing verb
selects for a : if a governing verb occurs with a oten (i.e. of all occurrences of
the verb, a high proportion is with a ), the complementizer that will be omited
more easily. Jaeger ( 0 0) gives a similar but more general account in terms of in-
formation density. One might argue that choice for the complementizer om in Dutch
can be explained in a similar way. Furthermore, if reducing syntactic complexity is
the driving force for choosing om, we expect factors such as length of the , distance
(in words) between governor and , matrix clause type (i.e. verb inal or not), and
the presence of other complements to play a role as well.

One might also argue for a semantic account. Purpose and goal ininitival modiier
clauses obligatorily are introduced by the complementizer om. Some verbs that take

A comparison between the Corpus of Spoken Dutch and the newspaper corpus used in this study
conirms that om is indeed more frequent in spoken language.
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om as complement express a meaning that makes the complement clause very close
in meaning to a purpose or goal clause:

( ) De
he

EU
EU

zal
will

alles
everything

in
in

het
the

werk
work

stellen
put

om te
to

helpen
help

‘he EU will do everything it can to help.’

A semantic account predicts that complement clauses that are close in meaning to
a goal or purpose clause, will more likely be introduced by om. he opposite idea is
to measure how typical a combination of matrix verb and (the head of) an is. I s
headed by verbs that are ‘typical’ for a given matrix verb are probably less likely to
be introduced by om.

Data
We used an 80 million word subset of the Twente Newspaper corpus (Ordelman et al.
007) as corpus. For computing semantic association scores, we used the full Twente

Newspaper corpus ( 00 million words). he corpus was parsed automatically using
Alpino (van Noord 00 ). Using automatically parsed data has the advantage that it
allows us to collect a large number of relevant examples quickly, including several
features that might be relevant for predicting the distribution of om. We took several
measures to ensure that the amount of noise is kept to a minimum.

Initially, we selected all sentences containing a (te-ininitival) or (om-te-
ininitival) clause functioning as verbal complement, i.e. with grammatical relation
label in the dependency graph output by the parser. We ilter all examples in-
volving governors that did not occur at least 0 times with a and at least 0 times
with an . We imposed this restriction to make sure that we are indeed considering
examples where both forms are possible. We also iltered all cases where the gover-
nor (also) had a use as cross-serial dependency verb. An example is the verb besluiten
(to decide):

( ) …waarna
ater-which

hij
he

zich
himself

blijvend
permanent

in
in

de
the

VS
US

besloot
decided

te
to

vestigen
stay

‘…ater-which he decided to stay in the US permanently.’

( ) …waarna hij besloot (om) zich blijvend in de VS te vestigen

Example ( ) exhibits cross-serial dependency word order where insertion of om is
never possible. In ( ), the is extraposed and om is possible. As the dependency
structure of both cases is identical, it is hard to detect cross-serial cases automatically.
To avoid confusion about the actual number of (extraposed, non cross-serial) cases,
we decided not to include cases where the governor allows both word orders.

Consisting of material from Algemeen Dagblad and NRC Handelsblad, 99 and 99 .
Subject and clauses are rare and were ignored.

7
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From the newspaper corpus, we collected 9,077 relevant sentences, containing
an and a verbal governor that met the frequency and grammatical properties de-
scribed above. , 8 cases contain om ( %). 9 diferent verbal governors occur in
the data, with a Zipian frequency distribution, ranging from 9, 87 (besluit, decide) to

(beschouw, consider).

Variables for predicting vs.
In this section we present the various variables that we extract from the data to
predict whether om is present in a particular sentence containing an .

% of the 9K relevant examples in our corpus contains om. here are 9 diferent
verbal governors, of which have a preference for over . verbal governors
occur with an less than 0% of the time. It is well known that frequency of lexical
items can have an efect on processing. If om is used to reduce processing complexity,
we expect s to occur relatively more oten with low frequent governors than with
high frequent governors. Figure (let pane) illustrates that such a correlation indeed
exists. he y-axis represents the log frequency of the verbal stem in our 80M news-
paper corpus, and the x-axis represents the ratio of against occurrences with
this verbal stem as governor in our dataset. It shows that verbs that occur with om
relatively oten, tend to be low frequent. On the other hand, the right pane of Figure
shows that the correlation between the frequency with which a verb occurs with a
verbal complement and the probability of complementizer presence (as observed for
English) does not hold for our data.
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Figure : Overall log frequency of a verbal governor against ratio of occurrence
(let pane) and ratio of overall over non occurrence of verbal governors
against ratio of occurrence (right pane).

We expect om to show up especially in those cases where the start of the is hard
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to recognize (locally) or where the sentence is just complex. Several features can be
used as predictors for syntactic complexity: length of the (in number of words),
relative position of the te-ininitive heading the from the start of the , syntactic
category of the irst constituent of the (nominal, adverbial, verbal, or other).

Table lists the percentage of s for various distances between the governor and
. I s immediately following the governor have om in only in 0% of the cases,

whereas for s at least two words away, the percentage of om is 8% or higher. Sur-
prisingly, the lowest percentage of use is found with a distance of , i.e. with a
single word intervening between the governor and the . We speculate that this
is due to some peculiarities of Dutch word order, but at the moment have no clear
explanation for this fact.

Table : Percentage

distance %

0 , 8 ,780 9.8
,8 7 .
, 7 , 87 8.7
,88 , 9 9.
, 7 8 8 8.8
8 8.

≥ 9 08 0.0

(a) % for various distances between be-
tween governor and start of the .

clause type %

,9 , 7 .
, , .
,0 , 09 .

.
,7 ,9 7 7.7

average 8, 7 , 7 .

(b) % for diferent clause types.

We can also look at the category of the clause headed by the verbal governor. If this
is a inite main clause, we expect the percentage of om to be higher. Table b shows
that our expectations are conirmed only to a certain extent. he highest percentage
of s is indeed found in main clauses, but it is only slightly higher than that for
cases where the governor is ininitival or heading a (inite) subordinate clause. he
lowest percentage of s is found with participial verbal governors.

Complexity can also be caused by the presence of other complements in the matrix
clause. Our data shows that the probability of goes up strongly if an inherent re-
lexive ( . % ), predicative complement (8 .8%), or expletive het ( 0. %) is present.
Expletives are interesting, as they can be seen as placeholder for the . he majority
of these cases occur with the governor vinden, which also selects for a predicative
complement. Using binary features that measure the presence of such complements
can be an alternative for using valence frames.

Distributional models of semantics determine the association strength between
pairs of words, stems, phrases, and other linguistic units by means of statistical mea-
sures based on the relative frequency of occurrence of the individual units. For in-
stance, the verb eat will occur relatively oten with a subject that denotes an animate
entity, and with an object that is edible. We can use this technique also to measure

9
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how much a verbal governor is associated with the verbal head of its . he as-
sumption is that, if the two are strongly associated, (the event described by) the
is typical for this governor. In such cases, the need to use om might be less. he
association score between a governor and the verbal head of its is computed as the
pointwise mutual information (Church & Hanks 990) between the two (where f (W)
is the relative frequency of W in the corpus:

pmi(Gov,IC-head) = ln
(

f(Governor,IC-head)

f(Governor) · f(IC-head)

)

( )

Some verbs will occur in modiier purpose clauses much more oten than oth-
ers. Such verbs express an event that is typical for a goal or purpose. If an is headed
by such a verb, its semantics shares some resemblance with a purpose clause. We ex-
pect the probability of om to go up in such cases. Again, we use pointwise mutual
information to measure the association between the modiier purpose clause and the
verbal head:

pmi(PurposeClause,Head) = ln
(

f(PurposeClause,Head)

f(PurposeClause) · f(Head)

)

(7)

To obtain the relevant statistics, we assume that all constituents in the corpus
that have the dependency relation express a purpose or goal. Verbs and verbal
expressions that are ranked high according to this measure are for instance: kracht
bij zeten ‘to emphasize’, erger voorkomen ‘to limit the damage’, het hoofd bieden (aan)
‘to cope with’, voorkomen ‘to prevent’, promoten ‘to promote’, beschermen tegen ‘to
protect against’.

Experiments
We describe experiments to determine which properties inluence the choice for om,
and how these properties interact. We used R and lme (Bates, Maechler & Bolker
0 ) to perform a linear mixed efects analysis, where verbs are random efects (see

Baayen 008).
We start with the situation that is perhaps most similar to English that-deletion, i.e.

the distribution of om where the governing verb is inite and heading a main clause.
In such cases, the governing verb is in second position in the sentence, while the
is clause inal. here are 9,8 relevant cases in our dataset, containing 9 diferent
governors. We use the verb as random efect, where a verb is identiied by its stem.
As ixed efects, we used various features that might be indicators of syntactic or
processing complexity.

he best model according to these assumptions (Table , Main clauses only) in-
cludes distance between governor and (dist), length of the , distance between
start of the and the te-ininitive verb (te), and presence of expletive het (het). Nu-
meric features were log-normalized and centered.

he negative intercept follows from the fact that the majority of cases do not have
om. Longer distances between governor and , and between the start of the and

70
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Table : Best model using verbal sense of the governor as random efect and various
syntactic complexity features as ixed efects.

Model = outcome ∼ dist+ length+ te+ het(1 + dist+ length+ te+ het|sense)

Main clauses only All clause types
efect std. err signiicance efect std. err signiicance

(Intercept) -0.90 0. 0 *** -0.98 0. ***
dist 0. 0.0 * 0. 0.0 ***
length -0. 0.0 *** -0. 0 0.0 ***
te 0. 7 0.0 *** 0. 0 0.0 ***
het 0. 8 0. 9 * 0. 9 0. ***

the te-ininitive verb, as well as the presence of expletive het all increase the likeli-
hood of om. he overall length of the has a small negative efect. An anova test
shows that the model improves signiicantly over a baseline model using only sense
as random efect (Model = ,7 , Baseline = ,00 , χ2 = 88. , p < 0.00 ).
Addition of various other potential features such as length and syntactic category of
the irst constituent of the , frequency of the head of the , and presence of other
syntactic dependents in the matrix clause (direct object, predicative phrase, relexive,
prepositional complement) did not improve the model signiicantly.

Next, we consider the complete dataset, i.e. also including cases where the gov-
erning verb is noninite or where the governor heads a subordinate clause. here are
9,077 cases in this set and 9 diferent verbal governors. Using the same model as for

main clauses, we get the result given in table (All clause types). he model outper-
forms the baseline signiicantly (χ2= 9.88, p < 0.00 , Model = 0,087, baseline

= 0, 0 ). We found that including a categorical feature for clause type was in
general not signiicant as soon as the feature measuring distance between governing
verb and was also included.

To test our hypothesis that semantics might play a role, we use two features based
on pointwise mutual information, as explained in Section . A model that uses only
these two features as ixed efect is given in Table . he model conirms our expecta-
tion. If a is headed by a verb that typically occurs in purpose/goal modiier clauses,
the likelihood of om goes up, whereas if the verb heading the co-occurs with the
given governor oten, the likelyhood of om goes down. he model outperforms the
baseline (using only the random efect) signiicantly (χ2= 8 . , p < 0.00 , Model

= 0, , baseline = 0, 0 ).
hemodel does not perform as well as the model using features inspired by syntac-

tic and processing complexity considerations. hus, complexity seems to play a more
dominant role in the choice for om than semantics. A model using both complexity

he Akaike Information Criterion is a measure for model it based on Information heory. Lower
values indicate beter model it.

7
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Table : Model and ixed efects for the complete dataset using semantic features.

Model = outcome ∼ complement+ purpose+ (1 + complement+ purpose|stem)

efect std. err signiicance
(Intercept) -0.8 0. ***
complement - 0.07 0.0 ***
purpose 0. 0.0 ***

features and semantic features does perform beter than the model using complexity
features only (χ2= . 7, p < 0.00 , complexity + semantics model = 9,97 ).
he integrated model has a concordance (C) score of 0.809, which indicates that the
model has modest predictive qualities. We conclude that complexity and semantic
factors both inluence the choice for om.

Conclusions
In this paper, we have investigated the distribution of the complementizer om in te-
ininitive complement clauses in Dutch using a large automatically parsed corpus.
he matrix verb inluences the likelihood of om signiicantly and thus we decided to
use a mixed efects model, where the verb is used as random efect. Features that
relect syntactic complexity play a signiicant role. Semantic features that measure
the similarity of the te-ininitive to typical complements for the given governor and
to typical purpose or goal modifer clauses, play a signiicant role as well, although
their efect is smaller than the ‘complexity’ features. A combination of ‘complexity’
and ‘semantic’ features gives rise to the best model.

We see a number of ways in which this work could be extended: manually cor-
rected treebanks might give rise to more accurate data and stronger efects, medium
and genre is likely to play a role, but requires a balanced corpus, and inally, other
measures for syntactic complexity (such as local and global sentence ambiguity ac-
cording to a parser) could be explored.
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he study of language is ultimately about meaning: how can meaning be constructed
from linguistic signal, and how can it be represented? he human language comprehen-
sion system is highly eicient and accurate at atributing meaning to linguistic input.
Hence, in trying to identify computational principles and representations for meaning
construction, we should consider how these could be implemented at the neural level
in the brain. Here, we introduce a framework for such a neural semantics. his frame-
work ofers meaning representations that are neurally plausible (can be implemented
in neural hardware), expressive (capture negation, quantiication, and modality), com-
positional (capture complex propositional meaning as the sum of its parts), graded (are
probabilistic in nature), and inferential (allow for inferences beyond literal propositional
content). Moreover, it is shown how these meaning representations can be constructed
incrementally, on a word-by-word basis in a neurocomputational model of language
processing.

Introduction
Language is about meaning. he aim of the study of language, therefore, is to capture
and represent meaning, as well as to understand how it is constructed from linguis-
tic input. Hence, albeit with diferent approaches and for diferent proximate goals,
the ields of theoretical linguistics, computational linguistics, and psycholinguistics,
all pursue systems that comprehend language. A successful comprehension system
requires the representation of grammar, meaning, and knowledge about the world,
be it in either a heterogeneous or homogeneous way (Nerbonne 99 ). One system
that is particularly efective and accurate at atributing meaning to linguistic input is
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the human language comprehension system. Crucially, this system is implemented
in the neural hardware of the brain. his suggests that, in trying to identify optimal
computational principles and representations for meaning derivation, we may want
to turn to how those principles and representations are implemented in neural hard-
ware; that is, we may want to understand meaning construction and representation
in terms of ‘brain-style computation’ by identifying a neural semantics.

A framework for neural semantics should minimally meet the following require-
ments:

• neural plausibility: the assumed computational principles and representations
should be implementable at the neural level (cf. Rumelhart 989);

• expressivity: the representations should capture necessary dimensions of
meaning, such as negation, quantiication, and modality (cf. Frege 89 );

• compositionality: the meaning of complex propositions should be derivable
from the meaning of its parts (cf. Partee 98 );

• gradedness: meaning representations are probabilistic, rather than discrete in
nature (cf. Spivey 008);

• inferential: the derivation of uterance meaning entails (direct) inferences that
go beyond literal propositional content (cf. Johnson-Laird 98 );

• incrementality: as natural language unfolds over time, representations should
allow for incremental construction (cf. Tanenhaus et al. 99 ).

In the present paper, we will introduce a framework for neural semantics that of-
fers meaning representations that meet these requirements. Moreover, we show how
these representations can be used within a neurocomputational model of language
processing, to derive them incrementally, on a word-by-word basis for unfolding
linguistic input.

A framework for neural semantics
In order to model story comprehension, Golden & Rumelhart ( 99 ) developed a
framework for modeling mental representations as points in a high-dimensional
space called “situation-state space” (see also Golden et al. 99 ). In their model, there
is a one-to-one mapping between dimensions of the situation-state space and propo-
sitionalmeaning. Frank et al. ( 00 ) extended this localist model for story comprehen-
sion by incorporating a distributed notion of propositional meaning. In what follows,
we will introduce this Distributed Situation-state Space (DSS) model and show that
it captures the aforementioned requirements for a neural semantics.

7
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Table : Distributed Situation-state Space.
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observation1 0 0 …
observation2 0 …
observation3 0 … 0
… . . . … .
observationm 0 0 … 0

. Distributed situation-state space

A DSS is an m × n matrix that is constituted of a large set of m observations
of states-of-afairs in the world, deined in terms of n atomic propositions (e.g.,
enter(john, restaurant) and order(ellen, wine))—the smallest discerning units of
propositional meaning. Each of the m observations in this matrix is encoded by set-
ting atomic propositions that are the case in a given observation to 1/True and those
that are not to 0/False (see Table ). he resulting situation-state space matrix is then
efectively one big truth table, in which each column represents the situation vec-
tor for its corresponding atomic proposition—a point in situation-state space on a
Euclidean perspective.

Situation vectors encode the meaning of propositions in terms of the observations
in which they are the case. As a result, propositions that are the case in a similar set
of observations obtain a similar meaning, whereas propositions that mostly occur
in diferent observations obtain a dissimilar meaning. Crucially, the co-occurrence
of propositions across the entire set of m observations in a DSS naturally captures
world knowledge; that is, some propositions may never co-occur (hard constraints;
e.g., a person can only be a single place at any given time), and some propositions
may co-occur more oten than others (probabilistic constraints; e.g., a person may
prefer certain activities over other).

. he DSS model as a neural semantics

he DSS-derived situation vectors inherently satisfy, the aforementioned require-
ments. Firstly, situation vectors are neurally plausible. hey can be represented at
the neural level as iring paterns over neural ensembles, where vector components
correspond to either the iring of single neurons or to the collective iring of neural
populations.

Secondly, situation vectors are also expressive and compositional. he meaning
of the negation of an atomic proposition a, for instance, is given by the situation
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vector v⃗(¬a) that assigns a 0 to all observations in which a is the case, and a 1
otherwise (thus resulting in a maximally diferent situation vector relative to v⃗(a));
this vector can be directly derived from v⃗(a), the situation vector of a, as follows:
v⃗(¬a) = 1 − v⃗(a). In a similar manner, the meaning of the conjunction between
propositions a and b will be described by the situation vector that assigns 1 to all
observations in which both a and b are the case, and 0 otherwise; this vector can
be calculated by the pointwise multiplication of the situation vectors of a and b:
v⃗(a ∧ b) = v⃗(a)v⃗(b) for a ̸= b, and v⃗(a ∧ a) = v⃗(a). Since the negation and
conjunction operators together deine a functionally complete system, the meaning
of any other logical combination between propositions in situation-state space can be
described using these two operations (in particular, the situation vector representing
the disjunction between p and q, v⃗(p∨q), is deined as v⃗(¬(¬p∧¬q)), which assigns
a 1 to all observations in which either p or q is the case, and a 0 otherwise). Hence,
we can combine atomic propositions into complex propositions, which can in turn be
combined with other atomic and complex propositions, thus allowing for situation
vectors of arbitrary complexity (i.e., both a and b can be either atomic or complex
propositions in the aforementioned equations). his means that we can minimally
capture all meanings expressible in propositional logic.

hirdly, situation vectors constitute graded representations; that is, they inher-
ently encode the (co-)occurrence probability of propositions. On the basis of the m
observations in the situation-state space matrix, we can estimate the prior probabil-
ity of the occurrence of each (atomic or complex) proposition a in the microworld
from its situation vector v⃗(a): P (a) = 1

m

∑

i v⃗i(a). Indeed, this probability is sim-
ply the number of observations in which proposition a is the case, divided by the
total number of observations constituting the situation-state space. Similarly the co-
occurrence probability of two propositions a and b can also be estimated from their
corresponding vectors v⃗(a) and v⃗(b): P (a ∧ b) = 1

m

∑

i v⃗i(a)v⃗i(b) for a ̸= b, and
P (a ∧ a) = P (a). Crucially, this means that we can also compute the conditional
probability of proposition a given b: P (a|b) = P (a∧b)

P (b) . Hence, given a proposition b,
we can infer any proposition a that depends on b. Taking this one step further, this
allows us to deine a comprehension score cs(a, b) that quantiies howmuch a propo-
sition a is ‘understood’ from b: if P (a|b) > P (a), then cs(a, b) = P (a|b)−P (a)

1−P (a) , other-

wise cs(a, b) = P (a|b)−P (a)
P (a) ; this score yields a value ranging from +1 to −1, where

+1 indicates that event a is perfectly ‘understood’ to be the case form b, whereas a
value of−1 indicates that a is perfectly ‘understood’ not to be the case from b (Frank,
Haselager & van Rooij 009).

In sum, DSS-derived situation vectors ofer meaning representations that are
neurally plausible, expressive and compositional, as well as graded and inferential.
Hence, the DSS model meets ive of the six requirements for a neural semantics. But
what about the requirement of incrementality?

his is to account for real-valued situation vectors, which may result from applying dimension reduc-
tion to a DSS.
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Neural semantics in a neurocomputational model
Natural language unfolds over time, and the human language comprehension sys-
tem incrementally atributes meaning to this unfolding input (see e.g., Tanenhaus
et al. 99 ). In what follows, we will show that the DSS-derived meaning represen-
tations allow for such incremental meaning construction; that is, we will show how
situation vectors for linguistic input can be derived on a word-by-word basis in a
neurocomputational model of language processing.

. A neurocomputational model

Our comprehension model is a Simple Recurrent Network (SRN; Elman 990), con-
sisting of three groups of artiicial logistic dot-product neurons: an layer (
units), layer ( 00), and layer ( 0). Time in the model is discrete, and
at each processing time-step t, activation lows from the through the
layer to the layer. In addition to the activation patern at the layer,
the layer also receives its own activation patern at time-step t− 1 as input
(efectuated through an additional layer, which receives a copy of the acti-
vation patern at the hidden layer prior to feedforward propagation). he and
the layers both receive input from a bias unit. We trained the model using
bounded gradient descent (Rohde 00 ) to map sequences of localist word represen-
tations constituting the words of a sentence, onto a DSS-derived situation vector
representing the meaning of that sentence (initial weight range: (−.5,+.5); zero er-
ror radius: 0.05; learning rate: 0.1, momentum: 0.9; epochs: 5000). Ater training,
the overall performance of the model was perfect (each output vector has a higher
cosine similarity to its target vector than to any other target vector in the training
data).

. A microworld approah to DSS construction

he sentences on which the model is trained describe situations in a conined mi-
croworld (cf. Frank, Haselager & van Rooij 009). his microworld is deined in
terms of two persons P = {john, ellen}, two places X = {restaurant, bar},
and two types of food F = {pizza, fries} and drinks D = {wine, beer}, which
can be combined into 26 atomic propositions using the following 7 predicates: en-
ter(P,X), ask_menu(P), order(P,F/D), eat(P,F), drink(P,D), pay(P) and leave(P). A DSS
was constructed from these atomic propositions by sampling 0K observations (using
a non-deterministic inference-based sampling algorithm), while taking into account
hard and probabilistic constraints on proposition co-occurrence; for instance, a per-
son can only enter a single place (hard), and john prefers to drink beer over wine
(probabilistic). In order to employ situation vectors derived from this DSS in the
SRN, we algorithmically selected 150 observations from these 0K that adequately
relected the structure of the world. Situations in the microworld were described us-
ing sentences from a microlanguage consisting of 22 words. he grammar of this
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microlanguage generates a total of 176 sentences, including simple (NP VP) and co-
ordinated (NP VP And VP) sentences. he sentence-initial NPs may be john, ellen,
someone, or everyone, and the VPs map onto the aforementioned propositions. he
corresponding situation vectors for these sentences were derived using the machin-
ery discussed above. In particular, existentially quantiied sentences such as Someone
entered the restaurant and let map onto a vector corresponding to a disjunctive se-
mantics: (enter(john, restaurant)∧ leave(john))∨ (enter(ellen, restaurant)∧
leave(ellen)). Universally quantiied sentences, in turn, obtain a conjunctive seman-
tics, e.g., Everyone let maps onto leave(john) ∧ leave(ellen).

. Incremental Neural Semantics

On the basis of its linguistic input, the model incrementally constructs a situation
vector capturing its meaning; that is, the model efectively navigates DSS on a word-
by-word basis. his means that we can study what it ‘understands’ at each word of a
sentence by computing comprehension scores for relevant propositions (i.e., cs(a, b),
where a is the vector of a proposition of interest, and b the output vector of the SRN).
Figure shows the word-by-word comprehension scores for the sentence John en-
tered the restaurant and ordered wine with respect to 6 propositions. First of all, this
igure shows that by the end of the sentence, the model has understood its mean-
ing: enter(john, restaurant) ∧ order(john,wine). What is more, it does so on
an incremental basis: at the word restaurant, the model commits to the inference
enter(john, restaurant), which rules out enter(john, bar) (since these do not co-
occur in the world; P = 0). At the word ordered, the model inds itself in state that
is closer to the inference that order(john, beer) than order(john,wine) (as John
prefers beer over wine; (P = 0.63) > (P = 0.26)). However, at the word wine this
inference is reversed, and the model understands that order(john,wine) is the case,
and that order(john, beer) is (probably) not the case. In addition, the wordwine also
leads the model to understand drink(john,wine), even though this proposition is
not explicitly part of the semantics of the sentence (John ordering wine is something
that co-occurs relatively oten with John drinking wine; P = 0.25). Finally, no sig-
niicant inferences are drawn about the unrelated proposition leave(ellen).

Discussion
We have shown how the DSS model of story comprehension developed by Frank
et al. ( 00 ) can serve as a framework for neural semantics. his framework ofers
neurally plausible, expressive and compositional, as well as graded and inferential
meaning representations. Moreover, we have shown how these meaning represen-
tations can be derived on a word-by-word basis in a neurocomputational model of
language processing (see also Frank, Haselager & van Rooij 009). Building in this
direction, we are currently employing the framework to increase the coverage of
a neurocomputational model of the electrophysiology of language comprehension
(Brouwer 0 ; Brouwer, Hoeks & Crocker 0 ), to model script-based surprisal
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Figure : Word-by-word comprehension scores of selected propositions for the sen-
tence John entered the restaurant and ordered wine with the semantics:
enter(john, restaurant) ∧ order(john,wine) (see text for details).

(Venhuizen, Brouwer & Crocker 0 ), and to model language production (Calvillo,
Brouwer & Crocker 0 ).

Scalability. he meaning representations that we employed in our neurocompu-
tational model were derived from a DSS constituted of observations sampled from
a microworld. For cognitive modeling, this microworld-strategy has the advantage
that it renders it feasible to make all knowledge about the world available to a cog-
nitive model, which is preferred over omiting or selecting relevant world knowl-
edge. he outlined framework for neural semantics does, however, not hinge upon
this microworld-strategy; that is, all machinery naturally scales up to larger DSSs.
Crucially, this also true if situation vectors obtain real-valued components when di-
mension reduction techniques are used to render very large DSSs computationally
manageable (i.e., all machinery extends to the domain of fuzzy logic). Hence, it is
interesting to see how larger DSSs can be automatically constructed from large cor-
pora of annotated data, such that the framework can be employed in wide-coverage
natural language processing (NLP).

Comparison to Distributional Semantics. he use of the framework in large
scale NLP raises the question how its distributed representations relate to those com-
monly used in the ield of distributional semantics. In representations derived using
techniques like Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA; Landauer & Dumais 997), the repre-
sentational currency are words. In DSSs, by contrast, the representational currency
are propositions. hus, instead of deining the meaning of aword in terms of thewords
that is co-occurs with, in the DSS model the meaning of a proposition is deined in
terms of the propositions it co-occurs with. As result, the meaning representations
naturally capture inferences driven by world knowledge, and are in addition expres-
sive and compositional in nature.

On the nature of atomic propositions. In the DSS model, as presented in
this paper, the smallest meaning-discerning units are atomic propositions (e.g.,
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order(john, beer)). However, the DSS model does not enforce these units to be
propositional in nature; that is, one may think of these units as the smallest meaning-
discerning atoms in any relevant domain. For instance, if one were to model an em-
bodied cognition perspective on language, certain atoms may relect action-related
meaning, others sensory-related meaning, and again others conceptual meaning, the
co-occurrence of which encodes embodied meaning. Again, all machinery extends
beyond propositional atoms.

Conclusion
We have described a framework for neural semantics that ofers neurally plausible
meaning representations. hese representations directly relect experience with the
world, in terms of observations over meaning-discerning atoms. Complex meaning
can be directly derived from these atoms (ofering expressivity and compositional-
ity). Moreover, the resulting meaning representations inherently carry probabilistic
information about themselves and their relation to each other (gradedness and in-
ferentiality). Finally, it was shown how these representations can be constructed on
a word-by-word basis in a neurocomputational model of language processing (in-
crementality). his framework—which uniies ideas and techniques from theoreti-
cal linguistics, computational linguistics, and psycholinguistics—paves the way for
a more comprehensive neural semantics. In future work, we will investigate how
the approach can be extended with regard to formal semantic properties, linguistic
coverage, and as part of larger neurocomputational models.
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Chapter 9

Liberating Dialectology
J. K. Chambers
University of Toronto

Until the 980s, dialectologists simply accepted the fact that their investigations
would produce “a superluity of data”, as Kretzschmar, Schneider & Johnson ( 989: v)
pointed out. “Even smaller surveys have had to setle for selective analysis of their
data,” they went on to say, “because the wealth of possibilities overran the editors’
time and the human capacity for holding in mind so much information at once.” hat
changed in the 980s, when computers ofered relief from the sorting problem, and
advances in multivariate statistical methods began making inroads into the analysis
of complex corpora. One of the disciplines that emerged at the intersection of com-
putation and quantitative analysis was dialectometry, merging the joint progress in
both areas.

he Groningen Initiative
What is sometimes missing in dialectometry is the humanistic interpretation that is
so integral to the study of language, this most human of all atributes. Our sophis-
tication in applying quantitative models to large corpora has greatly outpaced our
capability for evaluating our results in terms of variable strength and social signii-
cance. One of the initiatives of John Nerbonne and his Groningen protégés has been,
in Martijn Wieling’s phrase ( 0 : ), “increasing the dialectology in dialectometry”.
Dialectology in the twenty-irst century is quantitative, variationist and social. Di-
alectometry applies quantitative models to large corpora, oten to archival dialect
data that were collected years before we had the capability for sorting the profusion
of information let alone analyzing it. We now know more about those data than the
dialectologists who gathered the data could ever imagine.

he great strength of dialectometry so far has come from the rigor it has been
able to impose on the geographical distribution of linguistic variables. For the irst
hundred years ater Georg Wenker inaugurated the systematic study of dialect in
Germany in 87 , dialectology was largely qualitative and impressionistic. Its few
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governing concepts had their roots in common sense rather than empirical testing.
A prime example is the “dialect continuum” (Chambers & Trudgill 998: -7), the
idea that “dialects on the outer edges of a geographical area may not be mutually
intelligible, but they will be linked by a chain of mutual intelligibility”. he concept
has its origin in the common observation that people who live near to one another
normally speak more similarly than people who live further away. he idea of the
dialect continuum was routinely invoked, selectively corroborated, and never prob-
lematized. he irst empirical test of the concept came decades ater it had become
common coin. Heeringa & Nerbonne ( 00 ) isolated a string of 7 Dutch towns and
villages and calculated the aggregate pronunciation diference from one to the next
(the “Levenshtein distance”). he dialect continuum survived their scrutiny but in a
greatly nuanced conceptualization, with points of relative coherence and disruption
correlated to some extent with cultural boundaries. he simple unexamined assump-
tion of the dialect continuum emerged as a layered concept, and we can now imagine
it being further examined in terms of internal forces, social and linguistic explanation,
and comparative typology.

he next step, a crucial one surely, will be to rationalize gradations in the contin-
uum by correlating themwith social factors such as population, mobility and services.
he Groningen initiative actively seeks this beter balance. In a state-of-the-art sum-
mary, Wieling & Nerbonne ( 0 : 8) quote Lord Kelvin: “When you can measure,
… you know something; but when you cannot measure it, when you cannot express
it in numbers, your knowledge is of a meagre and unsatisfactory kind.” Kelvin’s ax-
iom is nicely illustrated, it seems to me, in applying actual measures to the dialect
continuum, which has given us a richer concept than ever before. But Wieling and
Nerbonne remind us that there is a further step. hey go on to say that Kelvin “never
suggested that measuring was suicient”, a succinct reminder for all dialectometrists.
he axiom expresses a crucial step for students of language. Measuring dialect has
been a liberating force in dialectology.

he pioneer
A unique measure of how far we have come is aforded by looking backward to
some moments when a few solitary souls recognized that dialectology could be di-
alectometric — quantiiable (not qualitative), relative (not absolute) and dynamic (not
static). I would make the case that Jan Czekanowski ( 88 – 9 ) was the father, albeit
an estranged one, of contemporary dialectometry. Indeed, he was practising dialec-
tometry almost years before Jan Séguy coined the term dialectométrie ( 97 ). I
will outline Czekanowski’s accomplishment, and document his momentary inluence
when his methods were applied by a couple of Americans to a purportedly intractable
case of dialect heterogeneity. Czekanowski’s quantitative studies of dialect made lit-
tle impression in his lifetime, and ultimately his insights were bypassed. Looking
back reveals something about the core values of our discipline. Some ity years ater
his death, dialectology has been reformed in exactly the terms he envisaged.

Jan Czekanowski is always identiied as a Polish anthropologist but he was aili-
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Figure : Jan Czekanowski.

ated with institutions in many nations (Payne 0 - 0 ), sometimes without phys-
ically moving. He was born in Gɬuchów, Poland, in 88 , and he began his primary
education in Warsaw but completed it in Latvia. In 90 , he atended the University
of Zurich and studied under the physical anthropologist Rudolf Martin (Oeteking
9 ). Anthropological ieldwork took him to the Royal Museum in Berlin and to the
Congo in Africa. He published the materials he collected in Africa in ive volumes
in 9 0, while he was curator of the Ethnology Museum in St. Petersburg, Russia. In
9 , he became professor of anthropology at the University of Lwów, which was in
Poland at the time (and in Ukraine from 9 9). he photograph is probably from his
early years at Lwów. He joined the University of Poznan in 9 7 and retired there in
9 , when he was .
Czekanowski is remembered heroically because he convinced German “race sci-

entists” in 9 that the Karaim, a Polish-Lithuanian ethnic group that practised
Judaism and used Hebrew as their liturgical language, were Turkic, not Semitic
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jan_Czekanowski). he Karaimwere accordingly
spared from the Holocaust.

Czekanowski spent much of his academic life working on the racial categories of
the human species, a predilection of physical anthropologists of his day, and judging
by the sources I have found (and cited here) his abiding reputation among anthropolo-
gists is based on that work. Among linguists he is not well known nowadays, and the
American linguists who noticed his work in the 9 0s were ailiated with anthropol-
ogy departments, a common ailiation at the time. Czekanowski’s achievement in
linguistics, in retrospect, was no mere dalliance. He tried to establish the genetic and
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cultural ties among branches of language families, that is, between dialect groups,
and, against the grain of the times, he sought quantitative evidence for determining
the relative strength of those ties. his line of research apparently started for him
with inquiries that skirted linguistic maters. In the 9 0s, he began with atempts
at classifying cultural relatedness of ethnic groups by counting the cultural features
they shared. He soon realized that shared linguistic features provide a solider basis.
In 9 7, he compared Polish dialects based on the morphological features they shared.
In 9 8, he broadened his purview and compared Indo-European dialects using the
same methods. In 9 9, he narrowed his view to Slavic dialects by the same method.

Czekanowski’s method seems surprisingly sophisticated when we recall that he
was working at a time when very few anthropologists and even fewer linguists
counted anything at all. He began by compiling a list of linguistic features, and then
for each pair of dialects he calculated correlation coeicients using a formula known
as Q , based on four factors: ( ) the number of features present in both, ( ) the num-
ber of features absent in both, ( ) the number present in the irst but absent in the
second, and ( ) the number absent in the irst but present in the second.

He then arranged the dialects on a matrix according to their correlation coei-
cients. Figure shows the pairwise comparisons of the Slavic dialects (Czekanowski
9 ). It is a marvel of quantitative methods in its anticipation of multivariate statis-
tics and a feat of calligraphy in its anticipation of computer graphics. he black
squares show near-perfect correlations (> .80) and the groupings of black squares
represent branches of the family tree as a kind of intuitive cluster analysis. He uses
Old Church Slavonic as the base (= Starocerkiewnoslow in Figure , an abbreviation
of Starocerkiewnoslowianski, according to my colleague Alexei Kochetov). By tracing
coordinates on the axes of the igure, one sees, for instance, that Slovak and Czech
(Slowacki and Czeski) share many features (> .80) and that Slovak and Malorussian
(= Maɬoruski, a philological name for old Ukraine) share almost none (< . 0). Despite
its apparent complexity, the igure is easy to read and very revealing.

It is tempting to linger over Czekanowski’s diagram, admiring its elegance and its
perspicacity. Indeed, those were the features that captivated the American anthro-
pologists Alfred L. Kroeber and Douglas Chrétien, who praised it in esthetic terms
( 9 7: 8 ): “If the symbol values are chosen judiciously, the diagram becomes an ex-
ceedingly efective and rapidly grasped representation of the stronger relationships,
wherein the salient features of the classiication force themselves upon the eye and
the mind through the automatic clustering of symbols.” But Czekanowski was appar-
ently too far ahead of his time and his work made no immediate impact.

Spreading the word
Kroeber and Chrétien’s advocacy of Czekanowski’s methods did, however, make an
impression in the more adventurous reaches of dialect study, if only momentarily.
As American dialect research moved away from the long-setled Atlantic coast into
the heterogeneous interior, the traditional atlas-oriented practitioners found them-
selves at a loss to identify paterns. Two of those practitioners, Alva Davis and Raven
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Figure : Czekanowski’s quantitative arrangement of ancient Slavic dialects ( 9 ).

McDavid, admited defeat in a widely read article on “transition areas” in the journal
Language. hey wrote, “One is at a loss to give convincing reasons for the restriction
of some items and the spreading of others” ( 9 0: 8 ). In reaction, two of Chrétien’s
students, David Reed and John Spicer, ofered a rebutal in the same journal (Reed
& Spicer 9 : 8), pointing out that “the speech paterns of transition areas grow
much clearer when viewed as quantitative rather than qualitative phenomena”, an
axiom that two decades later would become the mantra of sociolinguistics and dialec-
tology.

Reed and Spicer applied Czekanowski’s method to Davis and McDavid’s elicited
features from ten subjects in ive towns, and compared each pair of speakers using
the Q formula to derive correlation coeicients. he quantiication revealed some
rough geographical generalizations, such as: the closer the town, the higher the co-
eicient, and the two southern towns are most similar to one another. But in the
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end their mapping schema was very complicated and unrevealing because they did
not choose a base dialect but presented all ive as bases, and the variable paterns
were hardly discernible because they required making inferences from ive-way re-
lationships. heir analysis deinitely fails Kroeber’s esthetic test: the schema does
not provide a “rapidly grasped representation of the stronger relationships” and the
“salient features” do not “force themselves upon the eye and the mind”. With hind-
sight, we know that retaining geographical mapping obscured the paterns rather
than revealing them, and bivariate statistics, the pairwise comparisons, required too
many inferences for impressionistic interpretation.

Fity years later, I applied multivariate correspondence analysis to Davis and Mc-
David’s data matrix and discovered the patern fairly readily. Figure places the ten
speakers in quadrants according to their shared features. hey clearly fall into three
clusters, with P and P in one quadrant, ive others together in the lower quadrant,
and a messy litle group of three spread along the let side. Identiication of Davis and
McDavid’s dialect features shows that they are characteristically either Northern or
Midland in their point of origin. Speakers in the top cluster (P , P ) use essentially
Northern features, and speakers in the botom cluster (O , V , V , US and US ) use
essentially Midland features. he messy group along the side is mixed, a transitional
group that uses some Northern and some Midland features.

Although the statistical input for the correspondence analysis encoded no geo-
graphic information whatsoever, the subcategories cohere strikingly to their relative
locations on the map of northwestern Ohio: speakers P and P , essentially North-
ern in their dialects, live in the northernmost town, and four of the ive essentially
Midland speakers live in the two southern towns. he mixed dialect speakers live in
the two towns in between.

Why does geographical distance match statistical distance? It is hardly a mystery.
As every dialectometrist knows, people who live close together tend to speak more
like one another than people who live further away. We have come a long way since
Jan Czekanowski, but dialectometrists like JohnNerbonne have helped to reshape the
study of dialects in exactly the terms that Czekanowski envisioned. Dialect distances,
like geographic distances, are measurable things. Having established that beyond a
doubt, dialectometrists are now taking the next step and increasing the dialectology
in dialectometry.
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Chapter 0

A new library for construction of
automata
Jan Daciuk
Gdańsk University of Technology

We present a new library of functions that construct minimal, acyclic, deterministic,
inite-state automata in the same format as the author’s fsa package, and also accepted
by the author’s fadd library of functions that use inite-state automata as dictionaries
in natural language processing.

Introduction
Finite-state automata (Hopcrot, Motwani & Ullman 007) are widely used in Natu-
ral Language Processing (NLP).heir applications in the domain include morphology
tools (e.g. x), tagging (Roche & Schabes 99 ), approximate parsing (Nederhof 000),
information retrieval (Hobbs et al. 997), and many more. he most prominent ap-
plication is their use as dictionaries (Daciuk, Piskorski & Ristov 0 0) for spelling
correction, morphological analysis and synthesis, speech processing, semantic pro-
cessing, etc.

Dictionaries in form of automata have been around for decades. he pioneering
work has been done in the group of Maurice Gross at Université Marne La Vallée, by
Tomasz Kowaltowski, Cláudio Lucchesi, and Jorge Stoli at Universidade Estadual de
Campinas, and by Martin Kay, Ronald Kaplan, Lauri Kartunen, and Kimmo Kosken-
niemi at Xerox. More sotware was developed later by other authors. hat included
our fsa package.

fsa pakage
We started developing fsa package during our stay in ISSCO, Geneva, Switzerland in
the academic year 99 - 99 . We were inspired by a lecture about transducers in NLP
given by Lauri Kartunen in Archamps. he package was expanded andmodiied also
aterwards to include new programs, new formats of automata representations, new
functions. At present it includes:
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• fsa_build and fsa_ubuild — programs for constructing (various) dictionaries
in form of inite-state automata. he irst program accepts sorted data, the
later one — data in arbitrary order;

• fsa_spell — a dictionary-based program for spelling correction;

• fra_morph — a dictionary-based program for morphological analysis, and for
lemmatization;

• fsa_guess — a program for morphological analysis, and for lemmatization of
words not present in a lexicon, as well as for guessing morphological descrip-
tions of unknown words so that they could be added to a morphological dic-
tionary;

• fsa_synth — a dictionary-based program for morphological synthesis;

• fsa_accent — a dictionary-based program for restoring missing diacritics in
words;

• fsa_prefix — a tool for listing the contents of a dictionary;

• fsa_visual— a tool for preparing data for a program that presents a dictionary
as a graph (obviously, that makes sense only for tiny dictionaries).

A companion library fadd was writen during our postdoc at Rijksuniversiteit
Groningen from February 000 to January 00 . It features the same functions as
programs of the fsa package except for programs fsa_build and fsa_ubuild. It also
contains handling of compressed language models.

he fsa package has been successfully used by many people, but there are several
problems with it. hey are listed in the following subsections.

. Diicult maintenance

he irst program of the package (fsa_build) was writen in 99 , and it was our
irst program in C++. Each function has a comment explaining the purpose of the
function, the parameters, the return value, and remarks on possible assumptions, like
e.g. that a ile must be opened for reading, or that memory must have been allocated
before. here are also plenty of comments inside functions. However, functions are
very long. he longest ones stretch over 98, 0, 7, 8, 0, 0, and 00 lines, not
counting the initial comments. Even though some of those lines are comment lines,
understanding such code is very diicult and time consuming.

Wewanted tomake the code as eicient as possible, at the same time exploring var-
ious representations of automata. As diferences between particular representations
are small, but manifest themselves in diferent parts of the programs, this resulted
in interwoven conditional compilation directives. Some of those directives exist only
to handle historical formats that have no advantages in comparison with modern
ones. Long functions are diicult to understand, but long functions with conditional
compilation directives are an order of magnitude more diicult.

9
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. Memory requirements

One of the features that made the package popular was the use of incremental con-
struction algorithms. Contrary to other algorithms used at that time, they had very
low memory requirements.

When new features were added to the package, especially the features that had
to be introduced during construction, new vectors or new ields in vectors were in-
troduced to handle them. hat increased memory requirements of the construction
programs fsa_build and fsa_ubuild. It seemed at that time that the size of possible
dictionaries was quite limited, and small increases in vocabulary would be more than
compensated by cheap memory of modern computers. One of the main complaints
during our Ph.D. defence, that was also voiced many times aterwards at various con-
ferences, was: “Why are you doing this Memories are so big and cheap, and they
are geting bigger and cheaper, it is easier to write an application for a grant than to
learn to use new sotware.”

It turned out that data grows faster then memories. Researchers at the University
of Technology in Brno complained that their dictionaries (based on Wikipedia) were
to big to be constructed even in huge virtual memory.

. Stand-alone programs

he package was writen as a set of stand-alone programs. Library fadd writen in
Groningen at the request of Gertjan van Noord contains functions of most of the
programs of the fsa package, but the automata construction programs fsa_build
and fsa_ubuilt were let out. hey were the most diicult to re-implement, and it
seemed at that time that those functions were not really needed, as dictionaries are
constructed once for a very long time, and then used frequently. hat assumption is
correct, but we want to write a package for construction of tree automata. he tree
automata are to be compressed, including their labels, and the way to do that is to use
inite-state automata. It is awkward to call external programs inside other programs,
so we need a library.

New pakage
he new library called fsacl has been in plans to a few years. Since ideas and good
will alone are not suicient to write sotware, we had to wait till we get a litle spare
time. he development began in December 0 , stopped ater one month, and re-
sumed in mid July 0 .

. Requirements

he new library:

• should ofer both C++ and C interface in a similar way to fadd in order to
facilitate its use in various programming languages;

9
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• should implement at least two incremental construction algorithms;

• should implement automata representation version from package fsa with
hash numbers;

• should also implement sparse matrix representation;

• should implement new representation based on (Daciuk & Weiss 0 );

• should use less memory than fsa_build and fsa_build during construction.

. Present status

he library is under development. To test the library, two programs: nfsa_build
and nfsa_ubuild have been developed. hey have roughly the same functions as
fsa_build and fsa_ubuild, respectively, from the fsa package. he main diference
between the new programs and the old ones is that various behavior achieved in old
programs by using diferent compile options is now controlled by diferent command-
line options. hose additional command-line options switch on and of various fea-
tures, like e.g. sorting transitions on frequency of their labels, or select representation
format version. Not all of those options are implemented in the current version of
the library.

Construction of automata from sorted and unsorted input has been implemented
and tested both with and without option “-O”, i.e. with or without storing some
states inside other states. he constructed automaton can be read with programs
from the fsa package or by the fadd library. Only one representation version —
version number (list representation of outgoing transitions, with STOP bit lags
marking last outgoing transitions of a state, with NEXT bit lag indicating that the
target of the present transition is located right ater the transition, and without the
TAIL bit lag indicating that the remaining transitions of a state are stored in the
location speciied by the following number). his is the most popular representation
in the fsa package, and the one that usually gives the best results. It is also the default
one. It is also implemented in the fadd library.

Constructing guessing automata is partially implemented; compile options GENER-
ALIZE and PRUNE_ARCS from the fsa package are missing. he code is not tested, so
it almost certainly contains errors.

Storing numbers for hashing has been implemented and tested. Various non-
essential compile options like PROGRESS (for showing the progress of construction),
STATISTICS (for showing statistics on states, transitions, chains of states and tran-
sitions, etc.), and WEIGHTED (not really for weighted automata, but for producing al-
legedly beter guessing automata) are not implemented. Memory is not de-allocated
as it should in a library.

Preliminary results show that nfsa_build is signiicantly faster and less memory-
eicient than fsa_build. he reason for that must be found by proiling and testing.
We have chosen to use linked lists of outgoing transitions. We wanted to achieve a
speed-up in adding an outgoing transition to a state, and we did that, but the ield
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used for linking takes additional memory that is not used in the fsa package. Our
suspicion is also that use of STL vectors is responsible for additional memory, as the
library allocates twice as much memory for a vector when it becomes full.

. Additional issues

Good sotware cannot be writen and just let alone. It must be distributed and main-
tained. It means not only that there is someone who corrects errors when he or
she inds them. he sotware must either be a part of some bigger collections, e.g.
become a Linux package in some Linux distribution, or it must be available from a
ixed location, with a ixed e-mail address of the author/maintainer.

For a quarter of a century, the fsa package, and our other sotware packages (utr—
same as fsa but implemented with transducers), fadd library and other minor pieces
of sotware were available from ftp.pg.gda.pl — the FTP server of Gdańsk Uni-
versity of Technology. he author’s address was either jandac@pg.gda.pl or jan-
dac@eti.pg.gda.pl, with both addresses working.

hat pleasant constancy is gone. he FTP server is maintained by an incompetent
and even hostile crew. It was switched of without warning in the beginning of 0
for several months, with complaints about its unavailability quietly ignored. Web
pages describing the sotware are hosted on the faculty web server. hat server has
recently been taken over by the same crew that maintains the FTP server. It also has
new sotware for managing web pages, which works only partially. he old server is
still available, but it will be switched of at the end of August 0 to force people to
use the new sever. Finally, the university decided that it should be located in an edu
domain, rather than in a geographical one (gda from Gdańsk). To save costs, the old
domain (pg.gda.pl) will be removed. his will make redirection impossible, and it
will afect all addresses: web pages, the tp server, e-mail addresses.

To provide constant addresses again, we decided to buy a domain and a place on
a commercial server. he domain jandaciuk.pl is already bought, and our sotware
is downloaded to the FTP server, and the web pages are installed. It turned out that
the commercial FTP server does not allow for anonymous FTP connections, so we
use the HTTP protocol instead.

. Plans for the future

We plan to:

. Implement missing functions and options (compile options implemented as
run-time options). he most urgent among those is a set of options and re-
lated functions that deal with construction of guessing automata. Guessing
automata can be created using the present version of the library, but they are
bigger than those created by programs fsa_build and fsa_ubuild from the
fsa package.

. Signiicantly reduce memory use. his is one of the objectives for designing
this library.
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. Implement representation format 0 of automata in the fsa package. his for-
mat is the same as format number (already implemented; it uses lags FINAL,
STOP, and NEXT) for annotations, and it uses sparse matrix representation for
words. At this point, the library will be able to completely replace the construc-
tion part of the fsa package for two most popular formats.

. Implement a new representation format that gives much smaller automata
(measured in bytes) that can be constructed in shorter time, he representa-
tion will be similar to the one described in (Daciuk & Weiss 0 ), but with a
modiication that will make the construction faster.

We also consider moving construction of compressed language models from our
fadd library to this one.
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Chapter

Generating English paraphrases from
logic
Dan Flickinger
Stanford University

A set of semantic transfer-based paraphrase rules is developed and applied using an
existing broad-coverage grammar and eicient generator to implement the automatic
production of a wide variety of English sentences from input propositions in quantiier-
free irst-order logic within the “blocks language” of Tarski’s World, a component of the
course Language, Proof and Logic.

Introduction
A student learning to express propositions in formal logic is typically presented with
practice exercises where a proposition is expressed in a natural language such as
English, and the task is to construct the corresponding logical form. In an automated
instructional system, it would be desirable to be able to construct a new target logical
form on demand, and automatically generate from this expression a natural language
sentence to present to the student as a new exercise. Similarly, it would be helpful to
be able to take the student’s incorrect atempt at a solution, and generate a natural
language sentence to show the student what the proposed solution actually says,
as one way of prompting repair. Since the mapping between natural language and
logic can vary in transparency even for relatively simple logical systems, it would
be convenient to generate, in fact, a diverse set of annotated paraphrases so that the
instructional sotware could select a paraphrase appropriate for the student’s current
level of proiciency.

One widely used instructional sotware system for teaching irst-order logic (FOL)
is provided as part of the textbook Language, proof and logic by Barker-Plummer, Bar-
wise & Etchemendy ( 0 ). One component of this sotware is called Tarski’s World,
which deines a “blocks language” used for many of the exercises in the book, with
fewer than twenty predicates, varying in arity from one to three arguments, along
with boolean and conditional connectives, and quantiiers. Some of these exercises
present the student with an English language proposition such as “b is a cube” to be
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translated into this blocks language, where the sotware system can automatically
evaluate the correctness of the student’s submited solution. For the irst stage of de-
veloping an English generator from FOL propositions in Tarski’s World, quantiiers
have been excluded, but otherwise the full range of expressive variation illustrated
in the textbook is included.

he objective for the present study was to produce an accurate and robust imple-
mentation of an English generator which can take as input any well-formed FOL
expression (excluding quantiiers) within the blocks language of Tarski’s World, and
produce a rich set of English paraphrases each of which translates back to the input
FOL, and ideally only to that FOL. he next section describes the grammar-based
method employed in this implementation, including descriptions of the existing re-
sources adapted for this task. Section presents the set of paraphrase rules and the
declarative formalism used to deine them, along with examples of output from the
generator. he inal two sections include a discussion of how the generator’s output
has been evaluated to date, and provide some larger context for this efort in related
work on generation from logic or other formal languages.

Method
In the approach adopted here, the generation system accepts an input proposition
in FOL, converts it to the grammar-speciic semantic representation, and then ap-
plies a set of paraphrase rules to produce alternate semantics, each of which is then
presented to the generator itself to produce a set of English sentences which realize
that semantic representation. Each output sentence carries an annotation identifying
which if any of the paraphrase rules were applied to produce its semantics, so the in-
structional system can make a more informed choice about which of the alternative
English outputs to present to the student based on prooperties of the exercise or of
the student’s proiciency.

. Component resources

he FOL-to-English implementation draws on two substantial pre-existing resources
developed within the DELPH-IN consortium (www.delph-in.net): the ACE parser
and generator (moin.delph-in.net/AceTop) developed byWoodley Packard, and the
English Resource Grammar (ERG: Flickinger 000; 0 ), a linguistically rich broad-
coverage grammar implementation within the framework of Head-driven Phrase
Structure Grammar (HPSG: Pollard & Sag 99 ). he ACE engine is a more eicient
re-implementation of the chart parser and generator of the LKB (Copestake 00 ;
Carroll et al. 999), applying the rules of a grammar such as the ERG either to an
input sentence in order to output semantics (parsing), or to an input semantic repre-
sentation in order to output sentences (generating). Both of these general-purpose

he “blocks language” predicates are Cube, Tet, Dodec, Small, Medium, Large, Smaller, Larger, LetOf,
RightOf, BackOf, FrontOf, SameSize, SameShape, SameRow, SameCol, Adjoins, =, Between.
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resources were used essentially unchanged for this task, apart from minor lexical
additions for the Tarski’s World domain.

. FOL to MRS

he semantic framework adopted within the ERG is called Minimal Recursion Se-
mantics (MRS: Copestake et al. 00 ), so an input FOL proposition for this task is
irst automatically converted to a ‘skeletal’ MRS by a combination of a simple refor-
mating utility and then a small set of declarative MRS-to-MRS rules normalize to
grammar-internal predicate names, and assign default values for tense/aspect/mood
on verbal predications, and person/number plus deiniteness for nominal predica-
tions. his fully-speciied MRS can be given as input to the generator, which will
produce one or more English sentences which realize the MRS. Here is a simple ex-
ample of these three basic steps, before we turn to paraphrases:

FOL: Large(a)&Large(b)

Skeletal MRS:

LTOP: h1
INDEX: e1
RELS: < [ ”name” LBL: h3 ARG0: x1 CARG: ”A” ]

[ ”large” LBL: h4 ARG0: e2 ARG1: x1 ]
[ ”name” LBL: h5 ARG0: x2 CARG: ”B” ]
[ ”large” LBL: h6 ARG0: e3 ARG1: x2 ]
[ ”and” LBL: h2 ARG0: e1 L-INDEX: e2 R-INDEX: e3 ] >

Full MRS:

LTOP: h20
INDEX: e13 [SORT: collective SF: prop TENSE: pres PERF: -]
RELS: <
[ named LBL: h5 ARG0: x10 [PERS: 3 NUM: sg] CARG: ”A” ]
[ named LBL: h9 ARG0: x11 [PERS: 3 NUM: sg] CARG: ”B” ]
[ proper_q LBL: h2 ARG0: x10 RSTR: h3 BODY: h4 ]
[ proper_q LBL: h6 ARG0: x11 RSTR: h7 BODY: h8 ]
[ _large_a_1 LBL: h18 ARG0: e14 [SF: prop TENSE: pres PERF: -]

ARG1: x10 ]
[ _large_a_1 LBL: h19 ARG0: e15 [SF: prop TENSE: pres PERF: -]

ARG1: x11 ]
[ _and_c LBL: h12 ARG0: e13 L-INDEX: e14 R-INDEX: e15

L-HNDL: h16 R-HNDL: h17 ] >
HCONS: < h3 qeq h5 h7 qeq h9 h16 qeq h18 h17 qeq h19 >

hanks to Aaron Kalb for the Python script.
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English realizations from the generator:

a is large and b is large.
a is large, and b is large.

In this example, the constants a and b are mapped to “name” elementary predications
(EPs) in the ‘skeletal’ MRS; the one-place predicate Large is mapped to a one-place EP
(plus the inherent 0 event variable); and the conjunction symbol is mapped to a
two-place EP with its arguments the 0 values of the two “large” EPs. he full MRS
in this simple example still contains in its list these ive EPs normalized with
grammar-internal predicate names, with default values illed in for tense, number,
etc., and with quantiier EPs added to bind each of the two “named” EP 0 instance
variables, to satisfy general constraints on MRS well-formedness.

. MRS to MRS for paraphrases

In order to produce non-trivial paraphrases of the sentences that correspond to this
‘literal’ mapping from FOL to MRS, a set of MRS-to-MRS mapping rules have been
developed, and some or all of these can be applied to the original MRS to produce a
(potentially large) set of alternate MRSs, each of which can be given as input to the
generator for realization into English sentences. hese MRS-to-MRS rules employ
a rule speciication formalism originally developed by Stephan Oepen for machine
translation within the LOGON research project (Lanning et al. 00 ), where the for-
malism allows each ‘translation’ rule to specify one (oten partial) MRS expression
as input and another MRS expression as output, along with optional positive and neg-
ative constraints on other elements within the full MRS being ‘translated’. For the
present task, the rule set serves to map one English MRS to one or more output En-
glishMRSs that may be realized by the generator as paraphrases of sentences realized
for the input MRS.

To continue with the above example, the paraphrase rules include ones for map-
ping a conjunction of two clauses with a common subpart into a single clause with
either a conjoined noun phrase or a conjoined verb phrase. hus the original MRS
realized as a is large and b is large can be mapped via these rules into an MRS which
is realized as follows:

a and b are large.
Both a and b are large.

Similarly, the rule set includes mappings that can reverse the order of the conjuncts,
to produce MRSs that will be realized as follows:

b is large and a is large.
b is large, and a is large.

he full MRS includes, in addition to the outermost label and event variable , a set of scope
constraints in which are not relevant for this discussion, but which will be essential as this
work is extended to accommodate FOL expressions with quantiiers.
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b and a are large.
Both b and a are large.

Examples of the paraphrase rules themselves are presented in the next section.

Paraphrase rules
Inspection of the exercise example sentences in the LPL textbook reveals a number
of sources of linguistic variation in the English expression of propositions within the
blocks language for Tarski’s World, including the following:

• coordination/aggregation;

nominal phrases (b is in front of a cube and a tetrahedron);

predicates (b is a cube and is large);

• negation (It is not the case that a and b are large);

• pronouns (If b is a cube, it is large);

• partitives (a and b are large, and both of them are cubes);

• VP ellipsis (If b is large, then c is);

• sentence connectives (if and only if, just in case, unless);

• adjectives as pre-modiiers (b is a large cube);

• adverb addition (If a is large, b is also large);

• reordering (a and b are cubes – b and a are cubes).

Implementation of the MRS-to-MRS mapping to enable these variations resulted
in a set of paraphrase rules, deined as a hierarchy of types within the LOGON-
based formalism for semantic transfer, which is supported by the ACE engine.

An example of one of these paraphrase rule types accommodates the generation
of sentences with verb-phrase ellipsis, as in the following alternation:

b is large and c is large
b is large and c is

he following rule applies to an input MRS where two event EPs have the same
predicate name (the value of the atribute in an EP), identifying in the
atribute the irst EP which will survive the rule’s application unchanged, and in
the atribute the second EP (and possibly additional EPs for that second verb
phrase) which will be replaced by the ellipsis EP in the atribute.

hese rule deinitions are included in the most recent version of the open-source ERG, within the
subdirectory ‘openproof’, available at www.delph-in.net/erg.
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basic_vp_ellipsis_gpr := monotonic_mtr &
[ CONTEXT [ RELS < [ PRED #pred, ARG0 event ] > ],
INPUT [ RELS < [ PRED #pred, LBL #h1,

ARG0 #e2 & event,
ARG1 #x3 & ref-ind ], ... > ],

OUTPUT [ RELS < [ PRED ellipsis_ref, LBL #h1,
ARG0 #e2,
ARG1 #x3 ] > ] ].

his output ellipsis EP preserves the inherent argument ( 0) and the external (sub-
ject) argument ( ) of the deleted EP, to ensure the correct tense and agreement for
the form of the verb be which will realize this ellipsis EP in the sentences generated
from the resulting MRS.

he set of paraphrase rules is partially ordered to ensure that certain desired feed-
ing relationships among the rules are enabled and that unwanted ones are prevented.
If no restrictions on rule applicability are imposed when the paraphase generator is
invoked for an MRS, all of the rules are applied exhaustively and iteratively until no
further application of any rule is possible, resulting in an oten large set of derived
MRSs. Each of these can be presented as input to the English generator, which can
realize one or all of the sentences licensed by the ERG for that MRS. Invocation of
the paraphrase engine can include positive or negative requirements on which para-
phrase rules to apply, for example requiring only coordination variants that preserve
the original order of the conjuncts, or excluding variants with pronouns or ellipsis.

Evaluation and discussion
he initial benchmark for this implementation was to provide suicient MRS-to-MRS
paraphrase rules in order to successfully generate the full range of sentence variants
observed in the LPL textbook, exhibiting rich combinations of the linguistic phenom-
ena described above. he present rule set accomplishes this task for a set of 77 FOL
expressions drawn from the book, including the following example along with a few
of the English paraphrases generated by the system:

Larger(a,c)&Larger(e,c)&¬Large(a)&¬Large(e)

a and e are both larger than c, and neither of them is large.
a is larger than c and e is larger than c, but neither of them is large.
e is larger than c and a is larger than c; moreover, e isn’t large, and it’s not the case that
a is large.

But missing from the current , 8 distinct sentences generated by the system for
this one FOL is the following, which should be expected from seeing the irst two
outputs above.

a and e are both larger than c, but neither of them is large.
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his illustrates the need for further adjustments either to the partial order imposed
on the existing rule set, or tuning of the input conditions for one or more of the rules,
to enable the substition of but for and where the irst conjunct is a sentence with a
conjoined subject, and the second conjunct contains a partitive subject noun phrase
with a pronoun anchored to that conjoined subject.

A more interesting evaluation of this paraphrase generator would involve a live
study with students in the LPL course, to see if either on-the-ly generation of new
exercises or rephrasing in English of incorrect answers could be shown to correlate
with improved learning outcomes. A carefully controlled study of this type would be
non-trivial to design and to carry out, but the generator in its current state should
provide the functionality required for the FOL-to-English component of such a study.

Related work and next steps
he study of generation of natural language from logic dates back at least to the
rule-based method of Wang ( 980), which focused on problems involving quanti-
iers, unlike the present study, but developed a similarly decomposed approach to the
translation task. Another rule-based approach is the semantic-head-driven method
of Shieber et al. ( 990), which is concerned primarily with the generation algorithm
itself, and with the treatment of quantiication, deining grammar-speciic rules both
for semantics-to-semantics mappings, and for semantics to surface forms; again the
issue of paraphrasing is not addressed beyond variations due to lexical choice. More
recent work such as that of Lu & Ng ( 990) explores the use of statistical methods
to generate English sentences from expressions in typed lambda calculus, including
both log-linear and generative models. Both of these later approaches also included
application to multiple languages, which should also be possible with the present
method, given an MRS-based grammar of another language, but no work has as yet
been done in this direction. Another more recent approach by Kutlak & van Deemter
( 0 ) enables improved generation in English output by deining simpliication rules
at the logic-to-logic level, rather than at the grammar-speciic semantics level, but
again no atention is given to paraphrasing.

An approach more closely aligned to the present one is the relatively early work
of de Roeck & Lowden ( 98 ), which identiies the important and vexing issue of how
to minimize ambiguity in the natural language output of an automated generation
system. his remains a challenge for the present approach, as can be seen by the
following paraphrase currently and unfortunately generated by the system from an
FOL with negation:

¬Large(a)&¬Large(b)
It is not the case that a is large and b isn’t large.

his sentence makes a locally reasonable substitution for the negation predicate in
the irst conjunct clause, but creates an unwanted ambiguity where the second con-
junct could be interpreted as within the scope of It is not the case that… Additional
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unwanted ambiguity emerges at many other points in the mapping space encom-
passed by the rules deined for the present system, including confusable antecedents
of pronouns and of elided verb phrases. Clearly such ambiguity needs to be mini-
mized, and has been reduced to a large degree by careful manual adjustment to input
conditions for the rules, but the development of a more systematic method of detect-
ing and avoiding such unwanted ambiguity remains for future research.
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Chapter

Use and possible improvement of
UNESCO’s Atlas of the World’s
Languages in Danger
Tjeerd de Graaf
Fryske Akademy

Introduction
In countries such as the Netherlands, Germany and New Zealand, it is obvious which
minority languages have to be regarded as being endangered, i.e. Frisian, Sorbian and
Maori, respectively. In other countries, the situation is far more complicated and in-
sight into various factors is required in order to reach an understanding of the over-
all sociolinguistic situation of a language with respect to its degree of endangerment.
he following paper summarizes UNESCO activities focusing on gathering informa-
tion on the degree of language endangerment and its visualisation in UNESCO’s Atlas
of theWorld’s Languages in Danger. his Atlas considers various stages of endanger-
ment and provides a survey of the available data on these languages in separate areas
of the world. It is intended to raise awareness about language endangerment and the
need to safeguard the world’s linguistic diversity among policy makers, speaker com-
munities and the general public, and to be a tool to monitor the status of endangered
languages and the trends in linguistic diversity at a local level. A computer version of
the Atlas makes it possible to correct and add information on particular items based
on new available data. his keeps the contents on minority languages up-to-date, im-
proves the Atlas and provides a source for comparative research and the preparation
of materials for teaching and other purposes.
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Assessing language vitality and endangerment
In 99 UNESCO launched a Clearing House for the Documentation of Endangered
Languages in Tokyo. Since then many international meetings have taken place, ei-
ther addressing the problem of language endangerment in general or discussing a
geographic approach (Africa, South America, the Russian Federation, etc.). Within
the framework of these activities an International Expert Meeting was organized
by the UNESCO headquarters in Paris in March 00 . here, an UNESCO ad hoc
Expert Group on Endangered Languages presented a drat report entitled Language
Vitality and Endangerment ( 00 ) for discussion among a wide audience of linguists,
language planners, representatives of NGO’s, as well as members of endangered lan-
guage communities. At the meeting, a inal document was produced and among the
main outcomes the following nine core factors were identiied with the help of which
the language situation can be assessed:

Degree of endangerment

. Intergenerational language transmission

. Absolute numbers of speakers

. Proportion of speakers within the total population

. Loss of existing language domains

. Response to new domains and media

. Materials for language education and literacy

Language attitudes and policies

7. Governmental and institutional language atitudes and policies, including oi-
cial language status and use

8. Community members’ atitudes towards their own language

Urgency of documentation

9. Amount and quality of documentation

Factors from to are applied to assess a language’s vitality and its state of endan-
germent. hemost crucial single factor among them is factor , which determines the
extent of language acquisition among the children within a community. It is obvious
that a language without any young speakers is seriously threatened by extinction.

he dynamics of the processes of a given language shit situation is captured by
factors to . he proportion of speakers within a community (factor ) reveals
an important aspect of language vitality: is the minority language still an essential
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indicator for being regarded a member of the community or not? Can a person be a
member of the community without speaking the heritage language?

he introduction of formal education or new job opportunities for the members of
a minority group may result in the loss of domains in which the heritage language
has been used up to then (factor ). A shit in religious ailiation of a community
might results in the shit to another mother tongue, a language that is associated
with the new religion (factor ).

Factor relates to the stage of development of a given language. Is there a commu-
nity’s orthography? Have the community members agreed on a common standard
form of writing? Are teaching and learning materials for the language available? Is
there literature, such as newsleters, stories, religious texts, etc. published in that lan-
guage? Factor 7 deals with the government’s policies towards a language and factor
8 assesses the speakers’ atitudes towards their ethnic language. Finally, factor 9 at-
tempts to evaluate the urgency for documentation by focusing on the quantity and
quality of already existing and analysed language data.

Speech communities are complex and paterns of language use within these com-
munities are diicult to explore. he evaluation of the state of vitality of any language
is therefore a challenging task. Members of an ethnolinguistic minority or external
evaluators can use the factors introduced above in order to describe a language shit
situation and to analyse the kind and state of endangerment of a language. he UN-
ESCO ad hoc Expert Group has introduced for each factor a grading system from 0 to
. With factor , for instance, grade stands for the use of the language by all mem-

bers of the community, whereas grade 0 states that there are no longer any speakers
of this language let. In applying all the factors to the language situation, a table of
numbers is obtained, which characterizes the kind and state of endangerment for a
language. he information in such tables can serve as a useful instrument not only
for the assessment of the situation of a community’s language, but also for the formu-
lation of appropriate support measures for language documentation, maintenance, or
revitalization.

Versions of UNESCO’s Atlas of the World’s
Languages in Danger

he irst edition of the Atlas was edited by Stephen Wurm and published in 99 . It
comprised pages including pages of maps showing some 00 languages. As a
irst publication of its kind, theAtlasmetwith vivid scholarly and journalistic interest
and soon became a valuable reference book for the wider public.

A second, thoroughly updated edition of the Atlas was published by UNESCO in
00 , and expanded to 90 pages including pages of maps showing some 800 lan-

guages. he update relected the fact that since the irst edition of the Atlas, research
on endangered languages and scientiic interest and work in the ield has proliferated.

he latest print version of the Atlas was published in 0 0. he Atlas lists some
, 00 endangered languages approaching the generally-accepted estimate of about
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half of the more than ,000 languages of the world. It provides analytic reports on
each region and atracts much academic, media and public atention. Hundreds of
press articles in diferent parts of the world refer to the Atlas and underline its impact
as awareness-raising instrument regarding language endangerment.

Since 009, the interactive version of the Atlas is available, which provides the
following data for more than , 00 languages: name, degree of endangerment (indi-
cated by a coloured dot as marker), location on the map and geographic coordinates,
country, number of speakers, relevant projects, sources, ISO language codes.

heUNESCO online Atlas is an interactive digital resource that can be continually
enriched with updated and more detailed information, accessible globally, free of
charge, to anyone with a computer and an internet connection. he online version
shows, at the click of the mouse on the marker, the exact latitude and longitude
coordinates of a central point in the area where a language is spoken. It provides a
wealth of other information and permits interactive contributions from the world’s
linguists, census takers and, most importantly, language communities.

Degrees of endangerment for the Atlas
On the basis of the assessment of language endangerment, the UNESCO atlas of the
world’s endangered languages distinguishes the following six degrees with regard to
intergenerational transmission (with in brackets the colour of the dots on the Atlas):

Safe: he language is spoken by all generations. here is no sign of linguistic threat
from any other language, and the intergenerational transmission of the lan-
guage seems uninterrupted.

Vulnerable (white): Most but not all children or families of a particular community
speak the language as their irst language, but it may be restricted to speciic
social domains (such as at home where children interact with their parents and
grandparents).

Definitively endangered (yellow): he language is no longer being learned as the
mother tongue by children in the home. he youngest speakers are thus of
the parental generation. At this stage, parents may still speak their language to
their children, but their children do not typically respond in the language.

Severely endangered (orange): he language is spoken only by grandparents and older
generations; while the parent generation may still understand the language,
they typically do not speak it to their children.

Critically endangered (red): he youngest speakers are in the great-grandparental gen-
eration, and the language is not used for everyday interactions. hese older
people oten remember only part of the language but do not use it, since there
may not be anyone to speak with.

Web site: www.unesco.org/languages-atlas/.

www.unesco.org/languages-atlas/
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Extinct (black): here is no one who can speak or remember the language. In the
Atlas those languages are indicated which became extinct since 9 0.

According to the present Atlas data, nearly half of the languages spoken in the
world are endangered.

Number of speakers and census data
Important factors determining the vitality of a language are the absolute number of
speakers (factor ) and the proportion of speakers within the total population (factor
). It is impossible to provide a valid interpretation of absolute numbers, but a small

speech community is always at risk. A small population is much more vulnerable to
decimation (e.g. by disease, warfare, or natural disaster) than a larger one. A small
language group may also merge with a neighboring group, losing its own language
and culture.

he number of speakers in relation to the total population of a group is a signiicant
indicator of language vitality, where groupmay refer to the ethnic, religious, regional,
or national group with which the speaker community identiies. he report of the
UNESCO ad hoc expert group on Endangered Languages uses a scale from 0 (extinct:
no speakers of the language) to (all speakers of the ethnic group speak the language)
to refer to degrees of endangerment.

his situation can be illustrated by the census data of a number of Siberian lan-
guages, which also shows the change in time and the ongoing loss of the language
and culture of these cases. As an example we provide the data for the Nivkh language,
spoken by an ethnic minority in the Far East of the Russian Federation.

he Russian census in 0 0 contained questions about personal data, citizenship
(for the Nivkh Russian), nationality (Nivkh), education and language use (Nivkh or
Russian). Here one has to distinguish two meanings of Russian (Rossiyskiy ‘citizen
of the Russian Federation’ or Russkiy ‘belonging to the Russian nationality’). he
data for 0 0 show a total number of representatives of the ethnic group of ,
mother tongue speakers of the Nivkh language 8, % and of Russian 9 , %, whereas
nearly 00% used Russian in daily life. In 9 9 the population size was 7 7 with
7 , % mother tongue Nivkh and ,7% Russian. Similar results are found for the case
of other Siberian languages such as Yukagir and Koryak. In his book on the Languages
of the Northern Peoples in the XXth Century Vakhtin ( 00 ) provides similar data for
the period between 9 and 989 and from this the following conclusion can be
drawn: in 9 most representatives of these Siberian peoples were monolingual in
their own language, whereas more and more Russian took over and at present most
of them have become monolingual in Russian.

his situation is illustrative for many endangered minority languages and it will
be important to show this clearly by adding the related diachronic data to the Atlas
in order to improve its quality further.
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Materials for language education and literacy
Education in the language is essential for language vitality. here are language com-
munities that maintain strong oral traditions, and some do not wish their language
to be writen. In other communities, literacy in their language is a source of pride. In
general, however, literacy is directly linked with social and economic development.
here is an urgent need for books and materials on all topics for various ages and
language abilities (factors and 9).

he UNESCO ad hoc Expert Group distinguishes several grades for this factor of
language vitality. he highest grade ( ) is given when the language has an estab-
lished orthography, literacy tradition with grammars, dictionaries, recorded texts,
literature and everyday media. Writing in the language is used in administration and
education. Lower grades are given for languages where part of these properties are
lacking and at the lowest level grade 0 is provided for languages where no orthogra-
phy is available in the community.

Several ethnic communities in the world get support from organisations which as-
sist them in the development of their language and culture by providing materials for
language learning and teaching. For example, the Foundation for Siberian Cultures
– founded in 0 0 – has the aim to preserve the indigenous languages of the Rus-
sian Federation and the ecological knowledge expressed in them (Kasten & de Graaf
0 ). During our ieldwork expeditions to Sakhalin, Kamchatka, Northern Yakutia

and Central Siberia we studied processes of language shit and language death for
some minority peoples of Russia, in particular for the Nivkh of Sakhalin, the Itelmen
and Koryak of Kamchatka, and the Yukagir of Sakha/Yakutia.

A digital library and ethnographic collections on the World Wide Web provide
above all indigenous communities with open access to relevant scholarly resources
and research materials. Recent or current projects are presented at regular shows
on the internet in the form of alternating photo-video shows. his provides a forum
through which indigenous communities can participate and be informed about how
their traditions are presented and received abroad.

In the past we received research grants which made it possible to re-record mate-
rial from collections of historical sound carriers according to up-to-date technology
and to store them in safe places together with the related metadata. he results of
present day ieldwork and the reconstructed data from sound archives provide im-
portant information for the preparation of language descriptions, grammars, dictio-
naries and edited collections of oral and writen literature. hese can also be used
to develop teaching methods, in particular for the younger members of certain eth-
nic groups who do not have suicient knowledge of their native language (de Graaf
0 ).
Information about this kind of projects can be added to the data of the Atlas by

texts or links to the related websites. his feedback will further improve the quality
of the Atlas.

Web site: www.kulturstiftung-sibirien.de/.

www.kulturstiftung-sibirien.de/
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7 Interactive Atlas user feedbak
UNESCO has commissioned the Foundation for Endangered Languages to monitor
and process the feedback from users of the online edition of the Atlas. In this way
the Interactive Atlas is constantly improved and updated. he feedback is evaluated
by the editorial board, and validated for updates, or addition of new content. Users
are invited to submit comments through diferent channels, in particular directly on
the internet.

Each language entry in the online Atlas contains a tab for comments on any of the
following elements:

• correct or complete this record (names, vitality degree, location, ISO code, etc.)
and provide online or bibliographic data;

• share information onmedia or online resources (such as dictionaries, websites)
for this language;

• describe a recent or current safeguarding or revitalisation project for this lan-
guage.

It is also possible for users to suggest a new language for inclusion in the Atlas.
hey can do this by illing out an online form. he suggestions from users can be
broadly categorised as covering the following areas:

• location of the markers;

• status on the endangerment scale;

• population igures and speaker numberss

• classiication as a language, is it a language or a dialect?

• Additional bibliographic sources, especially new learning materials;

• personal anecdotes about contact with the speakers;

• ethno-political policy statements from representatives of minorities;

• general questions about UNESCO criteria.

he Foundation for Endangered Languages has appointed a set of regional consul-
tants who are familiar with the language situation in the region which is considered
in a speciic comment. hey form the editorial board which on the basis of these
comments updates and improves the Atlas content. he problems and controversies
related to this procedure are described by Moseley ( 0 ).

In March 0 , language entries had been updated in the Interactive Atlas
thanks to users’ feedback. At present (August 0 ) the editorial board is consider-
ing many new suggestions for improvement of the Atlas and in recent publications

Web site: www.ogmios.org/index.php.

www.ogmios.org/index.php
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several possibilities for this have been mentioned, such as by Kornai ( 0 ) and Soria
( 0 ), stressing the importance of “Digital Language Diversity”, the response of the
language to new media in the digital domain (factor ).

8 Conclusions
During the UNESCO International Expert Meeting on Improving Access to Multilin-
gual Cyberspace, whichwas held in Paris, 8– 9 October 0 , discussions took place
about the future of the Atlas, for which further improvements were suggested. One
of the recommendations was to upscale UNESCO’s Atlas of the World’s Languages in
Danger to a more general UNESCO World Atlas of Languages, which is not limited to
endangered languages, but provides an overall view of linguistic diversity, multilin-
gualism and language change in the world.

For the time being thework continues on the existing version of theUNESCOWorld
Atlas of Languages in Danger, for which quite modest inancial support is required. A
new UNESCO Advisory Group should develop a comprehensible and sustainable set
of new indicators, based on the existing proposals and advantages of ICT. Depending
on possible future inancial resources, these should be implemented and added to
the Atlas in combination with the results of initiatives elsewhere. his could lead
to a UNESCO World Atlas of Languages as a new monitoring tool, which not only
determines the vitality and possible state of endangerment of the world’s languages,
but also measures language diversity and multilingualism in speciic regions of the
world.
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Chapter

Assessing smoothing parameters in
dialectometry
Jack Grieve
Aston University

his paper considers an approach that was suggested by John Nerbonne for assessing
how to best set parameters for the smoothing of dialect maps using statistical methods.
his approach involves correlating the smoothed maps for a regional linguistic variable
generated under various diferent setings of a parameter to the underlying raw map
and then graphing the results in order to estimate a reasonable value for that parameter.
In order to test this method, the relative frequencies of numerous words were mapped
across the counties of the contiguous United States based on an 8.9 billionword corpus of
geocoded Tweets. hese relative frequency maps were then smoothed using a Getis-Ord
G∗

i local spatial autocorrelation analysis based on a nearest neighbor spatial weights
matrix, where the number of nearest neighbors was varied from between and 00
locations. he analysis suggests that seting the value of this parameter at between
and 0 nearest neighbors, or alternatively at approximately 0% of the total locations
over which the variable was measured, generally yields acceptable results.

Introduction
One of the longest standing methodological problems in dialectology is how to make
sense out of the complex paterns of regional variation that are generally exhibited
by linguistic variables when mapped. he traditional solution to this problem has
been to draw isoglosses by hand that divide the map into regions where the diferent
values of the variable are more or less common. An alternative solution is to use
statistical methods to automatically smooth dialect maps, including a Getis-Ord G∗

i

local spatial autocorrelation analysis (Getis & Ord 99 ; Grieve, Speelman & Geer-
aerts 0 ; Grieve 0 ).

Basically, a Getis-Ord G∗
i local spatial autocorrelation analysis is a statistical

method that identiies underlying paterns of spatial clustering in the values of a
quantitative variable that has been measured across a set of locations. A Getis-Ord
G∗

i analysis functions by comparing the values of a variable around each location
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over which it is measured. If the values of the variable tend to be relatively high,
then that central location is assigned a positive z-score, whereas if those values tend
to be relatively low, then that location is assigned a negative z-score. hese z-scores
are then mapped to identify underlying regional clusters of high and low value loca-
tions, much like drawing an isogloss.

his type of statistical approach to the analysis of dialect maps has several ad-
vantages over drawing isoglosses by hand. Most important, it allows for consistent,
eicient, and replicable analyses. his is especially useful when analyzing and com-
paring maps for many diferent linguistic variables, for example when the results of
dialect surveys are used to identify common paterns of regional linguistic variation.
In such studies, there is a very real possibility that dialectologist bias will substan-
tially afect the results of the analysis. On any given map, most dialectologists will
usually broadly agree on the placement of isoglosses, but when this procedure is
repeated for many diferent variables, for example as a irst step toward the identii-
cation of common paterns of regional linguistic variation, small variations in how
isoglosses are drawn can become ampliied, possibly leading to major diferences
when isoglosses are aggregated, which can relect the preconceptions of the dialec-
tologist about where important dialect boundaries lie.

he use of statistical methods for identifying underlying regional signals in dialect
maps therefore greatly limits the inluence of dialectologist bias, but it does not elim-
inate this bias entirely. As is generally the case with all but the simplest statistical
methods, including most of the methods that are commonly applied in dialectometry,
there are numerous parameters that must be set by the dialectologist. Most notably,
an important step in conducting a Getis-OrdG∗

i analysis is to deine a spatial weights
matrix, which speciies the relationship between every pair of locations over which
the variable is measured. Essentially, the spatial weights matrix deines what consti-
tutes a nearby location. For example, in the most basic type of spatial weights matrix,
two locations are assigned a weight of if they are considered to be nearby to each
other and a weight of 0 if the are not considered to be nearby to each other. Prox-
imity can be deined in various ways, including by the number of nearest neighbors,
where for each location the n nearest neighboring locations are assigned a weight
of and all other locations are assigned a weight of 0. How one chooses to set the
number of nearest neighbors is an important decision that afects the smoothness of
the resultant maps. Speciically, the smaller the number of nearest neighbors taken
into consideration, the more similar the resultant map will be to the original map. Of
course, the goal of applying a local spatial autocorrelation analysis in the irst place is
to smooth the map and so it is always necessary to this set this parameter to a value
larger than , but otherwise seting this value is an important and oten challenging
decision (Getis 009), where dialectologist bias can enter into the analysis. Perhaps
most important, if these parameters are set too liberally, over-smoothing can result,
where the smoothed map no longer accurately relects the underlying regional pat-
tern visible in the map for the variable under analysis.

Fortunately, it is possible to record and scrutinize the efects of these decisions,
which is impossible when isoglosses are drawn by hand. Furthermore, given that a

0
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local spatial autocorrelation analysis produces quantitative results, it is also possible
to compare the smoothed maps to each other and to the original raw map in order to
assess the degree of smoothing, and in particular to consider whether the maps have
been over-smoothed. his paper considers one such approach to assessing smooth-
ing parameters, which was suggested to the author by John Nerbonne at the 0
Methods in Dialectology conference that he hosted in Groningen. Speciically, the
suggestion was to assess the degree of smoothing of dialect maps by measuring the
correlation between the raw map and the smoothed maps generated using diferent
parameter setings.

Analysis
he corpus analyzed in this study consists of 8.9 billion words of geo-coded Ameri-
can mobile Twiter data, totaling 980 million tweets writen by 7 million users from
across the contiguous United States, downloaded between October th, 0 and
November nd, 0 using the Twiter API (see Huang et al. 0 ; Grieve, Nini &
Guo 0 ). To analyze paterns of regional linguistic variation in this variety of lan-
guage, the corpus was geographically stratiied by county using the longitude and
latitude provided with each Tweet. In total the corpus contains ,07 county equiv-
alents out of a total of , 08 county equivalents in the contiguous United States. On
average, the corpus contains million words per county, but the number of words
per county ranges from 00 to 00 million words. Overall, 98% of the counties are
represented by at least 0,000 words and 79% of the counties are represented by at
least 00,000 words. Twiter provides a uniquely large and accessible source of geo-
coded natural language data, which is also a highly informal variety of language that
is participated in by millions of people from across the United States, making it a
valuable source of data for dialectologists.

To test the efect of varying the number of nearest neighbors used to deine the
spatial weights matrix for a Getis-Ord G∗

i analysis of dialect maps, the relative fre-
quencies of a series of words were measured across the counties in the corpus. his is
not the type of linguistic variable commonly analyzed in dialectology, where lexical
variation tends to be measured as alternations between equivalent forms (e.g. pail
vs. bucket, pop vs. soda vs. coke); nevertheless, word frequencies still do generally
show regional paterns and are therefore as suitable as any other type of linguistic
variable for testing the efect of varying smoothing parameter setings. For example,
the relative frequency map for the word love–the most common content word in the
corpus–is presented in the irst cell of Figure , showing that the usage of this word
is relatively more common in the Upper South. Similarly, the relative frequency map
for the word know–the second most common content word in the corpus–is pre-
sented in the irst cell of Figure , showing that the usage of this word is relatively
more common in the Deep South.

Next, smoothedmaps for each of thesewordswere generated using a Getis-OrdG∗
i

analysis based on a series of 00 diferent nearest neighbors spatial weights matrices
deined for between and 00 nearest neighbors. As discussed above, each of these
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Figure : Relative frequency and local spatial autocorrelation maps for love.
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Figure : Relative frequency and local spatial autocorrelation maps for know.
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analyses generates a z-score for each location over which the variable is measured,
which can then be mapped to visualize the paterns of spatial clustering identiied by
the analysis. For example, the remaining cells in Figure show the smoothed maps
for love generated based on , , 0, , 0, 00, and 00 nearest neighbors spatial
weights matrices, while the remaining cells in Figure show the smoothed maps for
know for these same parameter setings. When the number of nearest neighbors is
set very low, the smoothed maps basically reproduce the raw data, whereas when
the number of nearest neighbors is set very high, there is clearly over-smoothing
present. For example, looking at the inal smoothed map in the series for love (i.e. for
00 nearest neighbors), all of Utah is incorrectly identiied as being a relatively low

value region. Similarly, looking at the inal smoothed map in the series for love, all of
Florida is incorrectly identiied as being a relatively high value region. It is therefore
necessary to set the number of nearest neighbors somewhere between these two
extremes in order to produce usefully smoothed maps that still accurately relect
the underlying paterns present in the raw data. In particular, looking at both sets of
local spatial autocorrelation maps reproduced in Figures and , it would appear that
local spatial autocorrelation analysis based on between and 0 nearest neighbors
is ideal as values in this range strike a balance between over- and under-smoothing.

To assess how similar the local spatial autocorrelation maps are to the raw relative
frequency maps upon which they are based, each local spatial autocorrelation map
(i.e. the Getis-Ord G∗

i z-scores measured over the ,07 counties) were correlated to
the corresponding raw maps (i.e. the relative frequencies measured over the ,07
counties), following the suggestion made by John Nerbonne. he resulting Pearson
correlation coeicients were then ploted against the number of nearest neighbors.
he resulting graph for love is presented in the irst cell of Figure and the resulting
graph for know is presented in the second cell of Figure . As one would expect, both
graphs show that as the number of nearest neighbors increases the correlation be-
tween the raw map and the smoothed maps decreases, although overall the strength
of the correlation remains substantial. he decrease, however, is not linear. Rather,
the decrease starts of very steep and then gradually latens. Furthermore, there
notably appears to be an inlection point in both graphs between and 0 nearest
neighbors, which corresponds to the impressionistic analysis of the smoothed maps
described above, where it was argued that conducting the local spatial autocorrela-
tion analysis on spatial weights matrix based on between and 0 nearest neighbors
was best.

he other cells in Figure present the results of the same analysis repeated for
several other words, which were selected to represent a range of word frequencies
and degrees of spatial clustering. Remarkably, all these graphs show very similar pat-
terns, with inlections points falling in the same range, i.e. between and 0 nearest
neighbors, suggesting that this value represents a consistently applicable parameter
seting for the smoothing of maps based on this dataset. his conclusion is supported
by an analysis of the maps for these variables (not shown), which exhibit similar re-
sults to the smoothed maps presented for love and know in Figures and —clearly
exhibiting over-smoothing at higher parameter setings. Given that there are ,07
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locations in this dataset, it would therefore appear that using a number equal to ap-
proximately 0% of the total locations to set the spatial weights matrix is in general
a reasonable value for this parameter.

Figure : Nearest neighbor vs. correlation coeicient graphs.
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Conclusion
his paper has briely explored a general method for seting smoothing parameters
for the analysis of individual paterns of regional linguistic variation in dialect maps,
which was conceived by John Nerbonne. his method involves correlating maps
smoothed using diferent parameter setings to the underlying raw maps and graph-
ing these results. By inspecting the resultant graph, an approximate point of inlec-
tion is estimated and the smoothing parameter under consideration is then set to
this value. In particular, this method was used in this paper to assess the number
of nearest neighbors used to generate a nearest neighbor spatial weights matrix, an
important step in conducting a Getis-Ord G∗

i local spatial autocorrelation analysis,
which is an increasingly common method for smoothing dialect maps in dialectome-
try. Based on this approach, this study found evidence suggesting that using a num-
ber of nearest neighbors equal to approximately 0% of the total number of locations
under analysis is a reasonable way to set this parameter for a Getis-OrdG∗

i analysis—
generating usefully smoothed maps, while guarding against over-smoothing. Con-
siderably more analysis both within this dataset and across other dialect datasets,
however, is necessary to fully support this claim. In addition, it is important to test
the applicability of this approach for seting the parameters associated with other
types of spatial weights matrices as well as to test the applicability of this approach
more generally for seting the parameters associated with other methods for smooth-
ing used in dialectometry. Nevertheless, this relatively simple method appears to be
a promising approach for helping to resolve an important modern methodological
problem in dialectometry.
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Chapter

Finding dialect areas by means of
bootstrap clustering
Wilbert Heeringa
Fryske Akademy

In dialectometry cluster analysis is a means to ind groups given a set of local dialects
and their mutual linguistic distances. he weakness of cluster analysis is its instability;
small diferences in the distance matrix may strongly change the results.

Kleiweg, Nerbonne & Bosveld ( 00 ) introduced composite cluster maps, which are ob-
tained by collecting chances that pairs of neighboring elements are part of diferent
clusters as indicated by the darkness of the border that is drawn between those two lo-
cations. Noise is added to the clustering process, which enables the authors to estimate
about how ixed a border is. Nerbonne et al. ( 008) use clustering with noise and boot-
strap clustering to overcome instability. Both the work of Kleiweg, Nerbonne & Bosveld
( 00 ) and Nerbonne et al. ( 008) focus on boundaries which may be weaker or stronger.

We introduce a new lavor of bootstrap clustering which generates areas, similar to clas-
sical dialect maps. We perform a procedure consisting of four steps. First, we randomly
select ,000 times n items from n items with replacement. For each resampled set of
items we calculate the aggregated distances. Second, on the basis of the distances we
perform agglomerative hierarchical cluster analysis. We choose nearest neighbor clus-
tering since this method relects the idea of dialect areas as continua. On the basis of the
tree we determine the number of natural groups by means of the elbow method. hird,
for each pair of dialects we count the number of times that both dialects are found in
the same natural group. Fourth, when two dialects belong to the same group in more
than 9 % of the cases, we mark them as ‘connected’. In this way we will obtain networks
which are the groups.

We apply the procedure to distances in the sound components measured with Leven-
shtein distance between a set of 8 Dutch dialects. We use material which was collected
in the period 008– 0 .

Introduction
Jain & Dubes ( 988: ) deine cluster analysis as “the process of classifying objects
into subsets that have meaning in the context of a particular problem”. he goal of
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clustering is to identify the main groups in complex data. In dialectometry cluster
analysis is a means to ind groups given a set of local dialects and their mutual lin-
guistic distances. Goebl ( 98 ) introduced cluster analysis in the ield of dialectometry
(see also Goebl 98 and Goebl 99 ).

he weakness of cluster analysis is its instability; small diferences in the distance
matrix may strongly change the results (Jain, Murty & Flynn 999; Nerbonne et al.
008). Kleiweg, Nerbonne & Bosveld ( 00 ) introduced composite cluster maps, which

are obtained by collecting chances that pairs of neighboring elements are part of dif-
ferent clusters as indicated by the darkness of the border that is drawn between those
two locations. Noise is added to the clustering process, which enables the authors
to estimate how ixed a border is. Given a distance matrix, a random value between
0 and a maximum is added to each distance, and subsequently the dialects are clus-
tered. he maximum may be one or two standard deviations. his is repeated, e.g.
,000 times, giving ,000 clusterings, and the number of times that pairs of neighbor-
ing elements are part of diferent clusters in those ,000 clusterings is counted. he
results can be visualized in a map, where the darkness of the border between two
locations represents the chance that the locations belong to diferent clusters.

In addition to noise clustering Nerbonne et al. ( 008) also introduced bootstrap clus-
tering to overcome instability. Given, e.g. a data set with transcriptions of 00 words
for each local dialect, 00 words are randomly selected using replacement, Leven-
shtein distances are calculated between the dialects, and the dialects are clustered on
the basis of the Levenshtein distances. When this is repeated, e.g. ,000 times, the
number of times that pairs of neighboring elements are part of diferent clusters is
counted.

Nerbonne et al. ( 008) show that noise clustering and bootstrap clustering produce
similar results, but bootstrap clustering has the advantage that no noise ceiling needs
to be speciied.

Both the work of Kleiweg, Nerbonne & Bosveld ( 00 ) and Nerbonne et al. ( 008)
focus on boundaries which may be weaker or stronger, i.e., they are gradual. his
makes it harder to compare the maps with traditional dialect maps where the color
distinctions give a visual representation of the borders between diferent dialect areas,
for example, the map of Winkel ( 90 ) and the map of Daan & Blok ( 9 9).

We introduce a new lavor of bootstrap clustering which generates areas, similar
to classical dialect maps. In our approach ) we consider dialect groups as continua,
i.e. each local dialect is not necessarily strongly related to any other local dialect
in the same group; the local dialects in a group rather constitute a ‘network’ and
) we take into account that not every local dialect can be classiied with statistical

conidence.
We apply the procedure to distances in the sound components measured with Lev-

enshtein distance between a set of 8 Dutch dialects. Recorded transcriptions of older
and younger speakers are used. hus we are able to show the change of Dutch dialect
areas in apparent time.

8
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Data
In this paper we use a corpus database of recordings of 8 local Dutch dialects. his
database was compiled in the period 008– 0 by Heeringa & Hinskens ( 0 ). he
dialects are evenly spread over the Dutch and Frisian language areas and represent
the major dialect regions.

In order to be able to measure dialect change in apparent time, at least two male
speakers aged 0 or older, and two or more female speakers aged between 0 and 0
were recorded in each of the 8 locations. he males represent the older phase of a
particular variety and the females the newer phase.

An scene of the Charlie ChaplinmovieheKid served as the basis of the recordings
that were made. he scene can be regarded as a cross-section of plain, simple daily
spoken language, and consists of sentences, each containing an average of 7.
words. We used a selection of sentences for this study, which include a maximum
of words in the writen standard Dutch version of the text.

Both the older male and the younger female speakers operated in small groups of
at least two people. When a small group was being recorded, the individuals were
irst asked to write down a translation of the text in their own dialect, independently
of each other. hen, together they compiled and wrote a consensus text upon which
both of them agreed. Finally, they both read the consensus text aloud.

Phonetic transcriptions of the recordings were made. Usually, two recordings of
the consensus dialect version of the story were produced by both the older males
and the younger females. Since phonetic transcription is time-consuming, only one
recording per group was transcribed, where the recording of the speaker who was
the most autochthonous, had the clearest voice, and read the text most luently was
prefered. he transcriptions were made in IPA and digitized in X-SAMPA.

he recordings in our data set were transcribed by one transcriber. To ensure
optimal consistency per item, transcriptions aremade per sentence instead of per text.
he same sentence was played ( times 8 is) 7 times and transcribed. Subsequently,
the next sentence was played 7 times and transcribed, etc.

For more details see Heeringa & Hinskens ( 0 ).

Methodology
We perform a procedure consisting of four steps. First, we randomly select n items
from n items with replacement ,000 times. For each resampled set of items we cal-
culate the aggregated distances. Second, on the basis of the distances we perform
agglomerative hierarchical cluster analysis. hird, for each pair of dialects we count
the number of times that both dialects are found in the same natural group. Fourth,
when two dialects belong to the same group in more than 9 0 of the cases (9 %), we
mark them as ‘connected’. In this way we will obtain networks which are the groups.
Below we will discuss each step in more detail.

9
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. Calculating distances and resampling

Distances in the sound components between dialects are measured with the aid of
the Levenshtein distance metric (Levenshtein 9 ). his algorithm was introduced
into dialectology by Kessler ( 99 ). he Levenshtein distance between two strings
is calculated as the “cost” of the total set of insertions, deletions and substitutions
needed to transform one string into another (Kruskal & Liberman 999).

he aggregated distance between the two dialects is based on word pairs (fewer
if words were missing). We use normalized distance measures, calculating the ag-
gregated distance between two dialects as the sum of a maximum of word pair
distances divided by the sum of the alignment lengths that correspond to the word
pairs. For more details about the measurements see Heeringa & Hinskens ( 0 ).

Now we calculate ,000 times aggregated distances between the 8 local dialects
on the basis of words randomly chosen from words, using either the tran-
scriptions of the older or younger speakers.

. Nearest neighbor clustering

Once we have obtained ,000 distance matrices, for each distance matrix we apply
agglomerative hierarchical cluster analysis. Each observation starts in its own cluster.
he clusters are then sequentially combined into larger clusters, until all elements
end up being in the same cluster. We use single-linkage, which is also known as
nearest neighbor clustering. In this kind of clustering at each step, the two clusters
separated by the shortest distance are combined. he result is a binary hierarchical
tree structure in which the dialect varieties are the leaves, and the branches represent
the distances among (clusters or groups of) dialect varieties (Jain & Dubes 988).

We choose nearest neighbor clustering since this method relects the idea of di-
alect areas being continua, where the distance between geographically neighboring
dialects is small, and the diference between geographically distant points may be
large. his method also agrees with the litle arrow method which the map of Daan
& Blok ( 9 9) is based on. Using the litle arrowmethod, locations which have similar
dialects according to the speakers are connected by arrows in the map. It then may
happen that local dialects A and B are judged as similar, and dialects B and C are
judged as similar, but A and C are judged as diferent by the speakers.

. Count number of times that two dialects share the same group

On the basis of the tree we determine the number of natural groups. Dendrograms
are binarily branching trees. Within a dendrogram diferent levels of detail can be
distinguished. Starting at the root, a division into two groups is found. hen, if we
delve a litle deeper we ind that one of the two groups is divided into two further
groups. At the botom of the tree are the leaves, and here we ind a classiication into
the maximum number of groups, in our case 8 , with each grouping containing a
single variety. We thus have 8 levels, the irst suggesting a division into two groups
and the 8 th suggesting a division into 8 . For each division in i groups (2 ≤ i ≤ 85),

0
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we compute the variance in the original distances, as explained by the cophenetic
distances of the part of the tree that gives a division in i groups. Cophenetic distances
are distances between the dialects as relected by the dendrogram. he cophenetic
distance between two local dialects is the height of the dendrogram where the two
branches that include the two objects merge into a single branch (Sokal & Rohlf
9 ).
In a graph, the variances are ploted against the number of groups as found in each

of the 8 divisions. he initial clusters usually explain a great deal of the variance.
However, at a certain point the marginal gain will drop, yielding an angle in the
graph. his angle provides the number of natural clusters and is known as the elbow
(Aldenderfer & Blashield 98 ). Ater the angle, the amount of explained variance in
the distances increases much more slowly than before. An example of an elbow plot
is shown in Figure .

Figure : Let: elbow plot in which the variances are ploted against the number
of groups. Right: a logarithmic regression curve is added. he elbow is
found where the diference between predicted variance and ‘real’ variance
is largest. he elbow is indicated by a litle arrow. he number of natural
groups is therefore .

We perform a linear regression analysis where the logarithmic number of clusters
is the predictor and the explained variance the dependent variable. he curve which
represents the explained variance predicted by the logarithmic number of clusters is
added in the right graph in Figure . he elbow is found where the diference between
the variance predicted by the logarithmic number of cluster and the ‘real’ variance is
largest. he elbow is indicated by a litle arrow and corresponds with groups. he
number of natural groups is therefore .

Now for each pair of dialects we count the number of times that both dialects are
found in the same natural group. he number will vary between 0 (never) and ,000

Deinition taken from Wikipedia, retrieved August 7, 0 , from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Cophenetic.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cophenetic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cophenetic
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(always). he counts are graphically shown in Figure .

Figure : For each pair of dialects the number of times that both dialects are found
in the same natural group is counted. he maps show counts obtained on
the basis of transcriptions of older males (let) and younger females (right).
Higher counts are represented by darker lines.

. Create networks

When two dialects belong to the same group in more than 9 0 of the ,000 bootstrap
runs (9 %), we mark them as being ‘connected’. Pairs of dialects which belong to the
same group in more than 9 % of the cases are connected by a line in the map (see
Figure ).

In this way we will obtain networks. For example, when dialects A and B are
connected, and dialects C andD are connected, but dialects A and B are not connected
with dialects C and D, we obtain two separated networks, each of which consists of
two dialects. We consider each network as a group. Dialects which are a part of
the same network, belong to the same group. Dialects which are not connected to
any other dialect remain unclassiied. Our procedure does not force a local dialect to
belong to a group when it is not strongly related to any other local dialect.

Results and conclusions
he inal classiications are shown in Figure . he number of groups has decreased
from to 0. he mixed Frisian group (orange on the ‘old’ map) has been absorbed
by the group of Holland dialects (yellow), and the petrol group has expanded and ab-
sorbed the dialects of Kampen and IJsselmuiden (lighter green on the ‘old’ map). he
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Figure : Local dialects that are connected by a line share in 9 % of ,000 bootstrap
runs the same groups. hus we obtain networks which are considered as
dialect groups.

group of two Zeeland varieties (green/brown) has disappeared and the pink group
has split into two smaller groups. he northern Limburg group (red/brown) has dis-
appeared, and the group in the Southeast (red dots on the ‘old’ map) has split into
two groups. On the ‘new’ map the red/brown dots represent transitional Limburg
dialects, and the red dots Ripuarian dialects.

he number of unclassiied dialects is larger for the older males than for the
younger females: versus , but the diference is not signiicant.

We conclude that the new cluster procedure produces clear area maps which are
statistically justiied and which can be easily compared to older dialect maps. Addi-
tionally changes of dialect areas can be clearly visualized by this approach.
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Figure : For the older males groups are found (let) and for the younger females
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Chapter

An acoustic analysis of English vowels
produced by speakers of seven
diferent native-language
bakgrounds
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We measured F , F and duration of ten English monophthongs produced by American
native speakers and by Danish, Norwegian, Swedish, Dutch, Hungarian and Chinese L
speakers. We hypothesized that (i) L speakers would approximate the English vowels
more closely as the phonological distance between the L and English is smaller, and
(ii) English vowels of L speaker groups will be more similar as the L s are closer to
one another. Comparison of acoustic vowel diagrams and Linear Discriminant Analyses
(LDA) conirm the hypotheses, with one exception: Dutch speakers deviatemore from L
English than the Scandinavian groups. he Interlanguage Speech Intelligibility Beneit
was convincingly simulated by the LDA.

Introduction
In the past century English has evolved into the Lingua Franca of the world. It is
now the language of commerce, international relationships and science par excellence
(e.g. Rogerson-Revell 007). he use of spoken English as a Lingua Franca (ELF) is
not without problems, however. When a person learns to speak a foreign language,
the pronunciation of the target language will difer from that of native speakers of

his work was supported by he Netherlands Organisation for Research (NWO grant number 0-70-
0) and by the European Union (TÁMOP- . . .D- / /KONV- 0 -000 ).
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that language and will be reminiscent of the sound paterns of the learner’s mother
tongue (e.g. Flege 99 ). It is oten easy to recognize the native language background
of an ELF speaker by his non-native accent.

he present study compares the pronunciation of the (monophthongal) vowels of
English produced by American L speakers with the same vowels pronounced by
speakers of English from six diferent non-native backgrounds, i.e. Chinese, Dutch,
Hungarian, Danish, Norwegian and Swedish. Chinese and Hungarian do not belong
to the Indo-European language family. he other four languages are rather closely
related to each other and to English. hey are all members of the Indo-European
Germanic language family group, be it in diferent branches. English is in the Anglo-
Frisian branch, whereas Dutch is aWest-Germanic language. he three Scandinavian
languages are more closely related to each other (as members of the North-Germanic
branch) than they are to either Dutch or English (Hendriksen & van der Auwera
99 ). We will test the hypothesis that native languages that resemble one another
yield foreign accents that are also similar to each other. Speciically, we expect the
Danish, Norwegian and Swedish foreign accents in English to be so similar that one
might speak of a Scandinavian accent.

Swarte ( 0 )measured linguistic distances between English, Dutch, German, Dan-
ish and Swedish. he two Scandinavian languages {Danish, Swedish} had the shortest
distance between them, followed by the pair {Dutch, German}. English was more
closely associated with the West-Germanic pair than with the Scandinavian pair.
hese linguistic distances were matched by experimentally established intelligibility
results obtained in spoken-word translation and comprehension tasks. We predict
that the Englishes spoken with a Scandinavian accent will be more alike than each
of these accents is like the Dutch accent. Moreover Swarte’s ( 0 ) results lead us
to expect that Dutch-accented English is closer to native English than the Scandina-
vian accents are. Finally, we predict that the Chinese and Hungarian accents difer
more strongly from native English than the Germanic accents but we have no way
of predicting which one will be closer to English.

We decided not to recruit human listeners but to simulate human listening through
computer modeling. Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) has been used since the
late 990s to model and predict how human listeners with language background A
identify the sounds of a foreign language B (e.g. Strange et al. 00 ).

Intelligibility is greatest when interactants (speaker and listener) both use the same
native language (e.g. Munro & Derwing 99 ). When one interactant is a non-native,
communication generally sufers (Cutler 0 ). Communication in ELF may be as
successful or even more successful when both interactants are non-native. his efect
has been called the interlanguage speech intelligibility beneit (ISIB, Bent & Bradlow
00 ). A realistic version of the ISIB hypothesis holds that the beneit will be found

especially if speaker and listener have the same native language. If the LDA technique
can be used to model and predict perceptual assimilation of non-native sounds to a
native sound inventory (Strange et al. 00 ), then the ISIB efect should also show up
when we use the LDA technique.

8
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Vowel systems of the seven languages
he languages targeted in this study have rich vowel inventories, as shown in Figure
.

Figure : he monophthongs of (A) American English (Mannell, Cox & Harrington
009), (B) Mandarin Chinese (Lee & Zee 00 ), (C) Hungarian (Szende 99 ),

D. Danish (Grannum 998), (E) Norwegian (Vanvik 979), (F) Swedish (En-
gstrand 999) and (G) Netherlandic Dutch (Gussenhoven 99 ). he shaded
polygon deines the English lax vowel subsystem.

he Scandinavian inventories ofer a plethora of vowel types that would qualify as
viable substitutes in English (‘similar sounds’ in Flege 99 ). Every English monoph-
thong can be mapped onto a distinct vowel in Norwegian at approximately the same
position in the vowel space. he Danish inventory has no vowel pair correspond-
ing to the fool~full contrast, but there are one-to-one mappings for all other English
monophthongs. Swedish does have vowels matching this later contrast but lacks
the contrast between the bed and bad vowels. Dutch, lacks both the fool~full and the
bed~bad contrast.

Method
he data for English spoken with American, Dutch and Mandarin accents were de-
scribed by Wang & van Heuven ( 00 ). For each language group ten male and ten
female speakers were recorded. Non-native speakers were university students who
had not specialized in English and had not spent time in an English-speaking environ-
ment. his type of speaker is representative of the typical ELF user in international
setings. he 3 × 20 speakers lived in the Netherlands at the time the recordings

9
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were made, studying at Leiden University. he Hungarian ELF speakers (7 male, 0
female) were recorded in 0 at the University of Pannonia (Hungary). he Scandi-
vanian ELF speakers were recorded in 0 at the University of Copenhagen (8 male
and female Danish speakers), the University of Oslo ( 0 male, 0 female Norwe-
gian speakers) and the University of Stockholm (8 male, female speakers). he
inclusion criteria for the Hungarian and Scandinavian speakers were the same as for
the Dutch and Chinese speakers.

Speakers produced all the 9 full vowels of English in a /hVd/ environment in a
ixed carrier sentence Now say h..d again. Stimuli were presented to the speaker
printed in normal English orthography on a sheet of paper. he pronunciation of
the target vowels was exempliied by everyday key words rhyming with the /hVd/
targets (e.g. the unfamiliar target word hoed was cued by the more familiar words
road, showed). Only the /hVd/ target words were used for acoustic analysis. Each
speaker produced one token of each vowel; only the Hungarians recorded two tokens
of each vowel type.

he onsets and ofsets of the target vowels were determined by ear and by eye,
using oscillograms and spectrograms. Formants were estimated by the Burg LPC al-
gorithm implemented in Praat (Boersma & Weenink 99 ). he optimal LPC model
order and upper frequency cut-of were determined by trial and error, visually com-
paring formant tracks with the spectrogram. Vowel duration and the centre frequen-
cies of maximally ive formants were extracted; for each vowel token each formant
frequency was averaged over the duration of the vowel. Formant frequencies were
then psychophysically scaled in Barks (Traunmeller 990). In all, measurements of
, 0 vowel tokens were available for statistical analysis.

Results
In American English as spoken in Southern California, ten vowels are recognized as
monophthongs. he vowels in caught, hot and father havemerged in that variety (and
count as tense vowels in our analysis). hemid vowels in pay and show (not in Figure
A) are commonly considered monophthongs (even though they are diphthongized
to some extent inmany varieties of English, including Californian). he central vowel
in bird is not included since it only occurs immediately before /r/ – which makes it a
positional allophone of the vowel in but. For the same reason we excluded all other
/r/-coloured allophones.

Figure displays the location of the ten English monophthongs in the acoustic
vowel diagram with the irst formant frequency (F , representing vowel height) plot-
ted from top to botom, and the second formant frequency (F , representing vowel
backness and rounding) from right to let. his type of plot afords immediate visual
comparison with the vowel diagrams in Figure .

he male and female vowel conigurations are basically identical within each L
group and yet difer systematically between groups. Using the American vowels as
the reference set, we observe that there is a strict separation between the tense and lax
subsystems. he six tense vowels (including /æ/ and /ɒ/) are on the outer perimeter of

0
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Figure : (Continued on page .)

the vowel space, while the four lax/short monophthongs form the corner points of an
inner polygon. hemembers of the two pairs of mid vowels (/e, ɪ/ and /o, ʊ/ are rather
close to one another in the spectral space but they are still distinct by a diference
in duration – see below). his arrangement reproduces what has commonly been
reported for (American) English and closely matches Figure A.

he three Scandinavian groups of ELF speakers display roughly the same organiza-
tion of the English vowel system. hey, too, can best be described in terms of an outer
hexagon of six peripheral, tense vowels and an inner tetragon with four lax vowels.
Details of the conigurations difer between Danish, Norwegian and Swedish groups
but the basic organization is a very good match with the native system. he Danes
difer from the other Scandinavian groups in their location of /u/, which is as far back
as the mid vowel /o/. In the pronunciation of the Norwegians and Swedes, however,
/u/ is centralized, which mimics the way this vowel is pronounced in present day
English (both in England and in the United States). It seems practically impossible to
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Figure : (Continued from page .) Mean F and F (Bark) of ten English monoph-
thongs ploted for tense (open polygons) and lax (shaded polygons) vowels
for speaker groups.

tell the Norwegians and the Swedes apart on the basis of the spectral distribution of
the English vowels. his is somewhat surprising, since we noted above that Swedes
should be at a disadvantage when having to pronounce the contrast between /ɛ/ and
/æ/, which does not exist in their L but does occur in Norwegian (and Danish). Either
the Swedes have been so much exposed (through the media) to /æ/ in the neighbor-
ing languages Danish and Norwegian that this vowel is a familiar percept to them,
or the pronunciation problem has been dealt with in the Swedish secondary school
curriculum.

he Dutch ELF speakers deviate from English in several respects. Although the
Dutch-accented vowels can also be divided into a tense and lax subsystem, the sep-
aration is poor in the botom-let corner, where the contrast between /ɛ/ and /æ/ is
weak (though not completely absent) and no diference is made at all between /u/
and /ʊ/.

he English vowel systems of the non-Indo-European groups do not seem to dif-
ferentiate between the tense and lax subsystems – at least in terms of vowel quality.
Although the Mandarin ELF speakers use a large vowel space – which conirms im-
pressionistic claims (Zhao 99 ) – they do not diferentiate between /i/ and /ɪ/, nor
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between /u/ and /ʊ/. he vowel /æ/ is virtually the same as /ɛ/ while the distance
between /ʌ/ and /æ, ɛ/ is so small that perceptual confusion can be expected.

he Hungarian speakers use a more contracted vowel space than the Mandarin
speakers and show the same lack of contrast: poor separation between /i/ and /ɪ/,
between /u/ and /ʊ/ and between /ɛ/ and /æ/. Moreover, the mid vowels /e/ and /o/
are spectrally quite close to /i, ɪ/ and /u, ʊ/, respectively – although they may still be
distinct by duration.

Figure plots the durations of the ten English vowels as produced by the seven
speaker groups. Vowels are ploted from let to right in ascending order as deter-
mined for the native speaker group.

Figure : Duration (ms) of ten vowels of English produced by seven speaker groups.
Vowels are in ascending order of length as observed for the US English
native speaker group.

Although absolute durations difer from one language background to another (e.g.
American, Dutch and Chinese speakers appear to produce longer vowels than Hun-
garian and Scandinavian speakers), there is a good deal of similarity in the relative
vowel durations across the L backgrounds. he four lax vowels are indeed system-
atically shorter in the speech production of the native speakers, and these vowel
durations do not overlap with any of the vowel durations of the six tense vowels.
Crucially, the vowels /ɒ/ and /æ/ are clearly long. he same distribution of vowel
duration is seen with the Scandinavian speakers: Danes, Swedes and Norwegians
produce the four lax vowels with short durations, which are always shorter than any
tense vowel duration. For the Scandinavian speakers, however, there is a tendency
for the vowels /ɒ/ and /æ/, though longer than the lax vowels, to be shorter than the
other tense vowels. he Hungarian speakers do not diferentiate the duration of the
tense versus lax members of the pairs /ɛ/~/æ/ and /u/~/ʊ/. he Dutch speakers have
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slightly longer durations for the tense members of these two pairs (suggesting that
these contrasts exist for at least some Dutch speakers of English).

As a last exercise we performed a series of 98 Linear Discriminant Analyses (LDAs).
Each of the seven languages provided the training data in turn, and the resulting
models were then tested on the same set of seven languages, yielding a 7× 7 matrix.
Speaker normalization was performed prior to the LDA, by applying z-normalisation
within individual speakers to vowel duration, F and F . he results are shown in Fig-
ure , which plots the percentage of correctly identiied vowels for each combination
of training and test language. he let-hand panel presents the results when only F
and F were entered as predictors; the right-hand panel shows the results of when
the set of predictors was augmented with vowel duration. In both panels the data are
ploted in ascending order of success of the training language with three predictors.
Numerical values ploted in the right-hand panel are also given in Table .

Figure : Correctly identiied vowels by LDA (%) based on two (let-hand panel) or
three (right-hand panel) acoustic predictors: F , F and vowel duration as
the optional third parameter. he models were trained in each of seven
languages (x-axis), and tested in each of these languages (legend). here
were 0 tokens (one token for each of 0 speakers) for each of ten English
monophthongs (chance = 0%) per language, and tokens (two tokens
for each of 7 speakers with Hungarian L ). When training and test lan-
guage were the same, the scores are based on cross-validation (leave-one-
out method).

When including all three acoustic predictors, the vowels produced by the Ameri-
can native speakers are identiied as intended most oten when the test language is
also US English (9 . % correct). he English vowels produced by Hungarian ( . %)
and Mandarin-Chinese ( 0. %) ELF speakers are identiied least successfully. he
three Scandinavian groups are quite successful with scores around 80% correct. he
Dutch ELF speakers are in the middle of the range (7 . %).
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Table : Correct vowel identiication (%) by LDA with F , F and vowel duration as
predictors (A). Also see Figure . Panel B lists the Relative ISIB values (see
text).

Training language

Te
st

la
ng

ua
ge

. .0 0. 0.0 9.0 . .
8. . 7 . . 8. 7.0 7 .
. 7 .0 . 0. 78.0 7 . 8 .0
. 0.0 . . .8 7. .8
.0 7 .0 8 . 70. . 7 .0 8 .
.0 9. 78. .0 7 . . 8 .

9. .0 78.0 .0 77.0 80.0 .

A. Raw scores

Training language

Te
st

la
ng

ua
ge

. 0. -7. - . -8. - . - .0
.7 . -0. - . - .8 - .7 -0.8

- .8 .9 . -9. . . .
- . - . - . . -9. - . - 0.
- . - . . -0. . - . .7
- .0 - . . - . .0 . .0
-9. . . - .9 .9 8. .

B. R-ISIB

he Interlanguage Speech Intelligibility Beneit (ISIB, see introduction) can readily
be observed in panel B of table . he efect is seen most clearly if we convert the
raw scores to relative ISIB scores (R-ISIB, Wang & van Heuven 0 ) by subtracting
the row and column means from each cell in the matrix, and then divide the cell con-
tents by . his removes the main efects of training language and of test language
from the results, so that only the interaction term remains – which is our R-ISIB mea-
sure. When the test data are presented ater the LDA was trained with data from the
same speaker group (which simulates the shared interlanguage), vowel identiication
scores are much beter than when test and training data are from diferent speaker
groups, with R-ISIB values of 14.1 and −2.3, respectively, t(47) = 6.2 (p < .001).

When test and training languages are diferent Scandinavian languages (six pairs),
vowel identiication is beter than when Scandinavian languages are paired with
other non-native Englishes (eighteen pairs) with mean R-ISIB values of . versus
−6.0, respectively, t(22) = 4.8 (p < .001). his conirms our hypothesis that the
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ELF vowels of Danes, Norwegians and Swedes resemble one another more than they
are like the vowels produced by the other ELF speakers.

Conclusion
We studied the vowels of English produced by six groups of non-native (ELF) speak-
ers and compared these tokens with the vowels produced by native speakers of Amer-
ican English. Non-native speakers were representative of the academically trained
professional with no specialisation in English. he vowel conigurations of the six
ELF groups difered substantially from those of native English as well as from each
other, in ways that could oten – but not always – be predicted from traditional im-
pressionistic vowel diagrams of the irst language of the speakers. Scandinavian, and
especially Danish ELF speakers, approximate the English vowels most closely, beter
than Dutch ELF speakers and much beter than Hungarian and Mandarin-Chinese
ELF speakers do. Counter to what Swarte’s ( 0 ) results would suggest, it is not
the case that Dutch ELF is closer to native English than the Scandinavian ELF vari-
eties are. It is beyond the scope of the present paper, however, to examine whether
the (monophthongal) vowel systems yield diferent linguistic distances than other
aspects of the phonology, vocabulary, morphology and syntax.

hese conclusions follow from visual comparison of the acoustic vowel diagrams
of the seven varieties of English and are quantitatively corroborated by Linear Dis-
criminant Analyses in which American native listeners are simulated. Moreover, the
ELF vowels produced by the three Scandinavian speaker groups resemble each other
more than they share properties with the ELF vowels of Dutch, Chinese and Man-
darin speakers. his would suggest that the phonologies, speciically the vowel sys-
tems, of the three Scandinavian languages are rather similar and produce the same
type of transfer from native to foreign language.

Finally, our results are in line with the idea that similarity of non-native accents
in English (or any other language) may serve as an experimental means to quantify
phonological distance between languages even if these languages are genealogically
unrelated.
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Chapter

Impersonal passives in German: some
corpus evidence
Erhard Hinrichs
Eberhard Karls University Tebingen

Nerbonne ( 98 b) ofers cross-linguistic evidence that casts doubt on the uniied Rela-
tional Grammar account of the passive construction as advancement of an object rela-
tion, as proposed by Perlmuter ( 978) and Perlmuter & Postal ( 977). he purpose of
the present contribution is to present further corpus evidence in support of the seman-
tic analysis of German impersonal passives proposed by Nerbonne ( 98 a; 98 ). he
corpus data are extracted from the TePP-D/Z treebank of German, a linguistically an-
notated corpus, which uses as its data source the Scientiic Edition of the taz German
daily newspaper.

Introduction
Impersonal passive constructions have received considerable atention in syntactic
theory in general and in the framework of Relational Grammar (RG) in particular,
which considers grammatical relations as primitive elements of grammar. Perlmuter
( 978) and Perlmuter & Postal ( 977) propose a uniied RG account of the passive
construction as advancement of an object relation (in RG terminology: a -relation)
to a subject relation (in RG terminology: a -relation). Personal passives as in ( ) then
difer from impersonal passives in that the former involve the promotion of an overt
object NP, such as John in ( ), and the later promotion of a dummy element, such as
German es, which can be overtly realized as in ( ) or remain covert, as in ( ).

( ) John
John

wurde geehrt.
honored

‘John was honored.’

( ) Es
it

wurde gefeiert.
celebrated

‘A celebration happened.’
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( ) Hier
here

wurde gefeiert.
celebrated

‘Here a celebration happened.’

As Nerbonne ( 98 b) points out, only a subset of intransitive verbs can appear in
the impersonal passive construction in German – typically those that imply inten-
tionality on the part of the agent of the action described by the verb. If intentionality
is absent, as in the case of explodieren ‘explode’ in ( ), then the impersonal passive is
unacceptable.

( ) * Es
it

wurde explodiert.
exploded

(intended:) ‘An explosion was performed’.

he contrast in grammaticality of impersonal passives with unaccusative verbs
such as explodieren in ( ) and with unergative verbs such as feiern in ( ) and ( ) is
put forward by Perlmuter ( 978) as supporting evidence for the RG analysis of im-
personal passive and is explained in terms of the combined efect of the following
three independently motivated principles: the Unaccusative Hypothesis, the Final
Law, and the -Advancement Exclusiveness Law. According to the Unaccusative

Hypothesis, certain intransitive clauses such as explodieren have an initial -relation
and no initial -relation. he Final Law states that clauses with inal unaccusative
strata are not well-formed. herefore, the initial -relation in an unaccusative stra-
tum must be promoted to a -relation. he -Advancement Exclusiveness Law states
that no clause can involve more than advancement to a -relation. Since impersonal
passives involve the promotion of a dummy element to a -relation and since an un-
accusative clause involves promotion of an initial -relation, impersonal passives of
unaccusative clauses are then ruled out since they would have to involve two sepa-
rate advancements to a -relation, which is ruled out by the -Advancement Exclu-
siveness Law. By contrast, impersonal passives with unergative verbs as in ( ) are
not precluded by the -Advancement Exclusiveness Law since they involve a single
-advancement of a dummy.
Perlmuter ( 978) and Perlmuter & Postal ( 977) put forth the hypothesis that pro-

motion of a dummy to subjecthood is a language universal and that a strong version
of the Unaccusative Hypothesis considers the distinction between unaccusativity and
unergativity uniform cross-linguistically. In a cross-linguistic study of impersonal
passive constructions, Nerbonne ( 98 b) cites data from Estonian, German, Irish, and
Lithuanian that call into question the strong version of the Un-accusative Hypothesis
and the universal characterization of impersonal passives as promotion of a dummy
element to subject.

Impersonal passives in German
Nerbonne ( 98 b) and Nerbonne ( 98 ) present a wide range of empirical indings for
German that dummy es in impersonal passives of German is not a subject, contrary

0
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to the prediction of the RG analysis of Perlmuter and of Perlmuter and Postal. he
evidence includes inter alia the fact that dummy es in impersonal passives can only
appear in clause-initial position of German V clauses.

he lack of overt subjects in German impersonal passives is not limited to imper-
sonal passives with intransitive verbs, but extends also to impersonal passives of
verbs with dative objects. he German verb helfen ‘help’ takes a dative object and
can be passivized, as shown in ( ).

( ) a. Dir
you

wird geholfen.
helped( )

‘You receive help.’

b. Ihnen
them

wird geholfen.
helped( )

‘hey receive help.’

c. Es
it

wird ihnen
them

geholfen.
helped( )

‘hey receive help.’

All examples in ( ) are impersonal passives, with the sentence-initial position ei-
ther occupied by the dative object of helfen, as in ( a) and ( b), or by the dummy
element es. Please note the lack of number agreement between the sentence-initial
second-person singular and third-person plural pronouns in ( a) and ( b) and the
third-person singular inite form wird of the auxiliary as further evidence that the
pronouns are not subjects.

. he Unaccusative Hypothesis

Nerbonne ( 98 b) shows that the distinction between unaccusativity and unergativ-
ity is far from uniform cross-linguistically. He cites examples such as ( b), where an
impersonal passive is formed with an un-accusative verb such as sterben ‘die’, which
should not be possible according to the strong version of the Unaccusative Hypoth-
esis of Perlmuter ( 978).

( ) a. Autofreiheit. Und dafer ist es [das Volk] auch gerne bereit zu zahlen.
Mit abgeholzten Wäldern, mit stinkender Lut und einem verbogenen
Reckgrat. Weil das naterlich auch Freiheit ist.
‘Car freedom. And for that it is also gladly willing to pay. With roded
forests, stinking air, and a bent spine. Because that is, of course, also
freedom.’

b. Ganz
entirely

nebenbei:
aside:

es
it

wird auch
also

gestorben
died( )

fer
fer

diese
this

Freiheit.
freedom

‘Incidentally: people die for this freedom.’

In the linguistic context immediately preceding ( b), shown in ( a), ( b) is men-
tioned as an instance of the willingness to sacriice oneself in support of Autofreiheit.
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hus, dying is portrayed as an intentional act, albeit not necessarily as a conscious
choice of any victim involved. Or as Nerbonne ( 98 b) puts it: they do what might be
done willingly. More generally, Nerbonne assumes that the semantics of the imper-
sonal passive construction in German carries volitionality as an implicature. here-
fore, his semantic account of impersonal passives predicts that verbs such as sterben
can occur in this construction precisely in contexts such as ( ), where volition is
implied.

. Impersonal passives and relexives

Nerbonne ( 98 ) notes that the range of verbs that can appear in the impersonal pas-
sive construction in German excludes transitive verbs with accusative objects, which
form personal passives with overt subjects. However, there seem to be exceptions to
this empirical generalization, as the examples in (7), due to Bierwisch ( 00 ), and in
(8), due to Nerbonne ( 98 b), show.

(7) a. Hier
here

wird sich
self

grendlich
carefully

gereinigt!
cleaned( )

‘Here one cleans oneself carefully.’

b. Jetzt
now

wird sich
self

nicht
not

unterhalten!
conversed( )

‘No conversation!’

(8) Jetzt
now

wird sich
self

versammelt.
gathered( )

‘People should now gather.’

Verbs such as reinigen ‘clean’, unterhalten ‘converse, entertain’, and versammeln
‘gather’ can appear in impersonal passives with relexive sich as their accusative ob-
jects.

he grammaticality judgments for impersonal passives with relexive sich tend to
show quite a bit variability across speakers, however. Nerbonne ( 98 b: 90) com-
ments on the acceptability of example (8) as follows: “hese examples sound abom-
inable to many speakers of German, but are perfectly acceptable, if a bit pushy, to
many others, particularly in the South.” While Bierwisch ( 00 ) rates examples (7) as
acceptable, he considers the examples in (9) as unacceptable and highly marginal.

(9) a. * Es
it

ist
is

sich
self

häuig
oten

rasiert
shaved( )

worden.

(intended) ‘People shaved themselves frequently.’

b. Heute
today

wird sich
self

geärgert.
be irritated ( )

‘Today people are irritated.’

One diference between examples (9) and examples (7)-(8) concerns their illocu-
tionary force. he sentences in (7) and (8) are commands, while the sentences in (9)
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are not. Since relexives typically require an antecedent for co-reference, the accept-
ability of impersonal passives, when used as commands, may be due to the addressees
of the command serving as implied discourse antecedents for the relexive.

Corpus data
With the exception of ( b), the above discussion has been based on grammaticality
judgement of native speakers reported in the linguistics literature. With the avail-
ability of large linguistically annotated text corpora of German, it seems appropriate
to dig further into the data available for impersonal passives in German and to ob-
tain additional data points for the range of verbs that can appear in this construction.
he corpus study below is based on the Tebingen Partially Parsed Corpus of Writen
German (TePP-D/Z).

. he TüPP-D/Z corpus

he TePP-D/Z treebank uses as its data source the Scientiic Edition of the taz Ger-
man daily newspaper, which includes articles from September , 98 up to May
7, 999. he corpus consists of , , 9 sentences with a total of 0 , , 97 to-
kens.he texts are processed automatically, starting from paragraph, sentence, word
form, and token segmentation. All sentences have been automatically annotatedwith
clause structure, topological ields, and chunks, as well as parts of speech and mor-
phological ambiguity classes. he topological ield model (Herling 8 ; Erdmann
88 ; Drach 9 7; Höhle 98 ) is used to account for regularities in sentence structure
and word order across diferent clause types of German. he part-of-speech annota-
tion uses the STTS labels of the Stutgart-Tebingen tagset (Schiller et al. 999), the
de-facto standard for the part-of-speech labelling of German text corpora.

Figure illustrates the annotation layers of the TePP-D/Z, using the passive sen-
tence Posthumwird der Künstler in diesem Jahrmit zahlreichen Veranstaltungen geehrt.
(Engl.: ‘Ater his death, the artist is honored this year by numerous events.’). he sen-
tence is a verb-second main clause and hence classiied as a V clause. his V node
is further annotated by the topological ields VF, short for: Vorfeld (‘initial ield’),
the labels VCL and VCR for the let and right bracket of the clause, respectively, and
the label MF, short for: Mitelfeld (‘middle ield’). he let and right brackets of the
clause are realized by the inite auxiliary (FA) wird and by the past participle (VP)
geehrt, respectively. Hence these two labels are appended to the labels for the topo-
logical labels VCL and VCR. he Mitelfeld of the sentence in Figure contains three
constituents labelled as NC (short for: noun phrase chunk) and PC (short for: preposi-
tional phrase chunk). he Vorfeld of a German V clause typically consists of a single
constituent; this is also the case for the sentence in Figure , where this constituent is
erroneously labelled as a noun phrase chunk (NC).his error is due to the mistagging
of the word posthum by the STTS label NE (short for: named entity), instead of the

www.sfs.uni-tuebingen.de/ascl/ressourcen/corpora/tuepp-dz.html
www.taz.de
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correct label of an adverb. hismistake then percolates up to the incorrect labelling at
the chunk level. he annotation mistake for the Vorfeld constituent underscores the
fully automatic, and thus error-prone annotation of the TePP/D-Z, a fact that needs
to be kept in mind when querying this treebank. A more in-depth description of the
linguistic annotation can be found in the TePP-D/Z stylebook (Meller 00 ), and in-
formation about the actual XML encoding of linguistic annotation can be found in
the TePP-D/Z markup guide (Ule 00 ).

ROOT

V2

MF

PC

VF PC NC

NC VCLAF NC NC AJAC VCRVP

Posthum

Lemma Posthum

PoS NE

Extra

Slemma

wird

Lemma werden

PoS VAFIN

Extra

Slemma werden

der

Lemma der|die

PoS ART

Extra

Slemma der|die

Künstler

Lemma Künstler

PoS NN

Extra

Slemma Künstler

in

Lemma in

PoS APPR

Extra

Slemma in

diesem

Lemma diesem

PoS PDAT

Extra

Slemma

Jahr

Lemma Jahr

PoS NN

Extra

Slemma Jahr

mit

Lemma mit

PoS APPR

Extra

Slemma mit

zahlreichen

Lemma zahlreich

PoS ADJA

Extra

Slemma zahlreich

Veranstaltungen

Lemma Veranstaltung

PoS NN

Extra

Slemma Veranstaltung

geehrt

Lemma ehren

PoS VVPP

Extra

Slemma ehren

.

Lemma .

PoS $.

Extra PUNCT

Slemma .

Figure : Example sentence from the TePP-D/Z treebank of German.

. TüPP-D/Z query results

his section summarizes the query results for the impersonal passives found in the
TePP-D/Z treebank. he results were obtained by the TeNDRA web application
(Martens 0 ), which uses the TIGERSearch (Lezius 00 ) query language for tree-
bank search. he corpus indings will focus on the empirical issues discussed in sec-
tions . and . above.

. . Impersonal passives and unaccusative verbs

As discussed in section . , Nerbonne’s semantic analysis of the impersonal passive
construction in German assumes that there is an implicature of intendability asso-
ciated with this construction. In Nerbonne’s account, this implicature is crucial for
a semantic characterization of the range of verbs that can appear in German imper-
sonal passives. In section . , the verb sterben ‘die’, as used in example ( b), was
mentioned as a case in point. It turns out that such examples, while rare, also occur
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in the TePP-D/Z treebank. he TePP-D/Z contains twelve occurrences of impersonal
passives with the verb sterben that include example ( 0).

( 0) Dort
there

toben
rage

Kämpfe,
ights

dort
there

wird gestorben.
died( )

‘here ights are raging, there dying is happening.’

Even more numerous than examples with the verb sterben are impersonal passives
in the TePP-D/Zwith verbs such as leiden ‘sufer’ and schwitzen ‘perspire’. Such verbs
denote involuntary acts, but allow readings of willingly submiting to such situations,
as is implied in examples ( ) and ( ).

( ) Da
here

wird mit
with

Grö6e
greatness

geliten
sufered( )

und
and

gestorben.
died( )

‘here people sufer and die with greatness.’

( ) Hier
here

wird nicht
not

geweint,
wept( )

hier
here

wird auch
also

nicht
not

gelacht,
laughed( )

hier
here

wird

geliten.
sufered( )
‘Here people do not weep, here there is no laughter, here they sufer.’

( ) An
at

den
the

Tischen
tables

wird hetig
intensively

gemurmelt
mumbled

und
and

geschwitzt.
perspired.

‘At the tables there is intensive mumbling and sweating going on.’

. . Impersonal passives and relexives

As discussed in section . , the grammaticality judgments for impersonal passives
with relexive sich tend to show quite a bit of variability across speakers. Even in
a corpus as large as the TePP-D/Z with appr. . million sentences, the combina-
tion of impersonal passives and relexives is rather rare. he main inding common
to all TePP-D/Z examples below is that the relexives that occur in this construction
tend to be so-called inherent relexives, i.e., relexives that do not occupy an ordinary
argument position, but rather appear as improper arguments in the terminology of
Bierwisch ( 00 ). Such inherent relexive verbs include sich vergnügen ‘to enjoy one-
self’, sich amüsieren ‘to amuse oneself’, sich genieren ‘to feel embarrassed’, sich freuen
‘to rejoice’, and sich entblöden ‘to have the efrontery to do something’ in examples
( )-( 8).

( ) Auf
up

in
in

den
to

Kampf,
combat

jetzt
now

wird sich
self

vergnegt!
enjoyed

‘Up into combat, now let’s have fun.’

( ) Was
what

soll’s,
shall it

jetzt
now

wird sich
self

amesiert.
amused

‘Who cares, now let’s have a good time.’
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( ) Der
the

Ruf
image

der
of the

Stadt
city

ist
is

ruiniert
ruined

–
–
wo
where

man
one

auch
also

hinschaut,
looks

es
it

wird sich
self

geniert.
be embarrassed
‘he reputation of the city is ruined – wherever one looks, people are em-
barassed.’

( 7) …
…

egal
no mater

welches
what

Wahlergebnis:
election results

es
it

wird sich
self

immer
always

gefreut
happy

‘No mater what election result: people are always happy.’

( 8) …
…

und
and

selbstbestimmtem
self-determined

Leben
life

–
–
es
it

wird sich
self

nicht mal entblödet,
foolish enough,

das
that

fer
for

Inhatierte
imprisoned

in
in

den
the

Knästen
jails

zu
to

fordern!
demand

‘… and autonomous life – people have the efrontery to demand that for the
prisoners in jails!’

In addition to mono-lexemic inherent relexives, the TePP-D/Z also contains im-
personal passives with inherent relexives of multi-word expressions such as sich die
Mühe machen ‘to make the efort to’ and sich lustig machen ‘make fun of’ in ( 9) and
( 0).

( 9) Und
and

nun
now

wird sich
self

nicht
not

einmal
even

die
the

Mehe
efort

gemacht,
made

in
in

der
the

PDS
PDS

genauer
sharper

zu
to

rechnen.
calculate
‘And now they do not even make an efort in the PDS to calculate more accu-
rately.

( 0) Es
it

wird sich
self

eber
about

Verlagshinweise
publishers’ comments

zu
on

den
the

stetig
always

steigenden
rising

Preisen
prices

und
and

veränderten
changed

Busfahrplänen
bus schedules

lustig gemacht.
fun made of

‘Fun is made of publishers’ comments about steadily rising prices and
changed bus schedules.’

While inherent relexivesmake up themajority of data points for impersonal passives
with relexive sich, the TePP-D/Z examples in ( ) and ( ) arguably involve transi-
tive verbs with relexive sich in a proper argument position of direct object. he verbs
in question are vereinigen ‘to unite’ in ( ) and lieben ‘to make love’ in ( ), whereas
the verb sich sehnen ‘to long for’ in the same sentence is an inherent relexive verb.

( ) …
…

es
it

wird sich
self

vereinigt
united

und
and

Oto
Oto

Grotewohls
Grotewohls

und
und

Wilhelm
Wilhelm

Piecks
Piecks

Händedruck
handshake

auf
on

Gro6foto
poster

umkringelt.
circled

‘People unite and circle Oto Grotwohls’ und Wilhelm Pieck’s handshake on
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poster-sized photo.’

( ) a. Ein
a

Ehepaar
couple

(Nela
(Nela

Barsch
Barsch

und
and

Jergen
Jergen

Wink)
Wink)

bekommt
have

Besuch
visitors

(Eva
(Eva

Mannschot
Mannschot

und
und

Viktor
Viktor

Schefe),
Schefe)

‘A married couple (Nela Barsch and Jergen Wink) have visitors (Eva
Mannschot and Viktor Schefe).’

b. es
it

wird sich
self

eberkreuz
crosswise

gesehnt
longed

und
and

geliebt.
loved

‘hey long for each other and make love across couples.’

It is worth noting that both examples have the pragmatic force of directives. ( )
describes politically correct behavior for citizens of the former German Democratic
Republic, and ( ) the plot of a theatre play. Hence, the addressees of the directives
may serve as discourse-implied antecedents for the relexives and make these, albeit
extremely rare, examples acceptable in the same way as was hypothesized for exam-
ples (7) and (8) in section . above.

Conclusion
his paper has reported on a corpus study of German impersonal passives that uses
the TePP-D/Z treebank of contemporary German as its data source. he corpus ind-
ings lend further empirical support to the semantic analysis of German impersonal
passives proposed by Nerbonne ( 98 a; 98 ). More speciically, the corpus data con-
irm two claims inherent in Nerbonne’s analysis: (i) that there is an implicature of
intendability associatedwith German impersonal passives, which can account for the
acceptability of certain unaccusative verbs in this construction, and (ii) that the use
of relexive sich in German impersonal passives is restricted to the class of inherent
relexives.
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Chapter 7

In Hülle und Fülle – quantiication at
a distance in German, Duth and
English
Jack Hoeksema
University of Groningen

Introduction
uantiiers are oten equated with determiners and pronouns, such as every or every-
body. Occasionally, adverbs of quantiication are considered (Lewis 97 ; de Swart
99 ), or loating quantiiers (Dowty & Brody 98 ; Sportiche 988; Bach et al. 99 ;
Hoeksema 99 ; Doetjes 997; McCloskey 000; Bošković 00 ) he former are illus-
trated in ( - ) below, the later in ( - ):

( ) Polar bears are oten dangerous.

( ) Christmas parties are sometimes fun.

( ) he polar bears were all hungry.

( ) he Christmas parties were neither of them any fun.

Both types of expressions are well-known and have been well-studied. As noted
by Lewis ( 97 ) and subsequent literature, the sentences in ( - ) are equivalent to
those in ( - ) on one of their readings:

( ) Many polar bears are dangerous.

( ) Some Christmas parties are fun.

he sentences in ( - ), in turn, are equivalent to the ones in (7-8):

(7) All the polar bears were hungry.
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(8) Neither Christmas party was any fun.

he reader will have noted that the irst two examples have indeinite subjects,
whereas the second pair has deinite subjects. his is typical for the two types of ad-
verbial quantiiers. Adverbs of quantiication have an efect on indeinites which they
lack for deinites. Sentences such as (9) below only have a temporal interpretation,
except when they are given a kind-reading (“this kind of polar bear”):

(9) his polar bear is oten dangerous.

Recently, Morzycki ( 0 ) called atention to a third type of adverbial quantiier,
represented by the English expression galore. Like the adverb of quantiication oten,
it may express the same quantiicational force as many, but unlike oten, it does not
have an additional temporal reading. Morzycki ( 0 ) argues that galore is a quan-
tiier operating on kinds, in order to account for the fact that it is used mainly in
combination with bare noun phrases:

( 0) We had polar bears galore on Nova Zembla.

Note that the following variants of ( 0) are ill-formed:

( ) We saw {*my/*the/*some/*all/*many} polar bears galore.

Morzycki ( 0 ) proposes that galore is a stranded determiner, let behind ater the
NP is moved out of the DP, as follows (where t indicates the original position of the
NP polar bears.

( ) We saw [galore polar bears] → We saw [polar bears [galore t]]

Given a ban on double determiners, the ungrammaticality of ( ) is accounted for.
Note that determiners in general seem to be ruled out, not just deinite determiners,
or indeinite ones. In this respect, galore difers from both loating quantiiers and
adverbs of quantiication. It appears to form a third class of quantiicational adverb.
his raises the question whether it is one of a kind, or has counterparts, either in
English or in other languages. In Hoeksema ( 0 ), I argued that Dutch bij de vleet
‘in droves’ is in fact such a counterpart, and in the present paper, I will venture to do
the same for German in Hülle und Fülle. If these claims can be substantiated, they are
somewhat problematic for the analysis proposed by Morzycki, since the Dutch and
German cases are syntactically prepositional phrases, and not lexical heads.

Before outlining the structure of the paper, let me say a few things about in Hülle
und Fülle and bij de vleet. he rhyming idiom Hülle und Fülle consists of a word
meaning ‘cover, clothing’ and another meaning ‘illing, food’. Together, they are
all one needs to survive. At some point, this developed into the meaning ‘plenty’.
Dutch bij de vleet contains the otherwise obsolete noun vleet, meaning ishing net.
One might translate it as ‘by the net’. Fishermen caught herring bij de vleet in large
numbers, and so this expression came to mean ‘in large numbers, galore’.

In the next section, I compare the distribution of galore with that of its proposed
Dutch and German counterparts. he distributional data are from electronic corpora
of the three languages. Section contains the conclusions.

0
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Distributional facts

. he bare noun condition

We saw in the previous section that galore requires bare nouns as its associates. I will
now show that this inding can be replicated for in Hülle und Fülle and bij de vleet.
First, let’s consider a mass noun:

( ) Wir
we

haten
had.

Zeit
time

in Helle und Felle
a-plenty

‘We had lots of time.’

Adding a determiner to the noun in ( ) leads to a degraded result in much the
same way as it did in ( ) above.

( ) Wir
we

haten
had.

die/diese/einige
the/this/some

Zeit
time

in Helle und Felle
a-plenty

‘We had lots of the/this/some time.’

For Dutch, we can show a similar array of judgments:

( ) We
we

hadden
had.

geld
money

bij de vleet
a-plenty

‘We had money galore.’

( ) We
we

hadden
had.

het/zijn
the/his

geld
money

bij de vleet
a-plenty

‘We had the/his money galore.’

Nonetheless, there are several fairly robust and interesting exceptions to this gen-
eralization. For starters, the indeinite determiner zulk ‘such’ is acceptable with the
associates of bij de vleet:

( 7) Zulke problemen
such problems

waren
were

er
there

bij de vleet
galore

‘Such problems, there were galore.’

his observation is not restricted to Dutch. he Internet provides similar examples
for English, e.g.

( 8) Humanity has had such problems galore.

as well as for German:

( 9) Solche
such

Probleme
problems

gab es
there were

in Helle und Felle
galore

‘Such problems, there were galore.’
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he case of such is interesting and not entirely straightforward. Among determin-
ers, it enjoys a rather special status. In some ways it behaves as an adjective, in
other ways it looks more like a determiner. To see this, just consider the following
paradigm:

( 0) a. * the such book

b. * a such book

c. such a book

d. no such book

e. * this such book

f. such nice books

g. every such book

While examples d and g are most compatible with adjectival status, the other data
point more into the direction of determiner status. van der Auwera & Kalyanamalini
( 0 ) treat it as a unique element, belonging to a category of its own. Consequently,
we need not treat it as a direct counterexample to Morzycki’s bare noun generaliza-
tion.

More problematic are other cases, not discussed by Morzycki, where the associate
of galore is not a bare NP. Pronouns, for instance, may serve as associates when they
refer to a kind. he following is one of many examples to be found on the Internet:

( ) I’m not sure what planet you live on, coz honour killings are very much part
of the ‘culture’ in Pakistan. I did not say religion, but the culture. Open any
Pakistani newspaper and you’ll ind them galore, and the men feel quite proud
in admiting to it.

he use of them in the above example to refer back to the category of honour killings
is acceptable, it would seem, precisely because it is a case of common noun anaphora.
When them is referring to a set of individuals, it does not lend itself to be the associate
of galore Compare:

( ) Q: Where are the boys?
A: # O, I saw them galore.

Similar cases can be found in German and Dutch, respectively:

( ) Probleme?
problems

Die
those

haben
have

wir
we

in Helle und Felle
galore

‘Problems? We have them galore.’

( ) Problemen?
problems

Die
those

hebben
have

we
we

bij de vleet
galore

‘Problems? We have them galore.’
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Finally, it would seem that full deinite DPs, while clearly exceptional and rare, are
not entirely ruled out either, compare the examples in ( , ) from English, ( 7) from
German and ( 8) from Dutch. he later two are not from corpora but were adapted
from corpus examples.

( ) It’s corroborated across Internet sites by the personal testimonies galore from
women. [COCA]

( ) Hallmark has those things galore. [Internet]

( 7) Das
the

Geld
money

steht
stands

in Helle und Felle
galore

zur Verfegung
to disposition

‘he money is available in abundance.’

( 8) De
the

boeken
books

werden
were

bij de vleet
galore

verkocht
sold

‘he books were sold in large numbers.’

We might take this as evidence against the bare noun generalization, but the fact
of the mater is that the vast majority of cases involves bare nouns. I collected 00
examples of each of the three items studied here, galore, in Hülle und Fülle and bij de
vleet. Examples were taken from the online corpora made available by Mark Davies
(at corpus.byu.edu, cf. e.g. Davies 0 ), the Institut fer deutsche Sprache (IDS) in
Mannheim (a.k.a. COSMAS II), and the Dutch newspaper corpora at delpher.nl and
LexisNexis, as well as Google Books. All cases were the items and their associates
did not form a full sentence were put aside. his is a very large group, since the three
expressions are very popular in titles and section headers, photo captions, names of
web shops and websites, etc. A typical example of this usage is seen in the follow-
ing text, the introduction of a text announcing and advertising a cultural festival in
Christchurch, New Zealand:

( 9) Culture Galore! All cultures are welcomed and celebrated at this free annual
event which features music, dance, food and arts and crats from more than 80
cultures from around the globe.

he data sets were divided into bare nouns, pronouns (personal, relative, demon-
strative), DP (deinite and universal noun phrases, including universal pronouns,
such as all), such N (German solche N, Dutch zulke N ), and the category zero when
there was no overt nominal associate (more about this in section . ). he results are
given in Table .

I assume that the strong preference for bare nouns has a semantic cause. It does
not seem to stem from syntactic selection of noun phrases by determiners, a possi-
bility that may seem acceptable for galore, but which lacks plausibility for the PP
quantiiers bij de vleet and in Hülle und Fülle. Morzycki ( 0 ) provides the follow-
ing interpretation for galore, where k is a variable ranging over kinds, and ⊔ is an
operator due to Chierchia ( 998), sending kinds (in the sense of Carlson 977) to prop-
erties. E.g. it will map mankind to the set of human beings. Galore acts as a quantiier
comparable tomany/much, difering from those quantiiers however in not making a

corpus.byu.edu
delpher.nl
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Table : Corpus data on type of associate, per language.

associate English German Dutch

bare noun 9 89 88
pronoun
DP
such N –
zero –

distinction between plural count nouns and mass nouns. Applying the interpretation
in ( 0) to a sentence such as there were spiders galore yields the interpretation: there
were many instances of the kind spider.

( 0) [[galore]] = λkλg<e,t>.∃x[
⊔k(x) ∧ g(x) ∧ amount(x) ≻ standard]

Assuming that pronouns may refer to kinds (Carlson 977), and that the DPs and
such NPs noted in Table may also be viewed as kind-denoting, we could adopt
Morzycki’s analysis for our purposes. While the bare plural problems denotes the
kind of problems, the DP such problems, one might postulate, denotes the subkind
of problems characterized by a given exemplar. To motivate this assumption, I want
to argue that a DP such as those cars is acceptable as an associate of galore only in
certain contexts. Compare:

( ) * Donald Trump owned those cars galore.

( ) Donald Trump owned many of those cars.

( ) Cadillacs are prety rare in Europe, but in the USA we have those cars galore.

In other words, when those cars denotes a particular set of cars, such as the set
(partially) owned by Trump, galore is no good, but when we are talking about a
brand/type of car, we may use galore to quantify over exemplars of that brand. Note
that some other types of generic DPs seem to be ruled out with galore, such as an N
and the N(s):

( ) * he tiger hunts alone galore.

( ) * For lunch, I prefer a light meal galore.

( ) * I am rooting for the Dutch galore.

In the case of generic indeinites such as a light meal, we may refer to Krika et al.
( 99 ), who argue that such indeinites do not refer to kinds. Kind-level predicates
such as extinct do not apply to them, compare:

( 7) he dodo is extinct.

( 8) # A dodo is extinct.
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Note that there is one reading on which ( 8) is acceptable, namely when the sen-
tence means that a kind of dodo is extinct. It seems to me that on this particular
reading, galore should be acceptable:

( 9) Mostly, hominins are extinct, but we have one hominin galore: homo sapiens.

How about cases such as ( ) and ( )? It seems very likely, that for these sentences,
we need to look at the predicates as well. he interaction between predicate type and
generic/non-generic DPs is complicated, but crucial (cf. Carlson 977; Krika et al.
99 ; Oosterhof 008; Barton, Kolb & Kupisch 0 ). In the next section, we take a
look at the predicates that show up with galore.

. Predicates galore

In Carlson ( 977), a three-way distinction is made between kind-level, individual-
level and stage-level predicates, exempliied by ( 0), ( ) and ( ), respectively:

( 0) Rats are not a threatened species.

( ) Rats are smart.

( ) Rats are available for vivisection.

Kind-level predicates are ruled out by the semantics of galore. E.g. rats galore quan-
tiies over instances of the kind rats, according to Morzycki’s analysis. Kind-level
predicates apply to kinds, not their instances. he associates of galore come in three
main groups: subjects, direct objects and objects of prepositions. he category of
objects of prepositions is fairly marginal in my data set, except for English, where
it accounts for 7 (out of 00) occurrences, hence I will ignore these cases in what
follows. Only very rarely, a predicate nominal is accompanied by galore (“it will be
bargains galore at the ire sale”). When the associate is a subject, the predicate is
mostly there + be, a passive, or a locative construction. he following table gives an
overview of the subject associates for the three languages studied. I treat the “sub-
jects” of existential constructions all the same, although for German es gibt onemight
argue it involves an object (bearing accusative case). However, for the same of com-
parison, it seems best to treat the functionally equivalent DPs in there is DP and es
gibt DP as the same.

While the table shows some crosslinguistic diferences, a number of similarities
stand out. Existential and locative sentences account for the majority of cases in each
language. Agentive subjects are absent in my material, regardless of which of the
three languages one looks at. I do not have an explanation yet for the fact that English
has fewer subject associates than either Dutch or German, but we might venture a
guess based on the distribution of direct object associates. For this category, I have
alsomade a comparison of the predicates involved. An overview is presented in Table
. Among the verbs involved, especially have (and its counterparts haben/hebben)

stands out, but I also want to draw your atention to ind (inden/vinden). Morzycki
( 0 ) also mentions verbs of creation as an important group of verbs, but in my data
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Table : Types of predicates with subject associate.

predicate English % German % Dutch %

existential 8
locative 0
passive 8 7 0
other 0
total 00 0 00 7 00

set verbs like make and create, while atested, do not stand out in any of the three
languages researched.

Table : verbs with object associate.

verb English % German % Dutch %

have 8 0 8 7
ind 7
other 7 0 0 8 7
total 00 00 00

here are deep and well-known connections between have and existential con-
structions involving be (see Benveniste 9 ; Clark 978; Partee 999: inter alii). Many
languages, such as French, build existential sentences with have, rather than be. If we
assume that speakers of English, for whatever reason, pick an existential construc-
tion with have more oten than do speakers of Dutch or German, we might have a
possible explanation for the lower number of subject associates in English, and the
higher number (both absolute and as a percentage) of occurrences with have, thereby
liking these two observations. Note that the situation is in fact more complicated,
since other verbs may also have an existential function (in the loosest sense of the
word). Consider ind. Instead of here are many windmills in the Netherlands, one
might equally well write he Netherlands have many windmills, or In the Netherlands,
you will ind many windmills. Especially with generic subjects, such as one or you,
ind has developed an existential use. Of the occurrences of ind/inden/vinden
in my material, 9 had generic subjects. Yet other ways to build an existential state-
ment involve the use of with. Visit the Netherlands with its many windmills! Visit
the Netherlands where you will ind many windmills. Visit the Netherlands where they
have/there are many windmills. Among the 7 English occurrences of associates of
galore that are objects of prepositions, there were 9 introduced by with. To put this
in perspective, the irst 7 prepositions of this paper contain just one example ofwith.
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he predicates we see most commonly in sentences with galore are not compatible
with generic deinites (or indeed deinites in general). hismight already explain why
sentences such as ( ) and ( ) above are ungrammatical. hey contain verbs of the
wrong kind, and if they had verbs of the right kind, the deinite generics would have
been out of place. Of course, for a fuller account, we need to establish this for all
verbs involved, including the ones labelled “other” in tables and .

. Zero associates

In a few cases, I could not ind overt associates for galore or bij de vleet. Such cases
are presumably also possible in German. First, take a look at a Dutch example:

( ) Een
a

buurt
neighbourhood

waar
were

gekraakt
squated

wordt
becomes

bij de vleet
galore

‘A neighboorhood where people squat galore.’

his sentence involves an impersonal passive. he relative clause has no subject
or object, nor in fact any nominal constituent that could be the associate of bij de
vleet. he verb kraken “to occupy by squating” is used intransitively here, and has an
implicit argument. My intuition is that bij de vleet does not quantify over the number
of agents involved in the squating, but over the number of houses or apartments
involved. In fact, ( ) would still be true if a single person did all the squating, e.g.
by occupying a diferent house every week. A similar efect can be noted in English
with verbs of emission and ingestion, such as eat, drink, sweat, pee, etc., which may
have implicit objects.

( ) Some people were drinking galore, however my pint of PIMMS lasted me the
entire night and did me proud! [Internet]

It may be that this kind of case leads to a new usage for galore/bij de vleet, as an
adverbial intensiier, comparable to a lot. he Internet provides cases that can only
be viewed in this light, such as the following (from an old journal, he Music Trade
Review):

( ) A toast to our Fletcher, who knows how to run
All things of departments; he’s bright as the sun!
Impartial and just to the boys on the loor,
We’re loyal to him, and we like him galore.

Neither bij de vleet nor in Hülle und Fülle can be used in this way to the best of my
knowledge.

Conclusions
he main conclusions of this paper are as follows:

7
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• galore is not alone: bij de vleet in Dutch and in Hülle und Fülle in German share
its properties, as does English aplenty;

• we must distinguish three types of quantiication at a distance: loating quan-
tiiers, adverbs of quantiication and galore-type quantiiers;

• galore-type quantiiers have bare nouns as their preferred associates, but pro-
nouns, deinite DPs and DPs introduced by such are possible as well, provided
they have a kind-denoting reading;

• sentences with galore typically introduce new discourse referents and predi-
cates are oten existential or verbs of encountering;

• galore-type quantiiers are not stranded determiners, but PP modiiers (for
Dutch and German the PP nature of the quantiiers is self-evident; galore it-
self comes from an Irish/Gaelic PP go leor meaning “in suiciency, enough”).
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Chapter 8

he interpretation of Duth direct
speeh reports by Frisian-Duth
bilinguals
Franziska Köder
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J. W. van der Meer
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Jennifer Spenader
University of Groningen

Frisian and Dutch both have a direct speech reporting construction and an indirect
speech reporting construction with verb inal word order. Frisian also has an additional
indirect speech reporting construction, the embedded verb-second construction, which
resembles direct speech in many respects. We investigated whether Frisian-Dutch bilin-
guals show negative transfer in their interpretation of direct speech in Dutch. We hy-
pothesized that Frisian-Dutch bilinguals would rate an infelicitous embedded V con-
struction in Dutch as higher than Dutch monolinguals. Further we hypothesized that
when tested on their interpretation of direct speech reports in Dutch, Frisian-Dutch
bilinguals would make more errors than their monolingual Dutch counterparts. Our
results support both hypotheses.

Introduction
Consider two diferent reports about what Jan said in Dutch and Frisian.

( ) a. Jani zei: “Iki ben ziek.” (Dutch)

b. Jani sei: “Iki bin siik.” (Frisian)
‘Jan said: “I am sick.”’

( ) a. Jani zei dat hiji ziek is.” (Dutch)
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b. Jani sei dat hyi siik is. (Frisian)
‘Jan said that he is sick.’

Example ( ) is a direct speech report, and Jan’s words are repeated from his per-
spective. he pronoun ik ‘I’ therefore refers to the reported speaker, Jan, and not to
the actual reporting speaker. Example ( ) is an indirect speech report. he reporting
speaker presents the content of what Jan said from her current perspective, referring
to the absent Jan with the third-person pronoun hij/hy ‘he’. In Dutch and Frisian,
direct speech reports of assertions have verb-second word order (see a and b) and
lack a complementizer. Indirect speech reports include a subordinate clause with
verb-inal word order and the obligatory complementizer dat ‘that’ (see a and b).
Looking at these two examples alone it seems that there are clear grammatical and
semantic markers of direct and indirect speech reports. However, Frisian has an addi-
tional indirect speech reporting construction, the embedded V construction shown
in Example ( ):

( ) a. Jani sei, hyi is siik. (Frisian)

b. * Jani zei, hiji is ziek. (Dutch)
‘Jan said he is sick.’

his embedded V reporting construction has verb-second (V ) word order and no
complementizer, like direct speech (de Haan 0 0; Zwart 997). However, the pro-
noun hy ‘he’ in ( ) refers to Jan from the perspective of the reporting speaker. his
means that with respect to the interpretation of pronouns and other indexicals, the
embedded V construction in is similar to indirect speech reports like ( ).

hus in Dutch, direct and indirect speech are clearly distinct (Köder 0 ). But in
Frisian – similar to other Germanic languages like German, and Danish – the embed-
ded V construction combines direct speech features (V word order, absence of a
complementizer) with indirect speech features (interpretation of pronoun), and can
therefore be considered a mixed type of report in-between canonical direct and indi-
rect speech (cf. Evans 0 ). his means that features that in Dutch unambiguously
distinguish direct speech from indirect speech appear in Frisian in an indirect speech
reporting construction.

Because almost all Frisian speakers in the Netherlands are Frisian-Dutch bilinguals,
we hypothesize that experience with Frisian will cause Frisian-Dutch bilinguals to
display diiculties when understanding direct speech reports in Dutch compared
to non-Frisian native speakers of Dutch. We experimentally tested this hypothesis
and found that Frisian-Dutch speakers show signiicantly higher error rates in direct
speech interpretation than their non-Frisian peers. Further, we found a signiicant
diference in their evaluation of sentences of the three diferent speech reporting
types.

7
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Duth and Frisian
Dutch and Frisian are two closely related languages that both have oicial status in
the Netherlands. Most Frisian speakers live in the northern Dutch province of Fries-
land. Even though Dutch is the dominant language in education, administration and
the media, 7 % of the population of Friesland are Frisian-Dutch bilinguals, and the
majority consider Frisian to be their irst language (Hanssen et al. 0 ; Province
Fryslân, 0 ). Due to intense language contact between the two languages, mod-
ern Dutch and Frisian exhibit many lexical, grammatical and phonetic similarities
(Gooskens & Heeringa 00 ; Heeringa & Nerbonne 999). However, Frisian’s larger
inventory of constructions for reporting speech is one of the grammatical diferences.

In this study, we investigate whether the diference in available constructions for
reporting speech and thought in Frisian inluence how Frisian-Dutch bilinguals in-
terpret reported speech in Dutch. Previous research on language transfer in bilingual
contexts indicates that such efects are possible (Nagy, McClure & Mir 997; Meller
998; Muysken 000), but as far as we know there are no studies on the efect of
language transfer on speech reporting.

Direct speeh and indirect speeh in Duth
Previous studies have shown that speakers of Dutch ind pronouns in direct speech
more diicult to interpret than in direct speech, due to the required perspective shit
from reporting speaker to reported speaker (Köder, Maier & Hendriks 0 ). Dutch
children up until the age of twelve show diiculties interpreting direct speech re-
ports, oten interpreting pronouns in direct speech as if they were in indirect speech
(Köder &Maier 0 ). One interpretation of these indings is that Dutch children have
a less clear-cut direct-indirect distinction than Dutch adults. Similarly, Frisian-Dutch
adults might have a less rigid direct-indirect distinction in their Dutch grammar than
non-Frisian Dutch adults due to a possible interference from Frisian. If this is correct,
Frisian-Dutch bilinguals should make more mistakes than Dutch monolinguals when
interpreting pronouns in Dutch direct speech, confusing it with the indirect embed-
ded V construction. Furthermore, Frisian-Dutch bilinguals should rate the (ungram-
matical) embedded V construction in Dutch as more acceptable than non-Frisian
speakers of Dutch. To test these hypotheses, we tested Frisian-Dutch bilinguals and
Dutch monolinguals with the Speech Report Experiment (Köder, Maier & Hendriks
0 ) and asked a subset of the participants to rate the acceptability of speech reports

on a questionnaire.

Method

. Participants

Frisian-Dutch bilinguals (Mage = 8.8, SD = . ) and Dutch monolinguals
(Mage= . , SD = 8. ) participated in the Speech Report Experiment. We classiied
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participants as Frisian-Dutch bilingual if they indicated proiciency in both Frisian
and Dutch (among other languages). he group of Frisian-Dutch bilinguals therefore
includes both early and late bilinguals with diferent levels of proiciency in speak-
ing, comprehending and writing Frisian. We will use the term Dutch monolinguals
to describe participants who listed only Dutch (among other languages). A subset
of the participants ( Frisian-Dutch bilinguals, 9 Dutch monolinguals) illed in a
questionnaire including acceptability judgments.

. Procedure

he Speech Report Experiment and the questionnaire were presented online. In-
structions for the questionnaire were presented in writing, while instructions for the
speech report test were presented auditorily. he task was completed individually
and took about 0 minutes in total to complete.

. Speeh Report Experiment

he Speech Report Experiment is designed as an interactive game calledWho gets the
ball? he experiment consists of short animations that feature three animals (a dog,
an elephant and a monkey) interacting with each other. For instance, the elephant
walks over to the monkey and whispers into his ear who gets the football (Fig. a).
Participants heard only an incomprehensible whispering sound. he monkey in turn
walks to the dog and reports to him what the elephant has said using either a direct
or indirect speech report (Fig. b). If the monkey uses for instance the direct speech
report Elephant said: “I get the football”, the correct referent of the pronoun I is the
speaker of the reported speech context, i.e., the elephant. In contrast, in an indirect
speech report such as Elephant said that I get the football, the referent of I is the
reporting speaker, i.e., the monkey. Ater each speech report, participants had to
click on the animal that they thought got the object (Fig. c).

Figure : Example screenshots from a test item in the Speech Report Experiment.
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he speech reports contain either a irst-person (ik ‘I’), second-person (jij ‘you’) or
third-person (hij ‘he’) pronoun (see Example ( a)). In total, we presented 0 test items
in random order, ive for each combination of report type (direct speech, indirect
speech) and pronoun (ik, jij, hij).

( ) a. Olifant zei: “Ik/Jij/Hij krijg(t) de voetbal”.
‘Elephant said: “I/You/He get(s) the football”.’

b. Olifant zei dat ik/jij/hij de voetbal krijg(t).
‘Elephant said that I/you/he get(s) the football.’

Recall that direct and indirect speech reports in Dutch are clearly distinct: direct
speech reports have verb-second word order in the report; indirect speech sentences
have verb-inal word order and include the complementizer dat ‘that’. In addition,
our direct speech stimuli have an 800 ms break between reporting clause and quo-
tation. For more detailed information on the entire procedure please consult Köder
and Maier ( 0 ).

. Acceptability judgments

Ater completing the speech report test, a subset of participants was asked to rate
the acceptability of speech reports on a ive-point Likert scale (totally agree, agree,
neutral, disagree, totally disagree). Participants were presented with an original ut-
terance (e.g. Jan: I go to the store) and were then asked to assess whether a particular
sentence (e.g., Jan said: “I go to the store” ) is a correct report of that uterance. We
presented one Dutch direct speech report ( ), one Dutch indirect speech report with
verb-inal word order ( ) and one ungrammatical Dutch embedded V report (7).

( ) Jan zei: “Ik ga naar de winkel.” (Dutch)
‘Jan said: “I go to the store.”’

( ) Berti zei, hiji speelt goed voetbal. (Dutch)
‘Berti said hei plays soccer well.’

(7) Anna zei dat ze niet van vis houdt. (Dutch)
‘Anna said that she does not like ish.’

Frisian-Dutch participants were given three additional speech reports in Frisian:

(8) Pyt sei: “Ik bin it paad bjuster.” (Frisian)
‘Pyt said: “I have lost track.”’

(9) Abei sei, hyi hat in gles pakt. (Frisian)
‘Abei said hei has taken a glass.’

( 0) Froukje sei dat se op sinneskynwaar hoopt. (Frisian)
‘Froukje said that she hopes for sunny weather.’

7
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Results

. Speeh Report Experiment

Figures and show the accuracy of pronoun interpretation for Frisian-Dutch bilin-
guals and Dutch monolinguals. Figure shows results for direct speech and Figure
shows results for indirect speech.

Figure : Percentage of correct pronoun interpretations in direct speech of Frisian-
Dutch bilinguals and Dutch monolinguals. Error bars indicate 9 % coni-
dence intervals.

Figure : Percentage of correct pronoun interpretations in indirect speech of Frisian-
Dutch bilinguals and Dutch monolinguals. Error bars indicate 9 % coni-
dence intervals.

We analyzed the accuracy data with mixed-efects logistic regression modeling
with the sotware R (version . . ). Step by step, we added ixed-efects factors and in-
teractions and checked whether they improve the model it signiicantly, as indicated

7
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by an Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) decrease of more than . he best ited
model includes random intercepts for subjects and a three-way interaction between
the ixed-efect factors report type (direct, indirect), pronoun (ik, jij, hij) and language
(Frisian-Dutch, Dutch). he index of concordance of the model is 0.9 , which indi-
cates that is has predictive power. In direct speech, participants made more mistakes
when interpreting the third-person pronoun hij than the irst-person pronoun ik (β =
. , z = 7.8 , p < .00 ) and the second-person pronoun jij (β = 0.97, z = . , p < .00 ).
he model already indicates that the language of the participants inluences their
performance on the Speech Report Experiment. We performed a multiple compari-
son analysis (Tukey contrasts) to ind out in which respects Frisian-Dutch bilinguals
difer from Dutch monolinguals in their interpretation of Dutch direct and indirect
speech reports.

he results, reported in Table , show that both Frisian-Dutch and Dutch speakers
made signiicantly more mistakes in direct than indirect speech. Comparing the per-
formance of Frisian-Dutch bilinguals and Dutch monolinguals, we ind that Frisian-
Dutch bilinguals made more mistakes than Dutch monolinguals in direct speech, but
not in indirect speech interpretation.

Table : Multiple comparisons of means (Tukey contrasts).

Linear Hypotheses Estimate SE z-value p-value

Dutch indirect – Dutch direct = 0 0.9 0. 7. 7 <0.00
Fris.-Dutch indirect – Fris.-Dutch direct = 0 . 0. 9 8. <0.00
Fris.-Dutch indirect – Dutch indirect =0 -0. 0. - . 0. 7
Fris.-Dutch direct – Dutch direct =0 - . 7 0. - .88 0.0

. Acceptability judgments

he results of the questionnaire indicate that Frisian-Dutch bilinguals and Dutch
monolinguals agreed that direct speech reports (M = . 8, SD = 0.77) and indirect
verb-inal constructions (M = .7 , SD = 0. ) are acceptable in Dutch, with no signif-
icant diferences between the groups. As expected from the literature, all participants
judged the Dutch embedded V construction mostly as unacceptable (M = .88, SD =
. ). However, Frisian-Dutch bilinguals tended to rate the Dutch embedded V con-
struction as more acceptable than Dutch monolinguals (t( ) = .9 , p = 0.0 ). While
none of the Dutch monolinguals found the Dutch embedded V construction accept-
able (M = . , SD = 0. ), four Frisian-Dutch bilinguals agreed or fully agreed that it
is acceptable (M = .0 , SD = . 7).

he acceptability rating of the Frisian speech reports shows that most Frisian-
Dutch bilinguals found the embedded V construction in Frisian acceptable (M =
.88, SD = .7 ). However, the embedded V score is signiicantly lower than that of

Frisian direct speech (t( 8) = - . , p < .00 ) and Frisian verb-inal indirect speech
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(t( ) = - . , p = .00 ).

Discussion and conclusions
Our indings support our irst hypothesis that Frisian-Dutch bilinguals make more
mistakes in Dutch direct speech interpretation than non-Frisian Dutch speakers. We
suggest that this is due to the available embedded V construction in Frisian. his con-
struction resembles direct speech by having V word order and no complementizer,
but requires pronouns to be interpreted from the reporting speaker’s perspective as
in indirect speech. he fact that Frisian-Dutch participants did not also make signii-
cantly more errors than Dutch participants in indirect speech indicates that they are
not just generally more confused by speech reports in Dutch, but instead exhibit a
more speciic interference from the Frisian indirect embedded V construction.

Consistent with our second hypothesis, Frisian-Dutch bilinguals also rated the un-
grammatical Dutch embedded V construction as more acceptable than Dutch mono-
linguals in the questionnaire. his suggests that Frisian-Dutch participants were un-
sure if the (ungrammatical) embedded V construction was possible in Dutch. We
expect similar efects with other bilinguals e.g., German-Dutch, Danish-Dutch bilin-
guals because these languages have a similar embedded V construction.

7 Future researh
Our questionnaire only used one item for each speech reporting type. A useful follow-
up should include diferent version of multiple items in all three reporting types, and
include control items of constructions that are unacceptable. Actually, colloquial
Dutch seems to allow an embedded verb-second construction like that in ( ) (see
Zwart 997), but our Dutch participants did give this item the lowest rating. We
cannot judge whether this rating is evidence of marginal acceptability or actual error
unless we also include such items for comparison.

We also only tested Frisian-Dutch speakers in Dutch, but it would also be interest-
ing to investigate how Frisian speakers interpret all three constructions in Frisian. If
the similarity between the embedded V construction and direct speech is the cause
of the errors, then we would also expect to ind that Frisians confuse direct and indi-
rect embedded V speech reports in Frisian as well. his is a natural topic for further
study.
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Chapter 9

Mining for parsing failures
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Error mining is a technique to support the engineering of natural language parsers, by
analysing parser output for a large set of inputs. It produces a list of properties (such as
words or word sequences) of inputs which systematically lead to parsing failure. hese
properties typically point at omissions andmistakes in the grammar or the lexicon. Error
mining can be applied to improve general purpose parsers, but is particularly suited to
adapt parsers for novel text genres and topic domains.

In this article, a new error mining method is described, generalizing and extending ear-
lier proposals by van Noord ( 00 ), Sagot & de la Clergerie ( 00 ) and de Kok, Ma &
van Noord ( 009). he new method improves the extraction of longer word sequences
as features for the miner in comparison with the method of van Noord ( 00 ), integrat-
ing the computation of suspicion as proposed by Sagot & de la Clergerie ( 00 ). he
extension allows the possibility to mine with character sequences as opposed to word
sequences.

he new error miner is evaluated both quantitatively and qualitatively, and is shown to
perform beter than its predecessors.

Introduction
An important aspect of the engineering of natural language processing applications
involves quality control. It is important to know for which types of input the result
of the parser is not reliable. If we adapt the parser, it is important to check that the
parser does not make new mistakes. And if we want to apply the parser for a novel
text genre or topic domain, it is important to see what problems the parser faces in
new contexts.

he importance of quality control has been recognized early on, and one of the
irst initiatives to do this in a systematic way has been pioneered by John Nerbonne
and his collegues (Nerbonne et al. 99 ). hey manually built a large catalogue of
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example sentences displaying the relevant syntactic properties of German, with the
explicit purpose of testing NLP systems. Treebanks constitute obvious resources for
quality control but likewise involve manual labour.

A technique which does not rely on manual construction of example sentences or
manual annotation of corpus sentences is error mining. he goal of error mining is
to discover properties of input sentences which systematically cause parsing failure.
he parser is applied to a large amount of sentences. For each sentence, we record
(or estimate) whether the parse was successful. he error miner then lists properties
which occur frequently in sentences that cannot be parsed, and which hardly if ever
occur in sentences that were unproblematic.

Error mining thus requires that we know whether a parse for a given input is
successful. Obviously, for previously unseen sentences we do not know the quality of
the output of the parser. Instead, therefore, for hand writen grammars and lexicons,
we use aweaker notion of success. A parse is deemed successful if the parser is able to
construct a parse tree dominating all words of the sentence. In other situations, there
may be alternative possibilities to estimate parse success. If the parser produces a
conidence score as part of the output, we may want to use that score as an indication
of parse success. In the formalization below, we assume that parse success is not
necessarily a binary distinction, but a score between 0 and .

he result of error mining consists of supericial properties of input sentences
which ‘cause’ parsing failure. For instance, one such property could be the bigram
“why .”. his indicates that sentences in which the word why is immediately followed
by a full stop are typically not parsed correctly. he parser engineer will immediately
realize (perhaps ater further inspection of all sentences which contain this bigram)
that verbs which introduce indirect questions should also be able to combine with
bare WH-phrases, as in hey don’t know why.

In this paper we review the earlier approaches to errormining by vanNoord ( 00 )
and Sagot & de la Clergerie ( 00 ) (section ). Extending work we described earlier
(de Kok, Ma & van Noord 009), we present a generalized error miner which com-
bines the strength of these two former proposals (section ).

In section we discuss a simple evaluation method based on precision and recall.
We apply thismethod to the errorminers. he comparison shows that the generalized
error miner out-performs the former proposals.

Error mining has been used for several parsing systems and several languages,
including English, Dutch, French, German and Spanish Error mining has also been
applied to improve natural language generation (Gardent & Narayan 0 ; Narayan
& Gardent 0 ).

Previous work
Two promising error mining techniques have been proposed. van Noord ( 00 ) uses
word n-grams of arbitrary length as its features and implements a simple, frequency-
based suspicion scoring method. Sagot & de la Clergerie ( 00 ) proposes a more
sophisticated iterative suspicion scoring method. However, that method provides
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only rudimentary feature extraction, since it only considers words and word pairs.
Our contribution in this paper is to combine an improved version of the more

general feature extraction method of van Noord ( 00 ) with the successful suspicion
computation of Sagot & de la Clergerie ( 00 ).

In the following description we use an error function error(s), which is zero if the
sentence s was parsable or one if it was not parsable. he suspicion of the feature
fi, susp(fi), is the mean error score of the sentences in which the feature fi occurs.
Here, S is the bag of sentences, and fi(s) is the number of occurrences of feature fi
in sentence s.

susp(fi) =

∑

s∈S fi(s) · error(s)
∑

s∈S fi(s)
( )

If word n-grams are used as features, a potential problem arises. If a particu-
lar word sequence wi . . . wj has a high suspicion, then all longer word sequences
which contain wi . . . wj will necessarily have a high suspicion too. his is undesir-
able. herefore, if n-grams are included as features in the error miner, a selection
criterion is required. van Noord ( 00 ) proposes to add a longer n-gram only if its
suspicion is higher than all of the n-grams it contains:

susp(wh . . . wi . . . wj . . . wk) > susp(wi . . . wj) ( )

As a result, there usually is only a small number of long n-grams which the error
miner needs to take into account. his also implies that there is no need to set a
value for n a priori; instead, the data determines which longer n-grams are required.
As a further heuristic, if a longer n-gram satisies the selection criterion, then the
corresponding shorter n-grams are no longer used as features for the error miner.

he error mining method described by Sagot & de la Clergerie ( 00 ) addresses
an issue in the miner of van Noord ( 00 ) where features that co-occur frequently
with problematic features also get a high suspicion. It does so by taking the follow-
ing characteristics of suspicious features into account during feature selection: if a
feature occurs in parsable sentences, it becomes less likely that it is the cause of a
parsing error; the suspicion of a feature depends on the suspicions of other features
in the sentences where it occurs; a feature observed in a shorter sentence is initially
more suspicious than a feature observed in a longer sentence.

he method introduces the notion of observation suspicion, susp(fi(s)) which is
the suspicion of feature fi in sentence s. he (global) suspicion of a feature is the
average of all observation suspicions,

he observation suspicions are dependent on the feature suspicions, making the
method iterative. he observation suspicion is deined as the feature suspicion, nor-
malized by suspicions of the other features that are active within the same sentence:

suspn+1(fi(s)) =
error(s) · suspn+1(fi)
∑

fj∈F (s) susp
n+1(fj)

( )

8
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Here, F (s) is the set of features that are active (have a non-zero frequency) in sen-
tence s. Since the mining procedure is iterative, the suspicion of a feature is redeined
to depend on the observation suspicions of the previous iteration:

suspn+1(fi) =

∑

s∈S suspn(fi(s))
∑

s∈S fi(s)
( )

Given the recursive dependence between feature suspicions and observation sus-
picions, starting and stopping conditions are deined for iterative mining. he obser-
vation suspicions are initialized by uniformly distributing suspicion over the features
that are observed in a sentence:

susp0(fi(s)) =
error(s) · fi(s)
∑

fj∈F (s) fj(s)
( )

Mining is stopped when the process reaches a ixed point where the feature suspi-
cions have stabilized.

n-gram expansion
While the iterative miner described by Sagot & de la Clergerie ( 00 ) only mines
on features that are word unigrams and bigrams, our experience with the miner de-
scribed by van Noord ( 00 ) has shown that including n-grams that are longer than
bigrams as features during mining can capture many additional phenomena.

We propose a feature extraction method that adds and expands n-grams when it
is deemed useful. his method iterates through a sentence unigram by unigram and
expands unigrams to longer n-grams when there is suicient evidence that the ex-
pansion will be useful. We then combine this feature extractor with the selection
method of Sagot & de la Clergerie ( 00 ). Within this extractor, we use the deini-
tion of suspicion given as Equation , except that we do not use the frequency fi(s)
directly, but use a binary value which indicates if the form fi occurs in the sentence
s.

he expansion method is based on the following observation: if we consider the
word bigram w1, w2, either one of the unigrams or the bigram can be problematic. If
one of the unigrams is problematic, the bigram will inherit suspicion of the problem-
atic unigram. If the bigram is problematic, the bigram will have a higher suspicion
than both of its unigrams. Consequently, we will want to expand the unigram w1 to
the bigramw1, w2 if the bigram is more suspicious than both of its unigrams. If the bi-
gram is just as suspicious as one of its unigrams, such an expansion is not necessary,
since we want to point to the cause of the parsing error as exactly as possible.

he same procedure is applied to longer n-grams. For instance, the expansion of
the bigram w1, w2 to the trigram w1, w2, w3 is only permited if w1, w2, w3 is more
suspicious than its bigrams. Given that the suspicion of w3 aggregates to w2, w3, we
account for w3 and w2, w3 simultaneously in this comparison.

8
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he general criterion is that the expansion to an n-gram i . . . j is permited when
susp(i . . . j) > susp(i . . . j − 1) and susp(i . . . j) > susp(i+ 1 . . . j).

his method difers from that of van Noord ( 00 ) in that the method of van No-
ord ( 00 ) considers all n-grams in a sentence, while our method does not consider
wi . . . wj . . . wk if the expansion to wi . . . wj failed.

In Table , we illustrate our method to expand the n-gram feature voor to voor uur
van de in the following sentence:

( ) De
the

Disney-topman
Disney top executive

staat
stands

voor
before

uur
hour

van
of

de
the

waarheid.
truth.

‘he moment of truth has come for the Disney top executive.’

he counts in this example are based on real data.

Table : Expansion of the feature voor to voor uur van.

Expansion susp(i . . . j) susp(i . . . j−1) susp(i+1 . . . j) Expand

voor → voor uur 48
50

778949
9590152

116975
1563498 yes

→ voor uur van 40
40

48
50

856
9779 yes

→ voor uur van de 30
30

40
40

297
3748 no

While this expansion method looked promising in our initial experiments, we
found it to be too eager. his eagerness is caused by sparsity in the data. Since
longer n-grams are less frequent, they also tend to be more suspicious if they occur
in unparsable sentences. he expansion criterion does not take data sparseness into
account.

We introduce an expansion factor to handle sparseness. his factor depends
on the frequency of an n-gram in the set of unparsable sentences, and asymptot-
ically approaches one for higher frequencies. As a result the burden of proof is
inlicted on the expansion: the longer n-gram needs to be relatively frequent or
much more suspicious than its (n- )-grams. he expansion criteria are changed to
susp(i . . . j) > susp(i . . . j − 1) · extFactor(i . . . j) and susp(i . . . j) > susp(i+
1 . . . j) · extFactor(i . . . j), where

extFactor(i . . . j) = 1 + exp(−α
∑

s∈S

error(s) · fi...j) (7)

As we show in section . , α = 0.01 proved to be a good seting.
Ater error mining, we can extract a list of forms, ordered by suspicion. However,

normally we are interested in forms that are both suspicious and frequent.
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Evaluation

. Methodology

In the early papers on error mining, error mining methods have been evaluated pri-
marily manually. Both van Noord ( 00 ) and Sagot & de la Clergerie ( 00 ) conduct a
qualitative analysis of highly suspicious features. But once one starts experimenting
with various extensions, such as n-gram expansion and expansion factor functions,
it is diicult to gauge the contribution of modiications through a small-scale quali-
tative analysis.

To be able to evaluate changes to the error miner, we have supplemented qualita-
tive analysis with a automatic quantitative evaluationmethod. Such a method should
judge an error miner in line with the interests of a grammar engineer:

• an error miner should return features that point to problems that occur in a
large number of sentences;

• the features that are returned by the error miner should be as exact as possible
in pointing to the problem.

he irst requirement is relatively easy to test — the error miner should return
features that occur in a relatively large number of unparsable sentences. It is less
clear how the second requirement should be tested, since it requires that a human
checks the features to be relevant. However, if we assume that the quality of features
correlates strongly to their discriminative power, then we would expect a miner to
return features that only occur in unparsable sentences. hese characteristics can be
measured using the recall and precision metrics from information retrieval:

R =
|{Sunparsable} ∩ {Sretrieved}|

|{Sunparsable}|
(8)

P =
|{Sunparsable} ∩ {Sretrieved}|

|{Sretrieved}|
(9)

Consequently, we can also calculate the f-score (we use β = 0.5).

. Material

In our experiments, we use the Flemish Mediargus newspaper corpus. his corpus
consists of 7 million sentences ( . billion words). For 9. % of the sentences no
full analysis could be found. Flemish is a variation of Dutch writen and spoken
in Belgium, with a grammar and lexicon that deviates slightly from standard Dutch.
Previously, the Alpino grammar and lexicon were never systematically modiied for
parsing Flemish.

We now proceed to discuss the results of the quantitative and qualitative evalua-
tion. We will irst compare the miners described in van Noord ( 00 ) and Sagot &
de la Clergerie ( 00 ). hen, we examine the performance of the expansion method
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that we proposed and compare it to the competition. Finally, we will conclude this
section with an qualitative evaluation of iterative error mining with our expansion
method.

. Scoring function

Ater error mining, we can extract a list of forms, ordered by suspicion. However,
normally we are interested in forms that are both suspicious and frequent.

delta(fi) =
∑

s∈S,error(s)>0

fi(s) −
∑

s∈S,error=0

fi(s) ( 0)

score(fi) = susp(fi) · delta(fi) ( )

score(fi) =

{

0 if delta(fi) ≤ 0

susp(fi) · (1 + ln(delta(fi))) if delta(fi) > 0
( )

We use the scoring function that performed best for a speciic error miner. In the
case of the iterative miner of Sagot & de la Clergerie ( 00 ) and the miner proposed
in this work, the scoring function in equation is used in the experiments below.
For the miner of van Noord ( 00 ), the scoring function in equation is used below.

. Iterative error mining

Our irst interest is if, and how much iterative error mining outperforms error min-
ing with suspicion as a ratio. To test this, we compared the method described by van
Noord ( 00 ) and the iterative error miner of Sagot & de la Clergerie ( 00 ). For the
iterative error miner we included all bigrams and unigrams without further selec-
tion. he let graph in Figure shows the F-scores for these miners ater N retrieved
features.

he iterative miner of Sagot & de la Clergerie ( 00 ) clearly outperforms the miner
of van Noord ( 00 ), despite the fact that the later has a more sophisticated feature
extraction method. hat this happens is understandable — suppose that 0% of the
occurrences of a frequent feature is in unparsable sentences. In such a case, the
ratio-based miner would assign a suspicion of 0.6. But, since the feature is relatively
frequent, it would still be ranked very high, even though there is plenty of evidence
that it is not responsible for parsing errors. his also manifests itself in the perfor-
mance of scoring functions — the ratio-based miner was the only miner to perform
best with the scoring function in equation . his indicates that relying too much
on frequencies is dangerous in ratio-based mining. However, relying purely on sus-
picion would return many forms with a low frequency.
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Another interesting characteristic of these results is that the performance of the
error miners seems to it a logarithmic function. his is not surprising, since it
shows that there are some very frequent paterns indicating errors and a long tail
of less frequent paterns indicating errors. he fact that there is a long tail of in-
frequent paterns does not make the task of the parser engineer hopeless. In fact,
a single error in the parser will oten surface in multiple paterns. As an exam-
ple, consider the Dutch determiner zo’n (‘such’). In standard Dutch, this deter-
miner combines with a singular noun. In Flemish, the determiner can combine
with plural nouns as well. hat usage of the determiner zo’n gave rise to parsing
errors. his particular error shows up in many paterns which occur high in the
list of relevant features: zo’n momenten; zo’n mensen; Op zo’n momenten; zo’n
omstandigheden; zo’n zaken…Generalizing paterns to include part-of-speech tags
would be useful here.

. n-gram expansion

In our second experiment, we compare the performance of iterative mining on uni-
and bigrams with an iterative miner that uses the n-gram expansion algorithm that
was described in section . We use α = 0.01, which provides good performance
across the board. In the second graph of Figure , we compare our miner that uses
word n-gram expansion with the miner of Sagot & de la Clergerie ( 00 ). We observe
that our method for the inclusion of longer n-grams is beneicial to error mining.
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Figure : Let: F0.5-scores ater retrieving N features for ratio-based mining versus
iterative mining with unigrams and bigrams. Right: F0.5-scores ater re-
trieving N features for the miner of Sagot and de la Clergerie ( 00 ) and the
miner proposed here

. Further analysis

We found many interesting longer n-grams in the results of the miner proposed in
this article that could not have been captured by the miner of Sagot & de la Clergerie
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( 00 ). If we inspect the most relevant 0 items, using the relevance score function
given in equation , we do not ind any unigrams, bigrams, and longer N-grams.

One very instructive example from this list of 0 most relevant items is the trigram
Het zijn zij (‘It are they’). his example illustrates a convincing case were a bigram
would not suice. Each of the three words of the patern, het, zijn and zij, are
amongst the most frequent words in Dutch. Also, the bigrams Het zijn and zijn
zij are very frequent, and not suspicious at all: the irst bigram occurs 9 7 times,
including 9 7 parsing failures; the second bigram occurs 88 times ( 9 parsing
failures). However, the trigram is very suspicious: it occurs 0 times, leading to
parsing failure in cases. he trigram is found in Flemish clet sentences such as
Het zijn zij die de fouten maken (‘It is them who make the mistakes’).

he patern surfaces because in standard Dutch, in contrast to Flemish, the sen-
tence would be phrased as Zij zijn het die de fouten maken.

Conclusions
We combined iterative error mining with a new feature extractor that includes n-
grams of an arbitrary length, taking care that n-grams are long enough to capture
interesting phenomena, but not longer. We dealt with the problem of data sparseness
by introducing an expansion factor that sotens when the expanded feature is very
frequent.

In addition to the generalization of iterative error mining, we have introduced
a method for automatic evaluation that is based on the precision and recall scores
commonly used in information retrieval. his allows us to test modiications to error
minings quickly without going through the tedious task of ranking and judging the
results manually.

Using this automatic evaluation method, we have shown that iterative error min-
ing improves upon ratio-based error mining. We have also shown that the use of a
smart feature extraction method improves error miners substantially. he inclusion
of longer n-grams captures many interesting problems that could not be found if a
miner restricted itself to words and word bigrams.
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Chapter 0

Looking for meaning in names
Stasinos Konstantopoulos
National Centre of Scientiic Research “Demokritos”

his article discusses the concept that proper names are not semantically empty deno-
tations, but characterize in many, oten subliminal, ways their denotee. he discussion
is driven by computational experiments on using just a name to guess the linguistic
and cultural background of a person and the positive or negative polarity of a ictional
character’s role.

Introduction
his article discusses the concept that proper names are not semantically empty de-
notations, but they characterize, sometimes subliminally, their denotee. To give a
irst, straightforward example, the reader will intuitively agree that one can guess
(or at least considerably narrow down) a person’s linguistic and cultural background
from that person’s name alone. But there might also be less intuitive correlations
between names and their bearers’ properties.

To qualify such a broad and general claim into a more concrete object of investi-
gation, we will narrow its scope to correlations between how a name ‘sounds’, its
phonetic properties, and properties of the name’s bearer. In our language guessing
example, we expect that guesses are based to large extent on knowledge of a lan-
guage’s orthographic conventions, characteristic morphological markers, and char-
acteristic lexical units. he question we discuss here is if phonetic characteristics
are also relevant to our intuition about where somebody comes from, and also what
other properties can be intuited besides origin.

However, in the case of actual people’s names it is hard to imagine that they would
be associated with anything but pleasant and positive meanings, if anything at all.
But if we turn our atention to ictional characters’ names, we expect their creators
to have (consciously or not) named them to sound like they behave, so that there will
be both positively and negatively sounding names. Ponder, for example, whether it
would sound natural if Hannibal Lecter was a positive character and Frodo was a neg-
ative one. If it wouldn’t, and we had never heard of these names before, that would
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imply a prior on what a positive or negative character should sound like, essentially
a semantics that is linked to the sound of the name.

Names and computational methods
In iction and art names serve a more complex functional role than denotation alone
and should be treated diferently than other proper names (Markey 98 ; Nicolaisen
008). Since they are chosen or invented to satisfy a diferent role, creators apply

diferent criteria in selecting a name for their characters than the conventions or
aesthetics used to select people’s names. One of these criteria is the intuitions and
preconceptions about the character that the name alone implies to the audience (Rud-
nyckyj 9 9; Algeo 0 0). In fact, Ashley ( 00 ) suggests that a literary name must
be treated as a ‘small poem’ with all the wealth of information that such a statement
implies.

his more general observations can sometimes be framed into speciic intuitions
and preconceptions in the context of each given work. Chen ( 008), for instance,
argues that the ethnic-marked names created by Carl Barks for the Uncle Scrooge
comic books in the 9 0s and 9 0s contributed to the books’ success by feeding
into the isolationist feelings of post-war US. However, there is legitimate concern
regarding the validity of generalizations made by studying individual creative works
(Butler 0 ).

his creates an opportunity for computational methods that can extract paterns
from larger bodies of literary work than what is manually feasible. Naturally, more
relevant to us are methods that concern the meaning of isolated words rather than
the grammatical structure that combines them into text. Coming back to guessing
linguistic and cultural background from a name, the relevant literature originates in
speech synthesis where language identiication is used to select diferent pronuncia-
tion models for foreign names. Starting from hand-crated rules (Spiegel 98 ), the
speech synthesis community has since moved to machine-learned language identii-
cationmodels (Font Llitjós & Black 00 ). he same generalmethodology has been ap-
plied to automatic transliteration of named entities for the purposes of multi-lingual
information extraction (Virga & Khudanpur 00 ) and machine translation (Huang
00 ).
In these applications, the language identiication pre-processing was reported to

improve accuracy on the overall task, but the accuracy of the language identiication
step itself was not reported. he irst results on how indicative a name is of its linguis-
tic background comes from experiments on applying n-gram modelling to a corpus
of European names and nationalities, compiled by harvesting from the Web infor-
mation about football players and their national squad eligibility (Konstantopoulos
007). his work and subsequent analyses of the same data (Konstantopoulos 0 0;

Florou & Konstantopoulos 0 ) aimed at comparing language identiication of peo-
ple’s surnames versus common words and identifying the features that make the for-
mer more characteristic of their linguistic background than the later. But they have
also yielded lateral results more directly related this discussion, and speciically the
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analysis of the roots and of the derivational morphology used in surname formation.

Word form and meaning
In another strain of related word, form-meaning systematicity has been investigated
in the context of exploring the idea that the mental lexicon would be maximally
easy to organize if there were a transparent, structure-preserving relationship where
words sound similar to the extent that they mean similar things (Shillcock et al.
00 ). his idea has been tested in English (Shillcock et al. 00 ; Monaghan, Shill-

cock & Christiansen 0 ; Gutiérrez, Levy & Bergen 0 ) and Spanish (Tamariz
008), typically restricted to mono-morphemic words to avoid confusing simulta-

neous form/meaning similarity due to derivation for form-meaning systematicity.
his body of work provides signiicant evidence of form-meaning systematicity.

It should be noted, however, that this work assumes a distributional semantics to
interpret ‘meaning’ and is, accordingly, evaluated on the task of using form features
to predict what other words the given word co-occurs with. As Gutiérrez, Levy &
Bergen ( 0 : Section ) also note, these experiments tell us very litle about human
intuition regarding the meaning of an unknown word heard outside of any context.

Naturally, such questions ofer themselves to psycholinguistics research such as
the experiments conducted by Ramachandran & Edward ( 00 ) to identify cross-
lingual and cross-cultural correlations between nonce words and shapes. But, and
remaining on the more familiar ground of computational linguistics, they also ofer
themselves to computational experiments on predicting the meaning of words from
their form, including non-distributional interpretations of ‘meaning’.

Names of ictional haracters
his brings us back to names in iction: the names of ictional characters relect (pos-
sibly subconsciously) a perception shared between the creator and the audience of
what a character’s name ought to sound like. he personal preferences or experiences
of the creator might add noise, but given a large enough corpus ictional characters’
names can uncover analogies and familiarities within a given linguistic and cultural
background.

Motivated by this idea, Papantoniou & Konstantopoulos ( 0 ) created a corpus of
names of ictional characters in motion pictures, annotated with the polarity of their
role in the plot. Eight annotators identiied 0 positive and negative characters
in 0 movies. he annotation guidelines stressed that only clear-cut cases should
be annotated and the overall setup made it easy for the annotators to avoid making
a commitment and move on to the next character or movie, yielding a high degree
of agreement (Table ).

Obviously, the fact that the annotators made their decision by looking at the cast
credits cannot be construed as anything deeper than their knowledge of the movie’s
plot. hat is to say, regardless of whether the character’s name was as common
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as Jane Smith or as unique as Darth Vader, it was already familiar and the results
of the annotation task are not meant to be used to extract any conclusions about
predicting polarity from nonce word forms. hey can, however, be used to create
computational models that predict polarity where we can experiment by controlling
what background knowledge we make available to the machine learning algorithm
and observing the resulting prediction accuracy. By identifying the background fea-
tures that are the best predictors, we can become informed about the inventory of
phonological characteristics, semantic and pragmatic analogies, and other devices
that creators use to share their perception of the character with their audience.

As noted earlier, experimenting with very diicult language identiication tasks
(Florou & Konstantopoulos 0 : Nordic surnames) has shown that even closely re-
lated, and otherwise diicult to separate backgrounds (e.g., Norwegian and Danish)
exhibit diferent paterns regarding what derivational morphology is applied to roots
from diferent semantic classes (such as in occupational, locative, or patronymic sur-
names). In the Nordic surname experiments, n-gram modelling was unable to iden-
tify such ine paterns which were only discovered by human observation and veri-
ied by encoding them as a DCG that was evaluated on the corpus.

his led Papantoniou & Konstantopoulos ( 0 ) to deine more sophisticated fea-
tures that encode prior theoretical work as well as more informed features that in-
corporate lexical knowledge:

• the literary analysis of poems is a natural place to look for theoretical insights
regarding howwords sound. Swooshing past the staggering volume of relevant
work through the centuries, we assume the framework developed by Kaplan
& Blei ( 007) for the computational analysis of the phonemic, orthographic,
and syntactic features of English-language poems. Of these features, allitera-
tion (as in Peter Pan), consonance (Freddy Krueger), and assonance (Frodo) can
be directly applied to names outside any context. Such features encode depen-
dencies longer than what can be discovered by n-gram modelling, so that the
prior knowledge that alliteration, consonance, and assonance might be rele-
vant needs to be encoded in pre-computed features.

• An increasing volume of work investigates phonological iconicity, the existence
of non-arbitrary relations between phonetic representation and semantics. he

Table : Inter-annotator agreement on the role polarity task.

Measure Value
Percentage Agreement 0.9
Hubert Kappa Agreement 0.980
Fleiss Kappa Agreement 0.97
Krippendorf Alpha Agreement 0.979
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indings are oten be based on individual works and not generalizable, for ex-
ample Miall ( 00 ) notes that passages about Hell from Milton’s Paradise Lost
contain signiicantly more front vowels and hard consonants than passages
about Eden, which contain more medium back vowels. When some general-
izations have been made, these can be contradictory. Auracher et al. ( 0 ), for
instance, found that across diferent languages (including remote ones), nasals
relate to sadness and plosives to happiness, parallels across remote languages,
which might be consistent with the earlier inding that sonorants (including
nasal /m/) is more common in tender poems (Fonagy 9 ) but contradicts an-
other previous inding that plosives correlate with unpleasant words (Whissell
999). Clearly the relevant discussion in literature and psychology is far from
mature, but there is growing evidence that phonological iconicity is a real phe-
nomenon worth investigating in the context of names.

• Soundex phonetic distance and Levenshtein lexicographic distance to positive
or negative terms in SentiWordNet (Esuli & Sebastiani 00 ), a linguistic re-
source for sentiment analysis that annotates WordNet terms with an estimated
degree of positive, negative or neutral hue. his makes character polarity pre-
diction aware of the negative sentiment in Darth Vader through its similarity
to the term dark.

• Socio-linguistic pragmatics, such as familiarity and gender. How familiar a
name sounds is estimated via the frequency of its appearance in the Social
Security Death Index (SSDI), the publicly available database of all deceased US
citizens since 9 . First names were matched against gender by scraping male
and female irst names from the multitude of Web sites that list baby names
for prospective parents. his gives character polarity prediction access to the
information that Jane Smith is a common female name and Hannibal Lecter is
a rare male name.

Papantoniou & Konstantopoulos ( 0 ) used these features to learn from their
manually annotated corpus a decision tree that predicts character polarity (Table ).
Movie metadata such as genre and crediting order were expected to be very good
discriminants, and were also included to the feature set for comparison only.

By comparing the performance of all features (F = 8 %), only metadata (F = 7 %),
and all name-intrinsic features (excluding metadata, F = 80%), we can immediately
understand that name-intrinsic features are beter discriminants than metadata. his
validates the core hypothesis that there is a correlation between what ictional char-
acter names look and sound like and the role they play in the plot of the ictional
work they appear in. And among all intrinsic features, the phonetic ones appear
to be the best discriminants. In fact, removing any other feature category increases
performance, leading us to believe that all other features are actually adding noise
(rather than discriminatory power) to the feature space.

9
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Table : Performance of polarity prediction for diferent feature setings.

Recall Precision Fβ=1 score
Without IMDB metadata 80% 80% 80%
Only metadata 7 % 70% 7 %
Only phonetic features 79% 79% 79%
Without poetic features 8 % 8 % 8 %
Without consonance feature 8 % 8 % 8 %
Without SentiWordNet features 8 % 8 % 8 %
Without phonetic features 80% 79% 79%
Without social features 8 % 80% 80%
All features 8 % 8 % 8 %

Concluding remarks
An interesting result was that the ‘unfamiliar sounding’ feature is not discriminative,
refuting the hypothesis that the concept of the ‘other’ is stereotyped negatively. A
more thorough investigation (and, in fact, one that is more inline with prior theories)
will reine the ‘unfamiliar’ class into diferent ethnic backgrounds. Although not
directly targeting any linguistic conclusions, from the wider humanities perspective
such an investigation could give a tool for exploring whether ‘bad guy’ names in
major US productions follow political developments to shit from German-sounding
to Slavic-sounding to Arabic-sounding.

he result that was most relevant to language was the discriminative power of
phonetic features. Although the current level of theoretical understanding of iconic-
ity and its underlying mechanisms is far from complete, it helped formulate features
and verify that they are discriminative. On the computational linguistics front, the
indings presented here are also too focused on a particular language and domain to
be a sound basis for grand generalizations, but they do point to various interesting
directions. It would, for example, be interesting to extend the experiments to writ-
ten literature to observe if there are diferences between spoken names (as in ilms)
and names that are only meant to be read (as in literature). In addition, using writen
literature will allow pushing earlier than the relatively young age of motion pictures.
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Chapter

Second thoughts about the Chomskyan
revolution
Jan Koster
University of Groningen

Introduction
According to a widespread belief, the ield of linguistics was revolutionized since the
middle of the previous century by the ideas of Noam Chomsky at the Massachusets
Institute of Technology in the USA. his revolution, as I will discuss in this article,
is a myth. To be sure, to prevent misunderstanding at the outset, it has to be said
that linguistics in the intended sense has been a great success. In contrast with the
oten dull ield of the 9 0s, Chomskyan linguistics has rejuvenated the ield and
even given it intellectual mass appeal occasionally. he ield has not only exploded
quantitatively but also qualitatively. We have seen growth that, no doubt, is unique
in the history of the humanities. And yet, it has been my conviction for a long time
that something is wrong with the ield, not only in its technical development, but
particularly in the way it is interpreted at a meta-theoretical level.

Before Chomsky, European structuralism had a broadly Saussurean orientation. I
will argue that, technically speaking, the irst 0 years of generative grammar, far
from being revolutionary, showed a gradual reinvention of the structuralist wheel.
Even more confused has been the persistent meta-theoretical reinterpretation of lan-
guage (in some narrow sense) as a specialized biological faculty. he technical prob-
lem and the meta-theoretical problem are largely independent but, in practice, con-
spire to create the current theoretical stagnation.

Before going on, it is useful that I irst give a short summary of the relevant aspects
of the Saussurean heritage, contrasting it along the way with some central Chom-
skyan tenets. he reader should keep in mind that I am mostly focused on syntax

I would like to thank Christina Gagné for discussion and helpful comments on an earlier drat of this
article. All remaining errors are my own.
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and semantics and that I leave the evaluation of developments in phonology happily
to others. According to Saussure, language (in he narrowest possible sense) is not
an individual-psychological or biological faculty (as for Chomsky) but a system of
signs. Signs are invented artifacts and, as such, belong to the shared culture of some
language community (see also Popper 97 ).

Signs according to Saussure have three dimensions, the best known of which are
the overt signiiant (audible visible, readable, whatever is the sensory mode) and the
covert signiié (some conceptual substance). Trivially, the relation between signiiant
and signiié is conventional, as has been a common idea at least since Aristotle.

he second covert dimension of the Saussurean linguistic sign is oten overlooked
and is about the relations between a simple sign and its environment. hus, every
competent speaker who knows the English word book also knows that it can be pre-
ceded by an article: the book. Part of a linguistic sign, then, can be “under water”.
hus, we have signs like Art book, book PP, Art book PP, etc. (where variable Art
stands for article and variable PP for prepositional phrase). Each sign has a set of
more or less ixed, invisible environments, which can be made visible by substituting
the variables by constants: the book, books from Geneva, the books from Geneva, etc.
he predictable environments of signs fall under what Saussure called “syntagmatic
relations” and were later called the “valency” of a sign (mostly applied to verbs, see
Tesnière 9 9). Syntactic structures, then, are complex signs, which spell out the envi-
ronmental properties of simpler signs. Both simple signs and complex signs conform
to the conventions of the “trésor commun”, the non-individual “langue.”

Needless to say, our conventions are constrained by our individual biological prop-
erties, for the same trivial reasons as why all our forms of culture are constrained by
our nature. Note also, that there are no speciic derivational levels that can be re-
ferred to as “the interfaces”. Each linguistic sign, including the simplest morpheme,
is a three-fold interface, connecting “signiiant”, “signiié” and conventional combi-
natorial potential (“syntagmatic relations”). here are also sign systems, like traic
signs, that miss a signiicant syntagmatic dimension and are therefore only interfac-
ing two dimensions (signiiant and signiié).

Some theories of generative syntax since the 9 0s

. (Extended) Standard heories

he following three are the most important versions of Chomskyan generative gram-
mar since the 9 0s:

( ) a. (Extended) Standard heories ( 9 – 97 )
b. Government–Binding heories ( 97 – 99 )
c. Minimalist heories ( 99 – )

his is a rough periodization which cannot be exact for the simple reason that
key ideas from the various periods overlap. he idea of a Chomskyan revolution is
particularly based on the much hyped irst period ( a). It started in 9 with the
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voluminous he Logical Structure of Linguistic heory, was popularized by Syntactic
Structures ( 9 7) and culminated in Aspects of the heory of Syntax ( 9 ), the so-
called Standardheory. his period was concluded by the Extended Standardheory
of Chomsky ( 97 ) and the lexicalism of Chomsky ( 970).

he next period ( b) sought to improve explanatory adequacy further by limiting
the initial hypothesis space not only by X-bar theory (Chomsky 970) but, most typi-
cally, also by “conditions on transformations”, as in the paradigmatic articles Chom-
sky ( 97 ) and Chomsky ( 977). Movement rules, the most important transformations
in this framework, were gradually reduced to the schema “Move Alpha”. his type
of theorizing culminated in another paradigmatic work, Lectures on Government and
Binding ( 98 ) (GB). In spite of the fact that GB-style theorizing was gradually hoped
to be superseded, particularly ater Chomsky ( 99 ), by minimalist speculations ( c),
“normal science” in generative linguistics is largely determined by GB-type analy-
ses, up until the present day. Many linguists are only terminologically afected by
Minimalism, replacing “Move Alpha” by “internal Merge” and re-baptizing good old
bounding domains as “phases” (yes, I know, there are subtle diferences).

Many generative linguists believe that ( a-c) is a continuous story of progress,
which started with the glorious revolution of the late 9 0s. In my opinion, this
self-image of the ield is false. Only the irst period ( a) saw some potentially revolu-
tionary ideas, but by the early 970s it was, or should have been, clear that they were
all ill-conceived. For concreteness’ sake, consider the following tenets of the early
theories:

( ) a. syntax-based theories instead of sign-based theories
b. two-step sentence generation: PS-rules (kernel) and transformations
c. multiple levels of representation: deep and surface structure
d. use of formal methods (mathematics, logic)

About ( d) we can be brief: ater some initial results, mathematical linguistics prac-
tically disappeared from Chomskyan practice since the 970s.his is ironical because
the initial interest in mathematics was a formidable tool of propaganda in establish-
ing the ield’s prestige and image of revolutionary paradigm shit. Since the 970s,
interest in mathematics and logic mostly lived on in formal semantics (Generative
Semantics, Montague-inspired work, etc.).

From a Saussurean structuralist’s point of view, talking about syntax independent
of the properties of signs is bound to be a failure. And so it happened. Syntactic Struc-
tures ( 9 7) generated structures without looking at the internal properties of lexical
items. However, as soon as a lexicon is added, it appears that the PS-rules mimic the
valencies that are also spelled out as internal properties of the lexical items (Chom-
sky 9 ). Chomsky ( 970), and particularly Chomsky ( 98 ) drew the obvious conclu-
sion, namely that doing things twice can only be prevented by projecting syntactic
structures directly from lexical items. his was no revolutionary new insight but the
reinventions of the Saussurean wheel, according to which syntactic structures are
deined as the syntagmatic properties (valencies) of signs. Exit revolutionary tenet
( a).
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With ( a) and ( d) gone, the idea of a Chomskyan revolution had litle to boast
beyond the interrelated ( b) and ( c). hese were perhaps the most characteristic
features of the intended revolution. Especially the term “deep structure” was of great
propagandistic value at the time, obscuring the fact that it stood for something close
to and as unexciting as the “strings underlying kernel sentences” in Chomsky ( 9 7).

he history of ( b) and ( c) is very interesting. he prima facie revolutionary in-
novation of generative grammar was in the transformations, not in the PS-rules. he
transformations were tightly connected with the new idea of multi-level representa-
tion, as they formed the core of the mapping from deep structure to surface structure.
Given the fact that these were key concepts of the alleged revolution, it is, in retro-
spect, astonishing how fast transformations disappeared from the theoretical scene
around 970. Major classes of transformations, like pronominalizations and equi-NP-
deletion, appeared to be ill-conceived and were replaced by rules of construal, the
essence of which is the local sharing of properties (see Koster 987: 8f). Before long,
construal was demonstrated to be also the beter alternative for movement transfor-
mations (with NP-movements and Wh-movements as the major families; see Koster
978).
he end of transformationalism was considerably speeded up by insights about

structure-preservingness. Emonds ( 970, followed by some later elaborations) demon-
strated that major movement transformations were structure-preserving in the sense
that they created structures that could be independently created by the bases rules
(X-bar schemata). Others, including Chomsky, argued that movement rules let a
“trace”, like the empty NP-object in ( ):

( ) What did you see [NP …]

Of course, this very terminology of structure-preservingness and “traces” is odd
in retrospect, as what we see is just “base-generated” What (for instance, as the Spec
of CP) and the “trace” [NP …] as the spelled out valency of see. he then current ter-
minology presupposed transformationalism, while what actually was demonstrated
was that transformationalism is false, also for “movement” rules. Altogether, then, it
is fair to say that transformationalism was as dead as a doornail by the mid 970s.

his outcome should have had serious consequences for how we evaluate the so-
called Chomskyan revolution. he least we can say is that, in retrospect, it was more
hype than substance. However, I think we should go one step further: it created per-
haps impressive enthusiasm and empirical momentum but conceptually, it was (at
least until the mid- 970s) a complete failure and let the ield more or less where it
was before the mid- 9 0s. With transformations gone ( b), multiple-level represen-
tation ( c) was gone as well. What remained was X-bar structures projected from
the lexicon as the foundation for property sharing (construal). his is just a variant
of traditional Wortgruppenlehre, entirely compatible with Saussurean and other pre-
9 0s structuralist assumptions (see also Ries 9 8, De Groot 9 9 and, with a more
English-oriented account of the parts of speech, Jespersen 9 ).
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. Government–Binding and Minimalist heories

With the generative enterprise diminished to a more or less traditional Wortgrup-
penlehre, the focus of the ield shited to “principles and parameters”, with the am-
bition to restrict the class of possible grammars to a very few or even one, with
open parameters to account for the diferences among languages. he theory of
parameters never was developed beyond supericial descriptions close to the data,
like the VO/OV-parameter supposed to account for the diference between VO- and
OV-languages. Principles were oten empirical generalizations for speciic domains,
like bounding theory for “movements” and binding theory for anaphoric construc-
tions. he “principles and parameters” framework has had two varieties so far, the
Government-Binding versions ( b) and the Minimalist versions ( c). For present pur-
poses, it is important to keep in mind that the GB-versions are based on X-bar theory
and therefore a continuation of the traditional Wortgruppenlehre. his was implicitly
denied by Chomsky, as will be clariied in a moment. Minimalist theories are more
radical in that their core is a step away from traditional word groups and construc-
tions. his core is the Galilean grail known as “Merge”, which produces word groups
only through interactions known as “mappings to the interfaces” (sensori-motoric
and conceptual-intentional).

he most important question from the current perspective is whether the failed
revolution of the irst period ( a) got a new chance in the “principles and parameters”
framework. he short answer is: no, the ield gradually disintegrated into conceptual
chaos. herewere plenty of linguists who took the consequences of the developments
of around 970 and got rid of transformationalism altogether, thereby implicitly rec-
ognizing the failure of the revolution (Brame 978; Bresnan 00 ; Pollard & Sag 99 ;
Koster 978; 987). Chomsky, in contrast, preferred denial and sought to save trans-
formationalism with the transformational residue “Move Alpha”. his enabled him
to leave the revolutionary illusion intact, with a full-ledged defense of multiple lev-
els of representation (from then on called D-structure, S-structure and Logical Form
(LF); see Chomsky 98 and Koster 987 for a critique). Never mind that these levels
later on disappeared through the minimalist backdoor, generously ignoring the fact
that the relevant insight had been available for decades.

he most representative sub-theory of the GB-framework is the so-called bound-
ing theory, with Subjacency as its core principle. So, if we want to know if generative
grammar ever deserved the predicate “revolutionary” ater all, it is useful to focus on
Subjacency. We would minimally expect Subjacency to be non-trivial and innova-
tive. It appears that Subjacency, and the problems it seeks to solve, is an artifact
of the transformational framework that was already about to collapse by the time
Subjacency was introduced in Chomsky ( 97 ).

According to Subjacency, no transformational rule involves two categories X an Y
across two bounding nodes. he bounding nodes were NP and S’ (or the parametric
variant S), which were later re-baptized as DP and CP (IP). Subjacency was supposed
to be a more principled, deeper replacement of the famous, but somewhat disparate
list of island constraints of Ross ( 9 7), which in turn replaced the more appealing
but empirically inadequate A-over-A Principle of Chomsky ( 9 ).
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Two questions immediately come to mind with respect to Subjacency in the cur-
rent context: ) is it empirically adequate, and ) does it exceed the conceptual bound-
aries of traditional, pre-ChomskyanWortgruppenlehre. I do not have the space here to
do full justice to these questions, but in summary, answers amount to the following.
As for empirical adequacy, Subjacency appeared to be wrong on two counts. First of
all, the number two (highlighted in the description of Subjacency above) appeared
to be unmotivated. Whenever Subjacency applies in the relevant contexts, one node
is enough. hus, the relations anachronistically described by movement transfor-
mations, in the unmarked case, never apply across single NP (DP)-boundaries, as
correctly stipulated by the NP-constraint of Bach & Horn ( 97 ). Never in such cases,
a second boundary node (like S’ (CP), S (IP) or a second NP (DP)) has to be speci-
ied. Second, an interesting, largely ignored discovery was made as soon as other
languages were taken into account. hus, largely on the basis of Dutch but with an
eye for lots of other languages, van Riemsdijk ( 978) concluded that PP had to be
added to the inventory of bounding nodes. Koster ( 978) generalized bounding to
all lexical categories (maximal projections, extended XPs in the sense of Grimshaw
000).
he signiicance of these discoveries has been completely misunderstood. It was

implicitly shown that, far from being the efect of a fancy -node condition on fancy
transformational rules, bounding phenomena showed an efect that could have been
obvious from traditional Wortgruppenlehre, namely that the “size” of a word group
is determined by the valency of its lexical head. For instance, the DP complement
of a P is only interpreted as such within a PP, which is the exclusive domain of the
P’s syntagmatic relations. In the unmarked case, then, bounding is what is to be
expected on lexicalist assumptions: it is limited tomaximal projections (word groups).
In some languages, like English, in a very narrow range of contexts, domains can be
extended further by absorption of V-, A-, or P-projections into a more encompassing
V-projection (see Koster 987).

In short, the core principle of the next “revolutionary” stage, GB-theory, is re-
ducible to what follows from the traditional deinition of a word group.

What about Minimalism ( c, Chomsky 99 )? he core notion of Minimalism is
recursive Merge (plus mappings to the interfaces). he potential revolutionary char-
acter of Merge is believed to rest on its radical “Galilean” nature, i.e., its status of a
perfect object that only produces the “messy” data in interaction with external fac-
tors. In principle, this seems to be an interesting move, but in practice it comes down
to the observation of properties that are hardly controversial and entirely compati-
ble with most theories of syntactic structure, both traditional (likeWortgruppenlehre)
and modern (like Construction Grammar).

First of all, it should be noticed that Merge is like pre-lexicalist, pre- 970 gram-
mar in that it introduces hierarchical recursive structure independent of the lexicon.
But since the merged objects also have hierarchical, recursive structures as their va-
lency, Merge reintroduces the redundancy that X-bar theory was designed to get rid
of. his does not look like progress. However, one can maintain that Merge at least
introduces the right properties: binary branching and adjacency of the related cate-
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gories. Reformulated as a constraint on representations, the substance of Merge is
preserved and the redundancy problem is solved. As before, syntactic structures are
projected from the lexicon (instead of being generated with Merge) and they are ac-
cepted as long as they conform to the constraints formerly derived from Merge. I
have shown elsewhere that this view of Merge as a meta-constraint on representa-
tions has other interesting consequences as well, as stated in the theory of triads (see
Koster 007; 0 ).

For the belligerent among us, this is bad news because it makes the properties of
Merge compatible with almost any framework on the market. heorists of Construc-
tion Grammar, for instance, can postulate constructions without fear, as long as their
constructions conform to the locality constraints formerly contributed to Merge.

Most signiicantly, the locality constraints are also entirely compatible with pre-
revolutionary Wortgruppenlehre. Again, there is no reason to complain about the
descriptive-analytic productivity of the ield since the mid 0th-century, but the idea
of revolutionary conceptual innovation is in urgent need of revision. he revolu-
tion was mainly a mater of hype and rhetoric. As for substance, there is almost
complete continuity with the tradition. Philosophically speaking, the pre-WWII Eu-
ropean ideas about language were even signiicantly beter, as will be discussed next.

Against biolinguistics
he main shit since the 9 0s has been from an external, socio-cultural concept of
language to language seen as a mater of an individual faculty, also referred to as
a genetically determined universal grammar (UG) or as I-language (where I stands
for individual, internal and intensional). Ultimately, it is hoped, I-language can be
uniied with biology, whence the term “biolinguistics” (see Lenneberg 9 7; Jenkins
000; Hauser et al. 00 ).
Inspired by Saussurean ideas, the focus of pre-Chomskyan linguistics in Europe

was on the collective “langue”, a public system of signs serving the needs of symbol-
ization. Of course, individual aspects were also recognized, but those were relegated
to “parole” and seen as outside the language system in the narrow sense. Seeing
language as a phenomenon external to the individual was the common view. Ma-
jor philosophers, like Karl Popper, for instance, saw language as a “World ” phe-
nomenon (see Popper 97 ). All of this was in accordance with the insight that one
of the most characteristic aspects of human minds is their living in symbiosis with
shared external memories (see Donald 99 ). Language was somehow seen as the
pivotal phenomenon bringing this symbiosis about. I think this view is correct and
that the view of language as an individual faculty is wrong.

Language is a socio-cultural phenomenon because it is based on morphemes and
words. Words do not grow from trees or in wombs but are artifacts invented by
someone and adopted by the community, usually of the inventor (with exceptions
such as loanwords). Words thus invented and adopted are maintained as part of the
community’s cultural record, in the form of oral or writen traditions. Morphemes
and words have, as we saw, a valency that can be lexicalized to form more complex
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signs. hese valency paterns are also part of the record of a language community,
even if many community members are not aware of that. However, if somebody, on
purpose or by accident, deviates from the accepted norm, most community members
will notice that. Valency paterns are recursive because each realized patern opens
up new slots with new realizable contexts, etc., ad ininitum.

Needless to say, such complex cultural objects with recursion, can only be handled
by brains that are able to do so. However, from the relation between the ability and
complex objects, it does not follow that the ability in question is a language ability.
he relation is not intrinsic but accidental, a relation also known as an application.
Applications must have an agentive cause, a context that somehow give the object
a function. he distinction that we commonly make between biological and cultural
applications (or functions) depends on the nature of the agentive cause. If the cause is
a quasi-agent, like natural selection, we call the application ‘biological’. Examples of
biological functionality are the natural functions of the organs of the body. Similarly,
so-called bio-computation, like the kind involved in mammalian vision, is biological
because the functionality is not caused by human intervention.

However, if the agentive cause is human invention, we commonly call the appli-
cation ‘cultural’. Interesting examples are those that involve both agentive- and non-
agentive functionality. Consider organs like the lungs. he lungs have an obvious
biological function brought about by non-agentive causation, for instance, by natu-
ral selection. However, if we wish we can also give the lungs a cultural application,
mediated by human-made artifacts, like trumpets and other wind instruments. his
example shows that the status of the application (biological or cultural) has nothing
to do with the innateness of the structures involved. Obviously, the lungs are innate
in the relevant sense. Nor does it mater how many applications there are. In this
case, the lungs have exactly one cultural application.

he only thing that maters is the nature of the agentive cause of the application.
By that criterion, Chomsky has it wrong when he compares linguistic functionality
with the functionality of the organs or the computations involved in the mammalian
visual system. he linguistic application of our capacity for recursion (innate or not)
is agentive because mediated by human-made artifacts like the trumpet. In this case
by linguistic signs, like morphemes, words or phrases.

It must be concluded therefore that biolinguistics is an untenable proposition. All
things cultural, from sports to music and language, exploit the more or less innate
capacities of our body and brain, crucially as a mater of free agentive application.
his in contradistinction to the biological functions of the body, which do not enjoy
such freedoms of application.

I will end with an argument against biolinguistics based on intentionality. Inspired
by medieval examples, Franz Brentano ( 87 ) developed the valuable insight that
there is an essential diference between merely physical states and mental states. he
diference is intentionality or “aboutness”. hus, an arbitrary object, like a stone is not
about anything. However, the word “stone” involves mental states and is therefore
about something, for instance about stones.

he relevant notion of aboutness deserves some further clariication. One might
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say, for instance, that instruments are about something. hus, a thermostat can be
said to be about temperature and an alarm clock about time. Obviously, however,
thermostats and alarm clocks do not have mental states. Insofar as these instru-
mental objects are about something, it is thanks to the user. herefore, we say in
these cases that the objects have “derived intentionality”. In general, intentionality
involves mental states that relate a target (what the states are about) with a source.
he most interesting aspect of intentionality, highly relevant for cognitive science,
is the question what is the source of intentionality.

Crucial is the insight that brains and brain states are tools serving the user and
therefore intentional objects with derived intentionality. he question, then, is what
is the source of their intentionality. here is a misguided tendency to look for the
source at the brain itself (“we are our brains”). Bennet & Hacker ( 00 ) have called
this “the mereological fallacy”: confusing the part (the brain) with the whole (the
person using the brain). In short, people, not their instruments such as computers
and brains, are the sources of intentionality.

he crux of the argument is that people (living agents) cannot be deined in purely
physical or biological terms because they have, next to a physical identity a socio-
cultural identity and a history. he later parts of our identity are at least as important
as the former. In general, therefore, the intentionality of the mental is a decisive
barrier against its naturalization in our theories of cognition.

his is directly relevant as an argument against biolinguistics. According to Chom-
sky, “knowledge of language” (I-language) is a state of the mind/brain. Language
learning, in his view, is a development from an initial state S0 to a relatively stable
state Ss, where S0 = UG (see, for instance, Chomsky 007). However, it is a seri-
ous error to say that knowledge of language is a brain state. his would be of the
same calibre as saying that knowledge of time is a state of your alarm clock. Like
clock states, brain states have derived intentionality and only represent knowledge
thanks to the necessary source and target of their intentionality. We have already
seen that the source of human intentionality cannot be naturalized. his suices to
make “biolinguistics” an unatainable goal. However, things are much worse for bi-
olinguistics. As a state of the mind/brain Ss, Chomsky’s “knowledge of language” is
intentional, therefore not only has a source but also a target (what the mental state is
about). What, then, is Chomsky’s state Ss actually about? It never has become clear.

One thing is certain, however: there is no known biological answer to the question
what language-as-a-mental state is about. Luckily, as was proposed earlier on in this
article, there is a perfectly satisfying, traditional structuralist answer: knowledge
of language is about systems of complex signs (Saussure: ‘langue’) and their use
(‘parole’). If this answer is correct, biolinguistics must also be rejected from the target
side of the intentionality relation. his is so, I can only repeat, because signs are not
growing from trees or in wombs but are inventions by human agents and preserved
in our cultural records.
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Conclusion
he history of Chomskyan generative grammar is in urgent need of revision. All
what seemed revolutionary about it in the 9 0s and 9 0s turned out to be unten-
able, oten as early as in the 970s. Later revisions failed to reanimate the revolution
and were more than once a step back in the direction of pre-Chomskyan models
of grammar, leaving a GB-style analytic-descriptive kind of normal science, with
theoretical notions mostly compatible with both traditional and more recent kinds
of frameworks. he “biolinguistic” efort of recent years is doomed to failure, as it
continues the fundamental error of seeing language (in some narrow sense) as an
individual mental state rather than as a Sassurean “trésor commun”.
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Chapter

Good maps
William A. Kretzschmar, Jr.
University of Georgia; University of Glasgow

What makes a good map? he question is really quite simple: a good map is what
allows you to ind what you are looking for. However, since we look for diferent
things—addresses, highways, cities, rivers, mountains, territories, languages, dialects,
and many more—there is no such thing as the best map. A single map cannot show
all the diferent things we want to ind. hus good maps are the best we can hope for,
maps that let us ind particular things. Bad maps, in the same way, are bad because
they show us something other than what we want to ind. A London Tube map is bad
for inding a street address in the city. A street map of London may be bad because it
only shows themajor roads of the city and not the address we are trying to ind. Some
maps do a poor job of representingwhatwe need to know, like the neighborhoodmap
of London drawn on a napkin in a pub, not to scale, missing roads or landmarks; they
show us what the person drawing the map remembers, which may not be enough for
us to ind the address we want. Good maps, therefore, have an information model
that matches what we are trying to ind, one that has the right information in three
ways: the right kind of information, information at the right scale, and information
that is accurate. Linguistic maps follow the same principles as London maps. hey
need to show the right kind of information about language; they need to show that
information at the right scale; and they need to show their information accurately.

Early linguistic maps did not show the right kind of information about language.
Maps with isoglosses assumed that a linguistic feature was used in one place but not
in another place, so that it was reasonable to draw a line that separated the area of
use from the area of non-use. Language in use, however, never distributed itself so
neatly into separate areas. As I have shown in detail elsewhere (Kretzschmar 99 ;
00 ), drawing lines to represent the use of linguistic features always includes (usu-

ally unstated) generalizations about frequency, that some feature is used more oten
on one side of a line from the other side. Isoglosses can also be drawn diferently
at the option of the mapmaker, to delineate broader or narrower areas of usage be-
cause the data is sampled, never a complete record of the linguistic usage of an area.
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hese problems provoked diferent interpretations of the isogloss, as a limit of occur-
rence (the classical deinition) or as a transitional area where the use of one feature
changed over to the use of another feature. Deinition as a transitional area did not
solve the problem of the isogloss as a limit, however, because it is never the case that
features are used uniformly and uniquely in any area: there is always some mixture
of diferent realizations for the same feature, even in places that ought, we think, to
be the center of some area of usage. he basic problem with isoglosses is that, while
we may want to represent areas of uniform usage of a linguistic feature, areas of uni-
form usage simply do not occur, not in any language, not for pronunciations, words,
or grammar. For evidence all we need to do is look at maps of features in American
English as collected for the Linguistic Atlas Project (www.lap.uga.edu). It is possible
to make thousands of maps on the web site, and no map shows any area where a
feature is uniformly used. We may want language to look that way, features divided
into complementary regions, but that is not how it works as people use language,
and thus a map based on the assumption of areas of uniform usage will always show
the wrong kind of information about language.

When mapmakers bundle isoglosses in order to show dialect areas, areas where
several features coexist while they do not coexist on the other side of the bundled
lines, the distributional problem just gets worse. Unstated assumptions about fre-
quency multiply, and subjective choices about where to draw the lines similarly am-
plify. As William Moulton has writen ( 9 8: ):

“Ideally, an investigator might have ploted all possible isoglosses and let the
dialect divisions fall where they may. In practice this was never done, since a
ploting of all possible isoglosses seemed to reveal no clear geographical struc-
ture at all and even to refute the very notion of ‘dialect area’–which was what
the investigator set out to demonstrate in the irst place. Accordingly, what the
investigator typically did was to develop some sort of intuitive idea of the areas
he wanted to ind; he was then able to pick and choose isoglosses–especially
bundles of isoglosses–that could be patched together so as to reveal the desired
areas.”

Moulton in 9 8 was talking about the work of Hans Kurath and other linguists
who had pursued the isoglossic model in the irst surveys of European languages and
American English. his practice continues today in Labov, Boberg & Ash ( 00 ), as
shown in Figure .

he lines on this map enclose dots (speakers) of diferent colors (degrees of
fronting) so that they are not limits of occurrence or transition areas, and the North-
ern areas drawn can only be subjective regions. Of course, Labov and his colleagues
know a great deal about American English, and we have reason to want to trust their
judgment; we just need to realize that that is what the map shows us, judgment,
and not objective fact about dialect regions in American English. If we want to ind
“Northern” speakers of American English the map tells us where to look, but the
problem is that the idea of “Northern” speakers is not well supported by the map. If
we ind the map helpful we agree with Labov and his team, but language does not

www.lap.uga.edu
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Figure : Northern Fronting of /aw/ and /ay/ (Labov, Boberg, and Ash 00 ,
viewed online at http://www.atlas.mouton-content.com/secure/
generalmodules/anae/unit0031/genunstart.html on 9/8/ 0 ).

work quite so neatly, and it is a mistake to think that all of the speakers inside of the
lines talk the same.

Figure also illustrates the problem of scale. Labov and his colleagues chose two
people for their survey from each metropolitan statistical area in North America.
hey were able to make a national survey that way, but their data does not allow
users to make good generalizations about smaller areas. So, for example, Figure
shows two yellow dots in Birmingham and two yellow dots in Montgomery, plus a
green dot near Tuscaloosa, but on the basis of these ive speakers we cannot make
a generalization about all of Alabama, or even about urban Alabama. he Linguistic
Atlas of the Gulf States interviewed 7 speakers from Alabama, which gives a much
beter indication of language use at the state scale in Alabama, and it is possible on
the Atlas web site to plot responses of those Alabama speakers. In older-style North
American sociolinguistics it was thought that sampling did not mater, that choosing
just a few speakers from a place was enough to make good generalizations, but the
emergence of community-of-practice studies has shown that every place has many
diferent groups of speakers, not homogenous speech.

Modern linguistic maps typically use statistics to make generalizations about how
language is used across space. My ownwork has focused on single features, such as a
single variant answer (like pail or bucket) for the question about the container for wa-

http://www.atlas.mouton-content.com/secure/generalmodules/anae/unit0031/genunstart.html
http://www.atlas.mouton-content.com/secure/generalmodules/anae/unit0031/genunstart.html
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ter from a well. Figure shows a view of the pail response ater processing with the
statistic known as density estimation (the data is available on the Atlas web site). he
map of the Middle and South Atlantic States has been divided in approximately 000
locations, and the locations have been shaded to represent the likelihood that pail
might be elicited there, the darker the more likely, based on the nearest neighbors
of each location. he sample for the Atlas did not select speakers from all 000 loca-
tions (there were only informants), so the statistic generalizes from the known
locations to make estimates for all of the locations. It is clear from the map that usage
of pail does not occur in neat areas, and that within any area there may be higher
and lower estimates of the probability of eliciting the form. he nearest neighbors
method preserves this granularity of responses. It is of course possible to smooth
the estimates in order to make neat areas, as shown in Figure , the same data pro-
cessed with smoothing. Figure is less accurate, to my way of thinking, because it
creates smooth areas where there really are none; smoothing responds to the idea
that language should be used in neat regions.

Recently Ilkka Juuso and I have experimented with a multivariate approach to den-
sity estimation, as shown in Figure . Diferent variants for a question, here the ques-
tion about what to call the event oten known as a thunderstorm, are shown in a dif-
ferent color. he least-frequently-occurring variants drop out of the picture, leaving
more common variants (thunderstorm in blue, thundershower in forest green, thun-
dercloud in olive green, thundersquall in purple), and for those variants the greater
the intensity of the color the greater likelihood of elicitation at any location. Fig-
ure shows how a multivariate density estimation map compares to a univariate
density estimation map, by sketching the outlines of the regions where thundercloud
appeared in a univariate analysis.

his map retains its accuracy because of the diferent colors and diferent intensi-
ties. It does not smooth the data into discrete regions. It also operates at its own level
of scale, one where only common variants appear on the map; this map will not tell
the user where people say any of the dozens of uncommon words for thunderstorm.
Still, multivariate density estimation efectively addresses the question of who says
what where with regard to thunderstorms.

Grieve, Speelman & Geeraerts ( 0 ) have recently applied modern methods to the
data gather by Labov for his North American Atlas. Figure shows raw values for F
in /ay/ for Labov’s data, and just as we would expect, they fail to patern themselves
into neat areas.

Grieve and colleagues then apply spatial autocorrelation statistics to Labov’s data
(Kretzschmar 99 had introduced spatial autocorrelation to the ield), as in Figure
for the same data shown in Figure . he prevalence of colors in some regions indi-
cates that the F values of /ay/ do have similar neighbors. Grieve and colleagues then
conduct a factor analysis on all 8 vowel variables available in the Labov data, and
identify four factors that account for a great deal of the variance in the spatial auto-
correlation scores (together, 8 %). Multiple vowels are implicated in each factor. A
hierarchical agglomerative cluster analysis was then conducted on the factor scores,
as shown in Figure 7.
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Figure : Pail responses in the Middle and South Atlantic States, processed with den-
sity estimation, nearest neighbors method.
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Figure : Pail responses in the Middle and South Atlantic States, processed with den-
sity estimation, kernel method for smoothing.
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Figure : Multivariate density estimation, Middle and South Atlantic words for thun-
derstorm.
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Figure : Raw Value Map for /ay/ before voiced consonants (e.g. bide) on Formant .

Figure : Local Autocorrelation Map for /ay/ before voiced consonants on Formant
.
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Good maps

Figure 7: HCA Dendrogram based on Factors , , and .

Grieve and colleagues interpret the HCA dendrogram as yielding ive diferent di-
alect areas (Northeast, Lower Midwest, Upper Midwest, Southeast, and West), and
they make atractive colored maps of the data points in each of the ive HCA clusters.
hese areas are similar to the ive areas that Labov and colleagues had named: North,
Midland, South, North Central, and West. However, if we look again at the dendro-
gram, we see that the assignment of ive areas represents a low level of agreement,
quite far removed from the data point values at the botom of the chart. It would
be equally possible, based on the dendrogram, to name ten areas, since each of the
ive named categories originates at a bifurcation much closer to the original data-
points. Perhaps we should name twenty or more areas, based on the bifurcations at
the next level closer to the data points. What Grieve and colleagues have done, ater
their modern analysis, is prefer a set of ive American dialect areas, probably because
that went along with what Labov had said and with what others had said before him
(this is the point of Kretzschmar 00 ). he last maps produced by Grieve and col-
leagues lose accuracy, ater their careful earlier use of statistics, because they prefer
a smoothed version of the data. At some point, naming too many categories from
the HCA would violate the scale of the analysis, because Labov’s data is not good for
lower levels of scale, but the choice of ive regions certainly smooths the data more
than accuracy should allow.

It is certainly the case the modern linguistic maps are beter than earlier linguistic
maps because of their efective use of statistics. However, it is still necessary for the
analyst to address all three things that make a map good: the right information, the
right scale, and accuracy. Statistics alone will not make a map good, and neither is a
map good because it looks similar to what previous analysts have ofered. We need
to maintain appropriate respect for all the aspects of the map as a model in order to
make good maps.
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Chapter

he presentation of linguistic
examples in the 9 0s: an unheralded
hange
Charlote Lindenbergh
University of Groningen

Jan-Wouter Zwart
University of Groningen

his paper deals with a dramatic change in the presentation of linguistic examples in
the linguistics literature of the twentieth century, a change coinciding (not accidentally)
with the introduction of transformational generative grammar (TGG) in the 9 0s. Our
investigation of this change and the circumstances that gave rise to it leads us to recon-
sider the question of continuity and discontinuity in the history of linguistics in this
crucial period, focusing on the question of the audience to which the earliest publica-
tions in TGG were directed. We argue that this was an audience of nonlinguists (infor-
mation theorists and mathematical logicians) and that transformations were introduced
by Chomsky, the founder of TGG, as a way to preserve, within the new paradigm of
formal grammar theory, established insights of a purely linguistic nature.

he presentation of linguistic examples
he current practice (illustrated throughout this volume honoring John Nerbonne) of
presenting linguistic examples (a) on a separate line, and (b) marked by continuous
numbering, was virtually absent in the linguistics literature before 9 0. Examples
were presented either inline (Figure ) or on a separate line without example num-
bering (Figure ).

In identifying example numbering, we abstract away from the position of the num-
ber (preceding or following the example), but we do require that the numbering be
continuous throughout the article (excluding numbered lists, such as Carmody 9 ).

In Language, articles with example numbering in this sense did not appear before
9 . In Lingua, example numbering is introduced in 9 / 9 . In neither journal
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Figure : Inline presentation (Bloomield 9 ).

Figure : Separate line (Boas 9 ).

does the number of articles with example numbering rise above ive per year until
the mid- 9 0s.

In both Language and Lingua, inline presentations of examples was the norm for
most of the twentieth century, but there was a clear minority practice of presenting
examples on separate lines without example numbering (in Language, around ive ar-
ticles per volume throughout the period 9 0- 9 0, with example numbering kicking
in only at the end of that period).

In the 970s, two thirds of the total number of articles in Language had examples
on separate lines, and 7 % of those had example numbering. he current practice of
consistent presentation of examples on separate lines with example numbering was
reached in the 980s, at least for Language.

We use Language as a test case, because its inclusive character allows us to con-
sider the extent to which the practice of example numbering was adopted universally,
regardless of theoretical ailiation. he same point could be illustrated by compar-
ing (theory neutral) reference grammars from before 9 0, where numbering was
restricted to lists, and now, where continuous numbering is ubiquitous.

he universal adoption of example numbering testiies to the usefulness of the
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device. Considering this, the almost complete absence of example numbering in lin-
guistics before the 9 0s is puzzling, but we will not speculate on that issue here.
Our more immediate concern is to explain the introduction of example numbering
in linguistics in the 9 0s, and its consequences for the history of linguistics of the
period, indelibly marked by the emergence of transformational generative grammar
(TGG).

he inluence from mathematical logic
By 9 0, there was already a well-established tradition of example numbering (in the
sense understood here) in the formal sciences, such as mathematics and physics. We
ind that in theAnnals of Mathematics, for instance, over 0% of the articles published
in 900 had numbered formulas on separate lines, and this proportion remained con-
stant throughout the irst half of the twentieth century. Figures three and four illus-
trate.

Figure : Annals of mathematics, 88 (Oliver).

Figure : Annalen der Physik, 9 (Damköhler).
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his practice from the formal sciences had been partially adopted in philosophical
circles before 9 0, appearing here and there in journals like Annalen der Philosophie
and Erkenntnis.

he irst publications in Language featuring example numbering (Bar-Hillel 9 ;
Cherry, Halle & Jakobson 9 ; Lees 9 ) are clearly the result of a rapprochement
of linguistics and the formal sciences, and the numbered examples are in fact math-
ematical formulas (see Figures ive and six).

Figure : Language, 9 (Cherry et al.).

Figure : Language, 9 (Bar-Hillel).

Around the same time, Chomsky, a linguist, published in nonlinguistic journals
such as the Journal of Symbolic Logic (Chomsky 9 ) and IRE Transactions on Infor-
mation heory (Chomsky 9 ). In these nonlinguistic periodicals, Chomsky used
example numbering in our sense, though not in his article in Language from around
the same time (Chomsky 9 ). But in his 9 dissertation and its highly inluential
9 7 excerpt, Syntactic Structures (Chomsky 9 7), example numberingwas employed,
and in fact not just for formulas, but for linguistic examples as well (see Figure seven
and eight).

he practice of example numbering for linguistic examples was taken over by early
adopters of TGG, such as Saporta ( 9 ) and Stockwell ( 9 0), launching a steady
increase of example numbering until the current situation was reached.
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Figure 7: Chomsky 9 .

Figure 8: Chomsky 9 7.

here is litle doubt, then, that the practice of numbering examples in linguistics
came about under the inluence of a similar practice in the formal sciences around
9 0.

Linguistics and the formal sciences
he impact of the formal sciences on linguistics in the twentieth century has been
documented extensively in Tomalin ( 00 ). Our indings regarding the practice of
numbering examples are consistent with his analysis, which identiies as the origin
of TGG a need felt by Chomsky to respond to the early 9 0s research program (rep-
resented by Yehoshua Bar-Hillel) in which linguistics was fused with, and perhaps
reduced to, mathematical logic (Tomalin 00 : 8 ).

However, in Tomalin’s analysis, the rapprochement of linguistics and the formal
sciences took place long before the origin of TGG, and is irst evidenced in Bloom-
ield’s A set of postulates for the science of language (Bloomield 9 ), a call for a rig-
orization of linguistics echoing a similar, earlier, development in mathematics. his
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rigorization was achieved by introducing the axiomatic-deductive method, in which
tacit assumptions are made explicit, terms are deined, and errors can be avoided
(Tomalin 00 : ). As described by Tomalin, this method did not immediately catch
on, and work in this vein was not continued until Bloch ( 9 8) and Harwood ( 9 )
(Bloomield himself appears to have been more interested in the question how in-
sights from linguistics can beneit “the language of mathematics”, Tomalin 00 :
9 f).

Nevertheless, Tomalin ( 00 : 0 ) states that “Bloomield’s […] Formalist tenden-
cies (whether overtly or covertly expressed), which emphasised the primacy of syn-
tactic (rather than semantic) considerations, exerted a profound inluence over a
whole generation of linguists that came to maturity in the 9 0s and 9 0s”, such
as Bloch, Hocket, Chao, Wells, Joos and Zellig Harris, who Chomsky studied lin-
guistics with between 9 7 and 9 (Barsky 997).

I refer to Mathews ( 99 : esp. pp. - 8) for careful discussion of the form this
inluence on the post-Bloomieldians took, centering on formalized discovery proce-
dures for the structure of sentences based on the distribution of their constituents.
Suice it to say here that in Tomalin’s analysis, formalism in the post-Bloomieldians
and in Chomsky is essentially a delayed response to Bloomield’s initial call, a derived
efect of the irst thrust of the impact of the formal sciences on linguistics.

From this perspective it is interesting to note that neither Bloomield nor any of
the post-Bloomieldians, up to and including Harris, ever employed the device of
continuous example numbering in their linguistic publications. But Chomsky did,
right from the start, and we have to wonder why.

Chomsky and his audience
As Tomalin ( 00 ) describes in detail, advances in mathematical logic in the irst
half of the twentieth century continued to impact the linguistics community, and
he quotes Harris as calling the distributional methods of (post-Bloomieldian) lin-
guistics “hospitable” to the mathematical description of language. In this context,
we must mention Carnap’s ( 9 / 9 7) he logical syntax of language, Ajdukiewicz’s
( 9 ) Syntactic connexion, and Post’s ( 9 ) work on recursion and generative proce-
dures. As Tomalin ( 00 : 0 - 0 ) notes, Harris was thoroughly familiar with these
developments and understood their relevance to linguistics.

On the other hand, Harris also “was keen to stress the diferences that distinguish
linguistics and logic” (Tomalin 00 : 0 ), emphasizing that logicians like Carnap
avoid the analysis of existing languages, which are the prerogative of linguistics. We
ind a similar concern expressed by Hjelmslev ( 9 8: ), also an early adopter of
the formalist approach, but in a European context, who states that “logistic language
theory has been carried out without any regard to linguistics, and it is obvious that
logicians, while constantly talking about language, are neglecting in a somewhat
indefensible way the results of the linguistic approach to language”.

We submit that Chomsky in his earliest work, rather than being carried away on
the new wave of algebraic linguistics, addresses this very problem of mathematical
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logic being unable to accommodate traditional linguistic insights and achievements.
It is here that transformations in the Chomskyan sense make their appearance (see
section ).

his entails that Chomsky’s audience, in his very irst publications, was not, or
not in the irst place, an audience of linguists, but an audience of mathematical logi-
cians and information theorists who, in the wake of Carnap, were taking on natural
language as their object of inquiry.

From this perspective it is understandable that Chomsky sought a podium like the
Journal of Symbolic Logic and the IRE Transactions on Information heory for his irst
publications. Moreover, it makes sense that he addressed the readers in a format
they were familiar with, including the use of continuously numbered formulas and
examples.

his reconstruction presupposes a certain amount of linguistic traditionalism on
the part of Chomsky. While this may be surprising in view of his role as the founder
of TGG, Chomsky’s respect for tradition in especially morphological analysis has
been amply documented inMathews ( 99 ), showing that the breakdown into lexical
and functional elements crucial to a key argument in Syntactic Structures was stan-
dard procedure in post-Bloomieldian thinking about morphology (see also Zwart
99 ). But Chomsky’s position vis-à-vis linguistic tradition is also evident from the
discussion transcripts of the hird Texas Conference of Problems of Linguistic Anal-
ysis in English (“he process that I use for investigating language is the one that I
was taught,” Chomsky 9 : 7 ) and the Ninth International Congress of Linguists
at MIT in August 9 . At the MIT conference, Chomsky was addressed by E. M.
Uhlenbeck who suggested an analysis of he man hit the ball via a let-to-right pars-
ing procedure yielding the man hit as a constituent. Chomsky rejects this suggestion
immediately by referring to the venerable NP-VP (subject-predicate) analysis (Lunt
9 : 98 ). Chomsky’s frequent references to Jespersen and Humboldt throughout
his career also underscore his respect for linguistic tradition.

In personal communication (March , 0 ), Chomsky described his displeasure
with the general tendency in post-war American academic circles to overhaul science
with disregard for European accomplishments. As Chomsky noted, this afected Eu-
ropean scientists who had immigrated to the United States before or during the war
and had great problems gaining acceptance on the American scientiic and cultural
scene, citing Roman Jakobson as a telling example. he outcome of the war led to a
certain triumphalism, in which information theory was the name of the game, and
people working in that ield were ignorant about language as studied in the struc-
turalist tradition (see also Chomsky 97 : 9- 0).

his is the context inwhich Chomsky’s public discussionwith Yehoshua Bar-Hillel,
documented in Language (Bar-Hillel 9 ; Chomsky 9 ; see also Tomalin 00 : f
and Hiorth 97 ) must be understood. Bar-Hillel worked with Carnap as a postdoc
in 9 0 and headed the irst machine translation lab at MIT from 9 on (Bar-Hillel
9 : - ). Chomsky and Bar-Hillel were “extremely close” (Barsky 997: ), and Bar-
Hillel appears to have been one of the few colleagues who paid atention to Chom-
sky’s early work, including his 9 BA-thesis (ibid.). In his reminiscences Bar-Hillel
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( 9 : ) calls Chomsky “the founder of algebraic linguistics and by far the best man
in this exciting new ield”, adding, tellingly, “though Chomsky himself would prob-
ably claim that it is not really new at all, but just plain good old linguistics, pursued
with the best means available at our time, which happens to be of algebraic nature”.
Nevertheless, Chomsky and Bar-Hillel difered on the value of artiicial language re-
search for natural language linguistics, which appears to have been at the core of the
discussion (Tomalin 00 : - 7) (we are ignoring here another important point
of disagreement, regarding the value of logic for the study of meaning in natural
language).

At the same time, Chomsky felt alienated from the main trend in post-Bloomield-
ian linguistics, championed by Harris ( 9 ), of establishing discovery procedures
(Mathews 99 : f; Tomalin 00 : 9f), and in this again he and Bar-Hillel came
to share the same view (Tomalin 00 : 7 ).

We suggest that this complex situation, in which Chomsky felt at the same time a
close ainity with Bar-Hillel, yet felt compelled to defend linguistic analysis against
appropriation by themathematical logicians and information theorists that his friend
represented (cf. Tomalin 00 : 8 ; see also Chomsky 97 : 0), determined both
Chomsky’s publication strategy as well as his chosen style of presentation. his style
turned out to be the one common in mathematical logic, in particular in the use of
numbered examples.

he origin of transformations
Wehave established that Chomsky directed his earliest publications at an audience of
mathematical logicians and information theorists, and that this orientation provides
a natural explanation for his adoption of example numbering. We believe this casts
a new light on the origin of transformations in TGG. Transformation was a famil-
iar term to both mathematical logicians (Carnap) and post-Bloomieldian linguists
(Harris), but as employed by Chomsky their function, of providing phrase structure
grammars with the necessary linguistic sophistication, was entirely new.

As is well known, Chomsky’s main argument in his early work, including Syntac-
tic Structures, was that “phrase-structure grammars are inadequate in strong gener-
ative capacity” and that “linguistic theory requires a new and more abstract level of
description, the level of grammatical transformations, and a richer concept of gram-
mar” (Chomsky 97 : 8). he resulting transformational generative grammar (em-
phasizing transformational) is able to “express rather subtle aspects of the form and
interpretation of sentences” (ibid.).

he two-step process of generation and transformation was familiar to both math-
ematical logicians/information theorists and post-Bloomieldian linguists. Carnap in
his he Logical Syntax of Language ( 9 7) describes language as a calculus, the rules
of which determine both the formation (“the syntactical rules in the narrower sense”,
Carnap 9 7: ) and the transformation of linguistic expressions; the transformations
are just rules of logical inference among expressions (ibid.; see also Tomalin 00 :
9). In linguistics, too, the term transformation was familiar, from Harris ( 9 ), al-
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though Bar-Hillel ( 9 ) was quick to point out that Harris’ transformations were
actually formation rather than transformation rules in the Carnapian sense. hat the
description of language structure is essentially a generative system (in the sense of
Post 9 ) is more or less implicit in Harris ( 9 , e.g. 9 : 7 - 7 ), and was ap-
parently common thinking among structuralist linguists in the mid- 9 0s (Mathews
99 : ). So here, too, the generation-transformation dichotomy was a familiar
concept.

Chomsky has later ( 97 : ) expressed regret for using Harris’ term transforma-
tion in this diferent sense, potentially confusing his linguistic audience (see Tomalin
00 : 9f and Nevin 009 for a comparison of transformations in Harris and Chom-

sky). But from the perspective that Chomsky was writing primarily for an audience
of mathematical logicians and information theorists, such confusion could hardly
have been expected (and in fact did not arise). For Chomsky introduced his transfor-
mations as “supplementary rules” in response to demonstrated limitations of phrase
structure (e.g. Chomsky 9 7: ), puting a damper on expectations among his audi-
ence that the expressions of natural language could be derived just by rules of phrase
structure grammar in any simple and explanatory way.

It is important to note that transformations are called upon by Chomsky to de-
scribe the most elementary properties of natural languages, which were well under-
stood among linguists, but perhaps less so among representatives of mathematical
logic and information theory. hese properties include conditions on conjunction
reduction, intricacies of verbal morphology, active-passive relations, negation, ques-
tion formation, do-support, ellipsis, auxiliation, nominalization, pronominalization,
etc. (Chomsky 9 7: chapters and 7). hus, while we agree with Tomalin that the ori-
gin of TGG lies in the association of linguistics with the formal sciences ( 00 : 8 ),
the crucial part in that association was the introduction of transformational analysis,
championing the cause of ’good old linguistics’ against ill-informed logicians and
information theorists.

Conclusion
We have argued for a second and decisive moment in the history of linguistics in
which the language sciences underwent the inluence of formal sciences, in partic-
ular mathematical logic (following the irst instance, marked by Bloomield 9 ).
Unlike the irst instance, this renewed rapprochement changed the face of linguistics
forever, in leading to the introduction of continuous example numbering in linguis-
tic writing. his introduction of example numbering came about in linguistic publi-
cations directed at an audience of mathematical logicians and information theorists,
and is irst atested in journals from those ields, and then in articles in linguistics
journals featuring mathematical formulas. We submit that the practice of number-
ing examples had its origin in Chomsky writing for an audience of nonlinguists, in
a style with which his intended audience was more familiar.

In this context, we observe a parallel between Chomsky’s use of example number-
ing and his introduction of transformations (in his sense). Both transformations and
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numbered examples were formal devices familiar to his intended audience of logi-
cians and information theorists, and in Chomsky’s early work both devices served
to infuse the current (mathematical) discourse with pure linguistic content. Just as
transformations served as a conduit for linguistic sophistication in the new ield of
algebraic linguistics, so natural language examples assumed the place of mathemati-
cal formulas, presented on a separate line and continuously numbered, as they have
been ever since.
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Chapter

Gravity, radiation, and dialectometry
Robert Malouf
San Diego State University

Gravity laws have a long history in models of human mobility. Trudgill ( 97 ) proposed
a version of the gravity model to account for the difusion of dialect variation, but other
researchers found gravity to be a poor predictor of linguistic change. In a large-scale
evaluation of the gravity law across a whole dialect region, Nerbonne &Heeringa ( 007)
ind support for some but not all of its predictions. his contribution compares the
gravity model to an alternative proposed by Simini et al. ( 0 ) which is inspired not by
gravity but by the physics of radiation and absorption. In computational simulations,
the radiation model appears to be a beter match than the gravity model for the general
paterns found in dialect difusion. his suggests as a future direction for dialectometric
work the comparison of quantitative models of human mobility and their consequences
for understanding linguistic variation.

Introduction
Gravitymodels have a long history in geography and economics as amodel of human
mobility (e.g., Ravenstein 88 ; Zipf 9 ). Taking a form familiar from Newton’s law
of universal gravitation, gravity models in human geography predict that the degree
of interaction between two locations i and j follows the rule:

Iij = C
mi mj

d2ij
( )

wheremi andmj are the populations of i and j, d is the distance between them, and
C is a constant. his makes intuitive sense in a general way: the opportunities for
connections between locations increase as either of their populations increase, but
decrease rapidly with distance.

Gravity laws have the appeal of being both conceptually and mathematically sim-
ple (though in its general form, the gravity law has a number of parameters that
can be diicult to estimate). It also makes the correct empirical predictions (at least
approximately) for a broad range of phenomena, including communting paterns, mi-
grations, airline traic, and commodity lows. More recently, gravity laws have also
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been applied to modeling mobile phone calls (Krings et al. 009) and social media use
(Noulas et al. 0 ).

If social contact via communication, migration, and trade is the engine that drives
the difusion of dialect variation, then it stands to reason that dialect diferences
might relect paterns of interaction predicted by the gravity law. Bloomield ( 9 )
ofered the insight that dialect diferences relect diferences in the ‘density of com-
munication’. Trudgill ( 97 ) expanded on this by applying a gravity law as a measure
of mutual inluence between cities in modeling the difusion of London dialect fea-
tures into East Anglian English.

Since that introduction into dialect studies, the gravity model has received a num-
ber of challenges and modiications. Boberg ( 000), e.g., looks at difusion of two
linguistic variants across the US/Canada border and inds that ( ) is a poor it. In this
and a number of other case studies, the gravity model inds mixed support and com-
pares unfavorably with models that take social prestige and identity into account.

Gravity in dialectometry
In their study of Dutch dialects, Nerbonne and colleagues developed and extended
a set of dialectometric methods for large-scale measurement of linguistic variation
across space and time (Nerbonne, Heeringa&Kleiweg 999; Heeringa 00 ; Heeringa
et al. 00 ; Nerbonne 009; Nerbonne & Heeringa 0 0). By computing edit distance
between comparable forms collected at a large number of locations, they are able to
quantify the degree and nature of dialect variation across a region.

Nerbonne et al.’s metrics aggregate many dimensions of linguistic variation into
a single score, which makes them ideal for evaluating the predictions of the gravity
model. his is in contrast to studies like Trudgull’s and Boberg’s, which focus on one
or two hand-selected linguistic variables.

Nerbonne et al. tested how well the gravity law its against real-world (Nerbonne
& Heeringa 007; Heeringa et al. 007) and simulated (Nerbonne 0 0) dialect areas
andmade two indings. First, they determined that, consistentwith the gravitymodel,
geographic distance is the most important factor in predicting dialect diference. It
seems that, when taken in the aggregate, linguistic variation is not as dependent on
purely social factors as the post-Trudgill work might have suggested. hey do ind
that the relationship with distance is linear rather than quadratic. However, this is
consistent with the generalized form of the gravity law which is oten used in studies
of human mobility.

More surprisingly, though, they conclude that the inluence of population on di-
alect diference is very small and, if anything, points weakly in the wrong direction.
Sites with larger populations are slightly more likely to difer than sites with smaller
populations, contrary to ( ). his would seem to be straightforward falsiication of
the gravity model for dialect variation, but it is also puzzling. he gravity model
has been successfully used to describe many diferent phenomena relating to social
and economic connections between locations. Why should linguistic difusion work
diferently?
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Radiation model
A possible answer to that question comes from the observation that gravity mod-
els have come under challenge in other social domains as well. Responding to the
numerous theoretical and empirical shortcomings of the gravity model, Simini et al.
( 0 ) propose an alternative, inspired not by gravity but by the physics of radiation
and absorption. hey start with a model of people commuting to work and a simple
assumption: commuters will search for a job as close to home as possible, and will
choose the closest job which provides a beneit that is greater than that which is
available in their own city. From this, they derive the fundamental equation of the
radiation law, which gives the probability pij of a commuter traveling from city i to
city j:

pij =
mi mj

(mi + sij)(mi +mj + sij)
( )

Here,mi andmj are the populations of i and j, and sij is deined as follows: if rij is
the distance between city i and city j, then sij is the total population (not including
the populations of i and j) living within a circle of radius rij centered on i.

One notable property of the radiation law is that it pij is not directly dependent
on distance. It depends instead on sij , the population within a certain distance. If
the population density is uniform, then sij is proportional to the area of a circle of
radius rij and so proportional tomi d

2
ij . In general, though, the relationship between

d and s depends entirely on the way the population is distributed. his allowing the
radiation model to, e.g., model diferences in commuting paterns in rural and urban
areas, something that the gravity model had not been able to give a general account
of.

Simini et al. ( 0 ) go on to validate their radiation law empirically, showing that
is a beter predictor of human mobility than the gravity law based on a broad range
of empirical tests, concluding: “We ind that the radiation model ofers an accu-
rate quantitative description of mobility and transport spanning a wide range of
time scales (hourly mobility, daily commuting, yearly migrations), capturing diverse
processes (commuting, intra-day mobility, call paterns, trade), collected via a wide
range of tools (census, mobile phones, tax documents) on diferent continents (Amer-
ica, Europe)” (p. 97).

While the radiation model is not without critics (e.g., Masucci et al. 0 ), it has
held up as a superior predictor of inter-city lows of people, goods, and communica-
tion than the older gravity model. Perhaps it would be a beter model of the inter-city
low of linguistic variation as well.

Simulations
Following Nerbonne ( 0 0), I performed simple computational simulations to com-
pare the predictions of the gravity and radiation models for linguistic difusion. For

he simulations were implemented in Python and are available at http://github.com/rmalouf/
gravity.

http://github.com/rmalouf/gravity
http://github.com/rmalouf/gravity
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each of these experiments, an artiicial distribution of cities was created. he irst step
was to create cities of varying populations of agents. he population was seeded with
00 agents, each in its own city. Next, additional agents were added one at a time by

selecting an existing agent and adding the new agent to the selected agent’s city until
the total population of agents reaches 00,000. his is essentially Albert & Barabási’s
( 00 ) preferential atachment algorithm, and it produces a collection of cities whose
populations are distributed following an inverse power law.

he next step is to locate these cities in space. he city with the largest population
is taken as the ‘capital’ (the source of linguistic innovations) and placed at the center.
he remaining cities are then distributed uniformly within a unit circle centered on
the capital.

Agents are represented as a vector of 00 binary values representing linguistic
variables (Holman et al. 007; Nerbonne 0 0). Agents in the capital have the value
(representing the innovative value) for all variables while all other agents have the

value 0. Successive iterations of the simulation model the interaction between a trav-
eler from the capital and an resident of one of the other cities. On each iteration, a city
other than the capital is selected as a destination and then an agent is selected in that
city. On contact with a resident of the capital, each of the selected agent’s linguistic
variables have a % chance of being set to (note than some may have already been
set to on a previous iteration). Ater 0,000 iterations, the aggregate linguistic dif-
ference between the dialects spoken in each city is calculated. A city’s ‘dialect’ is the
normalized sum of the vectors of the agents living in it, and the diference between
two dialects is minus the dot product of the cities’ dialect vectors. his ranges from
0.0 for dialects which share all properties to .0 for dialects that share none.

In the irst simulation, destination cities were selected for agents with a probability
proportional to a modiied gravity law:

Iij =
mi mj

dij
( )

his preserves the dependency on population, but following Nerbonne & Heeringa
( 007) replaces the quadratic distance term with a linear one. In the second simula-
tion, the probability that a destination city would be selected is given by the radiation
model ( ).

Figures and give the results of the simulation. he plots show the relationship,
for all of the cities except the capital, between either geographic distance from the
capital or population and the diference between the local dialect and the capital’s
dialect.

As Figure indicates, the radiation model predicts that linguistic diference should
increase with geographic distance, which is consistent with Nerbonne & Heeringa’s
( 007) indings. he predictions for the gravity model are not quite as clear, but
while the trend is not very strong there is an increase in diference as distance in-
creases. For both models, the curves are reminiscent in their general shape of what
Nerbonne ( 0 0) calls Séguy’s Law: linguistic diferences increase with distance to a
point beyond which further increases in distance correlate with only small increases
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Figure : Geographic distance from capital vs. dialect diference, gravity (let) and
radiation (right) models.

in linguistic diference. Séguy’s Law leads to a sublinear increase in the dialect dif-
ferences as distance increases, something both the gravity and the radiation models
appear to predict.

Figure shows the results for population. Based on the simulation, we can see that

Figure : Population vs. dialect diference, gravity (let) and radiation (right) models.

the gravity model as speciied in ( ) predicts a strong inverse relationship between
population size and linguistic diference. his is exactly what Nerbonne & Heeringa
( 007) did not ind in their study of Dutch dialects. For the radiation model, on the
other hand, the relationship is very weak. he local regression line (it by ) in-
dicates a bit of a downward trend. But, many of the cities with the largest populations

7
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also have the greatest linguistic distance from the capital’s dialect.

Conclusions
What these results show is that at least at an impressionistic level the radiationmodel
is a beter match for aggregate paterns seen in dialect variation than the gravity
model. he next step would be to go beyond simulation results and to evaluate the
radiation model against the kind of dialect variation data that Nerbonne & Heeringa
( 007) used to test the gravity law. he radiation model has succeeded in other areas
of human mobility where the gravity model has not. If it makes the correct predic-
tions for the difusion of linguistic variation as well, this would add conirmation
to Bloomield’s ( 9 ) hypothesis concerning the density of communication. But, if
the radiation model does not fare any beter than the gravity law, that would raise
profound questions about the nature of the mechanisms underlying dialect difusion
and their relation to other social processes.

More generally, we can say that without dialectometric methods these questions
could not even be asked. As a complement to detailed description of ongoing linguis-
tic changes in their social context, large-scale aggregate comparison of dialects over
an entire region allow us to relate language variation and change to other aspects of
human dynamics.
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Chapter

Exploring the role of extra-linguistic
factors in deining dialectal variation
patterns through cluster comparison
Simoneta Montemagni
Institute for Computational Linguistics “Antonio Zampolli”

Martijn Wieling
University of Groningen

his paper contributes to two open issues in the dialectometric literature, i.e. i) whether
and how paterns of linguistic variation are inluenced by extra-linguistic features such
as the geomorphology of the area, or cultural, administrative and political boundaries,
and ii) whether and how the inluence of extra-linguistic factors remains stable across
linguistically-grounded partitions of data. To investigate these issues, a case study fo-
cusing on lexical variation has been carried out on a regional lexical atlas of Tuscan
dialects. A variety of extra-inguistic features was taken into account, whose impact
and role has been evaluated with respect to both the whole dialectal dataset and across
diferent semantic ields.

Introduction
In the variationist literature, it is a widely acknowledged fact that (bundles of)
isoglosses correlate fairly closely with non-linguistic boundaries: in other words,
language is reported to correlate with other aspects of culture (Chambers & Trudgill
998). What underlies observed correlations remains however an important issue,
which is still worth being explored. According to the notion by Bloomield ( 9 ) of
“density of communication”, linguistic variation depends primarily on the frequency
of communication within the network of speakers of a given language, which is in
turn inluenced by a variety of extra-linguistic factors, ranging from physical fea-
tures and population density of the investigated area, to cultural and demographic
paterns as well as administrative and/or political boundaries. Due to their role in
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limiting or promoting communication across space, extra-linguistic factors such as
these can be seen as inluencing linguistic variation diatopically and diachronically.

In traditional dialectology, there is no obvious way to explore this relationship be-
yond supericial and impressionistic observations. In dialectometric studies, the issue
of the inluence of extra-linguistic features on linguistic variation has been tackled
for what concerns geography and population genetics.

Whether and to what extent geographic distance inluences aggregate linguistic
diferences among language varieties has been investigated since early dialectom-
etry (Heeringa & Nerbonne 00 ; Gooskens 00 ). In these studies, geographical
distance, including derivatives of the notion, such as travel time, is regarded as an
operationalization of the chance of social contact. Geography has been shown to cor-
relate strongly with linguistic variation. his type of analysis, carried out for typo-
logically distant languages (Bantu, Bulgarian, Dutch, English, German, Norwegian)
with respect to phonetic variation, showed that geography accounts for % to about
7% of the linguistic variation (Nerbonne 0 ).
On the population genetics front, Manni et al. ( 008) conclude that the social con-

tacts relected by dialect varieties do not seem to be related to the demographic his-
tory of the populations speaking those dialects. Linguistic and genetic paterns of
variation (the later reconstructed from people’s surnames) turned out to be difer-
ent, even if both are strongly conditioned by geography.

Despite the contrasting conclusions, these studies share the methodology of anal-
ysis, i.e. the comparison is carried out with respect to computed distances, be they
linguistic, genetic or geographic. he variety of extra-linguistic factors potentially
inluencing linguistic variation, however, cannot be always modeled in terms of dis-
tances. Consider, for instance, the case of physical features (e.g., mountain ranges
or river basins) of the investigated area, or its administrative or political organiza-
tion (e.g., borders of the state or smaller administrative subdivisions). In these cases,
the comparison cannot be carried out with respect to distances, but it is rather con-
cerned with clusterings of the investigated locations, based e.g., on their belonging
to a given state or other administrative unit, or to their being located in the valley
of a given river. To our knowledge, dialectometric studies so far did not tackle this
kind of analysis.

In this paper, we will investigate the relationship between linguistic and non-
linguistic boundaries through a clustering comparison method, with the inal aim
of trying to reconstruct role and impact of extra-linguistic features in shaping pat-
terns of linguistic variation. To this speciic end, we will use an information theoretic
criterion for comparing partitions of the same data set, proposed byMeilm ( 00 ). he
criterion is called (VI), and quantiies the “distance” be-
tween the two clusters. In contrast to themodiied Rand Index (Hubert &Arabie 98 )
used by Prokić, Wieling & Nerbonne ( 009) to compare partitions, the VI measure is
a true metric (i.e. satisfying the triangle inequality).

Let us focus now on linguistic variation paterns observed with respect to a given
area. he question which naturally arises at this point is whether they remain sta-
ble between and within levels of linguistic description. In dialectometry, correlation
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studies focusing on dialectal variation recorded with respect to distinct linguistic de-
scription levels (e.g., phonetic, morphological, lexical) have been carried out with dif-
ferent methodologies and with respect to diferent dialects. See, for example, Goebl
( 00 ), Spruit, Heeringa & Nerbonne ( 009) and Montemagni ( 008). Among them,
Montemagni ( 008) reports that phonetic and morpho-lexical variation in Tuscany
does not appear to conform to the same patern. his result, which is in contrast
with the outcome of the other studies, is complemented by a signiicantly diferent
degree of correlation between geography on the one hand and observed paterns of
phonetic vs. morpho-lexical variation on the other hand (r = 0. 8 vs. r = 0. ).

But what happens if within the same level of description diferent linguistically-
grounded partitions of the data are considered? For instance, if the focus is on lexical
variation, will the resulting partitions be the same across diferent semantic ields?
Within a dialectometric study of Tuscan dialectal variation, Montemagni ( 0 0) re-
ports that paterns of variation identiied with respect to diferent semantic domains
(e.g., agriculture, weather, house, stockbreeding) difer signiicantly from the over-
all picture, suggesting the inluence of extra-linguistic factors other than geography
(e.g., climate, geomorphology, history). However, this is an impressionistic analysis
which needs to be investigated further. Stronger evidence in this direction emerges
from Franco, Geeraerts & Speelman ( 0 ) who, building on previous studies (Speel-
man & Geeraerts 008; Geeraerts & Speelman 0 0), demonstrated that semantic
ield inluences so-called ‘onomasiological heterogeneity’, i.e. the fact of being signif-
icantly more prone to variation in concept naming.

Within the wider context of this study, in this paper we also intend to contribute
to the issue of whether and how the inluence of extra-linguistic factors varies across
linguistically-grounded partitions of data. In particular, whether there are extra-
linguistic factors playing a stronger role in the deinition of speciic clusters. he
aim of this paper can thus be summarized by the following two research questions:

• are paterns of linguistic variation inluenced by extra-linguistic features such
as geomorphology of the area, or cultural, administrative or political bound-
aries?

• To what extent does the role and impact of these features remain stable across
linguistically-grounded partitions of data?

To answer these questions a case study focusing on lexical variation has been car-
ried out on a regional lexical atlas of Tuscan dialects. A variety of extra-linguistic
features was taken into account, whose impact and role has been evaluated with
respect to both the whole dialectal dataset and across semantic ields.
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Data

. Dialectal data

he dialectal corpus of the Atlante Lessicale Toscano (‘Lexical Atlas of Tuscany’, ALT;
Giacomelli et al. 000) was used. ALT is an Italian regional lexical atlas focusing on
dialectal variation throughout Tuscany, where both Tuscan and non-Tuscan dialects
are spoken. In this paper, we focused on Tuscan dialects only, recorded in local-
ities by a total of 0 0 informants, socio-demographically selected with respect to
parameters such as age, education and gender.

ALT interviews were carried out on the basis of a questionnaire including ono-
masiological questions, i.e. looking for concept lexicalizations, and organized into
semantic domains (e.g., agriculture, food, wild animals, weather, house etc.). Out of
the 0 onomasiological questions, we selected only those focusing on nominal con-
cepts and characterized by lower ‘onomasiological heterogeneity’ (in the case at hand,
showing 0 or fewer answer types). he resulting subset consists of 70 questionnaire
items for which a total of , 7 normalized answers types were given, corresponding
to , 9 geo-localized responses and 8 , individual ones. Based on the results
by Wieling & Montemagni ( 0 ) who demonstrated that cluster quality improves
when the analysis is based on all data, we used uniltered data, with no pruning of
infrequent variants.

To abstract away from productive phonetic variation, we used the normalized rep-
resentation of ALT dialectal items (Cucurullo et al. 00 ). he representativeness of
the selected sample with respect to the whole set of ALT onomasiological questions
was assayed using the correlation between overall lexical distances and lexical dis-
tances obtained from the selected sample, which turned out to be high (r = 0.9 ). Note
that the same set of questions was used in diferent studies, by Montemagni & Wiel-
ing ( 0 ) on Tuscan lexical variation, and byWieling et al. ( 0 ) on the relationship
between Tuscan dialects and standard Italian.

. Extra-linguistic data

For this study, we focused on the following typology of extra-linguistic features:

• geomorphology of the area, described in terms of hydrographic basins;

• religious subdivisions, corresponding to dioceses in turn aggregated into arch-
dioceses: these represent territorial units of administration of the Catholic
Church whose origin dates back to centuries ago, when a formal church hi-
erarchy was set up, parallel to the civil administration (whose areas of respon-
sibility oten coincided);

• political and administrative subdivisions, such as state or province.

ALT is available as an online resource at the following address:
http://serverdbt.ilc.cnr.it/ALTWEB.
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Figure shows the clusterings of Tuscan ALT locations according to the selected
extra-linguistic features. Some of these were obtained from the online version of the
Geographical, physical and historical dictionary of Tuscany by Emanuele Repeti ( 8 -
8 ), which is an encyclopedic collection of information about Tuscany published
in the 9th century concerning notable places, from large towns to small villages,
providing historical, archaeological and artistic information as well as physical land
atributes (e.g., mountains, rivers, lakes, etc.). Information about state, archdiocese
and basin authority (the administrative counterpart of hydrographic basin) was ex-
tracted from Repeti’s Dictionary. State refers to the political organization of Tuscany
in 8 ; archdiocese and basin authority refer to current geographical–administrative
subdivisions, which were reconstructed from the diocese and valley information re-
spectively, reported in the dictionary. he province subdivision refers to the current
administrative organization of Tuscany.

Figure : Geographical clustering of Tuscan ALT locations on the basis of extra-
linguistic criteria (state, province, archdiocese, basin authority).

he dictionary, published online in 00 , can be accessed at the following address: http://www.
archeogr.unisi.it/repetti.

http://www.archeogr.unisi.it/repetti
http://www.archeogr.unisi.it/repetti
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Methods

. Clustering of dialectal data

For the clustering of the dialect data, we use bipartite spectral graph partitioning
(Dhillon 00 ). his algorithm has been used for the clustering of Tuscan dialect data
before (Montemagni & Wieling 0 ) and was introduced to dialectometry by Wiel-
ing & Nerbonne ( 0 ). Bipartite spectral graph partitioning simultaneously clus-
ters geographic locations together with their associated (characteristic) linguistic
features. In short, the method functions by computing the singular value decom-
position of the input matrix (of geographical locations and linguistic features), and
subsequently uses k-means to (recursively) obtain a partitioning in two groups. Con-
sequently, the clustering consists of locations together with their associated linguis-
tic features. While Montemagni & Wieling ( 0 ) focused on investigating and dis-
cussing the underlying features of the diferent clusters, here we only use the re-
sulting geographical clustering. As we use non-linguistic data organized into either
, or 9 groups, we use linguistic clusterings having a similar number of clusters.

Besides including a clustering in and 8 groups on the basis of all data, we include
clusterings generated on the basis of including separate semantic ields. hese con-
sist of agriculture ( and 9 clusters), animals ( and clusters), food ( and 8 clusters),
and house ( and 8 clusters).

. Clustering comparison

As indicated above, we use the criterion created byMeilm
( 00 ). his measure is an information theoretic criterion related to mutual informa-
tion to compare two clusterings of the same data set. he advantage of the approach
is that it “makes no assumptions about how the clusterings were generated” (Meilm
00 : 7 ) and that the measure is a “true metric on the space of clusterings” (Meilm
00 : 7 ). It is deined as follows:

V (X;Y ) = −Σi,jrij(log(rij/pi) + log(rij/qj))

with pi = |Xi|/n and qi = |Yi|/n (n equals the complete number of data points in
the clustering). In the following, we will use this measure as implemented in the R
package mcclust (Fraley & Ratery 00 ).

Since there are several clusterings we need to compare, we will summarize the
results visually by using multidimensional scaling (MDS) in two dimensions. In this
way we are able to visualize the 0 linguistic clusters ( on the basis of all data, and 8
on the basis of separate semantic ields) together with extra-linguistic clusterings.

Importantly, the VI measure we use to obtain a quantiication of the diference of two clusters, does
not require the clusterings to have the same number of clusters. his is fortunate as the bipartite
spectral graph partitioning method does not result in a pre-speciied number of clusters, as not always
a division in two groups may be possible.
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Results
Figure visualizes the linguistic clustering for the complete data set, as well as sep-
arated by semantic domain. By visually comparing the clusterings, it is clear there
are similarities. For example, the south area corresponding to the Grosseto and Siena
provinces is always clustered together, but there are also clear diferences at the level
of the north area, going from Lucca to Arezzo (the names of the aforementioned
provinces are marked in the top-let graph in Figure ). he question which is be-
ing investigated is whether and how these clusters correlate with those reported in
Figure , based on extra-linguistic criteria.

Figure : Geographical clustering of linguistic data.

Figure represents the MDS visualization of the similarity of linguistic and extra-
linguistic clusters on the basis of the criterion: note that
capitalized cluster names refer to extra-linguistic partitions of locations and that the
suixed number indicates the number of clusters. he visualization in two dimen-
sions was adequate, as stress was only 0. .

Consider irst the relationship extra-linguistic vs. linguistic clusterings. With re-
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Figure : MDS visualization of similarity of clusterings.

spect to political and administrative subdivisions, it can be noticed that the clus-
tering seems to be most similar to the dialect results, in particular to those obtained
with respect to the animals, house and food domains as well as to the complete dataset
(named all). Interestingly, the current administrative subdivision, i.e. ,
seems to be far away from all linguistic subdivisions. For what concerns -

, the stronger similarity concerns the house and food domains. Last but not least,
the clustering based on geomorphology, i.e. _ , shows a stronger sim-
ilarity with respect to the agriculture and animals domains. Among all, the closest
distances are observed with respect to , followed by , _ -

and lastly by (average VI scores with respect to each of them
are .7 , . , . 9 and .8 , respectively). For what concerns the linguistically-based
partitions, it is interesting to note the stronger similarity between the clusterings in
the agriculture and animals domains on the one hand, and between food and house
on the other hand, with food functioning as a transition between nature-based vs.
culture-based partitions.

Conclusion
Going back to the research questions we started with, the results of this study clearly
show that the paterns of lexical variation identiied through bipartite spectral graph
partitioning are inluenced by external factors limiting the communication across the
region. hese factors range from political (states and provinces) and cultural (arch-
dioceses) subdivisions to physical ones (river basins). his provides strong support

8
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to Bloomield’s theory of linguistic variation which is seen to be driven by so-called
“density of communication”, predictable from a variety of external factors.

We have seen that and , relecting pre-unitarian subdivisions
dating back to centuries ago, appear to play a central role in deining paterns of
dialectal variation. In this respect, it is interesting to go back to Bloomield ( 9 : ),
who claims that the primary correlation is with political subdivisions: “he important
lines of dialectal division run close to political lines’.’ Similarly, Kurath ( 9 ) reports
the coalescence of Middle English dialect boundaries with county lines. Interestingly,
more recent administrative subdivisions (provinces) turned out to play a very small
role in deining the Tuscan dialectal landscape. Again, these results are in line with
the claim by Bloomield ( 9 : ) that “isoglosses along a political boundary of long
standing […] would persist, with litle shiting, for some two-hundred years ater the
boundary had been abolished”.

_ , in spite of representing a sort of artiicial subdivision collapsing
adjacent river basins for administrative reasons, seems to play an important role in
shaping paterns of lexical variation, especially for what concerns the semantic ields
of agriculture and animals. his leads to the second research question, investigating
whether and to what extent the impact of external features remains stable across
linguistically-grounded partitions of data, semantic ields in the case at hand. On
the basis of these results, the answer is positive. he inluence of the diferent extra-
linguistic factors taken into account in this study turned out to difer across semantic
ields. Physical subdivisions are more relevant for what concerns the agriculture and
animals domains, while political and cultural borders appear to play a stronger role
with more culturally-oriented semantic domains (i.e. house and food).
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Chapter

Default inheritance and derivational
morphology
Stefan Meller
Humboldt University Berlin

his paper is a contribution to the discussion whether argument structure constructions
should be treated phrasally or lexically. While lexical models can explain the interaction
between argument structure constructions and derivational morphology in a straight-
forward way, the analysis of this interaction is a desideratum for phrasal analyses. his
paper dealswith the questionwhether type hierarchies togetherwith default inheritance
can be used to describe derivational morphology. Given the challenges provided by
Krieger &Nerbonne ( 99 ) it seems impossible to do derivationwithout embedding (that
is something like morphological phrase structure rules with mother/daughter relations
or lexical rules/constructions with an input/daughter and an output/mother) and as will
become clear the price for doing derivation with default inheritance is very high indeed.

Introduction
Goldberg ( 99 ) and Goldberg & Jackendof ( 00 ) argue that Resultative Construc-
tions like those in ( ) are best described by phrasal rules that contribute the part of
meaning that is speciic to such resultative constructions.

( ) a. he pond froze solid.

I thank Ann Copestake for discussion and John Bateman, Dorothee Beermann, Hans-Ulrich Krieger,
and Andrew McIntyre for discussion and for comments on earlier versions of Meller ( 00 ), research
that is related to the present paper. An earlier version of this paper was presented at the nd Inter-
national Workshop on Constraint-Based Grammar, which was held in 00 in Bremen. I thank all
participants for discussion.

While preparing this paper I extended the explanations and added and updated references. I
thank Antonio Machicao y Priemer for detailed comments which resulted in many clariications in
the revised paper. he revised paper is pages long, which is way outside of the page limit of
the present collection. So I decided to publish the earlier version with all its shortcomings. he in-
terested reader is referred to the extended version, which can be downloaded at http://hpsg.fu-
berlin.de/~stefan/Pub/default-morph.html.

http://hpsg.fu-berlin.de/~stefan/Pub/default-morph.html
http://hpsg.fu-berlin.de/~stefan/Pub/default-morph.html
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b. he gardener watered the lowers lat.
c. hey drank the pub dry.

Authors who work in the framework of Construction Grammar (CxG) usually cap-
ture generalizations about Constructions in inheritance hierarchies (Kay & Fillmore
999; Goldberg 00 ). Goldberg assumes that generalizations regarding active, pas-
sive, and middle variants of the Resultative Construction can be expressed this way.
However, there are other ways to realize Resultative Constructions and it is not ob-
vious how such paterns should be treated. he German examples in ( ) show, that
resultative constructions and derivational morphology interact (Meller 00 ; 00 ;
00 ):

( ) a. -ung nominalizations:
Leerischung ‘empty.ishing’, Kaputerschließung ‘broken.development’,
Kaputmilitarisierung ‘broken.militarization’, Gelbfärbung
‘yellow.dyeing’

b. -er nominalizations:
Totschläger ‘dead.beater’ or ‘cudgel’, SFB-Gesundbeter7

‘SFB.healthy.prayer’,
Ex-Bierlaschenleertrinker8 ‘ex.beer.botles.empty.drinker’

c. marginally in Ge- -e nominalizations:
Totgeschlage9 ‘beating.to.death’

So if all generalizations about resultative constructions are captured in inheritance
hierarchies, the derivational facts should be covered that way too.

Krieger & Nerbonne ( 99 ) showed that derivational morphology cannot be mod-
eled using (simple) inheritance hierarchies since recursion as for example in Vor-
vorvorversion ‘preprepreversion’ cannot be covered in inheritance networks (Krieger
& Nerbonne 99 ). Since information about the preix vor- is contained in Vorver-
sion inheriting a second time from vor- would not add anything. Secondly, in an
inheritance-based approach to derivation, it cannot be explained why undoable has
the two readings that correspond to the two bracketings in ( ), since inheriting in-
formation in diferent orders does not change the result.

( ) a. [un- [do -able]]
b. [[un- do] -able]

Proponents of CxG oten refer to default inheritance (Goldberg 99 ; Michaelis &
Ruppenhofer 00 ) and Michaelis & Ruppenhofer ( 00 ) explicitely suggest an anal-
ysis of derivational morphology that is based on default inheritance. For the class

taz, 0-0 - 99 , p. .
taz, 0 -09- 987, p. 8.
taz, 9-0 - 990, p. .
taz, -08- 99 , p. .
taz, Bremen, -0 - 99 , p. and taz, Hamburg -07- 999, p.

7 taz, -08- 989, p. 0.
8 taz, / -0 - 00 , p. .
9 Fleischer & Barz ( 99 : 08).
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of be-Verbs they assume the Applicative Construction which derives for instance be-
laden from laden by overriding incompatible information of the base verb bymaterial
inherited from the be- Construction (p. 9).

his paper deals with the question whether type hierarchies together with default
inheritance can be used to describe derivational morphology. Given the challenges
provided by Krieger & Nerbonne ( 99 ) it seems impossible to do derivation with-
out embedding and as will become clear the price for doing derivation with default
inheritance is very high indeed.

A full account of derivational morphology has to explain the following facts:

• derivation may change the phonological form (Les+bar+keit ‘readability’);

• derivation may change the syntactic category:
Les+bar+keit ‘readability’ = V → A → N;

• derivation changes the semantic contribution:
lesen(x,y) → modal(lesen(x,y)) → nominal(modal(lesen(x,y))).

he crucial point that has to be captured by every analysis is that there are pro-
ductive morphological paterns. his means that it is not suicient to specify two
types in a type hierarchy and introduce explicitly a new subtype of the later two
types. One could do this for instance for Lesbarkeit. he category of the verbal stem
and of all aixes would be speciied as a default and a subtype for lesbar and Les-
barkeit is stipulated. In such a seting, the values that override defaults are stipulated
for all lexemes, they do not follow from any rule. his is not adequate since it does
not capture the productive aspect of many morphology paterns. What is needed
is some way to automatically compute subtypes that correspond to stems or words.
his can be done by an automatic closure computation that introduces new types
for all compatible types speciied in a type hierarchy. Such online type computation
was suggested by Kay ( 00 ) for phrasal Constructions in CxG and by Koenig ( 999)
in the framework of HPSG. However, such online computation makes it necessary
to specify the default information in appropriate ways and to have some way to de-
termine automatically in which ways default information may be overridden. In the
remainder of the paper, I show how a default-based analysis has to be set up in order
to capture the productive aspects of derivational morphology. I use the default logic
described in Lascarides & Copestake ( 999). In this formalization default information
is explicitely marked, so the hierarchy may be set up in a way that it is clear which
information overrides which other information.

Derivational morphology with default inheritance
he following subsection deals with changes in phonology, Subsection . deals with
changes in syntactic category, and Subsection . captures semantics.
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. Changes in phonology

Villavicencio ( 000: 8 –87) suggested a way to extend the length of a list by using
default uniication. he trick is to mark the end of a list as default information. his
information maybe overridden by inheritance from another type that speciies a con-
licting value for the list end. For instance, the stem les can be speciied as follows:

( )











les

-





ne-list
les
/ e-list















e-list stands for empty list and ne-list for non-empty list.
Combining this stem with the suix -bar in ( a) yields the representation in ( b):

( ) a.

















bar

-











ne-list




ne-list
bar
/ e-list































b.





















les ∧ bar

-















ne-list
les




ne-list
bar
/ e-list







































he - | value of ( ) is overridden by the value in ( a). he new end of the list
is in turn marked as default.

here is one litle problem and one big problem with this approach. he litle
problem is that the elements in the - list are in the wrong order if the aix is
a preix. Consider the noun Vorversion. Since Vor- is a preix it should appear before
Version, but if we use the mechanism described above, aixes are appended at the end
of the - list. his problem could be solved by making the values in the -

list more complex: if new material is added at the end of the list, information
about preix/suixhood is added as well. For a noun like Anfahrbarkeit as in Die
Anfahrbarkeit des Flughafens muß gewährleistet sein ‘he accessibility of the airport
by car must be guaranteed’, one would get ⟨ fahr, an-preix, bar-suix, keit-suix ⟩.
We would then use the following relational constraint that maps this list onto the
actual phonological realization.

( ) compute_phon(⟨⟩, 1 , 1 ).

compute_phon(

⟨

[

preix
1

]

⟩

⊕ 2 , 3 , 4 ) if

compute_phon( 2 ,
⟨

1
⟩

⊕ 3 , 4 ).

compute_phon(

⟨

[

suix
1

]

⟩

⊕ 2 , 3 , 4 ) if

compute_phon( 2 , 3 ⊕
⟨

1
⟩

, 4 ).
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he symbol ‘⊕’ stands for append, a relation that concatenates two lists. compute_-
phon is deined recursively. he second and the third clause take one element – a
preix or a suix, respectively – from the beginning of a list and then call compute_-
phon with a shorter list ( 2 ). he irst clause ends the recursion. If the irst argument
contains an empty list, all aixes are processed and the second and the third argument
are identiied ( 1 ). When compute_phon is called initially the second argument is the
root, e.g., fahr in Anfahrbarkeit. he list of aixes is passed to compute_phon as the
irst argument. If this list starts with a preix, the value of the preix ( 1 ) is
appended to the value in the second slot ( 3 ) and the result ⟨ 1 ⟩ ⊕ 3 is the second
argument of the recursive call of compute_phon. he third clause is for suixes and
works parallel to the second clause, the only diference being that the phonology of
the suix is appended to the second argument at the end. By recursively working
through the aix list in the irst slot the list gets shorter while the list in the second
slot gets longer. When the recursion ends due to exhaustion of the list of aixes, the
phonological information is in the second slot. Clause one of compute_phon identiies
the second and the third slot of the relational constraint. Since the third slot is just
passed on in the second and third clause ( 4 ), the third slot will contain the result of
the computation.

he value that is determined by the relational constraint is declared to be the
value of the sign ( 1 ):

(7)









1

-

[

[

2
]

3

]









∧ compute-phon( 3 , 2 , 1 )

compute_phon takes the phonology of the root ( 2 ) as its second argument and the
remainder of the - list, which contains all the aixes, as its irst argument ( 3 ).

his analysis also gets the bracketing problem in ( ) right: for [un [do able]], we get
⟨ do, able-suix, un-preix ⟩ and for [[un do] able], we get ⟨ do, un-preix, able-suix ⟩.
he phonology is the same in both cases, but the semantics difers. See Section .
for the meaning representation.

While this solves the problem of ordering preixes and suixes, there remains an
even bigger problem. his problem has to do with the question when the value
is determined. he computation of the value has to happen at the interface
between the lexicon and syntax, that is, at the moment when it is clear that no further
aixes will be uniied with the existing description. If one would have a value
for the stem les, this value would also be part of the uniication of les and -
bar. If one computes the value for lesbar one would get a conlict between
the value of les and the computed value lesbar. It would not be an option to leave

values of stems underspeciied and let the aix determine the value of
the whole construction since it is possible to have more than one aix.

7
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. Changes in part of speeh

he change in part of speech can be explained in an analoguos fashion: the category
information is stored in an auxiliary list ( - ) that is extended by the aix. A
path equation is used to identify the last element of the auxiliary list with the actual
category value ( ). his path equation is speciied to be default information. An
aix can override this information with an explicit path inequation and add a new
default path equation that points to a newly introduced element at the end of the
auxiliary list.

. Changes in semantics

For the meaning representation similar tricks can be applied, a diference being that
we need embedding. Let us consider the noun Vorversion. he lexical item for Version
is given in (8):

(8)























lex-version

-





ne-list
version
/ e-list









ne-list
version-rel
/ e-list



























his description says that the value of - is ⟨ Version ⟩ and that the value of
is ⟨ version-rel ⟩. he important part of the deinition above is that the value

is marked to be a default speciication, i.e., this value may be overridden. Using lists
for the representation of semantic information is also crucial for the mechanisms
described below.

he following type for the preix Vor- can be uniied with the type lex-version. pref-
vor contains information about the second element of the - list and the
list. he result of the uniication of lex-version and pref-vor is given in (9b):

(9) a.





























pref-vor

-

[

[

vor
/ e-list

]

]













1






[

vor-rel
1

]

/ e-list















































b.

















































lex-version ∧ lex-vor

-















ne-list
version




ne-list
vor
/ e-list







































ne-list
1 version-rel










ne-list
[

vor-rel
1

]

/ e-list















































































So the preix Vor- extends the - list and adds its phonological information.
It also adds its semantic contribution and embeds the semantic contribution of the
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type it was combined with ( 1 ). Of course the semantic representation in (9) is not
satisfying, since the list contains both a version-rel(X) and an embedded version-
rel(X), but only the representation vor-rel(version-rel(X)) is appropriate for Vorver-
sion; version-rel(X) is not. In the framework of Minimal Recursion Semantics ( 00 )
pointers are used to identify the main semantic contribution of a linguistic object.
his pointer would identify version-rel in the entry for Version and vor-rel in the
lexical entry of Vorversion. he path equation pointing to the semantic contribution
has to be speciied as default information. An aix overrides this equation with a
non-default inequation and adds a new default equation pointing to the meaning
representation that it contributes.

Comments on defaults and recursion
Note that this analysis is basically a misuse of defaults. In classical knowledge rep-
resentation defaults are used to say things like the following: birds have wings and
they can ly. A penguin is a bird, it inherits the property of having wings from the
super concept, but it overrides the property of being able to ly. In the analysis of
derivation given above, a crucial property of a word, namely how it is pronounced, is
overridden. his overriding can occur an unbounded number of times. his amounts
to making a statement like the following: Vorvorvorversion is essentially Version ex-
cept that it is pronounced diferently and means something diferent.

Whether or not one sees ways around this problem, there is a more serious prob-
lem, namely that the types above do not account for Vorvorversion. To account for
Vorvorversion we have to have a type that can be combined with structures that have
two elements on their list:
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his means that we have to have ininitely many entries for each preix, since we do
not know the length of the lists of the stem the preix combines with. For instance
if Vor- combines with An+kündig+ung ‘announcement’, we would need a version of
Vor- that ataches itself to the end of a three element list. To form Vorvorankündigung
we need another Vor- that ataches to an even longer list.

One can imagine a way to ix this: instead of giving a ixed path to the end of the
list in the deinition of pref-vor or pref-vor- , one could extend the formalism and
allow for regular expressions in type declarations. he star ater in the following

9
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deinition would mean that the feature description that follows it can be uniied in
ater any sequence of s. Since the of the description following * is speciied
to be non-default information and all other - values are also non-default in-
formation, the expression following * can only be uniied in at the very end of the
list.
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hus we get Vorversion and Vorankündigung. In addition to the - speciication
in ( ), we would need a similar expression for the computation of the semantics.

But note what such an extension would lead to: if we unify the structure in (9b)
with a preix Vor- that contains a regular expression as the one above, we do not get a
unique result. One possible result of uniication would be the structure in (9b) itself,
i.e., * is expanded as and another possible result would be the structure that
corresponds to Vorvorversion. his is the case where * is expanded as | . his
means that if we “apply” the preix Vor- to Vorversion we get two results, one being
spurious.

It could be argued that the spurious uniication result mentioned above does not
do any harm if we use a closure computation, since elements computed twice are
not represented twice in the closure. But note that we have two independent regular
expressions: one for extending the - list and one for extending the list.
herefore using such regular expressions would not only result in spurious uniica-
tion results it would also result in unwanted structures, for instance in a structure
with value Vorversion and meaning vor-rel(vor-rel(version-rel(X))). To ix this,
one would have to introduce another extension of the formalism that allows one to
use a certain expansion of a regular expression at various places in a feature descrip-
tion.

Conclusion
his discussion has shown that default inheritance can be used to model derivation
only at a very high cost. To achieve this we need:

• an auxiliary list in which the aixes are collected in the order of application;

• a special marking of the elements in the list that indicates whether the item is
a preix or a suix;

• a complex relational constraint that walks through the auxiliary list and com-
putes the actual phonological form;

• regular expressions in type deinitions that basically break everything we
know about uniication;

0
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• variables that help us to use the same regular expression in a feature descrip-
tion;

• and some sort of automatic uniication of lexical types to get recursion.

• In addition to all this additional machinery, we have misused the concept of
defaults.

I consider this too high a price to pay. If one compares this approach to the simplicity
of embedding constructions like those usually used in lexical rule-based approaches,
it is clear which approach should be preferred. Such constructions can state whether
they are preix or suix constructions simply by puting constraints on the order in
which the phonology of the embedded object and the phonology contributed by the
construction are concatenated.

Concluding this paper, we can state that derivation cannot be done without embed-
ding in a reasonable way, the techniques developed here may be used to implement
other things in inheritance networks, though.

he analysis is implemented in the LKB system (Copestake 00 ) and the code
of the implementation is available at http://hpsg.fu-berlin.de/~stefan/Pub/
default-morph.html.
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Chapter 7

Licensing resultative phrases: the case
of locatum subject alternation verbs in
Japanese
Tsuneko Nakazawa
University of Tokyo

his paper addresses the problem of identifying the predication relation between resulta-
tive phrases and arguments they describe. Resultative phrases in Japanese are generally
believed to conform to the Direct Object Restriction just like English: that is, they de-
scribe the direct object of the transitive verbs. his paper focuses on resultative phrases
licensed by the locatum subject alternation verbs in Japanese, and shows that resultative
phrases can be predicated of not only the direct object expressing the location argument
of the verbs but also the locatum argument. hus, it is claimed that the predication rela-
tion is not constrained on the syntactic ground as generally believed, but rather by the
lexical semantics of the verbs.

Introduction
Some verbs allow alternative syntactic structures to express the same event. he
locative alternation verb load, for example, gives rise to syntactic structures in which
the locative argument appears either as the direct object or as a PP. If the admissibility
of resultative construction is sensitive to the syntactic structures, a resultative phrase
admited in one of the alternative structures may be ungrammatical in the other even
though they denote the same event. he prediction is borne out as shown in ( ).
(In the following examples, resultative phrases are underlined while the arguments
described by resultative phrases are in bold.)

( ) (Williams 980: 0 )
a. John loaded the wagon full with hay.
b. * John loaded the hay into the wagon full.

While the same constraint is generally believed to hold in the Japanese resultative
construction, the present paper focuses on the verbs of locatum subject alternation,
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and demonstrates that the syntactic alternation does not afect the admissibility of
resultative phrases. Consequently, it is claimed that the admissibility of resultative
phrases is not syntactically constrained, but determined by the lexical semantics of
the verb.

he resultative construction in Japanese
It is generally claimed (e.g. Tsujimura 990; Kageyama 99 ) that resultative phrases
in Japanese are similar to those in English in that they obey the Direct Object Restric-
tion (Simpson 98 ; Levin & Rappaport Hovav 99 ), i.e. they are predicated of the
direct object of transitive verbs, or of the subject of unaccusative intransitive verbs
as exempliied in ( ) and ( ).

( ) object-oriented resultative with a transitive verb
Taro-ga
Taro-

kabin-o
vase-

konagona-ni
pieces-

kowasi-ta.
break-

‘Taro broke a vase into pieces.’

( ) subject-oriented resultative with an unaccusative intransitive verb
hune-ga
ship-

huka-ku
deep-k

sizun-da.
sink-

‘(lit.) he ship sank (and ended up) deep.’

he resultative construction in Japanese, however, lacks the third type in Simp-
son’s analysis of English resultative phrases, which is predicated of a post-verbal
NP following unergative intransitive verbs, e.g. I laughed myself sick, or transitive
verbs which do not subcategorize for it, e.g. I ate him out of house and home (Simpson
98 : - 7). his paper is mostly concerned with resultative phrases licensed by
transitive verbs subcategorizing for an object NP.

Since resultative phrases describe a state of an argument resulting from the event
denoted by the verb, such verbs must generally express an event involving a change
of state. Various authors (e.g. Koizumi 99 ; Kageyama 99 ; 00 ) claim that the
Japanese resultative construction requires the verbs that specify a change of state of
an argument as part of their lexical semantics, rather than just express an event likely
to be associatedwith such a change. For example, Kageyama ( 99 ) andWashio ( 997)
argue that, unlike the English counterpart, the Japanese verb of applying force tatak-
‘hit, pound’, does not allow a resultative phrase because, although a state change of
the theme argument is likely, such a change is not encoded in the lexical semantics
of the verb.

he Japanese resultative construction is even more constrained than English in
that it only describes a predictable result of the event, which Washio ( 997) calls
‘weak resultatives’. hus, as an example of ‘strong resultatives’ in English, i.e. re-
sultatives which express an unpredictable result, the sentence he horses dragged the
logs smooth has nowell-formed Japanese equivalent because, it is claimed, logs’ being
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smooth is not a result predictable from horses’ dragging them. As discussed above,
Japanese lacks resultative phrases predicated of non-subcategorized arguments, and
according to Wechsler ( 997), they coincide with the resultative phrases not required
to express a ‘canonical or generic’ result in English. hus, the resultative construc-
tion in Japanese requires the verbs with a lexical speciication of a state change, and
furthermore, of a predictable result of such a change.

At the same time, both in English and Japanese, the resultative construction is not
totally productive: not all verbs of state change allow a resultative phrase to co-occur,
and not all predictable results can be expressed as a resultative phrase. he colloca-
tions of particular verbs and resultative phrases are to some extent conventionalized,
or idiomatic.

Morphologically, the head of resultative phrases in Japanese can be an adjective
such as huka-ku ‘deep’ in ( ), a noun such as konagona-ni ‘pieces’ in ( ), or an ‘ad-
jectival noun’ such as ike-no-you-ni ‘like a pond’ in ( b) below. he syntactic and
semantic functions of adjectival nouns are the same as those of adjectives, but their
declension is similar to that of nouns rather than adjectives: both nouns and adjecti-
val nouns are suixed by -ni while adjectives are suixed by -ku.

hese morphological forms are, however, not unique to the resultative construc-
tion, and they also mark, for example, derived adverbials. In fact, some authors
uniformly call all resultative phrases ‘adverbs of result’ (e.g. Nita 00 ). While in
English, there are true adverbs of result, e.g. hey decorated the room beautiful*(ly)
(Geuder 000), Japanese lacks the morphological distinction between resultative
phrases and derived adverbs. Semantically, however, resultative phrases are distinct
from adverbs in that they are predicates of individuals, rather than predicates of
events as adverbs are generally treated in Davidsonian event semantics (Davidson
9 7). his paper does not concern itself with the categorial status of resultative ex-
pressions, but deines a resultative phrase as a predicate of individuals which denotes
the resultant state of an individual involved in the event denoted by the main verb.

he locatum subject alternation verbs
he locatum subject alternation (Levin 99 : 8 ) is invoked by such verbs as ill, deco-
rate, cover and surround, and those verbs involve two arguments: one refers to what
undergoes motion and the other to the goal of motion. hroughout the present paper,
what undergoes motion is called a locatum argument, and the goal is called a loca-
tion argument, borrowing the terms from E. V. Clark & H. H. Clark ( 979), a study of
zero-derived denominal verbs. hose terms are used here simply to identify the par-
ticipants in the event described by the verb, and no theoretical claim is intended that
‘location’ and ‘locatum’ are thematic role labels, or associated with speciic grammat-
ical functions.

he locatum subject alternation verbs allow two alternative syntactic structures
in which the locatum argument appears as a PP headed by with, or the subject NP,
while the location argument is expressed as the direct object, as shown in ( ).
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( ) the locatum subject alternation

a. He illed a botle with water. (locatum-PP variant)

b. Water illed a botle. (locatum-subject variant)

he alternation does not change the transitivity of verbs, but the agent, expressed as
the subject in ( a), is not expressed in ( b), and consequently ( b) involves one less
argument.

What makes the locatum subject alternation possible is two semantic structures
associated with the alternation verbs, which are manifested in diferent syntactic
structures. he meaning of the locatum-PP variant in ( a) can be schematized as ‘X
causes Y to change state by causing Z to go into/onto Y’, where the variable X stands
for the causer of a state change, Y for the location argument which undergoes a state
change, and Z for the locatum argument which undergoes motion. he causer X,
or the agent, is absent from the locatum-subject variant in ( b), which expresses an
inchoative motion: ‘Z goes into/onto Y’.

Some Japanese verbs also invoke the locatum subject alternation similar to that in
English. he Japanese verb mitas- ‘ill’, for example, appears in alternative syntactic
structures in ( ).

( ) the locatum subject alternation in Japanese

a. kare-ga
he-

bin-o
botle-

mizu-de
water-with

mitas-ita.
ill-

(locatum-PP variant)

‘He illed the botle with water.’

b. mizu-ga
water-

bin-o
botle-

mitas-ita.
ill-

(locatum-subject variant)

‘Water illed the botle.’

he locatum argument mizu ‘water’ appears with the suix -de ‘with’ in ( a), and as
the subject NP marked by the nominative suix -ga in ( b). Although the expression
of the locatum argument in ( a) constitutes an oblique NP marked by -de, rather
than a PP as is the case with English, the term locatum-PP variant is retained to refer
to Japanese as well as English. In both variants, the location argument bin ‘botle’
appears as direct object marked by the accusative suix -o.

Object-oriented resultative phrases
he DOR requires the resultative phrase to be predicated of the direct object. Con-
sequently, if a resultative phrase appears with locatum subject alternation verbs, it
is predicted to describe the location argument. he prediction is borne out as shown
in ( ), taken from the language corpus BCCWJ. Example ( a) is an instance of the
locatum-PP variant, and ( b) is an instance of the locatum-subject variant. he re-
sultative phrase ippai-ni ‘full’ describes the direct object atasi ‘me,’ and ike-no-you-ni
‘like a pond’ describes the resultant state of kubon-da tokoro ‘a hollow (in the ground)’
respectively.
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( ) locatum subject alternation verb mitas- ‘ill’
a. (locatum-PP variant)

kare-wa
he-

sutekina
wonderful

utau-youna
singing-like

koe-de […]
voice-with

atasi-o
me-

ippai-ni
full-

mitasite-kure-ru.
ill-give-

‘He ills me full with his wonderful singing-like voice.’ [Joyce 00 ]

b. (locatum-subject variant)
ookina
big

sizuku-ga […]
drop-

kubon-da
subside-

tokoro-o
place-

ike-no-you-ni
pond- -appearance-

mitas-i,
ill-and

…

‘(lit.) Big drops (of water) ill a hollow (in the ground) (so that it becomes)
like a pond, and …’ [Zola 00 ]

he verb oow- ‘cover’ is another example of locatum subject alternation verbs. Ex-
ample (7a) is a passivized instance of the locatum-PP variant; the passive subject yane-
no zenbu ‘the entire roof’ is functionally the direct object of the verb oow- ‘cover’,
and the resultative phrase siro-ku ‘white’ describes it. he agentive argument is sup-
pressed as a result of passivization.

(7) locatum subject alternation verb oow- ‘cover’
a. (locatum-PP variant)

huyu-no
winter-

asa
morning

yane-no
roof-

zenbu-ga
all-

siro-ku
white-k

simo-de
frost-with

oow-are-tei-ru …
cover- - -

‘On a winter morning, the entire roof is covered white with frost…’ [Okada
98 ]

he verb oow- ‘cover’ also appears in the locatum-subject variant in (7b), where the lo-
catum argument mikkabun-no busyouhige ‘three day’s worth of stubble’ is expressed
as subject.

(7) b. (locatum-subject variant)
mikkabun-no
three.days-

busyouhige-ga
stubble-

ganmen-o
face-

kitanarasi-ku
dirty-k

oot-tei-ru.
cover- -

‘(lit.) hree days’ growth of stubble covers his face dirty. (He has three
days’ growth of stubble on his dirty face.)’ [Forsyth 989]

he resultative phrase kitanarasi-ku ‘dirty’ describes the location argument ganmen
‘face’ expressed as direct object. Both examples (7a) and (7b) conform to the DOR

7
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which states that resultative phrases are predicated of either the surface or the deep
object (e.g. the passive subject).

Examples in ( ) and (7) show that, regardless of which variant the verbs of locatum
subject alternation appear in, they express an event in which the referent of direct
object NP, i.e. the location argument, undergoes a change of state. he verb mitas-
‘ill’ lexically speciies that the location argument comes to be illed as a result of the
illing event. he verb oow- ‘cover’ denotes an event in which the location argument
comes to be covered. Resultative phrases, if co-occur, further elaborate the resultant
state of the location argument which is lexically predetermined, conforming to the
DOR.

Resultative phrases predicated of the locatum
argument

As shown in Section , the locatum subject alternation verbs which allow a resulta-
tive phrase necessarily denote an event in which the location argument undergoes a
change of state. Since the state change is a result of motion of the locatum argument,
it is also possible to view the locatum argument as undergoing a change of state as
well if motion is viewed as a change of location or spatial state. he locatum argu-
ment is, however, expressed either as de-marked oblique NP or the subject of the
alternation verbs, and the DOR predicts that it cannot be modiied by a resultative
phrase.

Contrary to the DOR, the following examples in (8) show that the verb oow- ‘cover’
also allows a resultative phrase which is predicated of the locatum argument in either
variant. Example (8a) is a passivized example of the locatum-PP variant; the location
argument iwaiwa ‘rocks’ appears as passive subject while the agentive argument is
suppressed. he resultative phrase atu-ku ‘thick’ describes the locatum argument
expressed as de-marked oblique NP, i.e. the (layer of) leaves of blue poppies, rather
than the passive subject as predicted by the DOR.

(8) locatum subject alternation verb oow- ‘cover’
a. (locatum-PP variant)

iwaiwa-ga
rocks-

sono
their

madara-no
motle-

ha-de
leaf-with

atu-ku
thick-k

oow-are-tei-ru …
cover- - -

‘(lit.) Rocks are covered with motled leaves (of the blue poppies) thick …’
[Kingdon-Ward 999]

In (8b), a locatum-subject variant, the resultative phrase usu-ku ‘thin, sparse’ de-
scribes the (density of) clouds, expressed as the locatum subject, rather than the
location argument sora ‘sky’ expressed as direct object.

8
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(8) b. (locatum-subject variant)
takai
high

iwasigumo-ga
mackerel.cloud-

usu-ku
thin-k

sora-o
sky-

oot-tei-ru.
cover- -

‘(lit.) High mackerel-like clouds cover the sky sparse(ly).’ [Kawabata 00 ]

Syntactically, there is no clue as to which argument of the verb is described by
the resultative phrases in examples (7) and (8). As discussed in Section , however,
Japanese allows only ‘weak’ resultatives, i.e. they only describe a predictable result
of the argument that undergoes a change of state, and consequently their predication
relation can be determined on the semantic ground. If a roof is covered with frost,
it is the roof that becomes white in (7a), and if leaves cover rocks, it is the layer of
leaves that becomes thick in (8a). No ambiguity arises in any of syntactic variants in
(7) and (8).

he verb tutum- ‘surround, wrap’, another verb of locatum subject alternation,
provides more examples of resultative phrases describing the locatum argument in
(9). Example (9a), a locatum-PP variant, is cooking instruction, and the resultative
phrase nizyuu-ni ‘in two layers’ describes the state of boiled cabbage, the locatum-PP,
ater wrapping meat in it.

(9) locatum subject alternation verb tutum- ‘surround, wrap’

a. (locatum-PP variant)
aibikiniku, […]
minced.pork.and.beaf

kosyo-o
pepper-

yoku
well

maze-te, […]
mix-and

yude-ta
boil-

kyabetu-de
cabbage-with

nizyuu-ni
two.layers-

tutun-de …
wrap-and

‘(lit.) (You) mix minced pork and beef, […] and pepper well, and wrap the
mixture in two layers of boiled cabbage…’ [Yahoo 008]

In (9b), an instance of the locatum-subject variant appears in a relative clause
headed by the verb tutum- ‘surround, wrap.’ he head noun of the relative clause
hantoumei pinku ‘semitransparent pink (substance)’ expresses the locatum argument
which is functionally the subject of the verb. he resultative phrase atu-ku ‘thick’ de-
scribes the locatum argument surrounding the jelly monster.

(9) b. (locatum-subject variant)
kaibutu
monster

zerii-no
jelly-

karada-o
body-

atu-ku
thick-k

tutum-u
surround-

hantoumei
semitransparent

pinku-wa …
pink-

‘(lit.) he semitransparent pink (substance) which surrounds the body of
the jelly monster thick…’ [Miura 99 ]

In all examples in (8) and (9), resultative phrases are predicated of the locatum argu-
ment and describe the result of its change of location and spatial coniguration. Syn-
tactically, those locatum arguments are not expressed as direct object, as required by

9
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the DOR, and whether they are expressed as de-marked oblique NP or the subject is
irrelevant to the predication relation of resultative phrases and what they modify.

Conclusion
he locatum subject alternation verbs denote an event which involves two entities,
one that undergoes a change of state and the other that undergoes a change of loca-
tion. To express the event, the verbs provide two semantic structures, ‘X causes Y to
change state by causing Z to go into/onto Y’ and ‘Z goes into/onto Y’, where the vari-
able X stands for the agent, Y for the location argument that undergoes a state change,
and Z for the locatum argument that undergoes a location change. hose semantic
structures represent alternative views to interpret the same event as a change of state
or as a change of location. hose alternative views are evidenced by the occurrence
of resultative phrases that describe the result of either change.

hose semantic structures give rise to distinct syntactic structures. he distribu-
tion of resultative phrases, however, remains the same regardless which variant of
syntactic structures they appear in as shown in Sections and . If the predication
relation between resultative phrases and what they modify is determined on the syn-
tactic ground such as the DOR, resultative phrases would be predicted to only modify
the location argument expressed as the direct object. However, the occurrence of re-
sultative phrases which are predicated of the locatum argument whether expressed
as the subject or an oblique NP, indicates that the predication relation is determined
on the semantic ground.
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Chapter 8

Free word order and MCFLs
Mark-Jan Nederhof
University of St Andrews

It was recently shown that theMIX language, over a three-symbol alphabet, is generated
by a multiple context-free grammar. his paper investigates generalizations of the MIX
language to alphabets of any size, as well as generalizations of the above-mentioned
grammar. Presented are theoretical results that shed new light on the relation between
these languages and these grammars. Precise conjectures are formulated that would
further narrow down this relation. It is explained that validity of these conjectureswould
greatly enhance our understanding of the abilities of grammatical formalisms to describe
free word order.

Introduction
Since the earliest atempts to build formal grammars describing the syntactic struc-
ture of natural languages, a central aim has been to identify formalisms with the
appropriate generative power. If a formalism is too weak, it cannot describe all lan-
guages, or requires inelegant or an unreasonably large number of grammar rules
to describe natural language phenomena. If a formalism is too strong, and allows
description of phenomena that are unlike those in any natural language, then this
causes its own problems. For example, the formalism may ofer too litle guidance
to a linguist building a grammar by hand, and the search space may be too large for
an algorithm to efectively learn a grammar from examples. Moreover, parsing and
recognition algorithms of very powerful formalisms tend to have time complexities
that are too high to be useful for practical purposes.

Against the backdrop of the Chomsky hierarchy (Chomsky 9 9), the notion of
mildly context-sensitive grammars was an atempt to identify properties required of
an appropriate formalism for describing syntax, and to motivate tree adjoining gram-
mars as a prime example of such a grammar formalism (Joshi 98 ). he speciied
properties included formal requirements and informal characterizations.

In the years that followed, other formalismswere shown to be equivalent to tree ad-
joining grammars (Vijay-Shanker & Weir 99 ), adding to the evidence that the tree
adjoining languages are a natural class. In addition, more powerful formalisms have
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been found that clearly satisfy the formal requirements of mildly context-sensitive
grammars and also appeared to satisfy the informal characterizations. he most no-
table are the multiple context-free grammars (MCFGs) (Seki et al. 99 ), generating
the multiple context-free languages (MCFLs). For an overview, see Kallmeyer ( 0 0).

Joshi ( 98 ) singles out one particular artiicial language as posing a potential chal-
lenge to the theory of mildly context-sensitive grammars. his is the language of
strings over {b1, b2, b3} such that, for some m, each of the three symbols occurs ex-
actlym times, in any order. It is most commonly known as theMIX language (Gazdar
988), referred to below as MIX3 to be able to put it in a broader context later. It is
also known as the Bach language, ater Bach ( 98 ), although its properties have been
studied at least since Aho & Ullman ( 97 : Exercise . . c).

he MIX3 language represents an extreme case of free word order, which appears
to be irrelevant to any natural language. Joshi ( 98 ) conjectured that MIX3 was
not a tree adjoining language, consistent with the idea that tree adjoining grammars
constitute an appropriate restriction of the power of context-sensitive grammars in
order to model natural languages. he conjecture was inally proved by Kanazawa &
Salvati ( 0 ).

However, this leaves open the question whether MIX3 can be generated by other
formalisms that are generally considered to be mildly context-sensitive, such as the
MCFGs. A recently published result by Salvati ( 0 ) shows the answer to be positive,
by a proof via theO2 language. MIX3 andO2 are rationally equivalent, which means
that if one is an MCFL then so is the other.

In this paper we will broaden the investigation to the On languages (Fischer &
Rosenberg 9 8). For ixed n ≥ 1, there are 2n symbols a1, . . . , an, a1, . . . , an. A
string is in On if, for each i, the number of occurrences of ai equals the number
of occurrences of ai. Similarly, a string is in the generalized MIXn language over
{b1, . . . , bn} if, for some m, each of the n symbols occurs exactly m times. For each
n, On and MIXn+1 are rationally equivalent. Formally, T1(On) = MIXn+1 and
T2(MIXn+1) = On, where T1 and T2 are two rational transductions. (For language
L and rational transduction T we let T (L) = {w | ∃v ∈ L (v, w) ∈ T}.) We can
specify T1 and T2 by inite-state transducers M1 and M2, each with a single state.
For M1, the transitions are labeled ai : bi, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and a1 · · · an : bn+1. For
M2, the transitions are labeled b1 · · · bi : ai and bi+1 · · · bn+1 : ai for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

In this paper, we formulate the family of MCFGs Gn that are conjectured to gen-
erate On. If our conjectures are true, this would imply the remarkable inding that
the MCFLs include all permutation closures of regular languages; by the permutation
closure of a language Lwemean the set of all strings that are permutations of strings
in L. his implication was mentioned before by Salvati ( 0 ) on the basis of Lat-
teux ( 979). Note that this would also mean that the MCFLs, unlike the context-free
languages, are closed under the operation of permutation closure.

he relevant result is Proposition III. of Lateux ( 979), which states that the permutation closure
of a regular language with n symbols is in the closure of MIXn+1 under homomorphism, inverse
homomorphism and intersection with regular language. Note that MCFLs are closed under these three
operations. he proof appears to require the following correction in the sixth line: “g(h−1(c(w∗))∩R)
ob R = {a1, . . . , ak}

∗w′

1

∗ · · ·w′

p
∗”.
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8 Free word order and MCFLs

he importance of our investigation is that it sheds more light on the apparent
incongruence between the generative power of some formalisms commonly consid-
ered to be mildly context-sensitive, and the observation that extreme free word order
does not seem to occur in natural languages.

he On languages
Let n be a positive integer. he alphabet Σn consists of the 2n pairwise distinct
symbols a1, . . . , an, a1, . . . , an. he length of a string w is denoted by |w|. For a
string w over Σn and symbol a ∈ Σn, |w|a denotes the number of occurrences of a
in w.

he imbalance of w ∈ Σ∗
n, denoted by imb(w), is the n-tuple (|w|a1

− |w|a1
, . . . ,

|w|an
− |w|an

). In other words, for each i (1 ≤ i ≤ n), we match the number of
occurrences of ai against the number of occurrences of ai, and the diference, which
can be positive or negative, is one value in the imbalance. he expression 0n denotes
the tuple of n zeros. If w is such that imb(w) = 0n, then we say that w is balanced.

For each n, the languageOn is deined to be the set of balanced strings, or formally
On = {w ∈ Σ∗

n | imb(w) = 0n}.

MCFGs
We use terminology related to the MCFGs from Seki et al. ( 99 ). his formalism
is largely equivalent to the string-based LCFRSs from Vijay-Shanker, Weir & Joshi
( 987).

A multiple context-free grammar (MCFG) is a tuple G = (Σ, N, S,R), where Σ is
a inite set of terminals, N is a inite set of nonterminals (Σ ∩ N = ∅), and S ∈ N

is the start symbol. Each nonterminal is associated with a positive integer, called its
fanout. he start symbol has fanout .

Further, R is a inite set of rules, each of the form:

A0(s1, . . . , sk0
) → A1(x1, . . . , xm1

) A2(xm1+1, . . . , xm2
) · · ·

Ar(xmr−1+1, . . . , xmr
)

where each Ai (0 ≤ i ≤ r) has fanout ki, mi =
∑

j:1≤j≤i kj (1 ≤ i ≤ r),
x1, . . . , xmr

are pairwise distinct variables, and each sj (1 ≤ j ≤ k0) is a string
consisting of variables and terminals. Moreover, each variable xi (1 ≤ i ≤ mr) oc-
curs exactly once in the let-hand sideA0(s1, . . . , sk0

) and the let-hand side contains
no other variables. he value r is called the rank of the rule.

An instance of a rule is obtained by choosing a string over Σ∗ for each variable in
the rule, and then replacing both occurrences of each variable by the chosen string.
Let Σ̂G denote the set of symbols of the form A(w1, . . . , wk), where k is the fanout
of A ∈ N and w1, . . . , wk ∈ Σ∗; we refer to such a symbol as an instance of a
nonterminal. he binary ‘derives’ relation ⇒G over Σ̂∗

G is deined by ϕ1Â ϕ2 ⇒

ϕ1ϕϕ2 if Â → ϕ is a rule instance, with Â ∈ Σ̂G and ϕ1, ϕ2, ϕ ∈ Σ̂∗
G. he relexive,

7
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transitive closure of ⇒G is ⇒∗
G. he language generated by G is L(G) = {w ∈ Σ∗ |

S(w) ⇒∗
G ε}, where ε is the empty string.

he largest fanout of any nonterminal in a given MCFG is called the fanout of the
grammar, and the largest rank of any rule is called the rank of the grammar. We call
a MCFG binary if the rank is at most . Every MCFG can be brought into binary
form, at the expense of a higher fanout (Rambow & Sata 999). We assume that all
considered MCFGs are reduced, which means that each nonterminal is involved in at
least one derivation S(w) ⇒∗

G ε. We say aMCFG is in normal form if terminals occur
only in rules with rank 0, or in other words if a rule contains variables or terminals,
but not both at the same time. A grammar can be brought into normal form without
increasing the fanout (Seki et al. 99 : Lemma . ).

MCFGs and the On languages
In order to relate the On languages to the languages generated by MCFGs, we start
with a negative result.

heorem For any n ≥ 2, the languageOn is not generated by anyMCFG with fanout
strictly smaller than n.

For the proof, assume that On, for some n, is generated by a MCFG G with
fanout n − 1 or smaller. Without loss of generality, assume G is in normal form.
We irst show that if there are a nonterminal A and strings w1, . . . , wk, w

′
1, . . . , w

′
k

such that A(w1, . . . , wk) ⇒∗
G ε and A(w′

1, . . . , w
′
k) ⇒∗

G ε, then imb(w1 · · ·wk)
= imb(w′

1 · · ·w
′
k). A sketch of the proof is as follows. Suppose that

imb(w1 · · ·wk) ̸= imb(w′
1 · · ·w

′
k). hen let w ∈ Σ∗ be such that S(w) ⇒∗

G

ϕ1A(w1, . . . , wk)ϕ2 ⇒∗
G ε; such a derivation must exist as we assumed gram-

mars are always reduced. Moreover w ∈ On by our initial assumption. Now re-
place the subderivation of A(w1, . . . , wk) by the subderivation of A(w′

1, . . . , w
′
k);

this is possible by the context-freeness of MCFGs. hereby we obtain S(w′) ⇒∗
G

ϕ1A(w′
1, . . . , w

′
k)ϕ2 ⇒∗

G ε, for some w′ such that imb(w) − imb(w′) =
imb(w1 · · ·wk) − imb(w′

1 · · ·w
′
k). But since imb(w1 · · ·wk)− imb(w′

1 · · ·w
′
k) ̸= 0n

and imb(w) = 0n, we must have imb(w′) ̸= 0n, which violates the assumption that
L(G) = On.

We conclude that each nonterminal A can be associated with a unique n-tuple
τA such that A(w1, . . . , wk) ⇒∗

G ε implies imb(w1 · · ·wk) = τA. Let d be
maxA,τA=(d1,...,dn),i |di|, or in other words, the largest absolute point-wise imbal-
ance in any of the n pairs (ai, ai) of symbols for any nonterminal A. Let ρ be the
rank of the grammar.

Now consider the balanced string:

w = a1
(n−1)m(a1 · · · an)

ma2
(n−1)m(a1 · · · an)

m · · · (a1 · · · an)
man

(n−1)m

for m = ρ(2d + n) + d. In a derivation of w, from the root downwards, con-
sider the irst nonterminal instance of the form A(w1, . . . , wk) where 2d + n ≤

7



8 Free word order and MCFLs

|w1 · · ·wk|a1
< ρ(2d + n); such an instance always exists, as the number of occur-

rences of a1 in the let-hand side of a rule instance and a nonterminal instance in its
right-hand side can difer by at most a factor ρ. his implies d + n ≤ |w1 · · ·wk|a1

< ρ(2d + n) + d = m, by the deinition of d. As w contains n − 1 substrings of
the form (a1 · · · an)

m and a1 occurs nowhere else, it follows that w1, . . . , wk must
contain at least some non-empty parts of these substrings (a1 · · · an)m, including at
least (d+ n)− (n− 1) = d+ 1 occurrences of each of a2, . . . , an, due to k ≤ n− 1
by our assumptions. No substring (a1 · · · an)

m can be entirely included in any of
w1, …, wk however, as |w1 · · ·wk|a1

< m. Moreover, w1 · · ·wk must include at least
(d+1)−d = 1 occurrence of each of a2, . . . , an, so that some non-empty part of each
of the n substrings ai(n−1)m of w must be included in w1, . . . , wk . his is impossible
because k < n, which completes the proof.

As the above proof of non-existence fails for fanout greater than or equal to n, one
may suspect the following.

Conjecture For anyn ≥ 2, the languageOn is generated by a binaryMCFG of fanout
n.

For n ≥ 2, let the binary MCFG Gn of fanout n with alphabet Σn be deined by the
following rules:

S(x1 · · ·xn) → A(x1, . . . , xn)

A(w1, . . . , wn) → ε, for all w1, . . . , wn ∈ Σn ∪ {ε} such that

|w1 · · ·wn| ≤ 2 and imb(w1 · · ·wn) = 0n

A(s1, . . . , sn) → A(x1, . . . , xn) A(y1, . . . , yn), for all non-empty

s1, . . . , sn such that |s1 · · · sn| = 2n, s1 starts with x1,

x1 · · ·xn and y1 · · · yn are subsequences of s1 · · · sn,

and no si has a substring of the form xjxj+1 or yjyj+1

We now wish to strengthen Conjecture to:

Conjecture For any n ≥ 2, L(Gn) = On.

Even stronger is the following:

Conjecture For any n ≥ 2, and w1, . . . , wn ∈ Σ∗
n such that imb(w1 · · ·wn) = 0n,

we have A(w1, . . . , wn) ⇒
∗
Gn

ε.

It is clear that if Conjecture is true, then so is Conjecture . he added value of Con-
jecture is that it would exclude the possibility of making a ‘wrong’ derivation step,
as long as all nonterminal instances contain arguments that together are balanced.
For example, how a string w ∈ On is divided into n parts in the irst step using an
instantiated rule S(w1 · · ·wn) → A(w1, . . . , wn), with w = w1 · · ·wn, would not
afect whether we can complete the derivation.
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A proof of Conjecture would likely be by induction, irst on the length of
w1 · · ·wn, and second on the number of arguments among w1, . . . , wn that are ε.
he base case is obviously w1 = . . . = wn = ε.

he inductive step is straightforward if at least one of the arguments, say wi, is ε.
Two subcases can be distinguished. In the irst, at least one of the remaining argu-
ments, saywj , has length or greater. Assumewithout loss of generality that 1 < i <

j. We can then use a rule of the formA(s1, . . . , sn) → A(x1, . . . , xn)A(y1, . . . , yn),
where:

sk =























xkyk if 1 ≤ k < i

yk if k = i

xk−1yk if i < k < j

xk−1ykxk if k = j

xkyk if j < k ≤ n

In the required rule instance, we would replace each yk (1 ≤ k ≤ n) by ε, replace
each xk by wk if k < i or j < k, replace each xk−1 by wk if i < k < j, and replace
xj−1 and xj by non-empty strings w′ and w′′, respectively, such that wj = w′w′′.
We also use the rule A(ε, . . . , ε) → ε, together with the inductive hypothesis for a
nonterminal instance in which one argument fewer is ε.

In the second subcase, all the non-empty arguments are of length . here
must then be two arguments, say wi and wj , that are aℓ and aℓ, respectively, for
some ℓ (1 ≤ ℓ ≤ n). We can then use a rule of the form A(s1, . . . , sn) →
A(x1, . . . , xn) A(y1, . . . , yn), where each sk (1 ≤ k ≤ n) is xkyk . In the required
rule instance, we would replace each xk and yk (1 ≤ k ≤ n) by wk and ε, respec-
tively, if k /∈ {i, j}, and by ε and wk , respectively, if k ∈ {i, j}. We also use a rule
of the form A(v1, . . . , vn) → ε, with vi = aℓ and vj = aℓ, and vk = ε for k /∈ {i, j},
together with the inductive hypothesis.

he inductive step is less straightforward if w1, . . . , wn are all non-empty. We
then need to show that there is a sequence of 2n strings v1, . . . , v2n such that:

• there is a sequence of positive integers k1, . . . , kn such that for each i (1 ≤ i ≤
n) we have wi = vmi−1+1 · · · vmi

, where mi =
∑

j:1≤j≤i kj (0 ≤ i ≤ n), and
mn = 2n, and

• there is a permutation u1, . . . , un, u′
1, . . . , u

′
n of v1, . . . , v2n, such that

imb(u1 · · ·un) = imb(u′
1 · · ·u

′
n) = 0n, |u1 · · ·un| > 0 and |u′

1 · · ·u
′
n| > 0.

Inwords, a balanced string divided inton non-empty parts can be further divided into
2n smaller parts, and in particular the i-th part is divided into ki smaller parts, and
the 2n smaller parts can be partitioned to form two other balanced (but non-empty)
strings, each again divided into n parts.

Special treatment can be given to cases where w1, . . . , wn are all non-empty, but
imb(v1 · · · vk) = 0n for a proper non-empty subset {v1, . . . , vk} of
{w1, . . . , wn}, by deriving:

A(w1, . . . , wn) ⇒ A(v1, . . . , vk, ε, . . . , ε) A(u1, . . . , un)
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for some u1, . . . , un, which allows use of the inductive hypothesis. Hence the inter-
esting case that remains is where imb(v1 · · · vk) = 0n does not hold for any proper
non-empty subset {v1, . . . , vk} of {w1, . . . , wn}.

Special cases

. he O1 language

he case n = 1 has been ignored in the above. It is straightforward to show that O1

is generated by an MCFG of fanout , but this grammar G1 has a slightly diferent
structure from the grammars Gn (n ≥ 2) that were deined above. he rules of G1

are S(xy) → S(x) S(y), S(a1xa1) → S(x), S(a1xa1) → S(x), and S(ε) → ε.
he central observation in the proof by induction concerns strings in O1 of the

form a1wa1 or of the form a1wa1. In the irst case, the imbalance of the preix a1
is a positive number and the imbalance of the preix a1w is a negative number. his
implies that there must be a proper preix a1w′ of a1w whose imbalance is 01, which
means we can use the rule S(xy) → S(x) S(y) and the inductive hypothesis for two
shorter strings. he second case is symmetric.

. he O2 language

Conjecture restricted to n = 2 was proved by Salvati ( 0 ), using arguments
involving considerable sophistication. he proof is geometric in nature, interpreting
the imbalance of a series of preixes of a string in O2 of increasing length as a path
in -dimensional space. he use of the complex exponential function seems to make
the proof diicult to generalize to higher dimensions.

An alternative proof is due to Nederhof ( 0 ). It is similarly geometric in na-
ture, but avoids the complex exponential function. Its core argument divides -
dimensional space into an ‘above’ and a ‘below’. We will refer to this as the ‘partition
argument’. Before the argument can be applied, the paths must irst be brought into
a normal form.

he proof requires all four binary rules of G2:

A(x1y1, x2y2) → A(x1, x2) A(y1, y2)

A(x1y1, y2x2) → A(x1, x2) A(y1, y2)

A(x1y1x2, y2) → A(x1, x2) A(y1, y2)

A(x1, y1x2y2) → A(x1, x2) A(y1, y2)
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. he O3 language

Nederhof ( 0 ) also sketches a potential generalization of the proof to n = 3. he
partition argument now relies on the (three plus six) rules:

A(x1y1, x2y2, y3x3) → A(x1, x2, x3) A(y1, y2, y3)

A(x1y1, y2x2, x3y3) → A(x1, x2, x3) A(y1, y2, y3)

A(y1x1, x2y2, x3y3) → A(x1, x2, x3) A(y1, y2, y3)

A(x1y1x2, x3y2, y3) → A(x1, x2, x3) A(y1, y2, y3)

A(x1y1x2, y2, x3y3) → A(x1, x2, x3) A(y1, y2, y3)

A(x1y1, x2y2x3, y3) → A(x1, x2, x3) A(y1, y2, y3)

A(x1y1, y2, x2y3x3) → A(x1, x2, x3) A(y1, y2, y3)

A(x1, y1x2y2, y3x3) → A(x1, x2, x3) A(y1, y2, y3)

A(x1, y1x2, y2x3y3) → A(x1, x2, x3) A(y1, y2, y3)

In addition, we need a ‘corkscrew argument’, which requires three further rules:

A(x1y1x2y2, x3, y3) → A(x1, x2, x3) A(y1, y2, y3)

A(x1, y1x2y2x3, y3) → A(x1, x2, x3) A(y1, y2, y3)

A(x1, y1, y2x2y3x3) → A(x1, x2, x3) A(y1, y2, y3)

It is remarkable that these rules are only a portion of the binary rules of G3.
If however we remove any of the last three rules, then we cannot always use the
inductive hypothesis. For example, if we remove:

A(x1y1x2y2, x3, y3) → A(x1, x2, x3) A(y1, y2, y3)

then we can no longer handleA(a3 a2 a2 a2a3a1a1a2, a2a1, a2a1). he same applies
to the group of six rules. For example, if we remove:

A(x1y1x2, x3y2, y3) → A(x1, x2, x3) A(y1, y2, y3)

then we can no longer handle A(a3a2a2a1a3a1a2, a1 a3 a1, a3a2). his can be ver-
iied by mechanically matching these nonterminal instances against the remaining
rules. We have not been able to ascertain that more than one of the irst three rules
is necessary to always be able to apply the inductive hypothesis. Hence we cannot
exclude the possibility at this time that only 0 binary rules would suice.

he main diiculty in obtaining a complete proof of Conjecture restricted to
n = 3 pertains to the partition argument. his would again depend on a normal
form for paths, this time in -dimensional space. It seems much more diicult than
before to show that the normal form can be obtained while preserving appropriate
invariants.
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8 Free word order and MCFLs

Conclusions
It is trivial to show that O1 is generated by G1, whereas it took great eforts to ind
the irst proof that O2 is generated byG2. he second proof of the same result seems
to create realistic prospects that a proof may one day be found that (a subgrammar
of) G3 generates O3, but considerable challenges lie ahead. Very litle is known for
n ≥ 4.
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Chapter 9

Keystroke dynamics for authorship
attribution
Barbara Plank
University of Groningen

We examine to what extent information from keystroke dynamics relects individual
style for authorship atribution. We compare models that use keystroke dynamics to
more traditional authorship atribution methods. Our results show that biometric fea-
tures are more predictive of authorship than stylometric features.

Authorship atribution is the task of identifying the author of a text. It can be
viewed as a special form of text classiication in the ield of stylometry, which more
broadly speaking includes the identiication of author traits (like identity, or gender,
age, personality etc).

As noted by Nerbonne ( 007): “A key question in authorship atribution has been
to determine what sorts of evidence might bear on determining authorship.” Tra-
ditionally, authorship studies focused on inding evidence in the text produced by
authors, and examined, e.g., high-frequency elements.

However, as people produce text, they unconsciously produce loads of cognitive
by-product. Can we use such meta-data as additional evidence of authorship? Exam-
ples of cognitive processing data include brain activations, gaze patern, or keystroke
dynamics. In this paper we focus on the later. Keystroke dynamics concerns a user’s
typing patern and keystroke logs are the recordings of a user’s typing dynamics.
When a person types on a keyboard, the latencies between successive keystrokes
and their duration relect the presumably unique typing behavior of a person. As-
suming access to keystroke logs, to what extent are they informative for authorship
atribution, i.e., do they help identifying the author of a piece of text?

Keystroke logs are studied mostly in cognitive writing and translation process re-
search to gain insights into the cognitive load involved in the writing process. Only
very recently this source has been explored as information in natural language pro-
cessing (NLP), in particular for shallow syntactic parsing (Plank 0 ). Keystroke
logs have been used in computer security for user veriication, however, combining
keystroke biometrics with traditional stylometry metrics has not yet been proven
successful (Stewart et al. 0 ). In this paper we examine to what extent keystroke
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dynamics are informative for authorship atribution. We compare them to more tra-
ditional stylometry features, and investigate various ways to combine them.

Keystroke dynamics
Keystroke dynamics provide a complementary view on a user’s style beyond the
linguistic signal.

A major scientiic interest in keystroke dynamics arose in writing research, where
it has developed into a promising non-intrusive method for studying cognitive pro-
cesses involved inwriting (Sullivan& Lindgren 00 ; Notbusch,Weingarten & Sahel
007; Wengelin 00 ; van Waes, Leijten & van Weijen 009; Baaijen, Galbraith & de

Glopper 0 ). In these studies time measurements—pauses, bursts and revisions—
are studied as traces of the recursive nature of the writing process. Bursts are deined
as consecutive chunks of text produced and deined by a 000ms time of inactiv-
ity (Wengelin 00 ).

Keystroke logs have the distinct advantage over other cognitive modalities like
eye tracking or brain scanning that they are readily available and can be harvested
easily. hey do not rely on special equipment beyond a keyboard. Moreover, they are
non-intrusive, inexpensive, and have the potential to ofer continuous adaptation to
speciic users. Imagine integrating keystroke logging into (online) text processing
tools.

In its raw form, keystroke logs contain information on which key was pressed for
how long (key, time press, time release). Research on keystroke dynamics typically
considers a number of timing metrics, such as holding time and time press and time
release between keystrokes, e.g., p in Figure , inspired by the igure in (Goodkind &
Rosenberg 0 ). An example of raw keystroke log data is shown in Table .

Figure : Keystroke logs illustrated: p are pauses between keystrokes.

Raw keystroke log data can be used to calculate keystroke pause durations, such
as pre-word pauses. However, if we examine the literature we ind diferent ways
to deine the duration of pauses. Stewart et al. ( 0 ) and Goodkind & Rosenberg
( 0 ) use the diference between release time of the previous key and the timepress
of the current key to calculate keystroke (or pre-word durations). In contrast, writing
research (Wengelin 00 ; van Waes, Leijten & van Weijen 009; Baaijen, Galbraith
& de Glopper 0 ) deines pauses as the start time of a keystroke until the start time
for the next keystroke. In this paper we follow user authentication studies (Stewart
et al. 0 ) and use the former deinition of pause duration.

8
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Table : Example of the raw keystroke logging data.

user session timepress timerelease keycode keyname

0 78 9 0 8 07 shit
0 8 7 0 8 7 7 c
0 8 9 0 8 79 o
0 700 0 70 79 9 e
0 70 0 70 70 f
0 70 79 0 70 7 70 f
0 70 7 0 708 7 i
0 7 7 0 7 99 7 c
0 7 79 0 7 7 8 backspace

A challenge when using keystroke log data is that the typing behavior of users
typically difer. For instance, Figure plots the distribution of keystroke durations
for two diferent users. Keystroke logs are presumably idiosyncratic. In fact, they
were successfully used for author veriication in computer security research (Stewart
et al. 0 ; Monaco et al. 0 ; Locklear et al. 0 ). In this paper we study how
predictive biometric features are for authorship, as compared to more traditional
features obtained from the text alone, and whether combining the two sources aids
authorship atribution.

Experiments
Given a dataset with keystroke logs from 8 authors, the aim of our experiments is
to classify who of the authors wrote a piece of text.

. Dataset

he keystroke logging data stems from students taking an actual test on spreadsheet
modeling in a university course (Stewart et al. 0 ). he dataset was collected during
an exam, and as such represents free-text input. he dataset contains data from 8
users for several sessions. We take the irst two sessions as development data (re-
sulting in 7 instances), session - as test section ( instances), and the remaining
session as training sections (total 8 instances).

. Setup

As classiication system we use Support Vector Machines (SVM), implemented in
sk-learn. For all experiments we use the same hyperparameters, i.e., SVM with

Following Stewart et al. ( 0 ) some users were discarded due to issues with logging.
he code for our experiments is available at: https://github.com/bplank/festschrift.
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Figure : Distribution of pauses for two users (ploted in log space): user (top), user
0 (botom).

default C and a linear kernel. SVMs were chosen in preliminary experiments as they
outperformed alternative approaches (logistic regression, naive Bayes).

. Features

We use 8 biometric features following Stewart et al. ( 0 ), who in turn follow Tap-
pert et al. ( 0 0). hese biometric features include duration features (mean and stan-
dard deviation) and are grouped roughly into: duration features of individual leters
(which we later refer to as keystroke basic), and transition features between leters
or groups of leters, between leters and non-leters and overall percentage features.

8
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We use the freely available feature extractor and test two conigurations: using only
leter durations ( keystroke basic features) and all duration features (keystrokes
extended, 8 features).

For the textual features, we extracted the inal text from the keystroke logging data
(using revisions to alter the text to obtain the inal output). We then use commonly
used authorship atribution features, binary indicator features for character n-grams
andword n-grams. We also evaluated only pronouns, however, that resulted in worse
performance, thus we do not further elaborate on it. In addition, we examine word
embedding features estimated from a large EnglishWikipedia dump (Al-Rfou, Perozzi
& Skiena 0 ). We represent each text as the mean average activation over all word
embeddings (Collobert et al. 0 ), resulting in features. In contrast to the previous
sparse n-gram feature representations, this represents adding a dense feature vector
that represents the text, and is more similar to the standardized keystroke features
(both in terms of value and number of features).

Results
he results of training a classiier to predict the identify on an author are given in
Table . A random baseline obtains an accuracy rate of only % on this dataset ( 8
authors). he stylistic features based on the text obtain an accuracy of around 8- 7%.

Table : Accuracy for authorship atribution ( 8 authors), comparison of stylom-
etry features (word and character n-grams) versus biometric stylometry
(keystroke dynamics) and combined (embeds: word embeddings).

F num features D T

Stylistic:
character grams 8. k . 8 8.07
character + grams 9.8k .00 . 8
word unigrams 8.9k 7. 0.70
word unigrams +char + grams 8.7k .00 7.7

Biometrics:
keystrokes (basic) 7 . 7 7 .0
keystrokes (extended) 8 8 . 8 77. 9

Combined:
keystrokes (basic)+word unigrams 8.9k . 0.88
keystrokes (ext.)+word unigrams 9. k .79 7.
keystroke (basic)+embeds 7 . 8 7 .9
keystrokes (extended) +embeds 8 80. 78.07

https://bitbucket.org/vmonaco/keystroke-feature-extractor.
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Using keystroke dynamics results in substantial performance gains. Already the
basic feature set using leter duration features clearly outperforms the stylistic
features, reaching an accuracy of 7 % on the test data. Adding keystroke transition
durations further boost performance to 77%. hese are remarkable results in light of
the low baseline given by the rather large number of candidate authors. In fact, as
the number of authors increases, authorship atribution becomes increasingly more
diicult (Luyckx & Daelemans 008).

Discussion
Our results show that the biometric keystroke features are more predictive of au-
thorship than the stylometric features. his conirms earlier indings (Stewart et al.
0 ), however, they used a simpler setup (binary classiication). However, it is not

straightforward to combine these two sources of information. Adding plain n-gram
features (character or word n-grams) results in performance drops. In that case we
add a high-dimensional sparse feature space to the dense duration feature, most prob-
ably these large amount of features swamp the feature space. In contrast, if we use
word embeddings, we model the user’s text as average point in a high-dimensional
space and efectively add a dense low-dimensional vector to the keystroke dynamics
data. his gives at times slight improvements, albeit not signiicant on our relatively
small test and development set.

To examine which kind of features are highly predictive, we train a logistic regres-
sion model on our best coniguration (extended keystrokes and embeddings) and ex-
amine themost predictive features. We see thatmostly duration features of non-leter
symbols are among the most predictive features, in particular punctuation symbols
and spaces. his is intuitively pleasing, as users exhibit diferent behavior at word
and sentence boundaries (Wengelin 00 ).

Related Work
Authorship atribution has a long tradition dating back to early works in the 9th
century. he most inluential work on authorship atribution goes back to Mosteller
& Wallace ( 9 ), who construe it as a text classiication problem (Nerbonne 007).
For a long time statistical approaches to authorship atribution focused on distribu-
tions of function words, high-frequency words that are presumably not consciously
manipulated by the author (Nerbonne 007; Pennebaker 0 ). For example, in the
well-known Federalist papers, enough and while were used exclusively by Hamilton,
while whilst was prototypical for Madison. An early study using neural networks
to infer the author of the disputed documents of the Federalist papers used func-
tion words as predictive features (Tweedie, Singh & Holmes 99 ). Recent work also
includes authorship studies on microblog texts (Rappoport & Koppel 0 ). An excel-
lent recent summary is Stamatatos ( 009).
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Keystroke logging has developed into a promising tool for research into writ-
ing (Wengelin 00 ; van Waes, Leijten & van Weijen 009; Baaijen, Galbraith &
de Glopper 0 ), as time measurements can give insights into cognitive processes
involved in writing (Notbusch, Weingarten & Sahel 007) or translation studies. In
fact, most prior work that uses keystroke logs focuses on experimental research. For
example, Hanoulle, Hoste &Remael ( 0 ) studywhether a bilingual glossary reduces
the working time of professional translators. hey consider pause durations before
terms extracted from keystroke logs and ind that a bilingual glossary in the transla-
tion process of documentaries reduces the translators’ workload. Other translation
research has combined eye-tracking data with keystroke logs to study the translation
process (Carl et al. 0 ). An analysis of users’ typing behavior was studied by Baba
& Suzuki ( 0 ). hey collect keystroke logs of online users describing images to mea-
sure spelling diiculty. hey analyzed corrected and uncorrected spelling mistakes
in Japanese and English and found that spelling errors related to phonetic problems
remain mostly unnoticed.

It has been shown that pauses relect the planning of the unit of text itself (Baai-
jen, Galbraith & de Glopper 0 ) and that they correlate with clause and sentence
boundaries (Spelman Miller & Sullivan 00 ). Goodkind & Rosenberg ( 0 ) inves-
tigate the relationship between pre-word pauses and multi-word expressions. hey
found that within MWE pauses vary depending on the cognitive task. Taking writ-
ing research as a starting point, a recent study postulated that keystrokes contain
ine-grained information that aids the identiication of syntactic chunks (Plank 0 ).
hey integrated automatically derived labels from keystroke logs as auxiliary task in
a multi-task setup (Plank, Sagaard & Goldberg 0 ) with promising results. Instead,
this paper focuses on the idiosyncrasy of keystroke paterns. Our results show that
keystroke biometrics are far superior to that of a stylometry-based approach to au-
thorship atribution. At the same time it is challenging to combine the two sources
of information. his conirms earlier indings by the most related study (Stewart
et al. 0 ). hey combine keystroke log features and linguistic stylometry features
for user veriication using a k-nearest neighbor approach. heir study difers from
ours in two aspects. First, they use diferent stylometric features, i.e., the number
of a speciic set of characters, number of words of a certain length, average word
length and number of punctuation symbols, see the full list in the appendix of their
paper. Second, they target user authentication, thus their setup is a binary classiica-
tion task (authenticated vs. not-authenticated), while we here focus on a multi-class
classiication setup (who wrote the piece of text out of all possible authors).

Conclusions
We have shown that keystroke dynamics contain highly indicative information to
predict the authorship of a text. We compared keystroke dynamics to more tradi-
tional authorship atribution features and found keystroke biometrics to be superior.
In particular, duration features of punctuation and spaces are highly predictive of au-
thorship. However, combining keystrokes and linguistic features, two very diferent
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feature spaces, proves diicult. Some promising initial results are obtained by using
word embeddings, however, further investigations are needed to test the robustness
of this direction.
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Chapter 0

uantitative diahronic dialectology
Jelena Prokić
Philipp University of Marburg

In this paper quantitative analysis of sound correspondences in German dialects is pre-
sented. his method combines geographical spread of sound change and regularity of
sound change within a lexicon. By combining the two, language difusion processes
can be successfully modeled, enabling the researchers not only to identify main dialect
groups, but also to look into the individual processes of sound change and track their
geographic spread.

Introduction
Languages change constantly and this has already been observed by scholarly people
in ancient times. While in ancient times language change was considered a ‘decay’,
or ‘corruption of a holy speech’, modern linguistics sees it as a fact, i.e., an everlasting
process that does not lead to ‘beter’ or ‘worse’ languages, but tries to explain how
and why languages change. Unlike historical linguistics, whose main goal is to deter-
mine relatedness between languages and language families, dialectology is a study of
subdivisions of a particular language and deals with the variation at the micro-level.
Apart from determining main dialect groups within a given language area, the focus
of dialect research is determining the underlying linguistic processes that lead to the
observed distributions of linguistic features. One of the central research questions in
dialectology is to discover paterns of dialect interaction, e.g., if a change is spreading
in a continuous or discontinuous patern, determine focal, relic and transition areas
of language change and main factors that lead to observed change and it’s spread.

In the past three decades there has been an increasing interest in using quantita-
tive methods to address these questions in dialect research. Computational and sta-
tistical methods have successfully been applied in tasks that, among many, include
automatic detection of dialect groups (Nerbonne et al. 99 ; Gooskens & Heeringa
00 ; Bolognesi &Heeringa 00 ), identiication of linguistic features responsible for

observed dialect divisions (Wieling & Nerbonne 0 ; Prokić, Çöltekin & Nerbonne
0 ) and analysis of social determinants of dialect variation (Wieling, Nerbonne &
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Baayen 0 ). Despite signiicant progresses in the ield of dialectometry, diachronic
studies are a rather recent initiative.

In this paper, I will present quantitative analysis of German dialects, in which a
network model of dialect change is combined with the automatically extracted regu-
lar sound correspondences, in order to model the difusion process of dialect change
and detect centers from which language innovations started spreading from. It is a
novel approach in dialectometry proposed by Prokić & Cysouw ( 0 ), that is mainly
concerned with shedding more light on the evolutionary processes in dialect forma-
tion. In the next section I will irst address the importance of network models in
dialect evolution, as opposed to tree models used both in traditional and quantitative
historical linguistics to model language change.

Tree and network models of language evolution
he main assumption of both the comparative method used in traditional histori-
cal linguistics and phylogenetic methods exploited in quantitative historical linguis-
tics, is that the underlying model of language change is tree-like. Tree-like model of
evolution is based on the assumption that proto-language was completely uniform,
without any internal variation, that this proto-language split suddenly into two or
more daughter languages, which do not have further contact once they split, and
that sound change is completely regular (Bloomield 97 ; Campbell 00 ). However,
historical linguists are aware that these assumptions are ‘reasonable idealizations’
(Campbell 00 ), since abundant linguistic material shows that proto-languages were
not uniform and the split of daughter languages is never sudden. A family tree model
alone is not suicient for dealing with all aspects of relationships between languages,
but it is capturing the genetic relatedness between languages, the most important fac-
tor in language diversiication at the macro-level.

Interaction between neighboring dialects is characterized by an intensive contact
on a day-to-day basis, and easy exchange of linguistic material at all levels thanks to
the mutual intelligibility of dialects. Language innovations can occur at any location
and spread in various geographic directions, sometimes even opposite (Hock 99 ).
Regions with a long setlement history are characterized by the so-called ‘difusion
model’ of language change (Chambers & Trudgill 00 : Ch. ). he difusion model
assumes that innovations spread gradually in a wave-like manner. he area in which
the change originates is the so-called focal area, where the change is regular. he area
in which the change does not happen is the relic area. he third area, found in be-
tween, is the transition area, characterized by less regular change. he consequence
of the difusion model is that dialects form continuums, rather than clearly separated
groups, and their historical relationship cannot be described using a tree-model. In
order to model processes involved in diachronic dialect change, a network-model is
much more suitable, as shown in Prokić & Cysouw ( 0 ). In the network model
proposed by Prokić & Cysouw ( 0 ), each site in the data set represents a node in
a network and is connected only to the neighboring sites (i.e. nodes). his kind of
network representation allows us to explore the spread of language change via difu-
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sion, where changes spread in a wave-like manner from one site to the neighboring
sites.

In this paper, German dialect data is analyzed using the described network model.
A network representation of German sites can be seen in Figure , in which all local-
ities are connected in a such way that each site is connected only to the neighboring
sites. In the next section I give a brief overview of the German dialect data used in
this paper, including previous quantitative analysis of the data.

Figure : Network model – each site is connected to the neighboring sites.

Data
he data presented in this paper comes from the Phonetischer Atlas von Deutsch-
land (PAD) which will be published as a part of the Digitaler Wenker-Atlas at the
ForschungszentrumDeutscher Sprachatlas at the Philipps-Universität Marburg. he
PAD data consists of the pronunciations of the Wenker sentences recorded in West
Germany during the 9 0s and 970s and recordings of the same sentences made in
the former East Germany during the 990s. here are in total 8 sites included in
this survey and they can be seen in Figure .

Recorded sentences were segmented into words and transcribed by the phoneti-
cians at the Philipps-Universität Marburg. here are in total pronunciations of 0
words in the digitized version of the PAD data. he data was irst digitized using
the X-SAMPA phonetic alphabet during the project Visualisation of Language Varia-
tion, a joint project between the University of Groningen and the Forschungszentrum
Deutscher Sprachatlas at the Philipps-Universität Marburg. X-SAMPA transcribed

http://www.diwa.info/titel.aspx.
With the exception of Docelles, which is on the territory of France, all other sites are on the territory
of Germany. Data from Docelles was excluded from the present study.
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data was later automatically converted into IPA at the ForschungszentrumDeutscher
Sprachatlas.

. Previous work

Previous quantitative analysis of the PAD data set includes work by Nerbonne &
Siedle ( 00 ), in which the authors rely on the so-called aggregate approach in order
to determine the most important dialect groups in Germany. Linguistic distances be-
tween each two sites in the data set are estimated using Levenshtein distance which
compares pronunciation of two words by calculating the smallest number of oper-
ations (insertions, deletions and substitutions) needed to transform one pronuncia-
tion into another. Pronunciations of all corresponding words recorded in two sites
are compared by means of Levenshtein distance, resulting in the aggregate distance
between these two sites. he procedure is repeated for all pairs of sites in the data set,
resulting in an n× n distance matrix, where n is a total number of sites. A detailed
description of the Levenshtein approach in dialectometry can be found in Heeringa
( 00 ). he obtained distance matrix is further analyzed using a weighted average
clustering algorithm and multidimensional scaling. Both techniques have conirmed
that the main dialect split is between High and Low German dialects, spliting the
country in two main dialect areas. Using a clustering technique, the authors have
detected a further split into ive dialect groups, which to some extent correspond to
the traditional dialects: Low German, East Central German and Upper German and
a heterogeneous area in the west that is divided into two smaller groups. (Figure
(let)). Using multidimensional scaling, the authors have detected, next to a two-way
split into High and Low German dialects, also Upper German, East Central German,
East Low German, andWest Low German areas (Figure (right)). Nerbonne & Siedle
( 00 ) have shown that quantitative approaches can successfully be applied on tradi-
tional dialect data to detect main dialect areas.

Regular sound correspondences
In order to examine diachronic processes responsible for the observed dialect divi-
sions in Germany, in this paper geographic distribution of regular sound correspon-
dences is examined with the help of a network model. Detection of regular sound
correspondences between two or more languages is the essential part of the compar-
ative method that aims to postulate regular sound changes, determine if examined
languages are genetically related and, if so, reconstruct the proto-language. In tra-
ditional historical linguistics, extraction of regular sound correspondences is done
manually by comparing lists of potential cognate words. In quantitative historical lin-
guistics and dialectometry, this process is automatized by using algorithms to align
cognate words and extract sound correspondences from the alignments (Prokić 007;
List 0 a). In order to estimate the strength of the association (i.e., if a given corre-
spondence is regular or irregular) between any two aligned sounds, Wieling, Prokić

In this paper the IPA version of the data was used.
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Figure : Results of the aggregate analysis of German dialects by Nerbonne & Siedle
( 00 ) using clustering (let) and multidimensional scaling (right).

& Nerbonne ( 009) rely on pointwise mutual information (PMI) and show that in-
troduction of this association measure in the alignment procedure leads to improved
alignments. Prokić & Cysouw ( 0 ) employ an association measure based on Pois-
son distribution to detect regular sound correspondences, since thismeasure does not
assume a normal distribution of the data and at the same time gives beter estimates
for the less frequent sounds. In this paper, I follow Prokić & Cysouw ( 0 ) and use
the Poisson association measure to estimate regularity of sound correspondences in
the PAD data:

Poisson Association = sign(O − E) ∗

(

O ∗ log
(

O

E

)

− (O − E)

)

( )

where O is the observed co-occurrence and E is the expected co-occurrence of two
sounds. he observed co-occurrence represents the number of times two sounds are
found aligned in the data, while the expected co-occurrence is the number of times
two sounds are expected to be aligned based on their frequency in the data. he
expected frequencies E are calculated using the following formula:

Exy =
nx · ny

N
( )

where nx represents the number of times sound x is aligned with any other sound,
ny represents the number of times sound y is aligned with any other sound, and N

is the total number of aligned phone pairs in the data.
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Analysis
Analysis of German dialects presented in this paper relies on a networkmodel shown
in Figure to investigate geographic distribution of regular sound correspondences
and their association strength. Employment of this network model enables us to
compare only geographically neighboring sites and examine, for each sound corre-
spondence individually, if it is regular or not. In traditional dialectology, areas where
sound change is regular are considered to be areas where sound change originates.
Less regular sound changes are characteristic for the so-called transition areas. he
method presented in this paper detects areas with regular and irregular sound corre-
spondences from synchronic dialect data, which allows us to infer geographic spread
of sound changes. he analysis of German dialect data was performed according to
the following steps.

Step : phonetic transcriptions were automatically multiple aligned using lingpy
Python library (List & Moran 0 ). Unlike in pairwise alignment employed by Ner-
bonne & Siedle ( 00 ), in multiple alignment all strings are aligned and compared at
the same time. Multiple string alignment is a good technique for discovering paterns
in the aligned strings and the advantages of multiple over pairwise string alignment
have relatively recently started being recognized in linguistics (Prokić, Wieling &
Nerbonne 009; List 0 b).

Step : all sites in the data were ploted on the map and connected to the neighboring
sites, forming a network presented in Figure .

Step : for each pair of neighboring sites, all pairs of corresponding sounds were ex-
tracted from the alignments. he association strength (i.e., regularity) for all pairs of
sounds was calculated using the Poisson association measure (Equation ).

Step : for each site, the number of irregular correspondences between that site and
all neighboring sites was calculated by counting all sound correspondences which
association value is under a certain threshold. Following Prokić & Cysouw ( 0 ), all
correspondences which association value is smaller than are taken to be irregular.
It is a very conservative cut-of, which ensures that only highly irregular correspon-
dences are counted.

Step : the number of irregular correspondences for each site was ploted on a map
of Germany and analyzed using the Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW) interpolation
method as implemented in the uantum GIS sotware (QGIS Development Team
0 ). Interpolation methods are used in spatial analyses to predict unknown values

for any geographic point data based on a limited number of sample data points. hey
are used for the analysis of continuous spatial phenomena. he Inverse Distance
Weighted method estimates unknown values by averaging the values of sample data
points in the neighborhood of each processing cell.
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. Results

he results of the analysis can be seen on the map in Figure . Areas with a high
number of irregular sound correspondences are colored red, while the areas with a
small number of irregular sound correspondences are represented with a dark blue
color. he map shows that areas in the north-west and south-west, colored dark blue,
are the areas where many sound correspondences show a high degree of regularity.
Two areas in the central part of the country and one in the north-east show a high
number of irregular sound correspondences, which suggests that these areas are the
so-called transition areas. he map in Figure shows a historical split of dialects
into northern and southern varieties, which corresponds well with the traditional
scholarship that divides German dialect continuum into Low German found in the
north andHighGerman found in the south of the country. his split was also detected
by method used in Nerbonne & Siedle ( 00 ) that focuses on the synchronic dialect
divisions.

Figure : Map of Germany showing two areas with a high number of regular sound
correspondences: in the north-west and south-west. he area in the middle
of the country shows a high number of irregular sound correspondences.

Discussion
he method presented in this paper is the irst step toward quantitative diachronic
dialectology, that tries to use quantitative and statistical methods in order to exam-
ine diachronic processes that are responsible for the observed dialect divisions. he
method relies on the network representation of the sites, combined with automati-
cally extracted sound correspondences and their association strength. By analyzing
regularity of all sound correspondences in the data set, it is possible to detect histor-
ically important areas when it comes to the spread of sound changes. In this paper,
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all sound correspondences found in the data are analyzed, resulting in an aggregate
diachronic map. Applying this method on a speciic sound change would give a much
sharper picture of the geographic origin of a sound change in question and it’s geo-
graphic spread. his type of analysis is beyond the scope of this paper and remains
future work.
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Introduction
Ever since the invention of the printing press, the creation of a writen standard
represented an important cornerstone in the development of most languages. For
many language varieties, this meant taking the step from a dialect or regiolect to a
language, and for most national languages, the presence of a writen standard was
a necessary prerequisite. he orthographies of most European languages were de-
veloped from a set of unstandardized conventions which usually served as the basis
of the new norm. For some languages the spelling norms were established with the
irst oicial translation of the Bible (e.g. Czech), while others set the norm through
publishing a dictionary and describing the new spelling used (Dutch, French, Span-
ish). he spelling was then updated through a series of reforms, most of them passed
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in the 8th and 9th centuries. hese reforms oten followed signiicant historical
changes and were seen as a vital part of language standardisation, which at the time
was oten an important element in nation building.

Naturally, since the speed at which the orthographic reforms follow the changes
in speech varies substantially per language, this generally means that the extent to
which ancient pronunciation is preserved in the current spelling also varies. Some-
times spelling is also deliberately kept unchanged in order to illustrate word etymol-
ogy. his variety in decisions and the very fact that spelling rules are arbitrary, in
turn leads to cross-linguistic diferences in how accurately contemporary pronunci-
ation is relected in the orthography.

All oicial EU languages are writen in alphabetic systems, which use roughly one
character (or grapheme) for one sound (or phoneme). However, the correspondence
of one character to one sound is not always a strict rule. his is partly because pro-
nunciation has changed since the establishment of awriten standard and the spelling
has not been (fully) reformed to relect these changes. Another reason is the fact that
in many alphabetical orthographies, the grapheme repertoire is restricted to some 0-
0 graphemes. he sound repertoires, however, are usually somewhat larger, which

means that not every grapheme can be assigned to exactly one phoneme.
More speciically, the same grapheme can represent diferent phonemes, such as

the leter <o> that can represent /ɔ/ as in <not>, or /oʊ/ as in <go>, or even /ɪ/ as in
<women> in English. Analogically, the same phoneme can be represented by diferent
graphemes, such as the consonant /iː/ that can be spelled <e> as in <here>, or <ea>
as in <beat>, or <ee> as in <beet>. Similar examples can be found in other European
languages, such as the pronunciation of the Dutch leter <a> as /ɑ/ in <pad>, but as
/aː/ as in <paden>, or the spelling of the Swedish consonant /ɧ/ as <sk> in the word
<skär>, or as <skj> in the word <skjorta>, or as <stj> in the word <stjärna>, or as
<g> in the word <giraf>.

Not only can the same phoneme be represented by diferent graphemes and vice
versa, but in many European orthographies, a single phoneme might also be rep-
resented by a grapheme cluster (such as the clusters <ph> or <ea> in English e.g.
<phonetic measurement> /fəˈnetɪk meʒəmənt/). To be able to read the writen word
<phonetic> correctly, the reader needs to be familiar with the rule that the grapheme
cluster <ph> is not pronounced as the sum of its parts /ph/ or /pʰ/, but as a separate
phoneme /f/. he same is true for the cluster <ea> in <measurement>, which is gen-
erally transcribed as /e/ (British English) or /ɛ/ (American English). here are numer-
ous other examples from diferent European languages, such as the grapheme cluster
<sch> in German, which is pronounced /ʃ/ in <syntaktisch> /zʏnˈtaktɪʃ/ or the clus-
ters <gn> and <ent> in French <alignement> /aliɲmɑ/ which are pronounced with
the single phonemes /ɲ/ and /ɑ/, or the spelling <Groningen>with the grapheme clus-
ter <ng>, for the pronunciation with a single phoneme /ŋ/. In other words, a reader
who is aware of the fact that a single leter can be pronounced in diferent ways, but
not of these additional rules for the pronunciation of grapheme clusters, will have
even more diiculties to read writen language properly – although arguably, the
degree to which these missing rules create problems in the reading process vary a
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lot across diferent languages and their orthographies. And again, in a similar way,
phoneme clusters can be spelled with a single grapheme, such as the africate /dʒ/
in the English name /dʒɒn/ (Am. /dʒɑn/) which is spelled <John>, or the phoneme
cluster /ks/ in /daɪəlekt prɒksɪməti/ which is spelled <dialect proximity>. hese in-
transparencies create huge problems for beginning readers and writers, be it (usually
young) native speakers or (young as well as older) second-language learners.

And as if the sheer presence of rules for grapheme (and phoneme) clusters was
not enough to confuse the poor reader (and writer), in some orthographies similar
grapheme clusters have diferent etymological backgrounds. his means that they
follow diferent pronunciation rules and thus are not clearly decipherable, even if
a reader is aware of the fact that grapheme clusters ought to be treated diferently
than single graphemes. One of many examples for this is the English grapheme clus-
ter <gh> which can be pronounced as /f/ (as in <laugh> /lɑːf/), or as a zero-ending
as in <dough> /doʊ/. To be able to read words such as <laugh> and <dough> cor-
rectly, the reader needs to apply not only the knowledge that <gh> is pronounced
diferently than the sum of its parts, but also be familiar with the etymology of the
word in order to choose the correct pronunciation (alternatively, have learned proper
pronunciation for every speciic word separately, which might be the most frequent
strategy). Analogically, again, if every /f/ sound in English would be spelled /gh/, this
would restrict the opaqueness and hence the diiculties to the process of reading. But
what makes things even worse is the fact that the phoneme /f/ can also be spelled <f>
or <f>, and that the phoneme cluster /oʊ/ also can be spelled <o> (as in <go>), <ow>
(as in <low>), or <oe> (as in <toe>). his extends the scope of intransparency from
reading (due to an opaque grapheme-phoneme correspondence) to writing (due to
an opaque phoneme-grapheme correspondence).

If you are able to read this paper until here, you are most likely at least partly
familiar with English spelling. You might even have come across the notion of En-
glish orthography belonging to the orthographies that are particularly intranspar-
ent – an assumption which strongly contradicts the statement made by Chomsky
& Halle ( 9 8: 9) who claimed that “[t]here is […] nothing particularly surprising
about the fact that conventional orthography is […] a near optimal system for the
lexical representation of English words”. here is not only common-sense and specu-
lative evidence that Chomsky & Halle ( 9 8) were wrong, but also growing scientiic
support for the objection against their claim. Borgwaldt, Hellwig & de Groot ( 00 )
conducted entropy (= uncertainty) measurements for leter-to-phonememappings in
Dutch, English, French, German, Hungarian, Italian and Portuguese. hey reported
that English had the highest entropy value of all included languages, which means
that the pronunciation predictability for English leters is lower than for any of the
other six languages. heir algorithm models an advanced reader, in that it analy-
ses the consistency of spelling and pronunciation of rimes and onsets, and not of
single graphemes and phonemes. In particular, some basic knowledge of consonant
and grapheme clusters is presumed, such as the English rule that <gh> is only pro-
nounced /f/ word-medially and word-inally, but never word-initially. In contrast to
Borgwaldt et al.’s ( 00 ) botom-up approach, Nicolai & Kondrak ( 0 ) used a top-
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down approach to scrutinise Chomsky & Halle’s ( 9 8) claim. Instead of quantify-
ing the uncertainty of diferent existing orthographies, they developed an algorithm
modelling a ‘beter it’ for the spelling of English pronunciation, i.e. a more transpar-
ent orthography for English. he two investigations have two things in common: he
conclusion that English orthography is far from being optimal, and the fact that they
restrict themselves to phoneme-to-grapheme correspondences (quantifying spelling
problems in English), but do not investigate grapheme-to-phoneme correspondences
(which would quantify reading problems).

It becomes evident that English orthography is situated close to one end of the con-
tinuum between transparent (or shallow) and intransparent (or deep) orthographies.
Some of the European orthographies that are said to belong to the other end of this
continuum are Finnish and several Slavic languages, in which most graphemes are
pronounced in only one way, and most phonemes are spelled in only one way – at
least in careful speech. According to the Orthographic Depth Hypothesis (ODH) (Katz
& Frost 99 ), decoding a deep orthography requires a diferent way of reading than
decoding a shallow one. he ODH suggests that when reading a shallow orthogra-
phy, the reader can focus on phonological (non-lexical) information, while the reader
has to focus on larger units (lexical information) when reading a deep orthography.
In line with the ODH, the Psycholinguistic Grain Size heory (PGST), put forward by
Ziegler & Goswami ( 00 ), postulates that reading shallow orthographies allows the
reader to process smaller units (grain sizes) than reading deep orthographies, since
the predictability of phoneme-grapheme correspondences in deep orthographies in-
creases if the grapheme or phoneme context is taken into account. In other words,
readers and writers of deep orthographies are more likely to use logographic entities
than learners of shallow orthographies are, at least when they have reached a certain
level of literacy.

Seymour, Aro & Erskine ( 00 ) were among the irst to conduct a cross-linguistic
study on literacy acquisition on a broad range of European languages. hey use
syllable complexity and orthographic depth as two independent predicting factors. Al-
though the outcomes of such a study have to be interpreted with caution (as the
orthographic system naturally is not the only factor that difers between st-graders
in Scotland, Iceland, or Greece), their study showed that children acquiring an or-
thography that has been described as relatively deep (such as English) are learning
to read twice as slowly as children acquiring an orthography that is traditionally
seen as shallow (such as Finnish). However, the classiication into ‘deep’ or ‘shal-
low’ (on a ive-pointscale) is a “hypothetical classiication” (Seymour, Aro & Erskine
00 : ). It is not clear what the basis of the placement of every orthography on

the continuum between ‘deep’ and ‘shallow’ in their study is based on. Also ear-
lier cross-linguistic studies investigating the efect of orthographic depth on reading
development lay a cloak of silence on the question how orthographic depth was de-
termined (cf. Wimmer & Goswami 99 ; Frith, Wimmer & Landerl 998; Goswami,
Porpodas &Wheelwright 997; Goswami 008; Ziegler &Goswami 00 ; 00 ). How-
ever, in a study comparing children’s reading speed and accuracy in three languages
(English, French and Spanish), Goswami, Gombert & de Barrera ( 998) refer to inves-
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tigations on the consistency of English spelling conducted by Treiman et al. ( 99 ),
as well as a similar investigation by Peereman & Content ( 99 ) on French ortho-
graphic consistency. No measurements are presented for Spanish, however. Ziegler,
Stone & Jacobs ( 997) present a database of phoneme-to-grapheme and grapheme-to-
phoneme consistency for , 9 English monosyllabic words and report that 7 . % of
the monosyllabic words could theoretically be spelt in more than one way, and that
0.7% of the words could be pronounced in more than one way. In a recent paper,

Ziegler et al. ( 0 0) conduct a thorough investigation of reading skills in Finnish-,
Hungarian-, Dutch-, Portuguese-, and French-speaking children, and discuss their
indings in the light of the mean orthographic depth of the word onsets in every
language as established by Borgwaldt, Hellwig & de Groot ( 00 ).

Crucially, however, most studies that compared cross-linguistic literacy acquisi-
tion in a large number of languages seem to categorise the involved orthographies
on the basis of ‘common sense’ or speculation. In the present paper the orthogra-
phies of European languages are compared using a uniform methodology applied
to the same set of 00 words. Importantly, the method models a completely illiterate
reader, as the entity of our analysis are phonemes and graphemes. In other words,
any rules that are relected in larger entities of writen language, such as clusters or
rimes, are treated as the sum of their parts. By providing entropy values for both
grapheme-to-phoneme and phoneme-to-grapheme correspondences, the results can
be used as a basis for the prediction of writing as well as reading development in
very early beginners, namely practically illiterate beginners who are only familiar
with the ‘names’ of the leters in their alphabet.

Method
Entropymeasures the uncertainty in a random variable. In this study, the uncertainty
between phoneme-to-grapheme mappings and grapheme-to-phoneme mappings are
at focus: a leter may correspond to one or several phonemes. If the leter can corre-
spond to more than one phoneme, then for a beginning reader, who knows nothing
more than the fact that s/he is confronted with an alphabetical orthography as well as
the names of the leters of the speciic alphabet, there exists uncertainty about which
phoneme corresponds to the speciic leter in the word that s/he is reading. Reversely,
when the same person is listening to a language in which the same phoneme in dif-
ferent words is transcribed by the diferent leters, there will be uncertainty about
which leter represents the sound s/he hears when writing down the word.

We quantify uncertainty as Shannon’s entropy (Shannon 9 8). Given a grapheme
x, and given variable Y being a random variable with m possible pronunciations yi
with probabilities p(yi) for grapheme x, then the entropy, i.e. the uncertainty about
which pronunciation yi will correspond with x is:

H(Y ) = −
m
∑

i=1

p(yi) log2 p(yi) ( )
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Given a phoneme y, and given variable X being a random variable with m pos-
sible spellings xi with probabilities p(xi) for grapheme y, then the entropy, i.e. the
uncertainty about which spelling xi will correspond with y is:

H(X) = −
m
∑

i=1

p(xi) log2 p(xi) ( )

An entropy of 0 represents a fully predictable correspondence. he larger the en-
tropy, the less predictable the correspondences.

he average grapheme-to-phoneme entropy for a language L with a grapheme in-
ventory consisting of v diferent graphemes is calculated as the average of v entropy
values of the v individual graphemes. Similarly, we calculate the average phoneme-
to-grapheme entropy for a language L with a phoneme inventory of w diferent
phonemes as the average of w entropy values corresponding with the w individual
phonemes.

In order to measure the average grapheme-to-phoneme entropy and the average
phoneme-to-grapheme entropy for each language, an R script was developed (R Core
Team 0 ).

Corpora and alignment
Due to practical reasons, we decided to include only the Germanic, Romance and
Slavic languages that are oicial EU-languages in our study. he languages in ques-
tion are: Bulgarian, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, English, French, German, Italian,
Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Slovak, Slovene, Spanish, and Swedish. Unfortunately,
this meant excluding one of the languages that is said to have one of the most trans-
parent orthographies, namely Finnish.

. Graphemic corpus

he graphemic corpus, providing us with the oicial spelling in all languages,
consisted of 00 words per language. he words were among the 09 most frequent
nouns from the British National Corpus (BNC; Leech, Rayson & Wilson 00 ). We
excluded words for semantically too similar concepts for our goal, such as the nouns
sort and kind. he remaining 00 nouns were translated into oicial EU-languages.
To make sure that the translators had the same concept in mind, the English source
words were presented to them embedded in a sentence. For example, the English
noun state could be translated into Dutch as ‘toestand’, ‘land’, ‘staat’, or ‘deelstaat’.
he provided context was supposed to reduce the ambiguity of the concept behind
the source word. All translators were native speakers of the target language. Every
list of 00 translations was checked by a second native speaker and, if necessary,
corrected. In a few cases of doubt, a third native speaker was consulted.
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. Phonemic corpus

he phonemic corpus, providing us with the most standard pronunciation in all
languages, consisted of the very same 00 words per language. For every language,
the word list was transcribed phonemically using X-SAMPA (Wells 99 ) using pro-
nunciation dictionaries.

. Alignments

In a irst step, the graphemic and the phonemic transcriptions were aligned word
by word in two diferent ways: ( ) As phoneme-to-grapheme alignment, and ( ) as
grapheme-to-phoneme alignment. hese two diferent alignment tables for all
languages serve as the input data for the two entropy measurements, i.e. writing
entropy ( ) and reading entropy ( ).

For ( ), three rules were formulated: rule (i) demanded that every grapheme ought
to be put in a separate cell (modelling a reader who is unaware of potential rules for
grapheme clusters such as for English <ph>); rule (ii) stated that phonemes should be
aligned in such a way that vowel graphemes represent vowel phonemes and conso-
nant graphemes represent consonant phonemes (modelling the usage of knowledge
of the names of the leters by a reader).

Combined, these two rules meant that some graphemes could not be aligned to
a phoneme (e.g. the word-inal <e> in the English word <time> which is aligned to
/taɪm/). We presume that the reader who is completely unaware of any phonological
rules of the rime <ime> being pronounced VVC rather than VCV is confused by this
unpronounced inal leter and might try to map it to the preceding consonant.

herefore, rule (iii) was formulated: no empty cells were allowed in either of
the columns, but in cases where no speciic phoneme could be aligned to a vowel
grapheme, the preceding or following vowel was extended, and when no speciic
phoneme could be aligned to a consonant grapheme, the preceding or following
consonant was ‘prolonged’. his decision aligns ‘silent’ leters to many diferent
phonemes, and thereby results in a higher entropy value for languages with many
silent leters. Although we think that this captures the opaqueness of such orthog-
raphy well, this is arguably not the only way to model the opaqueness of silent let-
ters. Similarly to the problem of unalignable phonemes, there were instances when
two phonemes had to be aligned to one single grapheme (recall rule (i) that every
grapheme had to be put in a separate cell in the phoneme-to-grapheme alignments).
An example of this is the leter <i> in the English word <time> which is aligned to
/aɪ/.

In a very similar way, the phoneme-to-grapheme alignments were conducted.
Again, rule (i) required that every phoneme was put in a separate cell, rule (ii)
demanded that vowel phonemes were aligned to vowel graphemes and consonant
phonemes to consonant graphemes, and rule (iii) stated that empty cells were al-
lowed in none of the two columns. Table shows an example of the alignments for
English.
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Table : Grapheme-to-phoneme alignments (let), which formed the basis of the read-
ing entropy, and phoneme-to-grapheme alignments (right), which formed
the basis of the writing entropy in English.

Reading uncertainty
grapheme phoneme

t t
i aɪ
m m
e m

Writing uncertainty
phoneme grapheme

t t
a i
ɪ i
m me

Results
he results from the entropy measurements are given in Figure . It becomes obvious
that English is the language with the least predictable orthography from a beginners’
point of view, both in writing and reading. French has a very opaque orthography
for a beginning reader, and it is still rather hard to spell properly if nothing more is
known than the names of the leters. Regarding the uncertainty of spelling, German
and Danish share a third place with fairly opaque phoneme-to-grapheme represen-
tations, and Danish grapheme-to-phoneme representations are even more opaque
than the French. On the other end of the continuum the diferences in transparency
are less pronounced. Apart from Swedish, only Romance and Slavic languages have
entropy values of less than 0. . Among the included languages, Bulgarian is the
language that is easiest to read and Croatian has the orthography which is easiest to
write.
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Figure : Grapheme-to-phoneme (‘reading’) entropy values ploted against phoneme-
to-grapheme (‘writing’) entropy values for all languages.
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Conclusion
Using an R-script that calculates the entropy (uncertainty) of grapheme-to-phoneme
and phoneme-to-grapheme correspondences, we modelled a beginning reader and
writer, who is familiar with nothing more than the leter names in every orthography.
For this type of illiterate learner, English and French are by far the most opaque
orthographies to read, and English and Danish are the most opaque orthographies
to write, while most Slavic and Romance languages are far less opaque.

he main reason why Slavic languages as a group are characterized by relatively
predictable grapheme-to-phoneme and phoneme-to-grapheme correspondences are
the orthographic reforms mostly carried out in the 9th century. Czech was the irst
language to standardize its orthographic system and the orthographies of Slovak,
Slovene and Serbo-Croatian used it as a model when creating their own orthogra-
phies. he rule atributed to German philologist Adelung “write as you speak and
read as it is writen” was oten explicitly invoked by Slavic language experts carrying
out the reforms. herefore, the current orthographic consistency in Czech, Slovak,
Slovene and Croatian is a result of a conscious efort to ensure transparency. Bul-
garian uses the Cyrillic alphabet and while the writen language looks completely
diferent compared to the other languages we studied, it boasts the lowest entropy
values. One notable exception in terms of transparency of Slavic languages is Polish.
Ever since the Latin alphabet was adopted in Polish, it was clear that it could not
accommodate palatal and retrolex consonants as well as the nasal vowels, typical of
this language. Subsequent reforms did improve things to an extent, but due to nu-
merous complex and oten inconsistent rules, Polish orthography remains the least
transparent one among the Slavic languages.

Interesting is also the very diferent degree of transparency of the Scandinavian
orthographies that were included in our study, i.e. the orthographies of the two very
closely related languages Danish and Swedish. he extremely difering entropy val-
ues can be explained by two processes, as summarised by Elbro ( 00 : ): irstly,
“Danish orthography was already old when a national norm was irst established
around the year 00”, and secondly, “things have become worse since the 00s” as
“spoken Danish has changed more than most Germanic languages since the 00s”.
In other words, while the Danish spelling norm always has preserved a rather ar-
chaic pronunciation, the spoken language has developed even faster than in many
other languages and the spelling has not been adjusted to these changes. In Danish,
many sounds that have been lost in pronunciation are still preserved as silent let-
ters, such as the spelling <mild> for /milˀ/, or the spelling of <tolv> for /tɔlˀ/, or the
spelling <lærere> for /lεːɔɔ/. In comparison, these words are spelled <mild>, <tolv>
and <lärare> in Swedish, and pronounced /mɪld/, /tɔlv/ och /lærarə/. Also loan words
have diferent appearances in the two languages: Danish has more foreign words
than Swedish, as many loan words into Swedish are translated (rendering calques).
An example for this is the Danish word weekend versus the Swedish calque veck-
oslut or the Old Norse word helg (from helig, Engl. ‘holy’). Furthermore, even for
directly loaned words, Danish has a tendency to preserve the foreign spelling such as
in Danish <niveau> versus Swedish <nivå> or Danish <restaurant> versus Swedish
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<restaurang>.
Let us now return to the study conducted by Seymour, Aro & Erskine ( 00 ), who

measured literacy acquisition in orthographies and interpreted their results on
the basis of a “hypothetical classiication of participating languages” (Seymour, Aro
& Erskine 00 : ). hey classiied the orthographies on a ive-point scale from
shallow to deep. Importantly, they did not make a diference between grapheme-
to-phoneme depth and phoneme-to-grapheme depth, as we did. Recalling that they
elicited data from reading development only, we might assume that their classii-
cation is meant mainly or exclusively for reading opaqueness, and should be com-
pared to our grapheme-to-phoneme measurements in the irst place. Although their
classiication is very rough (with e.g. Italian, Spanish and German in one (name-
less) category representing semi-shallow, and Portuguese, Dutch and Swedish in one
(equally nameless) category between shallow and deep), their ranking is completely
supported by our results.

his study represents a commensurate comparison of phoneme-to-grapheme cor-
respondence and vice versa in European languages. he indings can be taken as
a predictor of reading and spelling diiculties in each of the languages, but can also
serve as background information for psycholinguistics experiments. he fact that we
modelled a beginning reader and writer with hardly any orthographical knowledge
limits the validity of this study. We opted for this setup since it is vital for a cross-
linguistic study to take the same criteria as a basis, and the criteria we used were
easily applicable to the languages. Modelling a slightly more advanced reader
and writer, as Borgwaldt, Hellwig & de Groot ( 00 ) did for Dutch, English, French,
German, Hungarian, Italian and Portuguese, is a very useful additional approach. An-
other useful extension of the present study would be the inclusion of more languages.
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Chapter

Vowel co-occurrence restriction in
Ainu
Hidetoshi Shiraishi
Sapporo Gakuin University

Introduction
Ainu (language isolate, Japan and Russia) exhibits a co-occurrence restriction on vow-
els in verbal and nominal derivations. his restriction was irst reported in Chiri
( 9 ) as a type of vowel harmony. Later, it was taken up by Ito ( 98 ) and became
one of the most discussed topics in Ainu phonology to date (e.g. Mester 98 ; Ewen
& van der Hulst 988; Shibatani 990; Krämer 998; Sato 0 0).

In this paper I will give an outline of the phenomenon and review the discussions
made by these authors. While Ito ( 98 ) assumes the co-occurrence restriction as
being both assimilatory and dissimilatory (disharmonic) in nature, I will point out
that there is a law in Ito’s description of the phenomenon. his law invalidates
most of her analysis and those defended in the above literature, which depend on
her description. Instead, I will propose an alternative view in which the assimilatory
nature of the co-occurrence restriction plays a central role, as originally suggested
by Chiri in his irst report of the phenomenon in 9 .

Co-occurrence restriction between vowels in
disyllabic derivations

he description of the co-occurrence restriction given below is based on Chiri ( 9 ).
Ainu exhibits V –V co-occurrence restriction in two derivational contexts: transi-
tive verb formation and possessive noun formation. In transitive verb formation, the
base to which a V-suix ataches is either an intransitive verb (free morpheme) or
a root (bound morpheme) (the distinction between bound and free morphemes is
irrelevant to the discussion here).
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( )

Intransitive verb or root Transitive verb
a. kay ‘to be broken’ kay-e ‘to break’
b. mos ‘be awake’ mos-o ‘to wake up’
c. yak ‘to be crushed’ yak-u ‘to crush’
d. ran ‘to go down’ ran-i ‘to lower’
e. √mak ‘open’ mak-a ‘to open’
f. √kom ‘bent’ kom-o ‘to bend’
g. √kar ‘spinning’ kar-i ‘to rotate’
h. √mes ‘to come of’ mes-u ‘to tear of’

In possessive noun formation, the V-suix ataches to a basewhich is oten referred
to as the conceptual form in Ainu literature (Kindaichi & Chiri 9 ; Tamura 000).
hrough V-suix aixation, the conceptual form changes to a possessive form in
which the possessor is overtly expressed.

( )

Conceptual form Possessive form
a. sa ‘sister’ sa-ha ‘one’s sister’
b. re ‘name’ re-he ‘one’s name’
c. nan ‘face’ nan-u ‘one’s face’
d. tek ‘hand’ tek-e ‘one’s hand’
e. haw ‘voice’ haw-e ‘one’s voice’
f. rek ‘beard’ rek-i ‘one’s beard’
g. hon ‘belly’ hon-i ‘one’s belly’
h. yup ‘brother’ yup-i ‘one’s brother’

he distribution of V and V is illustrated in the tables below. Observed frequen-
cies (= word frequency) are from Chiri ( 9 ). Expected frequencies (in brackets) and
ratios (Tables and ) are added by the current author.

Table : Observed and expected frequencies (transitive verb).

V V i u e a o

i 9 ( .0) ( .7) ( .0) 0 ( . ) 0 ( .7)
u ( .8) 7 ( . ) ( .8) ( .7) 0 ( .0) 9
e 0 ( . ) 9 ( . ) 9 ( . ) 0 ( . ) 0 ( .9) 8
a 9 ( 0.0) ( .8) 8 ( 0.0) 9 ( . ) 0 ( . ) 0
o ( .8) 0 ( . ) ( .8) 0 ( .7) ( .0) 9

8 8 0

he [h] before V-suix is epenthetic.
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Table : Observed/Expected ratios (transitive verb).

V V i u e a o

i . . . 0.00 0.00
u . . . . 0.00
e 0.00 . .00 0.00 0.00
a . . . . 0 0.00
o . 0.00 . 0.00 .00

Table : Observed and expected frequencies (possessive noun).

V V i u e a o

i ( . ) ( . ) ( . ) 0 ( . ) 0 ( . )
u 8 ( . ) ( . ) 7 ( . ) 0 ( .9) 0 ( .9) 8
e ( 7.0) 7 ( .0) 8 ( . ) 0 ( . ) 0 ( . ) 9
a ( .0) 7 (7. ) ( .8) 8 ( .0) ( .0)
o 9 ( 7. ) 0 ( . ) ( . ) 0 ( . ) 7 ( . ) 0

9 8 8 8

Table : Observed/Expected ratios (possessive noun).

V V i u e a o

i . 0. 0. 9 0.00 0.00
u . 0. . 0.00 0.00
e . . . 0.00 0.00
a 0. 0 . . .00 0. 0
o . 0.00 . 0.00 . 7

7
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Review of literature

. Chiri ( 9 )

Comparing Tables and , Chiri ( 9 : 0) noticed that the distribution of V –V
is surprisingly similar in verbal and nominal derivations. Notably, he observed the
following characteristics as being common to both nominal and verbal derivations.
Firstly, /i u e/ outnumber /a o/ to a considerable degree in V . Secondly, there is
a preference for lining up identical vowels. his is especially the case with V /a/
and /o/, in which case V is nearly always /a/ and /o/, respectively. his preference
is slightly weaker in V /e/, as non-identical V –V sequences such as u–e, a–e or
o–e are observed. In such cases, C is usually /y/ or /w/ (ruy-e ‘shake’, haw-e ‘one’s
voice’, poy-e ‘to mix’), a regularity to which we return later. Finally, /a u/ and /o/ do
not co-occur, whereas /i e/ can co-occur with any vowel. his inal observation led
Chiri to propose the following grouping of vowels.

( ) Group A: /a u/ Group B: /i e/ Group C: /o/

In terms of vowel harmony, Group B is neutral since these vowels co-occur with
any other vowel (Shibatani 990: ).

While ( ) successfully accounts for the distribution of vowels illustrated in the ta-
bles above, it is not yet suicient grounds to call the phenomenon vowel harmony,
as Shibatani ( 990) and Sato ( 0 0) point out. Firstly, the classiication in ( ) cannot
be characterized by a vowel feature with a phonetic basis known to trigger vowel
harmony cross-linguistically, such as palatality (backness) or tongue-root position
(Shibatani 990: ; Sato 0 0: – ). hus if this were a case of vowel harmony,
it should have lost its transparency in the course of history. Nevertheless, such an
assumption is missing in Chiri’s diachronic scenario, as we will see below. Secondly,
this co-occurrence restriction applies to two morphological contexts only, namely
transitive verb and possessive noun formation. It is not observed in other morpho-
logical contexts such as plural suix (kom-pa, *kom-po) or personal preix (ku-komo,
*ko-komo) formation (Shibatani 990: – ; Sato 0 0: – ). here are no alterna-
tions which make vowel sequences in these morphological concatenations harmonic.
his is to say that ( ) is irrelevant to most morphological operations in Ainu.

Aside from the discussion of whether or not the restriction observed is vowel har-
mony, Chiri’s insightful observations hint at the phenomenon’s historical origin. He
proposed the following diachronic scenario for possessive noun formation: at a previ-
ous historical stage, the V-suix was /i/, a third person singular aix. Subsequently,
this /i/ underwent a root-control type of harmony imposed by a preceding vowel.
his led to the proliferation of V –V forms with identical vowels.

According to Chiri, this scenario inds the following support: irstly, there is inde-
pendent evidence for the use of /i/ as a third person singular aix. For instance in the
Samani dialect, it surfaces as a preix: i-sapa ‘his head’, i-tanehe ‘its seed’, i-an ‘it ex-
ists’, i-pon ‘it is small’. Secondly, Ainu exhibits cases of progressive assimilation, e.g.

8
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hoku > hoko ‘husband’ (Sakhalin dialect), erum > erem ‘mouse’ (Iburi dialect). Here,
the direction of assimilation is identical to that in root-control harmony. Finally, it
conforms to a phonotactic restriction that deines *yi and *wi as illicit CV sequences.
In Ainu, *yi and *wi are excluded from underived contexts, and only marginally ob-
served across morpheme boundaries (Kindaichi 9 : ; Tamura 000: ; Shiraishi
forthcoming). According to Chiri, V /i/ underwent lowering to /e/ when preceded
by /y/ or /w/, in order to avoid the surfacing of *yi or *wi. he lowering of /i/ to
/e/ to create /ye/ and /we/ is therefore phonologically sound. his explains the high
correlation between V /e/ and C /y/, /w/.

We evaluate this diachronic hypothesis in Sections . and below.

. Ito ( 98 )

Ito’s primary interest lies in the patern of disharmony, which she formalizes as a
rule of dissimilation called the Melodic Dissimilation Rule (MDR). In Ito’s analysis,
MDR is operative in a subset of transitive verb formation outputs. She subcategorizes
transitive verb formation into three groups: ) a total assimilation group (kom-o, mak-
a), ) a-roots, which have /a/ as V and a high vowel as V (kar-i, ram-u), and ) a
disharmonic group, which has a non-low V and a high vowel with the opposite
backness value in V to V . Hence if V were [+back], then V would be [-back], and
vice versa (hum-i ‘to chop up’, pok-i ‘to lower’, pir-u ‘to wipe’, ket-u ‘to rub’).

Since Ito works in the framework of autosegmental phonology, she represents the
total copying (assimilation) of vowel features as the spreading of an autosegment. As
for a-roots, Ito gives up phonological analysis and proposes to encode the backness
value in the lexicon. he interesting case is ), in which MDR is operative. MDR
yields the correct output with the opposite backness value for V and V with the
proviso that V is assigned [+high].

( ) Melodic Dissimilation Rule (MDR)
a. [+high] → [-α back] / [α back] _

MDR MDR

[+back] [-back] [-back] [+back]
u [+high] e [+high]

#mVs + V# musi ‘to choke’ #rVk + V# reku ‘to ring’

hrough MDR, V –V sequences such as *e-i and *o-u, in which the vowels share
[back] values, are avoided.

Ito’s analysis provided grounds for discussion to other authors, who atempted
to provide a formal account of disharmony. Further materials for discussion were
provided by paterns of disharmony in Tzeltal (Mayan) and Ngbaka (Central African).

9
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Whatever Ito’s contribution to the discussion of disharmony, her analysis cannot
be readily accepted, as her description of the phenomenon has several laws. Firstly,
Ito declares at the outset that she will illustrate her case using data from transitive
verb formation only, but this choice has seemingly led to the exclusion of posses-
sive noun formation from consideration altogether. In fact, possessive nouns con-
tain cases of e–i, which is predicted not to occur by MDR. Table counts fourteen
such cases, which is too many to eliminate as exceptions. his fact was either over-
looked or neglected by Ito. It should therefore be pointed out that MDR is successful
for only a small subset of verbs (thirteen in total). Secondly, Ito argues that there
is independent support for MDR in the inventory of diphthongs. According to Ito
( 98 : 09– 0), Ainu diphthongs consist of those which obey MDR (iw, ew, uy, oy,
aw, ay) while those disobeying MDR do not exist (ey, ow). However, this observation
is incorrect; Ainu has ey in underived forms: e.g. sey ‘bivalve’ or teyne ‘to be wet’.

here are also shortcomings in Ito’s proposed analysis. For instance, it is not clear
how the three subcategorized groups interact with each other. Since Ito provides
three diferent mechanisms to account for each group, her analysis gives the im-
pression that there are three independent mechanisms involved (total assimilation,
lexical encoding and MDR) although they apply to the same morphological context.
Chiri’s remarkable insight that both verbal and nominal derivations provide common
grounds for V –V distribution is thereby lost.

. Sato ( 0 0)

Sato ( 0 0) faithfully follows Chiri’s description of the phenomenon and focuses on
the prevailing patern of identical V –V . Like Chiri, Sato ( 0 0: 7 ) assumes it to
occur as a consequence of root-control harmony, thus V afecting V , and proposes
to add the following step to Chiri’s diachronic scenario. In a similar fashion to Chiri’s
reconstruction of possessive noun formation with a common V-suix /i/, Sato pro-
poses to reconstruct transitive verb formation with a common V-suix /ə/. his /ə/
underwent root-control harmony (= total assimilation) (kom-ə > komo, yas-ə > yasa,
yup-ə > yupu). Deviations from total assimilation were /ə/ > /e/ ater /y/ (and possi-
bly /w/) (noy-ə > noye, *noyo), and V /ə/ > /e/ and V /ə/ > /u/ ater C /s/ (məs-ə >
mesə > mesu).

Sato’s hypothesis reinforces Chiri’s diachronic scenario by assuming a common
vowel suix /ə/ for transitive verb formation. He thereby succeeds in providing a
common phonological context, root-control harmony, for both nominal and verbal
derivations.

Nevertheless, Sato’s hypothesis is not as convincing as Chiri’s as he fails to pro-
vide a source of the reconstructed /ə/. Unlike Chiri’s postulation of /i/ in possessive
noun formation, /ə/ is not associated to any known morphological entity nor to any
phonological process which might have produced such a vowel. It is this later point
to which we turn in the next section.

I would like to thank Yasushige Takahashi (Hokkaido University) for bringing this work to my
atention.
Sato does not provide explanations of these irregular processes.

0
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he nature of root-control harmony
An interesting case of V –V distribution is found in Nivkh (language isolate, Rus-
sia), a geographic neighbor of Ainu. Although the vowel inventory is not entirely
identical to that of Ainu (Nivkh has a high central vowel /ɨ/), vowel distribution in
Nivkh disyllabic roots exhibits some common characteristics. Table illustrates the
observed and expected frequencies of V –V in Nivkh disyllabic roots, and Table
the observed/expected ratios (Shiraishi and Botma 0 , data from Pukhta 00 ).

Table : Observed and expected frequencies (Nivkh).

V V i ɨ u e a o

i ( . ) ( .7) ( . ) 0 (0.8) (8. ) 0 ( . )
ɨ ( 7.0) ( .7) 9 ( .9) ( . ) 0 ( .8) 0 ( . ) 9
u ( . ) ( .9) ( .9) 0 ( .0) ( .0) 0 ( . )
e 0 ( 0. ) 0 ( . ) ( . ) (0.7) 7 (7.8) ( . ) 0
a ( 8. ) (9. ) 8 ( . ) ( .9) ( . ) (8.9) 8
o ( 9.8) 0 ( .7) (8.0) ( . ) ( .9) ( . ) 7

0 7 7 9

Table : Observed and expected frequencies (Nivkh).

V V i ɨ u e a o

i . . 0 . 0.00 0. 0.00
ɨ . . 0 . . 0.00 0.00 9
u . . . 7 0.00 0. 0.00
e . 0.00 0. . . 0. 0
a . 0. . . .00 . 8
o . 0.00 . .00 . . 7 7

0 7 7 9

Like Ainu, the high O/E ratio in the diagonal cells from upper let to lower right
(Table ) shows the tendency to line up identical vowels. In Ainu, . % of the verbs
have identical V –V . In nouns it is 9. %. In Nivkh, it is 7. %.

In addition, there are the following asymmetries in the distribution of vowels.
Firstly, a high vowel–/a/ sequence hardly ever occurs (*i–a, *u–a, *ɨ–a). Secondly,
V /o/ exhibits a strong tendency to line up with V /o/. In contrast, there seems to
be no such restriction on V /i u/. Interestingly, these restrictions concern mainly V
and resemble Chiri’s observation on Ainu seen earlier.

To sum up, both Nivkh and Ainu exhibit ) a preference for lining up identical
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vowels (the strongest being /o/–/o/), and ) restriction on V , namely, a high (front)
vowel (i, e) is common whereas back non-high vowel (o) is not, unless preceded by
an identical vowel. According to Shiraishi & Botma ( 0 ), these two characteristics
stem from a single phonological process in Nivkh: stress-dependent height harmony.
he stress patern of Nivkh is trochaic in polysyllabic roots – V stressed and V
unstressed. Stress is realized as high pitch and increased duration. Shiraishi and
Botma claim that this prosodic asymmetry afects the distribution of vowels. Being
unstressed, V is a prosodically weak licensor and therefore able to host only two
types of vowels:

. Vowels which are supported suiciently by the prosodically strong V by
means of total or partial assimilation. Total assimilation is the strongest in
/o/–/o/. Partial assimilation comprises a case of height harmony, in which a
non-high V is allowed only with a non-high V (a–e, o–e, e–a, o–a), but not
with a high V . High–non-high sequences (*i–a, *u–a, *ɨ–a) are excluded since
a high V fails to license a non-high V , having no height feature in common.

. he intrinsically short vowels /i u/. Being small, these vowels do not interfere
with the prosodic weakness of V and conform to the canonical trochaic stress
patern in Nivkh. his is a case of unstressed vowel reduction, in which weak
prosodic positions are “more susceptible to co-articulatory efects from neigh-
boring strong vowels” (Barnes 00 : 9 ). It is this mechanism that Shiraishi
and Botma assume to underlie the asymmetric distribution of vowels in Nivkh.

he question is whether a similar mechanism of stress-dependent harmony can
be assumed in the asymmetric distribution of vowels in Ainu. One critical difer-
ence from Nivkh is that Ainu has iambic as a dominant stress patern in underived
contexts. In the derived disyllabic forms discussed above, stress depends on morpho-
logical boundaries: CVC-V is iambic (kaˈy-e) while CV-CV is trochaic (ˈsa-ha, ˈre-he).
he vast majority of cases are iambic as there are only CV-CV forms. hus if we
were to assume a stress-dependent root-control type of harmony, we are forced to
assume that Ainu originally had a trochaic stress patern which later became iambic
at some point in its history. Is such an assumption justiiable?

Possible support for this idea comes from a correlation between trochaic stress
paterns and morphological complexity. Ainu is a typical iamb language; in simplex
forms, stress falls on the second syllable unless the irst is heavy (CVC): saˈpa ‘head’,
ˈsinrit ‘ancestors’. he interesting case is the morphologically complex forms. Ac-
cording to Sato ( 0 ; forthcoming), the stress patern in morphologically complex
forms is largely dependent on morphological boundaries. When the irst element of a
complex is CV, trochee is dominant. Sato counts 8 trochees and iambs in Tamura’s
Ainu dictionary ( 99 ).

his is possibly a remnant of labial harmony prevailing in the area, as Tungusic and Mongolic lan-
guages exhibit a similar patern (Li 99 ).
Like /i u/, /ɨ/ has a short duration. However, it is not small, as it is not a focalized vowel (Harris 00 ).
See Shiraishi & Botma ( 0 ) for further discussion.



Vowel co-occurrence restriction in Ainu

( ) a. ˈre-kor
name-have
‘to have a name’

b. ˈe-re
eat-
‘let someone eat’

c. ni-ˈesisuye
stick-swing
‘to swing a stick’

When the irst element is CVC, the irst segment in the second element plays a
decisive role. If it is C, the complex is exclusively trochaic (ˈtek-moymoke ‘to move
hands’). If it is V, iambic is dominant but trochees are also observed. Sato counts 09
iambs and 9 trochees in Tamura’s dictionary.

( ) a. sik-ˈerayke
eye-kill
‘to glare at’

b. am-ˈus-pe
claw-atach-thing
‘crab’

c. ˈcip-o
boat-get_on
‘to get on a boat’

d. ˈmim-us
meat-stick
‘to be fat’

hus while iamb is dominant in simplex forms, trochee is dominant in complex
forms. Sato (forthcoming) infers from this fact that trochee is the basic and the ar-
chaic stress patern in complex forms. Iambs ( a, b) are innovative, possibly devel-
oped under the inluence of simplex forms.

Typically, an iamb in a complex form undergoes resyllabiication from CVC.V to
CV.CV (si.ˈke.ray.ke, a.ˈmus.pe), thereby conforming to the canonical iambic stress
patern in simplex forms (Sato forthcoming). If the iamb-trochee asymmetry were
associated with morphological complexity, then the hypothetical historical shit of
stress from V to V that we are assuming above could be associated with a shit in
morphological complexity – the shit signals a change from morphologically com-
plex to simplex in the mind of language users. It is this shit that could have led to
a mismatch between the stress patern and the distribution of vowels that we are
witnessing now.
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From dialectometry to semantics
Dirk Speelman
University of Leuven

Kris Heylen
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Aggregate-level studies of linguistic variation typically adopt an onomasiological per-
spective on linguistic variation. Recently, however, a number of corpus-based tech-
niques have been developed in the distributional semantics framework to detect seman-
tic shits across large corpora (Sagi, Kaufmann & Clark 0 ; Cook & Hirst 0 ; Gulor-
dava & Baroni 0 ). In this chapter, we apply one such technique to the corpus-based,
aggregate-level investigation of semasiological regional variation in Dutch. More specif-
ically, we use token-based vector spacemodels, in which (a random subset of) the tokens
of a target word are represented as a ‘token cloud in vector space’. In order to compare
the use of a target word in two regional varieties of Dutch, viz. Netherlandic Dutch
and Belgian Dutch, we build a token cloud for each variety and superimpose both token
clouds. Next, we apply measures, which we call separation indices, and which quantify
to which extent the superimposed clouds exhibit non-overlapping areas (or areas with
less overlap). Such areas are of interest because they signal possible diferences in the
(number of) senses or usage paterns of the word in both varieties. he purpose of these
separation indices is to quantify semasiological distances between language varieties and
by consequence to allow for a (dia)lectometric approach to the study of semasiological
variation. his chapter reports on a methodological pilot study that investigates the
merits of four candidate types of separation indices.

Introduction
hemethods that were developed within the framework of dialectometry (Nerbonne
& Kretzschmar 00 ) have been a rich source of inspiration for many diferent types
of studies into aggregate-level language variation, both within dialectometry sensu
stricto and in lectometry more in general — we use ‘lectometry’ as an umbrella
term for dialectometry, stylometry, sociolectometry, etc. In this chapter, we specif-
ically zoom in on corpus-based studies of regional and register variation that adopt
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a ‘lectometric approach’. A speciic challenge in all corpus-based lectometric stud-
ies on lexical/grammatical variation is dealing with semantic diferences. Whereas
in survey data of the type oten used in dialectometric studies, the context in which
words/expressions are used by survey participants is kept constant, such consistency
does not apply to corpus materials. he contexts in which words are used in corpora
vary dramatically from one instance to another and issues related to e.g. polysemy
and vagueness are hard to address, especially when the corpora are large and manual
inspection of all usage instances is not an option.

Semantic vector space models, or simply vector space models or VSMs (Turney &
Pantel 0 0), a technique that is oten used in natural language processing in tasks
such as thesaurus extraction and word sense disambiguation, ofer promising pos-
sibilities for semi-automatically accounting for lack of synonymy in corpus-based
studies of lexical/grammatical variation. For instance, Ruete et al. ( 0 ) incorpo-
rate VSMs into a ‘lectometric framework’. In that study, in which an onomasiologi-
cal perspective is adopted, a weighting mechanism is installed that penalizes, in the
‘lectometric calculations’, data points that occupy a peripheral position according to
the semantic similarity scores that were derived from VSMs. his way the efect of
potentially problematic data points on the lectometric results is reduced.

In this chapter, rather than atempting to neutralize potential noise coming from
non-synonymy, we make non-synonymy, or rather, semasiological variability, the
topic of (lectometric) investigation, thus switching to a semasiological perspective.
VSMs play a crucial role in our approach. Using token-based VSMs, we build so-
called token clouds, for a speciic target word, for two regional varieties of Dutch,
viz. Netherlandic Dutch and Belgian Dutch and we superimpose both token clouds.

Token clouds will be explained in more detail in Section . For the time being,
Figure informally illustrates the concept. All panels in Figure show token clouds
for the Dutch word monitor. In the middle panel we see a token cloud for Nether-
landic Dutch (NL), with individual points representing individual tokens. Proximity
between tokens is a proxy for semantic similarity of the usage contexts of the tokens.
In the right panel we see a token cloud for Belgian Dutch (BE). In the let panel both
clouds are superimposed. he example illustrates that there is an area where there
are only Belgian Dutch tokens (roughly coinciding with the botom right quadrant
of the plots). Manual inspection of the tokens reveals that by and large the tokens in
this area are tokenswheremonitor has themeaning YOUTHLEADER, whereas in the
other parts of the plot, where the token clouds do overlap, most tokens have either the
meaning COMPUTER SCREEN or the meaning SCREEN OF A MEDICAL DEVICE.
As it turns out, in Netherlandic Dutch the word monitor lacks the meaning YOUTH
LEADER, which is exactly what is relected in the presence of the non-overlapping
area.

Having built our token clouds, we then apply measures, which we call separa-
tion indices, and which quantify to which extent the superimposed clouds exhibit
non-overlapping areas (or areas with less overlap). As illustrated in the example in
Figure , such areas are of interest because they signal possible diferences in the
(number of) senses or usage paterns of the word in both varieties. he purpose of
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Figure : Example of two superimposed token clouds.

these separation indices is to quantify semasiological distances between language va-
rieties and by consequence to allow for a (dia)lectometric approach to the study of
semasiologic variation. his chapter reports on a pilot study that investigates the
merits of four candidate types of separation indices.

he structure of the chapter is as follows. In Section , we explain how the token
clouds are built and we describe four candidate types of separation indices. In Sec-
tion , we present results from a case study in which we explore to which extent
these separation indices yield sensible results. In Section , inally, we draw some
conclusions.

he method: token clouds and separation indices
In this section, we irst explain how we build token clouds in vector space. Next, we
describe the diferent candidate types of separation indices that will be used in the
case study in the next section.

. Building VSMs

he most commonly used kind of VSMs are so-called type-based VSMs. hese VSMs
are matrices in which the usage, in the corpus, of each target word is summarized in
a single row. Columns represent so-called features. In the VSMs used in this chapter,
these features simply are words that occur in the vicinity of the target word. he
cells in the matrix express the frequency with which each target word co-occurs with
each feature, or rather, they contain so-called positive pointwise mutual information
values (PPMI) that are derived from the raw co-occurrence frequencies. PPMI values
express the ‘atraction’ between a target word and a feature.

he rationale then is that, given a large enough corpus, target words with similar
meanings tend to have similar row vectors. herefore, distances between row vectors
(typically calculated as one minus the cosine of the angle between the two row vec-

7
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tors) can be used as a proxy for diferences in meaning/usage. Table illustrates the
structure of a type-based VSM (using English words). Only a few rows and columns
are shown, and the values in the cells are not shown. he idea would be that in a
good VSM the row vectors of car and vehicle would be much more similar to each
other than to the row vector of cofee.

Table : Part of a type-based VSM.

ho
m
e

dr
in
k

tr
ai

c

w
he

el

…

car … … … … …

vehicle … … … … …

cofee … … … … …

… … … … … …

In token-based VSMs, each instance (=token) of a word in the corpus, or at least
a representative number of such instances, has its own row. his is illustrated in
Table , using, as an example, tokens of the English word car (please ignore, for the
time being, that Table , contains tokens from two varieties). In token-based VSMs,
it would not be a good idea to simply use the words in the vicinity of the target
word as ‘atomic’ features (i.e. as columns). Since there are only a few context words
in each token, this would lead to very sparse, very uninformative row vectors for
the individual tokens. For instance, switching again to the monitor example from
the introduction, in such an ill-chosen approach the fact that one monitor token has
the word kinderen ‘children’ in its context and another monitor token has jongeren
‘youngsters’ in its context, would not lead to the desired efect of their two row vec-
tors somehow resembling each other (since kinderen and jongeren would be treated
as unrelated ‘atomic’ features).

What we do instead to build the row vector of a token in a token-based VSM, is
for each of the context words in that token, we irst retrieve its type vector, i.e. we
retrieve its row vector from a type-based VSM. In order to clarify this, let us use the
notation Cs for the context words that appear in a speciic token. For instance, in
the token …I park my car in the second garage …, with car the target word, words
such as park, second, and garage would be Cs. It is of these Cs that we retrieve the
type vectors. Let us, in the present context, use the notation CCs for the features that
are used in the type vectors of the Cs. In other words, the CCs are the (type-based)
features of the (token-speciic) Cs of the target word.

Having retrieved the type vectors of all Cs in a token, we add up these type vectors
to build the token representation of the token (so that the CCs will become the fea-
tures of the token-based VSM). For instance, the row representation of the example
token just given would be the sum of the type vectors of park, second, garage, etc. It

8
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should be added, though, that we use a weighted sum, in order to take into account
that some Cs (e.g. park, garage) are more important than others (e.g. second). More
speciically, the row vector of a token is the weighted sum of the type vectors of all
its Cs, with the weights being the importance of the Cs, measured as the type-based
‘atraction’ (PPMI) between the target word and the C. A less concise description of
this procedure, which is a slightly modiied version of Schetze ( 998), can be found
in Heylen et al. ( 0 ). Importantly, returning once again to the monitor example,
in this approach, the row vector of a token with the C kinderen ‘children’ in it and
the row vector of a token with the C jongeren ‘youngsters’ in it will tend to be sim-
ilar, because the type vectors of these two important Cs can be expected to be very
similar.

he above describes how token-based VSMs for a single variety can be built. Super-
imposed token-based VSMs for two varieties, as illustrated in Table , are a straight-
forward extension. his time we use one type-based VSM for each variety (both
having the same features) and we use a suiciently large sample of tokens from both
varieties. With this, we create a matrix, as illustrated in Table , that has as its rows
the tokens form both varieties. he row vectors are calculated as before, with this
complication that that for building the row for a token from variety A, information is
retrieved from the type-based VSM for A, and for building the row for a token from
variety B, information is retrieved from the type-based VSM for B.

Table : Part of a matrix with two superimposed token-based VSMs for the target
word car.

C
C
1

C
C
2

C
C
3

C
C
4

…
car from US … … … … …
car from US … … … … …
car from US weighted sum of Cs of car from US

… … … … … …
car from UK … … … … …
car from UK … … … … …

… … … … … …

. Token clouds in original vector space and reduced vector space

We speak of token clouds, because you can think of the information in a token-based
VSM as a cloud of points (the tokens) siting in a high-dimensional space, in which
each CC is a dimension and the PPMI values are coordinates. In spite of the high-
dimensional nature of such a space, it is straightforward to calculate (cosine-based)
distances between the points (=tokens). However, if we want to be able to visualize
the tokens cloud, we need to reduce the number of dimensions. We solve this by

9
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applying non-metric MDS to the original matrix (in which we used cosine-based
distances), in order to derive from it a D-simplication (in which we use Euclidean
distances). We call this two-dimensional space the ‘reduced vector space’, as opposed
to the ‘original vector space’ we started out with. It is this ‘reduced vector space’ that
is represented in plots such as the ones in Figure .

. Separation indices

In the case study in the next section, we will test four types of separation indices,
which, as explained before, are meant to quantify the degree to which there are non-
overlapping areas in the superimposed token clouds. We call the irst two measures
‘global’ indices, because they assess to which extent the clouds as a whole tend to
consist of ‘larger areas’ that lack overlap. he inal two measures, on the other hand,
are ‘local’ indices; they assess to which extent, at a more ine-grained level, there are
smaller areas that lack overlap.

he irst ‘global’ index, DR, which stands for distance ratio, is a slightly modiied
version of the clustering index proposed in McClain & Rao ( 97 ). For each item (=to-
ken), we calculate A the mean distance from the item to other items from the same
class (=variety) and B the mean distance from the item to items from the other vari-
ety. he separation index for the item is B/A. he separation index for the complete
token cloud is the mean separation index of the items.

he second ‘global’ index, SIL, stands for silhouete width (Rousseeuw 987). For
each item, we calculate A the mean distance from the item to items from its own
class (=variety), and B the mean distance from the item to the other class (=variety).
he separation index for the item is (B − A)/max(A,B). he separation index for
the complete token cloud is the mean separation index of the items.

he irst ‘local’ index, SCP, stands for (smallest) ’same class path’. his index takes
a parameter k by means of which you speciic the level of granularity you want to
inspect (with smaller k corresponding to more ‘local’ paterns). It expresses how easy
it is to draw paths that connect k+1 same-variety tokens while encountering as few
other-variety tokens as possible. he separation index for an item is calculated as
the separation score of the shortest path of length k that connects that item to other
items from the same class (=variety); the separation score of this path is the mean of
the separation score of the steps it consists of; the separation score of any step from
A to B is one divided by the rank of the distance of B. he separation index for the
complete token cloud is the mean separation index of all items. he explanation of
this index sounds complicated, and needs further explantaion, but the idea is simple.
In order to determine the separation index for a token, the procedure tries to build
a path that connects this token to k other tokens of the same variety (in one chain,
stepping for A to B, from B to C, etc.) and that is as small as possible. he smaller
the path that is found, the higher the separation index for the token. A path is small
if the average length of its the individual steps is small. How small an individual step
from A to B is, is determined by how many tokens from the other variety are closer
to A than B is. he fewer such other-variety tokens there are, the smaller the step,
and the higher its separation score. For instance, if there are no other-variety tokens

0
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that are closer to A than B is, then the distance of B has rank 1 and therefore the
separation score of the step going from A to B is 1/1, which is 1, and which is the
highest possible separation score. If there is one other-variety token closer toA than
B is, then the distance of B has rank 2 and the separation score of the step from A

toB is 1/2. If there are two other-variety tokens closer toA thanB is, then the rank
is 3 and the separation score is 1/3. Etc. In sum, and informally: a step is small (and
therefore its separation score is high) if it doesn’t cross much ‘territory occupied by
the other variety’. In a similar vain, the complete path of length k of a token is small
(and therefore the token’s separation index is high) if the path doesn’t cross much
‘territory occupied by the other variety’.

he second ‘local’ index is KNN, which stands for k nearest neighbours. his too
is a measure that takes a parameter k by means of which one can specify a level of
granularity. For each item (=token) we calculate the proportion of same-class items
(=same-variety items) among its k nearest neighbours; that proportion is the sepa-
ration index for the item. he separation index for the complete token cloud (i.e. all
items) is the mean separation index for the items.

Although these four types of separation indices (DR, SIL, SCP, KNN) have diferent
scales, they share a number of characteristics. Firstly, higher values indicate more
presence of non-overlapping areas (so a higher degree to which the varieties occupy
separate areas in the superimposed token clouds). Second, they take as their input the
distances between the tokens. Since we have distances between the tokens both for
the ‘original vector space’ and for the ‘reduced vector space’, we apply the separation
indices to both.

As a result, we end up with eight sets of separation index calculations, since we
have four types of separation indices, which we all apply to both the ‘original vector
space’ and to the ‘reduced vector space’. he empirical questions then are be to which
extent the results will be similar across the eight sets, and, if not, how they difer.

Case study
We have built token clouds for words, of which are mentioned in several lan-
guage advice resources (such as taaltelefoon.vlaanderen.be) as being used difer-
ently in Belgium and he Netherlands. For the other words we found no such
claims, nor did we have any other reason to expect semasiological regional difer-
ences. Of the former words, 7 are claimed, in the language advice literature, to
difer with respect to the (ixed) expressions or idioms that are oten used in the two
varieties, and are claimed to have diferent possible/popular senses in the two
varieties.

he following are the words that are included in the study:

• category no (no claims about diferences found): appel, auto, ballon, bos, broek,
bureau, centrum, deur, dier, fruit, gebruiker, heling, kamer, kop, land, nacht, neus,
school, steun, stoel, verlof ;

taaltelefoon.vlaanderen.be
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• category expr (expressions/idioms are claimed to difer): biecht, boontje, ge-
schenk, mosterd, mouw, straatje, vijg;

• category sense (senses are claimed to difer): academicus, bank, bolletje, kleedje,
kous, middag, monitor, pan, patat, poep, puntje, tas, vlieger, wagen.

For each of these words, we randomly collected 00 tokens from a large Belgian
newspaper corpus (LeNC=Leuven Nieuws Corpus; . billion words) and 00 tokens
from a large Netherlandic newspaper corpus (TwNC=Twente Nieuws Corpus; 00
million words), and wemerged both sets in one token cloud. We used about 000 CCs
(the intersection of the top 7000 high frequency words in LeNC and TwNC, minus the
top 00 high frequency words); the context window used for the type-based VSMs
was : (i.e. four words to the let and four to the right of the target word). he context
window for determining the Cs was 0: 0. Of the candidate Cs, we only kept those
that were suiciently important according to the type-based VSM of the variety the
token came from (LLR > 1 and PPMI > 1) and that also occurred in the corpus
for the other variety. We dropped tokens without suitable Cs (typically retaining
about 00 tokens out of the original 00). Stress in the MDS solution that we used to
build the ‘reduced vector spaces’ varied from . to . 8.

We then calculated the four separation indices (DR, SIL, SCP, and KNN), both for the
‘original vector space’ and for the ‘reduced vector space’. In the ‘local’ separation
indices SCP and KNN, k was set to 10 and an additional weighting procedure was used
(that we will not go into). Finally, the resulting eight sets of separation index results
were all standardized, in order to make it easier to compare them.

For all eight sets of separation index results, we ran a regression analysis with
standardized separation index as response variable and with word category as predic-
tor. Word category (cat) had the levels no, expr, and sense; we used dummy coding
(=treatment coding), with cat=no as reference value. Figure shows, for all eight
regression models, the estimates for cat=expr and cat=sense (with 9 % conidence
intervals).

A few observations can be made. First, in all eight models the average separation
index in the case of cat=expr is signiicantly higher than in the case of cat=no. Sec-
ond, in only a few models the average separation index in the case of cat=sense is
signiicantly higher than in the case of cat=no. More speciically, the later efect is
least present in models in which ‘global’ separation indices are applied to the ‘original
vector space’, and is most clearly present in model in which ‘local’ separation indices
are applied to the ‘reduced vector space’.

Ater obtaining these results, we replicated the case study four times, with the
same corpora and the same words, but each time taking other random subsets of
tokens. Each time, the results were very similar; the aforementioned observations
were robust across all replications.
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( model 8, index=KNN, space=reduced )   cat=sense

( model 8, index=KNN, space=reduced )   cat=expr

( model 7, index=SCP, space=reduced )   cat=sense

( model 7, index=SCP, space=reduced )   cat=expr

( model 6, index=SIL, space=reduced )   cat=sense

( model 6, index=SIL, space=reduced )   cat=expr

( model 5, index=DR, space=reduced )   cat=sense

( model 5, index=DR, space=reduced )   cat=expr

( model 4, index=KNN, space=original )   cat=sense

( model 4, index=KNN, space=original )   cat=expr

( model 3, index=SCP, space=original )   cat=sense

( model 3, index=SCP, space=original )   cat=expr

( model 2, index=SIL, space=original )   cat=sense

( model 2, index=SIL, space=original )   cat=expr

( model 1, index=DR, space=original )   cat=sense

( model 1, index=DR, space=original )   cat=expr

Figure : Estimates for cat=expr and cat=sense (with 9 % conidence intervals) in 8
regression models, with reference level cat=no.

Conclusions
In this chapter, we explored the possibility of applying (dia)lectometric techniques
to the investigation of (aggregate-level) semasiological variation. For such a thing to
be possible, it is necessary to be able to quantify semasiological diferences across
language variaties. In a methodological pilot study, we tested eight diferent ways
of quantifying semasiological diferences. All approaches that were tested produced
sensible results with respect to the detection of regional diferences at the level of
‘diferent (ixed) expressions or idioms’. Regional diference at the level of ‘diferent
(number of) senses’, on the other hand, proved harder to detect, with the approach
that applied ‘local’ separation indices to the ‘reduced vector space’ outperforming
the other approaches. he results suggest that the dimension reduction can be in-
strumental in the quantitative identiication of semasiological paterns in the data.
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Introduction
here’s a particular kind of word that acquires such a cultural momentum that it is
able to skyrocket from non-existence to ubiquity within the span of a dozen years.
he word selie is a textbook example. Due to the rise of both mobile phone cameras
and social media, the selie now has a wide cultural distribution, and as such the
word has become commonplace. Such is its popularity that it was elected Word of
the Year inheNetherlands ( 0 ), Belgium ( 0 ), Great Britain ( 0 ), France ( 0 ),
Spain ( 0 , as seli), and as Jugendwort des Jahres in Austria ( 0 ). All this is hardly
news, but a more interesting phenomenon is that the word selie has been spawning
a plethora of variants, such as groupie and shoeie, and not just in English, but in
several of the languages that have borrowed the word.

In this article, we present an impressionistic inventory of newwords based on selie
in Swedish and Dutch. Adopting a Construction Morphology approach (Booij 0 0;
Norde & van Goethem 0 ), we will examine which word formation processes are
used to create these new forms. We also compare what we will call the selie ‘family’
to the smoothie ‘family’, which shows the potential for similar morpho-phonological

https://onzetaal.nl/nieuws-en-dossiers/dossiers/woorden-van-het-jaar; https://de.
wikipedia.org/wiki/%C3%96sterreichisches_Wort_des_Jahres.

https://onzetaal.nl/nieuws-en-dossiers/dossiers/woorden-van-het-jaar
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C3%96sterreichisches_Wort_des_Jahres
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C3%96sterreichisches_Wort_des_Jahres
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processes in word formation, but which has a much smaller level of actual produc-
tivity.

Formal and semantic properties of selie and
smoothie

he suix -y/-ie has diminutive meaning, both when used with proper names (Char-
lie, Davey) and when used with other nouns (baby, ducky) (Shields 00 ). he coinage
of the word selie, irst atested in Australian English in 00 according to the Oxford
English Dictionary, makes use of the nominalisation function of the diminutive suf-
ix, a process that is used extensively in Dutch (Booij 0 0: ), but also in other
English words such as quickie, cutie, and smoothie.

he meaning of selie is non-compositional — ater all, it does not mean ‘small self’
— and seems to be subject to change, since the OED deinition “a photographic self-
portrait; esp. one taken with a smartphone or webcam and shared via social media”
need not strictly apply in all cases anymore. his was recently illustrated by the case
of British national Ben Innes posing with Seif Eldin Mustafa, the Egyptian hijacker of
EgyptAir Flight 8 , in a photo that went viral on the Internet andwas oten described
as a selie of him and the hijacker. Despite the label, the photowas not taken by Innes
himself, but by a stewardess. It is, strictly speaking, not a self -portrait, but a regular
one. All the same, the usage indicates that the meaning of selie is expanding to
include the meaning ‘photograph of self with someone notable’, with the meaning of
the ‘self’ element shiting from who actually holds the camera to who is the ‘topic’
of the photograph. his broadening in meaning is illustrative of the lexibility in
semantics that we also encounter in the derivatives of selie, as we will see.

he term smoothie, in turn, has been atested in its currently relevant mean-
ing since 977. he smoothie itself is a blend — physical, not linguistic — of
fruit/vegetable juice/pulp and dairy (e.g. (soy) milk or yoghurt). hemouth texture of
the drink appears to be the reason to use the suix -ie to transform adjective smooth
into a count noun. Again, the semantics are non-compositional, since a smoothie is
not just anything that is smooth (to the taste), but a speciic type of drink.

he construction of selie can be represented in the following way, using conven-
tions of Construction Morphology:

( ) [[self]i-ie]j ↔ [photograph that features and is taken by SEMi]j

Similarly, smoothie is constructed as follows:

( ) [[smooth]i-ie]j ↔ [drink that has a SEMi mouth texture]j

http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/390063?redirectedFrom=selfie#eid.
http://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2016/mar/30/briton-ben-innes-posed-selfie-egyptair-
hijacker-praised-by-relatives.
See http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/182768?redirectedFrom=smoothie#eid. he word also has an
earlier meaning ‘smooth talker’, ‘suave man’, but this sense is not likely to be relevant to the smoothie
that is our current subject.

http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/390063?redirectedFrom=selfie#eid
http://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2016/mar/30/briton-ben-innes-posed-selfie-egyptair-hijacker-praised-by-relatives
http://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2016/mar/30/briton-ben-innes-posed-selfie-egyptair-hijacker-praised-by-relatives
http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/182768?redirectedFrom=smoothie#eid
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Both the formal and semantic make-up of these constructions is lexible when it
comes to the coinage of variants of these original words, as will become clear in
the treatment of these new forms in Swedish and Dutch.

Finally, we may observe that in both Swedish and Dutch the original words are
treated as a unit with respect to syllable boundaries, rather than keeping the suix as
a separate syllable; that is to say, for the purposes of expanding the patern, self-ie and
smooth-ie are re-segmented as sel-ie and smoo-thie, respectively. hus, -ie qualiies
as a cohering suix (Booij 00 : ; 0 0: 8–9). As we will see, this re-segmentation
is relected in the usage of -ie and -thie as word creation suixes.

Data

. he selie group

. . Swedish

To collect our Swedish data, we used the Twitermix-subcorpus of Språkbanken
( , 70, 9 tokens), which was queried on September 8 and 9, 0 .

According to the Swedish Institutet för Språk- och Folkminnen (ISF) the word selie
appeared in the Swedish language in 0 . In that same year, it was chosen as the
most popular new word by readers of the popular scientiic journal Språktidningen.
In line with the Swedish tradition to ind Swedish equivalents for foreign words, ISF
recommended to use egobild ‘ego picture’, or självis (formed from the pronoun själv
‘self’ + the nominalizing suix -is) instead. However, these alternatives did not really
catch on. In the Twitermix corpus, the singular form selie occurs ,9 9 times, against

for självis and 7 for egobild. Atempts to at least establish native inlection of the
loanword have not been very successful either. According to Svenska Akademiens
Ordlista, the plural form of selie ought to be selier.7 However, this form is only
atested once in the corpus. he most frequent plural form is selies ( ,0 0 tokens),
according to what in Swedish grammars is known as as the seventh declension (Tele-
man, Hellberg & Andersson 999: 79f). his declension features a plural in -s and is
largely restricted to loans, particularly those from English (Mickwitz 0 0).

So let us now turn to the neologisms based on selie. Using the Korp interface
of Språkbanken we searched for all words ending in -ie, excluding personal names
— to avoid the Swedish fondness of compound irst names with Soie as the second
member— and irrelevant nouns such as (misspelled)ilosoie or coie. his let uswith
,907 tokens, many of which were unanalysable and/or impossible to check as the

original tweet was long gone. We therefore had to refrain from providing a detailed
quantitative analysis, but a survey of the available data suggests some interesting

https://spraakbanken.gu.se/korp/.
http://www.sprakochfolkminnen.se/download/18.42699e142b734b551101b3/1398151044710/
Nyordslistan-2013.pdf.

7 http://www.sprakochfolkminnen.se/sprak/sprakradgivning/frageladan.html?url=-
27634753%2Fcgi-bin%2Fsrfl%2Fvisasvar.py%3Fsok%3Dselfie%26svar%3D78404&sv.url=12.
c17e514db30bb2a810ea.

7

https://spraakbanken.gu.se/korp/
 http://www.sprakochfolkminnen.se/download/18.42699e142b734b551101b3/1398151044710/Nyordslistan-2013.pdf
 http://www.sprakochfolkminnen.se/download/18.42699e142b734b551101b3/1398151044710/Nyordslistan-2013.pdf
http://www.sprakochfolkminnen.se/sprak/sprakradgivning/frageladan.html?url=-27634753%2Fcgi-bin%2Fsrfl%2Fvisasvar.py%3Fsok%3Dselfie%26svar%3D78404&sv.url=12.c17e514db30bb2a810ea
http://www.sprakochfolkminnen.se/sprak/sprakradgivning/frageladan.html?url=-27634753%2Fcgi-bin%2Fsrfl%2Fvisasvar.py%3Fsok%3Dselfie%26svar%3D78404&sv.url=12.c17e514db30bb2a810ea
http://www.sprakochfolkminnen.se/sprak/sprakradgivning/frageladan.html?url=-27634753%2Fcgi-bin%2Fsrfl%2Fvisasvar.py%3Fsok%3Dselfie%26svar%3D78404&sv.url=12.c17e514db30bb2a810ea
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paterns nevertheless. First of all, most new-formations appear to be compounds,8

which fall into various semantic categories:

(a) pictures of self with a speciic group or person:
gruppselie ‘group selie’, familjeselie ‘family selie’, påve-selie ‘selie with
pope’;

(b) pictures of self with some being or object:
ko-selie ‘selie with cows’, kyrkselie ‘selie with church’;

(c) pictures of self in a speciic state:
nakenselie ‘picture of naked self’, sjukselie ‘picture of sick self’, svetselie ‘pic-
ture of sweating self’;

(d) pictures of self in a speciic location:
tunnelbaneselie ‘picture of self on the tube’, toaselie ‘loo selie’, badrumsselie
‘bathroom selie’;

(e) pictures of self at a speciic time:
morgonselie ‘morning selie’, julselie ‘Christmas selie’;

(f) pictures of self performing a speciic activity:
valsedelutdelningsselie ‘ballot-paper-handing-out-selie’, skiselie ‘skiing selie’;

(g) pictures of object belonging/related to self:
skuggselie ‘picture of own shadow’.

uite frequent, but less interesting, are -ie formations and blends borrowed di-
rectly from English: weie ‘picture of us’, dogie, felie ‘farmer selie’, shelie ‘picture
of bookshelf’, smellie ‘picture of self in a badly smelling situation’,9 trelie ‘selie with
two others’.

Finally, there are some -ie formations involving native roots, but these are rare,
presumably because Swedish lacks a diminutive suix and hence English -ie (and its
extended variant -ie) were not always recognized as a potential suix (also because
English -ie is not particularly productive anyway). Interestingly however, some of
the -ie formations below have a -selie equivalent (familjeselie – familjie ‘family
selie’, skiselie – skiie ‘skiing selie’):

bomie ‘barrier selie’ badie ‘bathroom selie
hissie ‘elevator selie’, barnie ‘selie with kids’
famil(j)ie ‘family selie’, skiie ‘skiing selie’
tomtie ‘picture with Christmas
Gnome’

chantarellie ‘picture of
Chanterelles in a frying pan’

valie ‘picture of self voting’

8 Note that there are bound to be many more selie compounds in Twitermix, given the Swedish ten-
dency to spell compounds as two words (Språkriktighetsboken 00 : ), but we did not look at these.

9 Mostly falling into two categories: people smelling their own armpits, and (primarily) men changing
a baby’s nappy with nose and mouth covered.

8
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Also worth noting is ny frisyrie ‘new haircut selie’, where -ie takes scope over a
noun phrase.

. . Duth

he inventory of Dutch forms is based on the Groningen Twiter Corpus, which was
queried on August and September , 0 . 0 To take stock of Dutch coinages based
on selie, we looked at the most frequent words starting with a hash (#) and ending
in -ie. his allowed us to ind forms that were oten used along with a photo, so we
could look at it and determine the semantics of the form in question in cases where
there was any doubt.

Similarly to the Swedish case, the introduction of selie in Dutch met with some
resistance. Notably, upon selie becoming the Dutch Word of the Year 0 , writer
and comedian Kees van Kooten suggested that it be replaced with otofoto, a form
derived from auto- ‘self’ and foto ‘photograph’. While the suggestion garnered some
positive responses, the form appears not to have caught on, appearing only times
in the Groningen Twiter Corpus, as compared to 8 , for selie.

While Dutch also uses compound variants on selie (e.g. sambaselie, nomakeup-
selie), blended and suixed forms appeared to be more common than in Swedish.
In terms of semantic variation, the Dutch forms cover a range similar to that of the
Swedish forms:

(a) pictures of self with a speciic group or person:
solie ‘picture of self with a soldier’, polie ‘picture of self with a police oicer’;

(b) pictures of self with some being or object:
brilie ‘picture of self wearing glasses’;

(c) pictures of self in a speciic state:
pietie ‘picture of self in blackface as Zwarte Piet’;

(d) pictures of self in a speciic location:
stuie ‘picture of self in a recording studio’, kanselie ‘picture of self preaching
from a pulpit’;

(e) pictures of self at a speciic time:
ontbijtselie ‘picture of self at breakfast’, oranjeselie ‘picture of self at Konings-
dag [King’s Day]’;

(f) pictures of self performing a speciic activity:
stemie / stemselie ‘picture of self voting’, stuie ‘picture of self studying’, doe-
hetselie ‘picture of self making DIY renovations to the house’;

0 http://www.let.rug.nl/gosse/Ngrams/.
Interestingly, this indicates that in the case of some tweets, not just the linguistic but also the photo-
graphic context is needed to determine the meaning of the selie coinage.
http://nos.nl/artikel/587976-otofoto-ja-zeggen-twitteraars.html.
Note that some of these forms may have have additional meanings.

9

http://www.let.rug.nl/gosse/Ngrams/
http://nos.nl/artikel/587976-otofoto-ja-zeggen-twitteraars.html
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(g) pictures of object belonging/related to self:
zwerie ‘picture of collected liter’;

(h) pictures of self relected in object:
spiegelie, ‘picture of self in mirror’, balie ‘picture of self relected in spherical
Christmas ornament’.

. he smoothie group

. . Swedish

In the Twitermix corpus, the loan smoothie occurs 09 times in the indeinite singu-
lar, and 8 times in the indeinite plural, but we found only two spin-of formations,
to wit groothie (< grod ‘seed’ + -thie), and semloothie (< semla ‘sweet bun’ + -thie).
Both of these cases appear to be one-of coinages by individuals.

. . Duth

In Dutch the smoothie family appears to be similarly limited. While we had initially
hoped to ind more forms because of the presence of the word oathie in the Dutch
linguistic landscape, no analogous forms were found in the Groningen Twiter Cor-
pus. he only reasonably frequent formswere regular compounds such as aardbeiens-
moothie ‘strawberry smoothie’ and spinaziesmoothie ‘spinach smoothie’.

Interestingly, the Oathie is not a type of drink; instead, it is the brand name of a
type of wheat-free bread that is marketed primarily on health grounds, whichmight
explain the association with a -thie suix. he presence of the suix is indicated by
the -h-, since the base word is oat, on account of the oat lakes that are a key ingre-
dient. It would have been possible to simply have called the bread Oatie, using the
classic -ie suix; the fact that it was not indicates that an association with smoothie
was likely intended. In the case of Dutch, the combination of a word like oat with
-thie may be made easier due to the frequent pronunciation of /ð/ and /θ/ as /t/ in
English loans. his is airmed by the Oathie brand itself, who ofer a pronunciation
guide “ootie” (i.e. /oti/) on their website.

While strictly falling outside of the scope of this section, we may mention the
existence of Fruithie brand names in both Czechia 7 and Taiwan, 8 which indeed refer
to types of fruit smoothie. his further suggests that in the case of the smoothie family,
the creation of original brand names is a main contributor to its admitedly limited
productivity.

Among other places on billboards of the supermarket chain AH to go.
Tapping into the recent consumer trend of treating wheat and gluten as unhealthy, even for people
who have no gluten allergy.
http://www.oathie.com/wat-is-het.html.

7 https://vimeo.com/103649373; https://www.facebook.com/cafelagarto/photos/a.
167918056565094.36662.114764291880471/1129909533699270/?type=3&theater.

8 https://www.facebook.com/fruithie/?hc_location=ufi.

0

http://www.oathie.com/wat-is-het.html
https://vimeo.com/103649373
https://www.facebook.com/cafelagarto/photos/a.167918056565094.36662.114764291880471/1129909533699270/?type=3&theater
https://www.facebook.com/cafelagarto/photos/a.167918056565094.36662.114764291880471/1129909533699270/?type=3&theater
https://www.facebook.com/fruithie/?hc_location=ufi
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Blends and taints
Before we move on, some brief words on the terminology of diferent types of mor-
phological word formation processes will be helpful.

Some of the forms we’ve described appear to have a lot in common with blends.
Blends (e.g. smog,motel) are oten deined as “a word constructed from the beginning
of one word and the end of another” (Bauer 00 : ). 9 Analysis as a blend is possible
if the form in question is composed of a irst part of word X and a later part of
selie or smoothie. his is particularly plausible in cases where the overlap is greater
than just the -ie/-thie element, such as helie ‘picture of one’s hair’, belie ‘picture of
one’s posterior’, welie ‘workout selie’, drelie ‘picture of self when drunk’, and felie
‘farmer selie’. he aforementioned groothie ‘seed smoothie’ and semloothie ‘sweet
bun smoothie’ are examples from the smoothie family.

he other cases, such as groupie and oathie, are composed of one lexical mor-
pheme and a generalized suix-like element -ie/thie. hese cases are slightly difer-
ent from so-called -gates (i.e. variants on Watergate, such as nipplegate and Monica-
gate) where the conjoined element is recognizable as a full lexeme in its own right.
(Hening 000). 0 Rather, what we are dealing with is an original suix that acquires
part of the phonological material of the word to which it is atached, a process de-
scribed by Jespersen ( 9 : 8 – 88) as extension of suixes. Haspelmath ( 99 : 8–9;
00 : ) calls it secretion, using -aholic and French -tier (as in bijou-tier < fruit-ier)

as examples. More speciically, -ie and -thie represent a sub-type of such a pro-
cess of extension, namely tainting (Jespersen 9 : 8 – 88), in which the suix not
only acquires phonological material from the atached word, but also a more speciic
meaning than the original suix.

he formal and semantic properties of the selie and
smoothie families

As we have seen in our inventory, the neologisms based on selie and smoothie difer
in terms of both the formal and semantic relationship between the head word and the
postposed element. In the case of compounds such as stemselie ‘vote selie’ or mor-
gonselie ‘morning selie’, the meaning is compositional and transparent. However,
for wordsmadewith a tainted suix and blends themeaning isn’t always obvious due
to missing phonological material of the head word and/or the non-compositionality
of the semantics.

9 For an elaborate exploration of blends and related phenomena, see Fertig ( 0 : – 7) and Lepic
( 0 ).

0 Such forms are called “libixes” by Zwicky: https://arnoldzwicky.org/2010/01/23/libfixes/.
For Jespersen, secretion is a slightly diferent phenomenon where a part of a word is reanalysed as
having grammatical meaning, e.g. the reanalysis of -n as a plural suix betweenOld andMiddle English
(Jespersen 9 : 8 – 8 ).

https://arnoldzwicky.org/2010/01/23/libfixes/
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. he selie family

As we’ve established, -ie has a distinct meaning from its origins in -ie, but it also
difers from selie. When we analyse the neologisms ending in -ie, it becomes chal-
lenging to assign a very speciic semantic value to the suix. It would be safe to
deine -ie as ‘a photograph’, but the relationship between the suix and the head
word may be diferent in each case.

he starting point is the fully substantive micro-constructionmentioned in section
:

( ) [[self]i-ie]j ↔ [photograph that is taken by and features SEMi]j

However, in the neologisms, we encounter a range of related but subtly diferent
constructions. In these cases ‘self’ is always the person presenting the photo, but not
necessarily the one who took it:

( ) [[a]Ni-ie]j ↔ [photograph that is taken by and features self plus SEMi]j
(e.g. groupie)

( ) [[a]Xi-ie]j ↔ [photograph that features self plus SEMi]j
(his construction applies to various usages of selie neologisms where self is
not the photographer.)

( ) [[a]Ni-ie]j ↔ [photograph that is taken by and features self at SEMi]j
(e.g. badie ‘bathroom selie’)

(7) [[a]Xi-ie]j ↔ [photograph that is taken by and features self while performing
SEMi]j
(e.g. stuie ‘study selie’)

(8) [[a]Ni-ie]j ↔ [photograph that is taken by self and features SEMi belonging
to self]j
(e.g. chantarellie ‘picture of my Chanterelles’)

(9) [[a]Ni-ie]j ↔ [photograph that is taken by self and features self relected in
SEMi]j
(e.g. balie ‘Christmas ornament selie’)

. he smoothie family

For smoothie, we encounter a similar situation, albeit one with less diversity in terms
of derived constructions. Again, the basic construction of smoothie is as follows:

( 0) [[smooth]i-ie]j ↔ [drink that has a SEMi mouth texture]j

For the Swedish -thie coinages groothie and semloothie, as well as Fruithie, the con-
struction is diferent:

( ) [[a]Ni-thie]j ↔ [smoothie that contains or tastes like SEMi]j
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Finally, we may analyse the construction underlying Oathie as follows, where the
semantic broadening from -thie ‘a type of smoothie, a healthy drink’ to ‘healthy food
or drink’ is expressed formally:

( ) [[a]Ni-thie]j ↔ [healthy nutritional item that contains SEMi]j

Conclusion
While difering in terms of actual productivity, we have shown that selie and
smoothie (in both Swedish and Dutch) have the potential to spawn neologisms based
on a spectrum of word creation methods: compounding, blending, and (tainted) suf-
ixation.

he fertility of selie is primarily analogically driven by its form, and by the core
meaning ‘photograph’. In other words, the tail ends of various blends and the suix
-ie indicate a type of photograph, but the exact relationship between them and the
word they atach to depends on the context. In many cases, the full meaning of
the -ie word is partly determined by the picture for which the -ie word serves as
a caption. his symbiosis between linguistic meaning and graphic context adds an
extra dimension to these particular word formations. In addition, in all cases the
presence of a ‘self’ featuring in or related to the photo is heavily implied, even if the
morpheme self is not used anymore.

In the case of the smoothie family, productivity is mostly driven by the need for cre-
ating original brand names. he lack of wider productivity may be explained by the
smaller cultural relevance of the smoothie as opposed to the selie. In both Swedish
and Dutch, selie was at least twice as frequent as smoothie.

Finally, we may note that the repeated coinage of words using the word creation
processes described here has a jocular and playful character as well, as also pointed
out by Lepic ( 0 : 0 ). Many forms appear to be created mainly or in part to be
funny and/or original, rather than to ill serious gaps in the lexicon. While this kind
of word creation rarely leads to particularly frequent or long-lasting neologisms, it
reminds us that the role of creativity and playfulness in intentional language change
needs to be considered. It is not unthinkable that by now commonplace words such
as selie and smoothie began their lives in such a humble fashion.
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Chapter

“Featurometry”
Benedikt Szmrecsanyi
University of Leuven

he paper applies a method to determine feature similarities based on an aggregate
analysis of co-occurrence paterns to a dataset that catalogues the presence or absence
of 7 morphosyntactic features from all domains of grammar in international varieties
of English. he analysis uncovers distributional dimensions that are largely language-
external in nature; features do not appear to patern in terms of structural properties.

Introduction
Classical dialectometry in the Séguy-Goebl-Nerbonne tradition calculates dialect dis-
tances based on a joint analysis of a large number of features; subsequently, dialect
distances – or similarities, for that mater – are explored as a function of geographic
space. he analysis of feature aggregates is instructive, but classical dialectometry
has been criticized for not paying enough atention to how individual linguistic fea-
tures are implicated in the large-scale relationships that dialectometry seeks to inves-
tigate. As a consequence, the recent literature has been exploring methods that focus
not only on the big picture but that also highlight how individual features contribute
to that picture. For example, Wieling & Nerbonne ( 0 ) use bipartite spectral graph
partitioning to simultaneously identify similarities between dialect varieties as well
as their most distinctive linguistic features; Ruete, Ehret & Szmrecsanyi ( 0 ) uti-
lize individual diferences scaling for demonstrating how individual lexical features
contribute to large-scale lectal relationships.

In this contribution I explore a more radical way to bring features to the fore in
(dia)lectometry, drawing inspiration from a recent proposal coming forward from
the formal-generative community for

“modeling and understanding the diferences and similarities between linguistic
constructions […] based on their geographical distribution. In a nutshell, cluster
orders [the constructions under study in the paper, BS] that occur in the same
locations will be assumed to be more alike than those that have a diferent
geographical distribution. Note that in this setup it is largely irrelevant whether
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or not those dialect locations form a contiguous region. he locational data are
merely used as binary variables that sketch a detailed empirical picture […]”
(Van Craenenbroeck 0 : 7)

In other words, the method calculates feature similarities based on an aggregate
analysis of co-occurrence paterns in each of the dialect locations under analysis. he
aim is to identify parameters that are assumed to fuel such co-occurrence paterns;
geography is really only relevant to the extent that one needs to knowwhich features
co-occur in the same locations. Van Craenenbroeck ( 0 ) refers to this perspective
as “reverse dialectometry”, but the present author feels that this label may be a bit
misleading: given that classical dialectometry is deined as investigating dialect rela-
tionships as a function of geographic space, “reverse dialectometry’ would seem to
promise to investigate geographic space as a function of dialect relationships. But
as was explained above, geography really takes a back seat in Van Craenenbroeck
( 0 )’s proposal, which is why this contribution uses the label “featurometry” in-
stead.

Van Craenenbroeck ( 0 ) applies the method to a fairly specialized, syntax-
oriented dataset covering verb clusters in Dutch dialects, and inds that it yields
plausible results. My aim in this contribution is to evaluate the method from a more
explicitly dalectologically and sociolinguistically oriented point of view. By way of
a case study, I will analyze co-occurrence paterns in the morphosyntax survey com-
ing with the Handbook of Varieties of English (Kortmann & Szmrecsanyi 00 ), which
catalogues the presence or absence of 7 morphosyntactic features from all domains
of grammar in international varieties of English. he question is this: can we
identify salient dimensions (“parameters”) of variation using the method?

he dataset
I analyze the morphosyntax survey (http://www.varieties.mouton-content.com/)
that accompanies the Handbook of Varieties of English (Kortmann & Szmrecsanyi
00 ). his survey of non-standard English morphosyntax was conducted as follows:

we compiled a catalogue of 7 features – essentially, the usual suspects in previous
dialectological, variationist, and creolist research – and sent out this catalogue to the
authors of the chapters in the morphosyntax volume of the Handbook. For each of
these 7 features, the contributors were asked to specify into which of the following
three categories the relevant feature falls in the relevant variety, or set of closely
related varieties:

A pervasive (possibly obligatory) or at least very frequent;
B exists but a (possibly receding) feature used only rarely, at least not

frequently;
C does not exist or is not documented.

For the purposes of the present study, I lump the A and B ratings into an ‘at-
tested’ category, while C counts as “not atested”. Kortmann & Szmrecsanyi ( 00 :

– ) discuss the survey procedure, as well as the advantages and drawbacks of

http://www.varieties.mouton-content.com/
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the method, in considerable detail. Suice it to say here that the survey covers
non-standard varieties of English. All seven anglophone world regions (British Isles,
America, Caribbean, Australia, Paciic, Asia, Africa), as well as a fair mix of L vari-
eties (such as e.g. Appalachian English), indigenized L varieties (such as e.g. Indian
English), and pidgins/creoles (such as e.g. Tok Pisin), are included.

Statistical analysis
I will apply two analysis techniques to the dataset: multiple correspondence analysis
(MCA), which is the technique used in Van Craenenbroeck ( 0 ), and multidimen-
sional scaling (MDS), which is widely used in the dialectometry literature. In each
case, for the sake of simplicity atention will be restricted to the irst two dimensions
yielded by statistical analysis.

. Multidimensional scaling (MDS)

MDS (see Kruskal & Wish 978) is a well-known dimension reduction technique
that translates distances between objects (in our case, features) in high-dimensional
space into a lower-dimensional representation. To determine distances, I use thewell-
known squared Euclidean distance measure, which calculates the distance between
any two features as the number of varieties in which the two features do not co-occur.
Based on these distances I perform classical MDS utilizing R’s cmdscale() function.
he resulting MDS map is displayed in Figure .

In dimension , features with the highest negative scores, in the let half of the plot,
include feature [7 ] (lack of inversion in main clause yes/no questions), [ 9] (never as
preverbal past tense negator), and [ 0] (me instead of I in coordinate subjects). hese
features are known to be recurrent in varieties of English wherever they are spoken
(see Kortmann & Szmrecsanyi 00 : Table ). At the right end of Dimension , the
top runners with positive scores include [ ] (ater-Perfect), [ ] (relative particle
at), and [ ] (relative particle as). hese features are very rare in varieties of English
(see Kortmann & Szmrecsanyi 00 : Table ). Dimension , therefore, sorts features
according to how widespread/rare they are.

As for dimension , the features with the highest negative scores (lower half of
plot) are [ ] (existential/presentational there’s, there is, there was with plural sub-
jects), [7 ] (as what/than what in comparative clauses), and [70] (unsplit for to in
ininitival purpose clauses). We know that these features are fairly typical of British
varieties of English (Kortmann & Szmrecsanyi 00 : Table 8); [ ] and [7 ] are also
known to be characteristic of L varieties more generally (Kortmann & Szmrecsanyi
00 : Table ). he set of features with the highest positive scores in dimension

(top half of plot) includes [ 0] (no as preverbal negator), [ 0] (zero past tense forms
of regular verbs), and [7 ] (serial verbs). hese features, which tend to be reductive
in nature, set apart English-based pidgin and creole languages from other varieties
(Kortmann & Szmrecsanyi 00 : Table ). Dimension thus arranges features in

7
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Figure : Multidimensional scaling map.

terms of how characteristic they are of pidgin and creole languages, as opposed to
British-type L varieties of English.

By way of an interim summary, MDS picks up two largely language-externally de-
ined dimensions of variation: widespreadness and pidgin-/creoleness (versus British-
ness and/or L -ness). he plot indicates that we indmost variance in widespreadness
among those features that are neither particularly characteristic of pidgins/creoles,
nor of British and/or L varieties of English.

. Multiple correspondence analysis (MCA)

MCA is a technique, similar in spirit to factor analysis, to examine how categorical
variables (in our case: features) are associated with each other and to establish the ex-
tent to which they can be organized to yield common dimensions of variation. Unlike
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Figure : Multiple Correspondence Analysis. Display is limited to the 0 features and
varieties that have the highest contribution on the dimensions. ‘+’ suixed
to a feature’s label indicates presence of the feature, ‘-’ indicates absence.

MDS, MCA also provides information about the behavior of individual observations
(in our case, varieties): a particular variety will appear in the same part of the plot as
the values of the features by which the variety is characterized (Levshina 0 : 7 –
7 ). he distance measure used in MCA is the chi-square distance measure. he

following analysis was carried out using the mca() function in the FactoMineR pack-
age (Lê, Josse & Husson 008). he resulting plot is displayed in Figure ; note that
for the sake of readability, the plot only displays the 0 features and 0 varieties that
have the highest contribution on the dimensions (arguments select = ”contrib 20”
and selectMod = ”contrib 20”).

Let us discuss Figure by quadrant. In the upper let hand quadrant, we ind fea-
tures such as [7 ] (serial verbs) and [ 0] (no as preverbal negator), which as we saw

9
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are characteristic of English-based pidgin and creole languages – and indeed, the
varieties that the MCA plot identiies as particularly atracted to these features (e.g.
Australian Creoles) are all pidgins and creoles. In the upper right hand quadrant
three features are identiied as particularly diagnostic: [ 7] (ain’t as generic negator
before a main verb), [ ] (ain’t as the negated form of have), and [ ] (ain’t as the
negated form of be). he varieties located in this quadrant are all North American,
and indeed we know that ain’t is particularly characteristic of North American En-
glish (Kortmann & Szmrecsanyi 00 : Table 0). In the lower right hand quadrant
MCA locates some British varieties (dialects in the North and in the Southeast of
England) as well as New Zealand English, a variety that is known to be fairly close
to British English, at least in terms of grammar. he features that MCA identiies
as being distinctive for this quadrant include [70] (unsplit for to in ininitival pur-
pose clauses); features [ 9] (past tense/anterior marker been) and [ 7] (deletion of
be) are typically absent. his distributional patern is typical of British varieties of
English, according to the literature (Kortmann & Szmrecsanyi 00 : – ). In
the lower let-hand quadrant, inally, we ind primarily indigenized L varieties such
as Malaysian English and Ghanaian English. he MCA plot suggests that these vari-
eties are primarily characterized by the absence of features such as [ ] (them instead
of demonstrative those) and [ ] (multiple negation).

So in the big picture, the MCA plot appears to identify as the most important di-
mension of variation (Dim ) the contrast between native varieties (right) against
pidgins/creoles and L -varieties (let). he vertical dimension (Dim ) is harder to
interpret, but some exceptions notwithstanding seems to be capturing a language-
externally deined contrast between orientation toward North American English
(top) versus orientation toward British English (botom).

Discussion and concluding remarks
his contribution has applied two “featurometrical” analysis techniques to a dataset
documenting the distribution of 7 non-standard grammatical features in dozens of
spoken varieties of English around the world. he analysis has revealed a number
of dimensions that appear to fuel the distribution of non-standard grammatical fea-
tures. According to multidimensional scaling (MDS), what counts is how widespread
features are, and the extent to which they tend to be atested in pidgin and creole
languages or not. Multiple correspondence analysis suggests that the distribution of
features is primarily sensitive to the contrast between native varieties vis-à-vis pid-
gins/creoles and L -varieties, and secondarily to the contrast between varieties that
orient toward North American English as opposed to British English.

he dataset under study in this contribution is an extremely well-studied one, and
it is fair to say that these contrasts and dimensions have not escaped notice in the lit-
erature (see e.g. Kortmann & Szmrecsanyi 00 ; Szmrecsanyi & Kortmann 009a,b).
For example, the top biconditional implication identiied by Szmrecsanyi & Kort-
mann ( 009a: ) is that the occurrence/non-occurrence of feature [ ] (ain’t as the
negated form of be) is conditioned on the occurrence/nonoccurrence of feature [ ]

0
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(ain’t as the negated form of have), and vice versa; and this patern comes through
very clearly in the MCA plot in Figure . It is, of course, good to see that a new
perspective yields results that do not contradict what we know to be true. But there
should also be some sort of added bonus. In the case of the dataset analyzed here, the
bonus primarily consists of the nice visualizations generated by MDS and, in partic-
ular, MCA: these are clearly superior to the somewhat dreary feature lists that e.g.
Kortmann & Szmrecsanyi ( 00 ) present.

As for more substantial insights, I note that the dimensions uncovered in this study
are largely language-external in nature; features do not appear to patern extensively
in terms of their structural properties (an exception is MDS dimension , which can
be said to arrange features in terms of how reductive they are). It is of course true
that we know that e.g. creole languages are structurally diferent from non-creole
languages (see, for example, McWhorter 00 ), and so to the extent that features are
diagnostic of creoles we may be indirectly dealing with structural issues, language-
internally conditioned grammaticalization processes and such ater all. But my point
is that the paterns we are seeing are not primarily driven by inherent properties of
the features under study, but – externally – by properties of the varieties in which
they occur. hus what Van Craenenbroeck ( 0 ) calls “noise” (i.e. extra-grammatical
aspects, as opposed to “the signal”, which is about structure) seems to be what really
structures the dataset under study here. Observe also that theMCA plots in Van Crae-
nenbroeck ( 0 ) reveal more structure and are less cloud-like than the diagrams pre-
sented above. So is there really no structural signal in the survey under study in this
paper? I caution in this connection that unlike Van Craenenbroeck ( 0 ), the present
study does not include any theory-inspired supplementary variables, which is why
the analysis presented here is rather exploratory. Also, atention was restricted, for
the sake of clarity, to the irst two dimensions in MDS and MCA, but more structure
may be hiding in higher-numbered dimensions. Let us also keep in mind that the fea-
tures included in the morphosyntax survey are more “surfacy” and more of a mixed
bag than the genuinely syntactic features studied in Van Craenenbroeck ( 0 ). Fi-
nally, the fact that the morphosyntax survey covers a range of variety types – native
vernaculars, indigenized L varieties, pidgin and creole languages – may overwhelm
any structural signal potentially present in corners of the dataset, which is why fu-
ture research is encouraged to conduct separate analyses for each variety type.
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Appendix: features covered in the survey
. them instead of demonstrative those (e.g. in them days …, one of them things …)
. me instead of possessive my (e.g. He’s me brother, I’ve lost me bike)
. special forms or phrases for the second person plural pronoun (e.g. youse, y’all)
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. regularized relexives-paradigm (e.g. hisself, theirselves/theirself )

. object pronoun forms saving as base for relexives (e.g. meself )

. lack of number distinction in relexives (e.g. plural –self )
7. she/her used for inanimate referents (e.g. She was burning good [about a house])
8. generic he/his for all genders (e.g. My car, he’s broken)
9. myself/meself in a non-relexive function (e.g. my/me husband and myself )
0. me instead of I in coordinate subjects (e.g. Me and my brother/My brother and me were late for school)
. non-standard use of us (e.g. Us George was a nice one).
. non-coordinated subject pronoun forms in object function (e.g. You did get he out of bed)
. non-coordinated object pronoun forms in subject function (e.g. Us say ’er’s dry)
. absence of plural marking ater measure nouns (e.g. four pound, ive year)
. group plurals (e.g. hat President has two Secretary of States)
. group genitives (e.g. he man I met’s girlfriend is a real beauty)
7. irregular use of articles (e.g. I had nice garden)
8. postnominal for-phrases to express possession (e.g. he house for me)
9. double comparatives and superlatives (e.g. hat is so much more easier to follow)
0. regularized comparison strategies (e.g. He is the regularest guy)
. wider range of uses of the Progressive (e.g. I’m liking this, What are you wanting)
. habitual be (e.g. He be sick)
. habitual do (e.g. He does catch ish prety)
. non-standard habitual markers other than be and do
. levelling of diference between Present Perfect and Simple Past (e.g. Were you ever in London?)
. be as perfect auxiliary (e.g. hey’re not let school yet)
7. do as a tense and aspect marker (e.g. his man what do own this)
8. completive/perfect done (e.g. He done go ishing, You donate what I has sent you?)
9. past tense/anterior marker been (e.g. I been cut the bread)
0. loosening of sequence of tense rule (e.g. I noticed the van I came in)
. would in if -clauses (e.g. If I’d be you, …)
. was sat/stood with progressive meaning (e.g. when you’re stood there )
. ater-Perfect (e.g. She’s ater selling the boat)
. double modals (e.g. I tell you what we might should do)
. epistemic mustn’t (‘can’t, it is concluded that …not’; e.g. his mustn’t be true)
. levelling of preterite and past participle verb forms: regularization of irregular verb paradigms (e.g. catch–

catched–catched)
7. levelling of preterite and past participle verb forms: unmarked forms (frequent with e.g. give and run)
8. levelling of preterite and past participle verb forms: past form replacing the participle (e.g. He had went)
9. levelling of preterite and past participle verb forms: participle replacing the past form (e.g. He gone to Mary)
0. zero past tense forms of regular verbs (e.g. I walk for I walked)
. a-preixing on ing-forms (e.g. hey wasn’t a-doin’ nothin’ wrong)
. adverbs (other than degree modiiers) derived from adjectives lack –ly (e.g. He treated her wrong)
. degree modiier adverbs lack –ly (e.g. hat’s real good)
. multiple negation / negative concord (e.g. He won’t do no harm)
. ain’t as the negated form of be (e.g. hey’re all in there, ain’t they?)
. ain’t as the negated form of have (e.g. I ain’t had a look at them yet)
7. ain’t as generic negator before a main verb (e.g. Something I ain’t know about)
8. invariant don’t for all persons in the present tense (e.g. He don’t like me)
9. never as preverbal past tense negator (e.g. He never came [= he didn’t come])
0. no as preverbal negator (e.g. me no iit brekfus)
. was–weren’t split (e.g. he boys was interested, but Mary weren’t)
. invariant non-concord tags (e.g. innit/in’t it/isn’t in hey had them in their hair, innit?
. invariant present tense forms due to zero marking for the third person singular (e.g. So he show up and say,

What’s up?)
. invariant present tense forms due to generalization of third person –s to all persons (e.g. I sees the house)
. existential / presentational there’s, there is, there was with plural subjects (e.g. here’s two men waiting in the hall)
. variant forms of dummy subjects in existential clauses (e.g. they, it)
7. deletion of be (e.g. She smart)
8. deletion of auxiliary have (e.g. I eaten my lunch)
9. was/were generalization (e.g. You were hungry but he were thirsty)
0. Northern Subject Rule (e.g. I sing vs. *I sings, Birds sings, I sing and dances)
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. relative particle what (e.g. his is the man what painted my house)

. relative particle that or what in non-restrictive contexts (e.g. My daughter, that/what lives in London,…)

. relative particle as (e.g. He was a chap as got a living anyhow)

. relative particle at (e.g. his is the man at painted my house)

. use of analytic that his/that’s, what his/what’s, at’s, as’ instead of whose (e.g. he man what’s wife has died)

. gapping or zero-relativization in subject position (e.g. he man lives there is a nice chap)
7. resumptive / shadow pronouns (e.g. his is the house which I painted it yesterday)
8. say-based complementizers
9. inverted word order in indirect questions (e.g. I’m wondering what are you gonna do?)
70. unsplit for to in ininitival purpose clauses (e.g. guters for to drain the water away)
7 . as what / than what in comparative clauses (e.g. It’s harder than what you think it is)
7 . serial verbs (e.g. give meaning ‘to, for’, as in Karibuk giv mi, ‘Give the book to me’)
7 . lack of inversion / lack of auxiliaries in wh-questions (e.g. What you doing?)
7 . lack of inversion in main clause yes/no questions (e.g. You get the point?)
7 . like as a focussing device (e.g. How did you get away with that like?)
7 . like as a quotative particle (e.g. And she was like, what do you mean?)
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Chapter

Bootstrapping a dependency parser for
Maltese – a real-world test case
Jörg Tiedemann
University of Helsinki

Lonneke van der Plas
University of Malta

his paper evaluates the practicality of methods intended to bootstrap dependency
parsers for new languages on a real-world test case: Maltese. Previous work has evalu-
ated cross-lingual methods, such as annotation projection and model transfer, by proxy,
i.e., by selecting target languages from the set of languages available in multilingual
treebanks, because truly under-resourced languages do not have test sets available. As a
result, experiments in previous work are oten limited to closely related Indo-European
languages, or lack real-world scenarios. At this exact point in time, Maltese is an ex-
cellent candidate to evaluate the usefulness of the cross-lingual methods proposed in
previous work: treebank development is in progress, no syntactic parsers are available,
but certain NLP tools and corpora have recently become available. Maltese belongs to
the branch of Semitic languages that is diferent from the languages for which NLP re-
sources are most widely available. However, it has been under the inluence of several
indo-European language due to its turbulent history. It is therefore an even more inter-
esting test case for exploring multi-source projection and the contribution of various
languages with respect to their linguistic inluence on the Maltese language.

Introduction
State-of-the-art methods for inducing NLP tools, such as part-of-speech (PoS) taggers
and dependency parsers, rely on large quantities of hand-annotated data. For most of
the world’s languages these annotations are not available, because their creation is
a costly and time-consuming enterprise. Cross-lingual learning methods try to boot-
strap NLP tools for low-resource languages despite the lack of annotated resources in
those languages. Early work focused on annotation projection or data transfer (Hwa
et al. 00 ; Yarowsky, Ngai & Wicentowski 00 ). In that approach, annotations are
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projected from the well-resourced source languages to the low-resource target lan-
guage using parallel corpora. Secondly, in model transfer, models are trained on the
annotated source language and applied to the target language. Without adaptation,
this only works reasonably well for closely related languages (Agić et al. 0 ). Typ-
ically, models need to be delexicalised unless there is a substantial lexical overlap
between source and target language. Due to the availability of harmonised PoS anno-
tations (Petrov, Das & McDonald 0 ), shared PoS features across languages can be
used by delexicalised models (McDonald et al. 0 ), which can be further improved
using cross-lingual word clusters or target language adaptation. Guo et al. ( 0 )
extend delexicalized transfer models with cross-lingual distributed representations
to include lexical knowledge. hey apply alignment-based projection and canoni-
cal correlation analysis (CCA) to map monolingual distributed word representations.
Lastly, translating treebanks is a cross-lingual method proposed by Tiedemann, Agić
& Nivre ( 0 ). A given source language treebank is translated by an existing MT sys-
tem, for example a statistical MTmodel trained on parallel data. Annotations are pro-
jected from source to synthetic target language sentences with the same techniques
as before with the main beneit that they come from manually veriied annotations
instead of automatically parsed data sets.

An overview of common techniques of cross-lingual methods is presented in
(Tiedemann & Agić 0 ). We base our work on a similar setup but move away from
proxy-based evaluation to a real-world scenario. To the best of our knowledge, no
other publications focus their work on truly under-resourced languages. Agić, Hovy
& Sagaard ( 0 ) come closest to this idea by focusing on languages with small tree-
banks using resources such as the Bible and the Watchtower corpus that cover many
low-density languages. In contrast to previous work, we basically start from scratch,
having a small treebank for development purposes with the goal of making the best
use out of the tools and resources available for our target language, Maltese.

. Maltese

Maltese is a language spoken by the people of the Maltese archipelago that lie in
the Mediterranean Sea some 80 kilometres south of Sicily as well as several Maltese
communities abroad, totalling around 0,000 speakers. he Maltese language had a
very interesting development in that it was under the inluence of many languages
from diferent language families in the course of Malta’s history and has therefore
been classiied as a mixed language (Aquilina 9 8). Maltese is assumed to originate
from an Arabic dialect, brought to Malta by the Arabic conquerors in 870, that is
close to the dialects spoken by the inhabitants of Tunisia. Malta had very strong
links with Sicily and Italy and the Christian world in general and lost contact with
the Arabic community in the 9th century. he language shows signiicant signs of
Romancisation. Not only the lexicon, which has over % elements of Italo-Romance
origin, but also morphology, syntax, and semantics are inluenced by Italo-Romance
languages (Stolz 0 ). English started to have an impact on the language during the
9th century and more notably during the 0th century, largely due to the bilingual
situation. Ater Malta’s independence in 9 , Maltese became an oicial language
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and since its membership in the EU in 00 it is also an oicial language of the union.
he previous paragraph underpins the statement that bootstrapping a dependency

parser for Maltese is an excellent real-world test case for cross-lingual methods. he
development of Maltese NLP tools and corpora happens to be at the exact point in
time, where cross-lingual methods would be very useful. he irst steps towards
treebanking have been made: a few hundred sentences have been annotated. Just
enough to evaluate the crosslingual methods, but not enough to train a good lexi-
calised parser. he Maltese NLP community is joining forces to develop NLP tools
for Maltese but is behind the other European languages. As a result, some NLP tools
(a PoS tagger and a chunker) have become available over the past couple of years
and a large monolingual corpus has been released in 0 . An electronic dictionary
with morphological information and translations into English has been released very
recently as well. Fortunately for us, Malta’s membership in the EU has resulted in
the availability of reasonably large quantities of parallel data. Furthermore, the fact
that Maltese is strongly inluenced by a variety of languages and cultures makes it a
fascinating case for multi-source transfer methods.

Cross-lingual parsing
In order to answer the question concerning the practicality of cross-lingual meth-
ods in a real-world scenario, we experimented with several lavours of cross-lingual
parsing approaches that have proven successful in previous work. We will briely
introduce the approaches below.

. Annotation projection

In this approach, we apply the heuristics proposed byHwa et al. ( 00 ) that follow the
direct correspondence assumption to make it possible to map annotations from one
language to another through automatic word alignment in bitexts. he projection
rules ensure the creation of valid tree structures in the target, which is necessary for
the training procedures we apply. To reduce the negative inluence of dummy nodes,
we add the improvements proposed by Tiedemann & Agić ( 0 ). In particular, we
rely on the removal of dummy leaf nodes and the conlation of unary productions
in the parse tree that involve dummy nodes. Furthermore, we remove all sentences
that include any dummy node or dummy relation in their parse tree ater projection
and the modiications mentioned above.

For each source language we then use 0,000 sentences with projected annota-
tions to train target language parsers. We also introduce additional features to the
projected data by looking up morphological features in a monolingual dictionary.
PoS information is used for some basic disambiguation.

7
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. Model transfer

he simplest transfer approach is to use delexicalised models that rely entirely on
universal PoS tags. hese baseline models work surprisingly well on closely-related
languages but have a lot of short-comings due to the over-simpliication of their fea-
ture models and their strong structural correspondence assumptions. An interesting
option for target language adaptation is relexicalization by means of self-training.
he simple idea is to apply the delexicalized model to monolingual target language
data to create automatically annotated data for training fully lexicalized parsing mod-
els.

. Translating treebanks

A third cross-lingual parsing technique proposed by Tiedemann, Agić & Nivre ( 0 )
applies machine translation to create synthetic training data with projected annota-
tion from the original treebank. his approach has been shown to be quite successful
and oten beter than annotation projection. One of the main advantages is the use of
manually veriied source language annotation instead of noisy parsed out-of-domain
data.

he biggest disadvantage is, of course, the lack of translation quality. Another crit-
ical problem is the requirement of suicient training data for creating MT models.
Typically, we cannot expect to have suicient parallel data available to train statis-
tical MT models for low-resource languages. However, the situation is diferent for
Maltese due to its status in the EU.

For the translation approach, we follow the basic setup of our previous work and
train standard phrase-based SMT models for all language pairs using a standard
pipeline that includes word alignment, phrase extraction and phrase scoring. Word
alignments are already available from the annotation projection experiments and use
the same output of the symmetrised alignments produced by efmaral and its fertility-
enhanced HMM model. Phrase extraction and phrase scoring use standard setings
of the Moses pipeline (Koehn et al. 007). he language model is estimated using
kenlm (Heaield et al. 0 ) with an order of and modiied Kneyser-Ney smoothing
from the entire Maltese corpus described below.

Tools and resources
he treebank that we use as our test set was created by Slavomír véplö from Charles
University in Prague. his corpus is still under heavy development. At the time of
writing, 7 sentences have been tokenised and manually annotated with PoS tags
and Universal Dependency (UD) relations by one annotator only. It contains sen-
tences from the following domains: journalistic ( 9 sentences), short stories ( sen-
tences), encyclopedic and instructional ( 8 sentences).

We skip tuning in our current experiments because there are no suitable development sets for Maltese.
Nevertheless, standard weights are usually a good initial guess and the scores in our experiments
suggest that the models produce reasonable output for the task at hand.

8
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he Korpus Malti v .0 is the latest achievement in an ongoing project of gather-
ing digital resources for Maltese (Gat&véplö 0 ). It contains 0 million tokens in
various genres. It is taggedwith theMaltese tagger described below, with an accuracy
of around 97%. In addition, it includes partial lemma information and morphological
analysis. We use the corpus for our relexicalisation experiments and for language
modeling in the translation approach.

Ġabra is a free, open lexicon for Maltese, built by collecting various diferent lexi-
cal resources into one common database. Ġabra was originally built in 0 as part of
a master’s thesis project by Camilleri ( 0 ) While it is not yet a complete dictionary
for Maltese, recent eforts resulted in an on-line dictionary with , 9 entries and
, , 7 inlectional word forms. Many of these are linked by root, include transla-

tions in English, and are marked for various morphological features.
Tagging Maltese was carried out using the SVMTool (Giménez & Màrquez 00 ),

trained on a manually tagged corpus of ca. 8,000 tokens. he Maltese Tagset v .0
was developed by Slavomír véplö and Albert Gat.

he parser we apply in our experiments is a graph-based model implemented in
the mate tools (Bohnet 0 0) and we use version . . For training the source lan-
guage models we used the treebanks provided by the Universal Dependencies (UD)
project version . . Note that we reduce dependency relations to universal categories
to make it possible to transfer labels across languages.

. Parallel data sets

Our two main approaches, annotation projection and treebank translation, heavily
rely on parallel data sets. he DGT translation memory (Steinberger et al. 0 ) can
be used to produce an aligned multilingual corpus of the European Union’s legisla-
tive documents (Acquis Communautaire) in EU languages. his memory contains
most, although not all, of the documents which make up the Acquis Communautaire,
as well as some other documents which are not part of the Acquis.

In our experiments we apply a subset of 9 languages for which we have suicient
data for all languages in parallel including Maltese. he inal corpus we use for our
experiments comprises in the end about . 7 million truly parallel sentences with
roughly 9 to million tokens per language.

We tokenized Maltese using an in-house tokenizer that is compatible with the tree-
bank test set and applied UDPipe (Straka, Hajiw & Straková 0 ) for tokenising the
other 8 languages according to the standards of the universal dependency treebanks.
hereater, we aligned all languages with Maltese on the word level using efmaral,7

an eicient implementation of fertility-based alignment models based on Gibbs sam-

he corpus along with many other electronic resources for Maltese can be retrieved from http://mlrs.
research.um.edu.mt.
http://mlrs.research.um.edu.mt/resources/malti03/tagset30.html.
https://code.google.com/archive/p/mate-tools/downloads.
http://universaldependencies.org/introduction.html.
http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/udpipe.

7 https://github.com/robertostling/efmaral.
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pling with a Bayesian extension (Östling & Tiedemann 0 ). he word alignments
are then symmetrised using the intersection and the popular grow-diag-inal-and
heuristics. Both of these symmetrized alignments are facilitated in our annotation
projection experiments according to the procedures proposed by Tiedemann ( 0 ).

Results and discussions
In Table we see the results of the three mainmethods presented in this paper. Scores
are given for the Maltese test set described above with predicted PoS labels for a re-
alistic estimation of performance. We can see that models trained on the translated
treebanks are comparable but oten beter than the annotation projection results. Us-
ing re-lexicalisation of delexicalized models works surprisingly well for source lan-
guages like Spanish and Italian with atachment scores that are quite close to the
corresponding annotation projection experiments. But in general, the scores are sig-
niicantly lower. Note that the purely delexicalized models perform even worse.

Table : Results for the three methods and the 8 source languages.

Projection Relexicalisation Translation
src LAS UAS LAS UAS LAS UAS
bg .9 . . 9. .8 .
cs . . . 8 .0 .7 .
da .87 .77 . . . .
de . .0 0. 0 9.9 . 8 .
el .79 .0 . .0 7.87 . 7
en 9. 9 9. . . 9. 8.88
es 9.78 9. . .88 0. 0 70.
et .0 8. 8. 8 .97 .8 .
i 7. 0. 9 7. .7 7.09 .0
fr 7.7 7. .09 . 8.70 8.
hu 9. 0 9. 8.70 0.8 . 0 .
it 7.70 .7 .0 . 0. 8.80
nl . 9.7 .8 9.89 . 8 0. 8
pl .78 . .0 .98 .09 . 8
pt .0 .7 0. 8.8 . 0 . 7
ro .80 .7 0. . 9 .7 7.
sl 8. 7. 9 . 9 . 7.90 7. 8
sv . 9 .87 0.77 . . .70

Is the fact that Maltese is a mixed language relected in higher performances when
transferring from languages that are known to have had an efect on the Maltese
language? We can only give tentative answers due to the lack of in-depth analyses
and comparable parallel data for Arabic. Nevertheless, the best languages for cross-

0
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lingual learning are Italian and Spanish, two Romance languages, which is expected
due to strong Romancisation of Maltese. A second place is taken by English. We ob-
tain very good scores for projection and translation, but the re-lexicalisedmodels lags
behind. Linguistic literature acknowledges the inluence of English, but states that it
is more recent, and therefore less embedded in the language. his could explain why
the re-lexicalised model, that relies for the larger part on the syntactic structure of
the source language, falls behind. Looking at the results it seems possible to conduct
comparative linguistic studies based on the success of cross-lingual learning. his
would be an interesting avenue to explore in future work.

Another interesting question is whether multi-source models can be used to over-
come individual weaknesses of the projected data sets. he mixed nature of Maltese
may support a combination of source languages in particular. Table shows that a
simple concatenation of data from the several languages works surprisingly well. Un-
expectedly, the linguistically biased combination of Romance languages and English
does not lead to any gains over the model that uses all data sets. Another unbiased
approach of selecting all source languages for which the supervised source language
parsers reach a level of at least 80% LAS leads to only modest improvements over the
combination of all languages, which further demonstrates the robustness of the sim-
ple multi-source approach. As a inal step, we also tested the inclusion of inlectional
features and lemmas coming from the lexical database of Maltese. To our disappoint-
ment, this leads to only minor improvements in LAS and even a slight drop in UAS.
his suggests that adding lexical information without contextual disambiguation pro-
vides only litle help but coverage issues may also be good reason for the failure of
this approach.

Table : Multi-source projection models and combinations of methods.

Method languages LAS UAS
Projection all languages . 7 .
Projection en es fr it pt ro . 7 . 8
Projection bg cs en es it sl .77 7 .80
Projection + inlectional info bg cs en es it sl .0 7 .

. Measuring the practicality of cross-lingual parsing

he numbers in the previous paragraphs, albeit interesting from a research perspec-
tive, have litle practical value. In order to compare the merits of cross-lingual meth-
ods, we determined the amount of manually annotated data needed to reach levels
of performance that are equal to those stemming from cross-lingual methods. We,
therefore, split our small test set into tiny training data of various sizes while us-
ing the remaining examples for testing.8 Figure shows the learning curve in our

8 In this setup, test data is always changing depending on how much of the data we reserve for training.
Hence, these scores are not completely comparable but the general trends should still be trustworthy
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procedure.
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Figure : Figures showing a) the learning curve when training on manual data and b)
the efect of adding projected data to a small amount of manually annotated
data ( sentences).

We can see that with as litle as training examples, we achieve a performance
that is on par or above the best cross-lingual models discussed earlier. his compar-
ison puts work on cross-lingual parsing into perspective. Most of the achievements
presented in previous research are comparable to the results presented here but sim-
ilar investigations on learning curves for tiny training data sets is usually not pre-
sented. he result above seems to strongly suggest that investing in annotation is
a much wiser decision than spending time on tweaking a transfer model. A caveat
may be that no expert can easily be found for many languages of the world and trans-
fer models are still a valid choice for quickly building systems for a large number of
languages. But the question remains whether this is really useful or not.

Another relevant question is whether hand-annotated data can successfully be
combined with projected data to bootstrap models with very scarce resources. To
study this, we ran another experiment in which we added small numbers of projected
parse trees to a tiny treebank of sentences for training parsingmodels that we then
tested on the remaining test cases (with predicted PoS labels). he projected trees
come from a multi-source model that we have re-trained on automatically parsed
monolingual data from the Korpus Malti.

In this setup we use a simple concatenation strategy again and multiply the orig-
inal treebank to match the size of the added noisy projected data. We can see in
Figure that the model trained on this augmented data indeed increases until a cer-
tain level of noise is reached that causes degradation of the parser. he improvements
are still modest but it shows that there is some potential for such combined models.
And given the small amount of projected trees necessary, there is room for iltering
approaches to select high-quality projections.

to some extent.
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Conclusions
We conducted a large number of experiments on dependency parsing to evaluate the
practicality of cross-lingual learning for the real-world test case of Maltese, one of
the oicial European languages, whose NLP tools and resources are under develop-
ment. We leveraged all available resources in this realistic scenario and came to the
following conclusions: irstly, the practicality of cross-lingual parsing is very much
dependent on the current situation of the resources in the target language. Despite
encouraging results with model and data transfer, cross-lingual parsing still lags far
behind fully supervised models. For the scenario under discussion, small amounts
of target language training data are available and these outperform state-of-the art
cross-lingual models. In such a seting, a possible use of data transfer may be the com-
binationwith scarcemanually annotated data sets to bootstrap treebanks and parsers.
A scenario in which cross-lingual methods could be of practical use is that of a large
number of languages for which no linguistic resources are available at all. However,
the practical use of such rough models still remains to be proven. In addition to these
observations regarding the practicality of cross-lingual parsing, we relected on the
possibility of using cross-lingual learning for comparative explorations regarding the
similarity between languages on speciic linguistic levels such as the syntactic level.
We leave the large-scale, detailed analyses needed for such an endeavor to future
work.
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Chapter 7

Identifying dialect regions from
syntactic data
Erik Tjong Kim Sang
Meertens Institute Amsterdam

he Syntactic atlas of Dutch dialects (SAND) is a database of syntactic features observed
in the language spoken by people from diferent dialect regions in he Netherlands and
Flanders. We would like to know how speciic syntactic features are for the diferent
dialects. For this purpose we try to generate dialect boundaries from the syntactic data
only. We show that a plausible binary division of the dialect can successfully be derived
but that is more diicult to divide the data in three or more regions. We build on earlier
work by Nerbonne, Heeringa & Kleiweg ( 999), who performed this task for phonetic
data, and on work by Spruit ( 008), who also atempted to identify dialect regions from
syntactic data.

Introduction
One of my early memories of the research work of John Nerbonne goes back to 999,
to the yearly meeting of the European Chapter of the Association of Computational
Linguistics, held in Bergen, Norway. At that meeting John presented a paper, joint
work with colleagues Wilbert Heeringa and Peter Kleiweg, in which they outlined
how gradual diferences between dialects could be derived and visualized from di-
alect data using computational methods (Nerbonne, Heeringa & Kleiweg 999). heir
visualization, a beautiful color map displaying gradual transitions between dialects
as diverse as West Low German, Limburgish and West-Flemish, was the irst color
page ever in a proceedings of a major computational linguistics conference.

he paper and its followup work has inspired much other work, such as the
Gabmap website in Groningen (Nerbonne et al. 0 ), which enables researchers to
visualize their own dialect data, and the project Maps and Grammar in Amsterdam
(Barbiers et al. 008), which examines the relation between linguistic properties and
their geographic distribution. It is in the later project that the current paper is based.

One of the research questions of the Maps and Grammar project is central to this
paper. It is inspired by the data set we have available in the project: the Syntac-
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tic atlas of the Dutch dialects. Unlike John Nerbonne and his colleagues, who used
pronunciation data, we exclusively want to use this syntactic data set for deriving
dialect boundaries. herefore our research question is: can reasonable dialect bound-
aries automatically be derived from syntactic linguistic data only? In order to answer
this question, we analyze our research data, compute linguistic distances between
geographic locations and divide the locations in groups based on the distances.

Ater this introduction, we will discuss related work in section two. In the third
section we will present our data while section four outlines our methods for analyz-
ing and clustering the data. In the same section we present and discuss some results.
We conclude in section ive.

Related work
Nerbonne, Heeringa & Kleiweg ( 999) showed how mathematical methods such as
the Levenshtein distance, clustering and multidimensional scaling can be used for
comparing word pronunciations, computing Dutch dialect distances and visualizing
the dialects on a map. Similar work has been done by Goebl ( 0 0) for French di-
alects. Spruit ( 008) was the irst to apply clustering and multidimensional scaling
to syntactic dialect data, from the Dutch SAND database (Barbiers et al. 008).

Like with data sets from other ields, a challenge in working with linguistic data is
how to deal with missing data. Spruit ( 008) replaced all missing data of the SAND
with the zero values but as a result of this underspeciied dialects may appear more
similar than they really are. van Craenenbroeck ( 0 ) adopted a similar strategy for
locations visited by the SAND team and used mathematical methods for estimating
data values in locations skipped by the team. Tjong Kim Sang ( 0 ) proposed to keep
all unknown values in the data and to use a new distance function for comparing the
values. We will adopt this method when dealing with missing data (see section ).

Data
We use linguistic data from the Syntactic Atlas for Dutch Dialects (SAND) (Barbiers
et al. 008). his data is based on interviews with people from 7 locations in he
Netherlands and Flanders, the Dutch-speaking part of Belgium. he interviews have
been transcribed and have been checked for the presence of predeined syntactic
variables. We use the subset of 0 syntactic variables which are available from the
digital version of the atlas: DynaSAND (Barbiers 00 ).

A problem of the data set is the limited availability of negative values. he data was
developed as a source for dialect maps, which means that the focus in the collection
process was on inding locations where syntactic features were present and not on
marking locations where they were absent. herefore only 7% of the maps in the
atlas contain explicit negative data (Tjong Kim Sang 0 ).

For data modeling, diferent data values are required in order to be able to dis-
tinguish separate groups. For this purpose, earlier studies that used the SAND data
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have used the evidence of absence assumption: if a syntactic feature or value was
not observed at a location then it was assumed that the variable did not occur in the
local dialect (Spruit 008; van Craenenbroeck 0 ). While this assumption might be
perfectly valid in other contexts, its application here can be challenged. he inter-
views were held by diferent interviewers which asked diferent questions. So data
feature absence might also be caused by the interviewers rather than only by the
local dialect. herefore we did not use the evidence of absence assumption and kept
all unknown feature values in our data (marked as ?).

In the SAND data, most (8 %) of the syntactic features are not binary but contain
many values (Tjong Kim Sang 0 ). An example of this is verb order in phrases with
three verbs (A, B, C), which may contain up to six diferent values (ABC, ACB, BAC,
BCA, CAB, CBA). Previous studies that used the data have represented such features
as sets of binary values (Spruit 008; van Craenenbroeck 0 ). For example, six
word order paterns are represented as six binary values. his causes such features
to be represented in the model several times which increases their importance to the
model. While the best weight of each feature is unknown, we believe it is unfair to
give certain syntactic features more weight because of their shape. herefore we use
each feature only once in the model and use combined feature values when local
dialects allow more a feature to have more than one value.

Method and results
We used k-means clustering (Manning & Schutze 999) for dividing the 7 locations
in separate regions. For this purpose, it was necessary to deine what the distance
between two feature values was. his was nontrivial for our data, since they contain
basic feature values, sets of basic feature values and unknown values. We deine the
distance between two basic values as 0 when they are equal and when they are
diferent. he distance between sets of values is 0 when the sets share a common
value and otherwise. he distance between an unknown value and any other value
(including unknown) is deined as 0. .

Next, we deine the distance between two locations as the sum of the distances
between their syntactic feature values. We used these setings for the k-means algo-
rithm to compute the best two regions starting from two randomly chosen region
centers. his experiment was repeated 00 times and each time the algorithm gen-
erated the same two regions with the locations Erica in Drenthe and Bevere in East
Flanders as centers. he resulting map can be found in Figure (Let).

he clustering algorithm has divided the Dutch-speaking community along the
national border: heNetherlands vs. Flanders (let part of Figure ). Only in the south-
west and in south-east the linguistic boundary did not follow the national border. In
the southwest, three Dutch locations were classiied as Flemish: Oostburg, Hoek and
Hulst (see the botom right of Figure ). All three are part of the region Zeelandic
Flanders which is separated by the rest of he Netherlands by water. Until 00 ,
when a tunnel connection was opened, the only way to reach the region was either
by boat or by a detour over land via Belgium. For this reason, the region has strong
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ties with the neighboring Flanders. Dialect researchers Daan and Blok, classiied
Oostburg and Hoek among the Dutch dialects and Hulst among the Flemish dialects
(Daan & Blok 9 9)

In the southeast, Flemish cities Bree, Eigenbilzen, Genk, Grote-Spouwen, Ha-
mont, Hasselt, Houthalen, Jeuk, Lauw, Maaseik, Opglabbeek, Stokkem and Tongeren
were classiied as Dutch. his is not surprising: the dialect spoken in these cities is
more common to the dialect of the neighboring Dutch province than to the neighbor-
ing Flemish region. he dialect map of Daan & Blok ( 9 9) classiied all of Limbur-
gish dialects as one big group, including four locations which assigned to the Flemish
group by k-means: Borgloon, Eksel, Lummen and Sint-Truiden (see the top right part
of Figure ).

Next we applied the k-means algorithm for dividing the Dutch language in three
regions. We ran the algorithm 00 times from sets of three randomly chosen ini-
tial locations as centers of the regions, but this time diferent region divisions
were suggested. Most of them had one ( %) or two ( %) of the region centers in
common with the two-region division of Figure . However, this time the proposed
regions seemed less sensible. For example, the most frequent set ( 9%) with region
centers Bevere, Boskoop and Erica, split Flanders in two parts but allocated part of
he Netherlands to one of the parts (see Figure , let part). Only three of the
suggestions corresponded with known dialect borders to some extent: one which
identiied Frisian, be it with some unrelated locations (Figure , center), one which
recognized French Flanders, with one additional location (Figure , right) and one in
which East Flanders was separated from West Flanders.

k-means did not work well for dividing the linguistic space in three regions. he
algorithm did not converge to a single coniguration and few of the proposed sets
were reasonable. his did not improve when we atempted to divide the space in
four regions. In 00 runs, the algorithm generated diferent region sets. he most
frequent of these ( %) was an extension of the most frequent set of three regions
(Figure , let). None of the regions were complete and Belgian Limburg contained a
section of four adjacent nodes which belonged to four diferent regions. None of the
four-region sets that we inspected was very good and we conclude from this that for
our data set k-means does not work very well in generating more than two regions.

Concluding remarks
We have applied k-means clustering to a set of syntactic dialect data in order to ind
out if it was possible to derive reasonable dialect boundaries. For the case of dividing
the data set in two regions, this worked well. In 00 runs, the clustering algorithm
always converged to the same two regions without any gaps or separate islands. his
is impressive because no geometric data was used during the classiication process.
he syntactic space which was used for classiication, is diferent from geometric
space. he location of the region centers is evidence of this: they are by no means
the geographic mean points of their region (Figure , let, the blank locations Bevere
for Flanders in the green area and Erica for he Netherlands in the red area).
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Figure : Let: a map with the two main Dutch-speaking regions identiied by the
k-means algorithm from the syntactic SAND data. Right top: the transna-
tional area where Limburgish is spoken according to Daan & Blok ( 9 9).
Right bottom: the locations Oostburg, Hoek and Hulst in Zeelandic Flan-
ders (green) are the only three Dutch locations classiied as Flemish by k-
means.

However, k-means performed less well for generating more than two regions. In
the three-region case, it suggested diferent region conigurations, a few of which
made some sense but these were not the most frequently proposed ones. None of
the proposed sets of four regions that we checked, was reasonable. However, the few
plausible cases for the three-region case (Figure , center and right) show that the
data set contains useful information for automatic dialect boundary detection. We
just might not have found the best algorithms to use this information.

here are diferent directions for future study. First, we would like to explore
an idea of Heeringa ( 00 ) for dealing with missing data: to use average scores as
distances so that missing data values can safely be ignored. Next we would like to
experiment with alternative hard clustering algorithms. We have already performed
initial experiments with Expectation Maximization (Fraley et al. 0 ), which gener-
ate similar results for the two-region case and suggest that there is even more useful
information for this task in the data than we found with k-means clustering. We also
would like to go back from the detected regions to the syntactic variables to check
if certain dialect boundaries are predicted by individual syntactic variables. Some
dialects may not be separated by a sharp boundary but by a fuzzy boundary, like on
the map of Daan & Blok ( 9 9). It would be interesting to see if we can identify such
transition zones with computational measures. And inally, it would be interesting to
apply these clustering methods to mixed data, for example a data set which included
both syntactic and phonological data.
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Figure : k-means suggested diferent sets of three regions in 00 runs. Let: the
most frequent set ( 9%) which split Flanders and assigned several locations
from the Dutch South to one of the new regions. Center: a division in which
the province Friesland has been identiied, plus six unrelated locations (set
frequency: %). Right: a coniguration in which French Flanders, with one
extra location, has been separated from the rest of Flanders (set frequency:
%).

he work described in this paper was inspired by earlier work by John Nerbonne,
in particular Nerbonne, Heeringa & Kleiweg ( 999). Like John Nerbonne, we aim at
creating models and visualizations for large sets of dialect data. Even though John is
leaving his group in Groningen, his work will keep to have an inluence in the ield
of dialectology in the coming decade. We wish him well in his future activities.
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Chapter 8

Morphology hanges faster than
phonology
Esteve Valls
University of Barcelona

In Valls, Wieling & Nerbonne ( 0 ), we proved that the north-western Catalan vari-
eties of Catalonia and Andorra (in contrast to those located in Aragon) have undergone
a process of dedialectalization due to linguistic advergence to standard Catalan. In this
paper, we intend to analyze whether this process afects the morphological and phono-
logical components of language diferently. To do so, we have performed a generative
analysis of the corpus that has allowed us to discriminate the unpredictable (i.e. mor-
phophonological) elements from the predictable (i.e. strictly phonological) components
of language. herefore, we have been able to calculate the morphological and phonolog-
ical distance among the north-western varieties separately and to visualize (by means of
multidimensional analysis) the diferent evolutions of the morphological and the phono-
logical components of these varieties throughout four generations. We atempt to shed
light on the debate on which language components are more likely to the inluence ex-
erted by standard languages. We conclude that, at least in north-western Catalan, the
hierarchy of instability of linguistic elements is clear: morphology has leveled faster
than phonology. As a result, most of these varieties have undergone a process of accen-
tualization.

Introduction
In Valls, Wieling & Nerbonne ( 0 ) we took advantage of a range of dialectomet-
ric methods that allowed us to calculate and analyse the linguistic distance between

varieties in apparent time from an aggregate perspective. Speciically, we paid
atention to the process of structural dialect loss due to linguistic advergence to stan-
dard Catalan undergone by most north-western Catalan dialects located in Catalonia

his work is part of the project FFI 0 - 987-C - -P (www.ub.edu/GEVAD), funded by the Spanish
Ministerio de Economía y Competitividad.
In this paper, we will refer to morphophonological components simply as morphological components in
order to clearly contrast the diferences betweenmorphophonological underlying elements and strictly
phonological elements (i.e. the phonological rules that produce the phonetic outputs).

www.ub.edu/GEVAD
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(Spain) and Andorra. We also provided evidence that the dialect levelling that takes
place in these two areas strongly contrasts with the relative stability of the Catalan di-
alects on the other side of the Catalan-Aragonese border in Spain, due to the fact that
Catalan is not an oicial language in the Autonomous Community of Aragon. hese
opposite sociolinguistic situations (i.e. Catalonia and Andorra have strong language
policies to support Catalan, whereas Aragon does not) have triggered a twofold pro-
cess of vertical advergence between the Catalan spoken in Catalonia and Andorra
towards the prestigious variety, on the one hand, and of horizontal divergence be-
tween these dialects and those located in Aragon, on the other hand. his situation
has notably strengthened the border diferences between Aragon and Catalonia dur-
ing the last 80 years.

his paper is a step forward in the analysis of the abovementioned process of dedi-
alectalization, because we intend to study the diferent speeds of change depending
on the nature of language components from an aggregate perspective. Our hypothe-
sis is that morphological aspects of language tend to change faster than phonological
ones, a situation that would lead to accentualization according to Chambers & Trudg-
ill ( 998: ). Because of space limitations, we will only mention ive hierarchies of
instability of linguistic components to show that there is no consensus about which
of these two categories tend to change faster due to prestige reasons in situations of
language or dialect contact:

a) According to Viaplana ( 999), who also focussed on north-western Catalan:
morphology > phonology.

b) According to Sankof ( 00 ), who focussed on several language contact situa-
tions: lexicon > phonology > morphology / syntax.

c) According to Berruto ( 00 ), who focussed on the inluence of standard Italian
on Italo Romance languages: lexicon > phonetics / phonology > morphology /
syntax.

d) According to van Coetsem ( 988), who focussed on several language contact
situations: lexicon > syntax and phonology > morphology.

e) According to van Bree ( 98 ), who focussed on the inluence of Netherlandic
Dutch on two Netherlandic dialects: lexicon > morphology > phonology > syn-
tax.

Corpus
he dataset used in this paper was conceived as a corpus of contemporary north-
western Catalan and covers the whole area where this dialect is spoken: all of An-
dorra and two dialect areas within Spain, speciically the western half of the Au-
tonomous Community of Catalonia (with the exception of the Occitan-speaking Val
d’Aran) and the eastern counties of the Autonomous Community of Aragon. Field-
work was carried out in forty villages (two in Andorra, eight in Aragon, and thirty in
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Catalonia) located in twenty counties. We added an artiicial variety, standard Cata-
lan, to these forty localities; hence, on the whole, we examine forty-one varieties.
We interviewed 0 informants, 8 per locality, divided into four age groups. We se-
lected a subset of glosses per informant from the general questionnaire. hese
are distributed in eight (regular) morphological categories: articles, locative adverbs,
verbs, and clitic, demonstrative, neuter, possessive and personal pronouns. he inal
corpus contains ,7 9 items and 80, 9 sound segments. More details about it can
be found in Valls, Wieling & Nerbonne ( 0 ).

Methodology
To examine the diferent speed of linguistic change on morphology and phonology,
we irst needed to discriminate, by means of a generative analysis, the unpredictable
components of language (i.e. the underlying morphophonological diferences) from
its predictable elements (i.e. the regular phonological phenomena that generate the
phonetic outputs). he aimwas to calculate the linguistic distance for both categories
separately in order to analyse how they evolved from the older speakers (F ) to the
younger speakers (F ).

We illustrate this point by looking at the complete paradigm of the irst person
singular pronominal clitic (in bold in the examples below) in Cervera, Catalonia (see
Table ). he irst two forms are proclitics followed by a consonant (a) and a vowel
(b); the last two forms are enclitics preceded by a consonant (c) and a vowel (d).

In the examples below, the older speakers (F ) from Cervera use the form [me]
to refer to the irst person singular pronominal clitic before a verb starting with a
consonant: [meˈren̪to] ‘I wash myself’. Younger speakers (F ), instead, use a more
standardized form in the same context: [em]. herefore, we might think that the
underlying morphological forms of this clitic are /me/, /em/ and /m/. he fact is,
however, that this clitic only appears with a vowel when the addition of the clitic
to the verb creates a sequence that cannot be properly syllabiied, that is: preceding
a consonant (_#C: [me]/[em] rento) or preceded by a consonant (C#_: irritant[me]).
his is crucial to come to the conclusion that the underlying morphological form
of the clitic is /m/ for both F and F speakers and that, being [e] the unmarked
epenthetic vowel of north-western Catalan, in clitic clusters it is inserted to satisfy
syllabic requirements.

Under this view, the diference between F and F is not morphological but merely
phonological, as it lies in the position of the epenthesis. In F , the epenthetic vowel is
always placed to the right of the clitic, i.e. [me] in (a) and (c). In F , instead, it always
appears at the periphery of verb-clitic sequences, i.e. at the beginning in (a) but at
the end in (c). hat indicates that there has been a phonological change between F
and F due to the diferent strategies that speakers undergo to repair syllabiication.
As a consequence, during the generative analysis we decided to assign a Phonological
Rule : epenthesis to the right to the F speakers and a Phonological Rule : peripheral
epenthesis to the F speakers. hus, the morphological distance between F and F is
0, but the phonological distance between these two age cohorts is .
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Table : Complete paradigm of the irst person singular pronominal clitic in Catalan.
It may appear in four contexts: _#C (a), _#V (b), C#_ (c) and V#_ (d).

Cervera (F ) Cervera (F )

a. em rento ‘I wash myself’ [meˈren̪to] [emˈren̪to]
b. m’irrita ‘he irritates me’ [miˈrita] [miˈrita]
c. irritant-me ‘irritating me’ [iriˈtamme] [iriˈtamme]
d. renta’m ‘wash me’ [ˈren̪tam] [ˈren̪tam]

his is the method we followed to discriminate the unpredictable components
of language (i.e. the underlying morphological diferences) from its predictable el-
ements (i.e. the regular phonological rules that produce the phonetic outputs). As a
result, we obtained two diferent databases: one containing the underlying morpho-
logical forms and another one comprising the phonological phenomena involved. To
simplify the analysis, each phenomenon has been assigned a number. In addition, all
the inputs (both the underlying forms and the processes) have beenmanually aligned.
he measure of distance we used is the following:

dist(i, j) =

∑long

k=1 difk(i, j)
long

× 100 ( )

hat is, the linguistic distance between two varieties (i, j) is the result of the sum-
mation of their diferences (each having a value of ) with regard to a linguistic
variable k and dividing them by long, which is the length of each item compared.
his dialectometric method was developed by Viaplana ( 999) at the University of
Barcelona. More detailed information about it can be found in Clua & Lloret ( 00 )
and Valls et al. ( 0 ).

Results
In this section we present six plots which show the results of applying multidimen-
sional scaling to three distance matrices: Figs. and show the linguistic distance
among varieties on the basis of phonetic data; Figs. and show the results of cal-
culating the linguistic distance using morphological data; inally, Figs. and show
the linguistic distance among varieties taking into account phonological data only.

To investigate dialect change, we will contrast the oldest and youngest age groups
(i.e. F and F ). If we look at theMDS plots dealingwith these age groups in Figs. and
, we can observe two noteworthy facts. First, the varieties that, based on the data of

older speakers’ pronunciation (F ), were regularly spread on the let side of the plot
have undergone a process of homogenization in the younger (F ) speakers, i.e. a grad-
ual reduction of their original diferences. However, this new, more homogeneous
grouping is still located in Fig. at some distance from the standard. Second, the va-
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Figure : Multidimensional analysis based on the pronunciation of the older speakers
(F ). he plot visualizes % of variance.

rieties from Aragon (Benavarri, Tolva, Tamarit de Llitera, Camporrells, Fraga, Vilella
de Cinca, Vall-de-roures and la Portellada) seem to have remained stable, as they
have not substantially moved their positions in the two plots. As a consequence, the
linguistic distance between the two groups of varieties located on either side of the
political border has increased considerably, resulting in a linguistic boundary where
there was a clear dialect continuum previously. here are only three extremely con-
servative varieties (ribagorçà: el Pont de Suert and Vilaller; pallarès: Rialp, e.g.; and
tortosí : Caseres or Tortosa, e.g.) where the impact of the border efect has been less
important.

here is a crucial question that arises from Figs. and : Why this situation of lan-
guage levelling among younger speakers does not entail an approach to the standard
variety? We hypothesize that this distance is due to the maintenance of the ma-
jority of phonological rules that characterize these varieties, a situation that would
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Figure : Multidimensional analysis based on the pronunciation of the younger
speakers (F ). he plot visualizes 8% of variance.

counteract the strong morphological advergence to the standard undergone by these
dialects.

Figs. and should help us prove this hypothesis. hese igures display the lin-
guistic distance among varieties on the basis of morphological data. he results are
revealing: irst, we can see that the morphological distance to the standard is smaller
than the phonetic distance both among the F and the F . As a consequence, it is
likely to assume that the weight of the phonological rules is more important than
the weight of the morphological components in the linguistic distance of Figs. and
. In fact, the process of structural dialect loss (Hinskens, Auer & Kerswill 00 : )

undergone by most north-western dialects is clearly visible among the F speakers
in Fig. . heir position in the plot indicates that they have massively adopted many
standard morphological features. Second, we can see that tortosí and ribagorçà are
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Figure : Multidimensional analysis based on the morphological components of the
older speakers (F ). he plot visualizes 8% of variance.

the most conservative areas in Catalonia both among the F and the F speakers; the
younger speakers of pallarès, instead, have abandoned most of their morphological
peculiarities. hird, the comparison of these two igures shows again the impact of
the border efect between Catalonia and Aragon, especially in the central area, where
the Catalonian varieties have converged more with the standard.

If we agree with the fact that the morphological levelling of the majority of the
north-western varieties with the standard has been very important, we will have to
agree that the linguistic distance with respect to the standard that could be observed
in Figs. and has to be atributed to the maintenance of the phonological rules that
characterize these varieties. his hypothesis is conirmed by Figs. and , which
show the linguistic distance among varieties taking into account only phonological
data.

A quick glimpse to the results shows that the levelling undergone by most north-
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Figure : Multidimensional analysis based on the morphological components of the
younger speakers (F ). he plot visualizes 8% of variance.

western varieties (with the exception of the most conservative dialects: ribagorçà,
tortosí and the Aragonese varieties) is almost complete. here is an astonishing dif-
ference, however, between these plots and those based on morphological data: here
the distance between north-western varieties and standard is very important. his
fact conirms that nowadays most of these varieties have undergone a process of ac-
centualization, as they are currently characterized by a small bunch of phonological
rules.

Conclusions and prospects
In this paper, we have presented a way to calculate linguistic distance in the mor-
phological and the phonological components of language separately. To do so, we
used a dialectometric approach developed at the University of Barcelona. his ap-
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Figure : Multidimensional analysis based on the phonological rules of the older
speakers (F ). he graph visualizes % of variance.

proach claims that it is possible to increase the accuracy of the inal groupings by
capturing the diferences among varieties not only quantitatively but also qualita-
tively, by means of analysing the underlying diferences that remain invisible in the
phonetic data. Our purpose, however, has been more theoretical than methodologi-
cal: we have tried to demonstrate from an aggregate perspective that the process of
standardization undergone by most north-western varieties of the Catalan language
afects the morphological aspects and the phonological aspects in a diferent way.
We have actually given evidence that, at least in these varieties, morphology tends
to level with the standard faster than phonology. his process has resulted in an ac-
centualization of the north-western varieties of Catalonia (with the exception of two
conservative dialects), and has allowed us to support the hierarchy of instability of
linguistic elements proposed in Viaplana ( 999): morphology > phonology. Next step
should be to analyse whether this hierarchy is valid in other Catalan varieties and in
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Figure : Multidimensional analysis based on the phonological rules of the younger
speakers (F ). he graph visualizes % of variance.

other languages, but this is something that goes beyond the aims of this contribution.
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Chapter 9

Efective communication. A Platonic
case study
Gerry C. Wakker
University of Groningen

As a contribution to the valedictory volume for John Nerbonne I present a case study of
two thematically comparable passages in Plato for which I will make use of an analysis
based on discourse cohesion and above all on the rhetorical and manipulative use of par-
ticles to show how a single discourse participant may convey two completely diferent
views using the same linguistic means. he basic issue in both passages is the same: is
the specialist the best and most convincing speaker on the specialism in question or is
this the orator or, in modern terminology, the communication expert?

Introduction
here is nowadays growing awareness that specialists, however good they may be
in their profession, are not always and in all situations the best communicators. his
applies not only to communication to non-specialists, but also to mutual communi-
cation between specialists in various work-related situations.

his awareness plays an important role in health care. In Groningen this led to
a close cooperation between the Faculty of Arts and the Faculty of Medical Sci-
ences/University Medical Center Groningen: the creation of the Health Communi-
cation Platform which develops many initiatives in health communication research
and education. his research in the Faculty of Arts is inherently linguistic and is,
therefore, embedded in the Centre of Language and Cognition Groningen, the re-
search institute successfully directed by John Nerbonne as scientiic director for
many years ( 999– 0 ).

Health communication may well be a popular theme nowadays, but it is in no way
new. I’d like to take the reader back to classical antiquity, where the questionwhether
communication about health issues can best be done by the skilled physician or by a

Kennisplatform Gezondheidscommunicatie, see http://www.rug.nl/research/platform-
gezondheidscommunicatie/.

http://www.rug.nl/research/platform-gezondheidscommunicatie/
http://www.rug.nl/research/platform-gezondheidscommunicatie/
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communication expert, an expert orator or reciter, is already discussed. Let us have a
closer look at two passages of Plato, the philosopher, who lived from 7– 7 BC. In
many of his dialogues, Plato presents us the philosopher Socrates in discussion with
the so-called Sophists, traveling scholars who ofered their expertise to the public
against payment of a tuition fee. In these two passages I will study bywhich linguistic
means the moderator of the discussion, Socrates, moderates, and even manipulates,
the debate and brings his interlocutor to accept a conclusion that he cannot deny,
though it is not at all the conclusion he was dreaming of but rather the contrary
(sections and ). As a general introduction, I’ll irst give a more general description
of discourse cohesion and the framework used to describe ancient Greek particles
(section ).

Discourse cohesion in general
he Platonic passages will be studied as discourse, i.e. as texts functioning within
a speciic communicative situation. Discourse coherence and cohesion are pivotal
terms in discourse analysis. In ordinary language use we assume discourse to be
coherent. he term coherence refers to the appearance of a discourse as a uniied
whole, instead of as a set of unrelated uterances simply placed together at random.
he presence of coherence is subjective (both for the speaker and for the addressee),
since it is the result of an interpretation process and it depends on evaluation. How-
ever, the presence of certain linguistic elements may help the addressee to arrive
at the interpretation intended by the speaker. hese linguistic or cohesive means
explicitly mark the coherence of a discourse. It is generally agreed that cohesion con-
sists of grammatical and lexical elements that mark connections between parts of a
discourse.

Although coherent discourse usually makes use of diferent cohesion devices to
explicitly mark the coherence relations, it is possible that discourse displays coher-
ence without cohesion devices, or vice versa, cf. e.g. (ex. taken from Tanskanen 00 :
-7):

( ) A: hat’s the telephone.
B: I’m in the bath.
A: O.K.

Although linguistic means to indicate the speciic relation between the statements
in ( ) are absent, the addressee A can still infer a (subjective) interpretation about
this relation in its context (probably concluding that B cannot answer the telephone).

his section is an updated version of S. J. Bakker & Wakker ( 009: xi-xiv) and Wakker ( 009: - ).
By discourse I refer to the dynamic process of speech and writing in its situational context. Cf. Brown
& Yule ( 98 : - ); Kroon ( 99 : 0 n. 0); Alfonso ( 0 : - 8, - ); Christiansen ( 0 : ).
See e.g. Taboada ( 00 : - ); Tanskanen ( 00 : , 7, 0); Alfonso ( 0 : - ); Gruber & Redeker ( 0 :
- ).

he distinction coherence vs. cohesion is based on the fundamental work of Halliday & Hasan ( 97 ).
See Alfonso ( 0 ) and Christiansen ( 0 ) for a recent overview of the literature.
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hus, coherence is felt to be present. In many cases, however, the relation is made
explicit, either by intonation or by the use of cohesive devices such as discourse
markers or particles.7 hus speaker B may say But I’m in the bath, indicating by
the disourse marker but that there is some adversativity between the two uterances.
Exactly which element is contradicted or corrected is inferable from and therefore
dependent on the context: in this case it is not the fact that the phone rang or needs
to be picked up, but the presupposed element of A’s implied request that speaker
B is to pick up the phone. his implication is corrected by (the implications of) B’s
uterance. When but or some similar discourse marker is present, the adversative
relation is immediately clear to the hearer. In this way, a discourse marker can ease
the cognitive efort of a hearer. he discourse marker helps to block unwanted al-
ternative interpretations. In other words, in normal language use discourse markers
make relations explicit, rather than creating them.

In (rather rare and marked) cases, we see the contrary: despite the presence of
clear cohesive means, the coherence of the discourse in question is diicult, if not
impossible, to establish, cf. ( ):

( ) Courses ended last week. Each week has seven days. Each day I feed my cat. It
has four legs, and it is in the garden. he later has six leters.
(example from Tanskanen 00 : , slightly modiied)

Cohesive elements (anaphoric reference, repetition, coordination) are in italics. De-
spite their presence, this piece of discourse does not form a coherent uniied whole.

hough particles belong to the most important cohesion devices they are very
diicult to describe: they usually fall outside the syntactic structure of the clause in
which they occur, and their semantics is elusive. A pragmatic discourse approach is
more rewarding.8 Instead of a referential meaning (contributing to the representation
of an event, a situation, an action etc), particles have a functional meaning, which
has to do with the placing of the described state of afairs in the communicative
(textual and non-textual) context.9 From the point of view of the addressee, particles
may be considered a kind of road signs in the text which help him keep track of the
structure of the text or ind out the communicative purpose or expectations of the
speaker. From the perspective of the speaker, particles may be described as a means
of placing the unit they have in their scope into a wider perspective, which may be
the surrounding context (and its implications) or the interactional situation the text

Cf. the cooperative principle of Grice ( 97 : - 8), stating that discourse participants should make
their contribution such as is required, at the stage at which it occurs, by the accepted purpose or
direction of the discourse in question. he fact that the addressee comes to this conclusion may be
seen as a conventional implicature, i.e. as an inference the addressee can make from the presumption
that speakers are seeking to provide useful information.

7 Kroon ( 99 : ) explains that particles belong to the larger category of discourse markers, which
indicate how a text unit is integrated into the discourse context. See also Blakemore ( 99 : ), Chris-
tiansen ( 0 : ), Gruber & Redeker ( 0 : ).

8 See e.g. Levinson ( 98 : 00), Abraham ( 98 : 87- 00), Kroon ( 99 : -8, ; 99 : - 7). As to ancient
Greek, see e.g. Rijksbaron ( 997), S. J. Bakker & Wakker ( 009), Koier ( 0 ), Drummen ( 0 ).

9 See, for instance, Kroon ( 99 : - ; 99 : , - ), Wakker ( 009).
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forms part of. he speaker may also use particles as a means of trying to inluence
the interpretation by the addressee.

Central to a pragmatic approach are three further observations: irst, every dis-
course can be analysed at at least three levels: the representational, the presenta-
tional or text structuring, and the interactional level. 0 At each level particles may
occur. Most particles are primarily linked to one of the levels, but may also function
secondarily at another level, as the Greek examples will show.

Second, discourse is usually structured hierarchically. One may discern various
layers in discourse, for instance, embedding and embedded sequences. he starting
point of an embedded sequence (also called PUSH) and the point where a speaker
returns to the embedding sequence (POP) are very oten marked by particles and
other relators.

hird, particles are oten used in an ironic or rhetorical way, rather than in a literal
way. Reinterpretation (oten in a conventionalized way) by the addressee is necessary
in such cases, if the literal interpretation clearly cannot bemeant by the speaker in the
given context. Oten a speaker uses a particle to inluence the addressee’s interpreta-
tion. hus it seems ormaybe (or pou in ancient Greek) may be used as a disclaimer, as
an indication that the speaker is not sure about his statement, and thus gives the ad-
dressee the possibility to disagree with the speaker’s statement (without disturbing
the conversation or their mutual relationship), but when added to something evi-
dently true maybe may be used ironically as underlining the truth of the statement
(because it is evident that the addressee cannot but agree). As a consequence it also
functions in this way if the statement is not self evident; it would, however, be a
rough interruption of the argumentation if the addressee were to question the truth
of the statement (rhetorical or manipulative use).

I will showhow the combination of the above three observationsmakes the process
of using and interpreting particles in their context subtle and complicated, but also
essential for efective communication.

Within the above framework the main particles used in these two Platonic pas-
sages may be described as in Table .

Plato Ion
he irst passage belongs to a brief dialogue called Ion. Ion is a rhapsode, a profes-
sional singer and reciter of epic poetry who also lectures on Homer. He is the proud
winner of a recent rhapsode contest. his leads to a discussion about the question
whether the rhapsode gives his performance thanks to his skill and knowledge (his
technè) or by virtue of divine possession or inspiration. Ion considers himself a skill-
ful professional. During the discussion, Ion has irst to admit that if he is an expert, he

0 hese distinctions are based upon Kroon ( 99 ).
For a justiication of these values see E. J. Bakker ( 99 ), Sicking & van Ophuijsen ( 99 ), Sicking ( 997),
Wakker ( 997; 009), Koier ( 0 : 7 - 8) and Drummen ( 0 ), who each mention further relevant
literature.
Plato, Ion e - 8b . here is discussion about the date of composition and the authenticity of the
Ion. For a clear overview of the discussion, see Rijksbaron ( 007: - ).
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Table : Function of cohesive devices (particles).

Cohesive
device
(particle)

Discourse
level at
whih the
particle
primarily
functions

Basic
semantic
value of
the con-
nection

Explicit
relation
with pre-
vious
text

Relevance
discourse
unit

Commit-
ment
avowed by
S

Commit-
ment
presup-
posed in A
(by S)

gár presentatio-
nal

explanation yes PUSH (ex-
planation,
elabora-
tion)

neutral neutral

oûn presentatio-
nal

next im-
portant
point

yes POP-
particle:
important
point

neutral neutral

oukoûn
(introduc-
ing a –
rhetorical
– question)

presentatio-
nal + in-
teractional
(i.e. here:
atitudinal)

next im-
portant
question

yes POP-
particle:
important
question

suggesting
positive
answer

positive

toínun presentatio-
nal +
atitudinal

next
highly
important
point; you
must note

yes POP-
particle:
highly
important
point

high: ‘you
take it
from me
that’

low

ára atitudinal given the
preceding:
we cannot
but accept
(even if it is
surprising)

yes on the
basis of the
preceding
(conclud-
ing)

low low

pou atitudinal perhaps/it
seems

neutral no (feigned)
uncer-
tainty
about
truth

neutral

dèpou atitudinal as we
both see
(dè = δή)
it seems
(pou) >
evidently

yes neutral high (ev-
idently it
seems)

high (it
seems)

dé (= δέ) presentatio-
nal

next new
item

yes and no;
discontinu-
ity within
larger text
unit

neutral neutral neutral

will be an expert not only in Homer but also in other poets and in poetry as a whole.
Ion wonders, however, why he has this great ability, acknowledged by everyone, con-
cerning Homer only. Socrates now explains that his ability does not depend on skill
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or knowledge, but on inspiration, ultimately inspired by the Muses themselves. As
a magnet exerts power over a chain of iron rings, so the Muses’ inspiration extends
from poet to rhapsode to audience. Next ( e - 9d ), Ion is forced to admit that
judgements about chariot driving, medical and other specialized issues mentioned by
Homer are beter let to the respective specialists than to the rhapsode. his brings
Socrates to his concluding question: what is the object of the art of a rhapsode. Ater
several unfelicitous answers of Ion, Socrates inally asks ( 0c): “Well, will the rhap-
sode know beter than the doctor what sort of thing to tell a statesmanwhen he is ill?”
Ion cannot but reply that this is not the case and that clearly a doctor knows best. At
the end, the only thing let for Ion is the following: instead of a proud expert Ion is to
be characterized as (only) a divinely inspired reciter. Let us have a closer look at the
argumentation and linguistic means used to lead the interlocutor to the desired result
in e - 8b . he argumentation develops via the so-called Socratic method of
argumentation, which consists of disciplined and systematic questioning, by which
Socrates follows out the logical implications of thought. Before going to a next step
of the questioning/argumentation Socrates always checks whether his interlocutor
agrees. Particles are playing an essential role, and, as we will see, not every new
step takes the same place in the argumentation, both objectively and subjectively in
Socrates’ view.

( ) [ e] Socr : …, but irst answer me this: on what thing in Homer’s story do
you speak well? For (ou gar dèpou) not on all of them you do, I presume.
Ion: I assure you, Socrates, on all without a single exception. Socr : (ou dèpou)
Not, I presume, on those things of which you have in fact no knowledge, but
which Homer tells. Ion: And what sort of things are they, which Homer tells,
but of which I have no knowledge? [ 7a] Socr : (ou) Does Homer not speak
a good deal about arts (méntoi), in a good many places? For instance, about
chariot-driving: if I can recall the lines, I will quote them to you. Ion: No, I will
recite them, for I can remember. ( 7a8-b : recital of Hom.Il. . f) Socr :
Enough. As to those lines then, Ion, will a doctor or a charioteer be the beter
judge [ 7c] whether Homer speaks them correctly or not? Ion: A charioteer,
of course/I presume (dèpou). Socr : Because he has this art, or for some other
reason? Ion: No, because it is his art. Socr : [ 7d ] (oukoûn) To every art then
has been apportioned by the god a power of knowing a particular business,
isn’t it? (ou gar pou) For, I think, what we know by the art of piloting we
cannot also know by that of medicine. Ion: (ou dèta) No, indeed. Socr : And
what we know by medicine, we cannot by carpentry also? Ion: (ou dèta) No,
indeed. Socr : (oukoûn) And this rule then holds for all the arts, that what we
know by one of them we cannot know by another, isn’t it? But (dé) before
you answer that, just tell me this: do you agree that one art is of one sort, and
another of another? Ion: Yes. Socr : (âra) Do you argue this as I do, and call one

My translations are an adapted version of W. R. M. Lamb ( 9 ), Plato. Plato in Twelve Vol-
umes. Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press/London: William Heinemann Ltd., see http://www.
perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/collection?collection=Perseus:collection:Greco-Roman. Especially
the translations of the cohesion devices are mine.
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art diferent from another when one is a knowledge of one kind of thing, and
another a knowledge of another kind? [ 7e] Ion: Yes. Socr : (gar pou) Since, I
suppose, if it were a knowledge of the same things—how could we say that one
was diferent from another, when both could give us the same knowledge? Just
as I know that there are ive of these ingers, and you equally know the same
fact about them; and if I should ask you whether both you and I know this
same fact by the same art of numeration, or by diferent arts, you would reply,
I presume (dèpou), that it was by the same? Ion: Yes. [ 8a] Socr : (toinun)
hen tell me now, what I was just going to ask you, whether you think this
rule holds for all the arts—that by the same art we must know the same things,
and by a diferent art things that are not the same; but if the art is other, the
things we know by it must be diferent also. Ion: I think it is so, Socrates. Socr :
(oukoûn) hen he who has not a particular art will be incapable of knowing
aright the words or works of that art, isn’t it? [ 8b] Ion: True. Socr : (oun)hen
will you or a charioteer be the beter judge of whether Homer speaks well or
not in the lines that you quoted? Ion: A charioteer. Socr : (gar pou) Because, I
suppose, you are a rhapsode and not a charioteer. Ion: Yes. Socr : And (dé) the
rhapsode’s art is diferent from the charioteer’s? Ion: Yes. Socr : (ára) hen if it
is diferent, it is also a knowledge of diferent things. [ 8b ] Ion: Yes.

his passage starts with an open question explained by a second question intro-
duced by the particle combination ou gar dèpou. uestions introduced by the nega-
tion ou are questions eliciting a positive answer (if the interlocutor intends to be co-
operative). his steering question is marked by gar, a push particle, here introducing
an explanation why the previous question is a relevant one. Dèpou is an atitudinal
particle marking that the speaker presents his uterance as evident (dè), but at the
same time leaves room for doubt of the addressee (pou). his combination can be used
in a neutral or literal sense (as here), but when added to a really evident statement it
emphasizes the truth and the pou part is only seemingly expressing doubt (ironic use).
Ater Ion’s proud claim that he can speak well about everything, Socrates uses, again,
ou dèpou, now in a more suggestive way in view of the previous part of the dialogue.
Ion replies (non preferred reaction) with a counter question, thus showing that he
is not ready for the next step. Socrates answers by a suggestive question introduced
by ou and giving an example. Ion eagerly ofers to cite the lines in Homer referred
to by Socrates. In 7c Socrates resumes his argumentation with a seemingly harm-
less and obvious question. Ion underlines his answer with the ‘ironic’ use of dèpou.
hey agree about the explanation (technè). Ater the example Socrates generalizes,
in his characteristic way, by an oukoûn-question. Oukoûn is the combination of a
yes-eliciting question (ouk) and a next step to a now important question (oûn). It
is, hence, a POP particle, and, as oten, ater an example, it introduces the general
rule. With ou gar pou Socrates ofers another example as explanation. Pou is added
to this evident statement to express, here only feigned, uncertainty. Ion fully agrees,
marking the answer as self evident (dèta). he same holds for the second question.

Ater about arts méntoi is added, by which Socrates reinforces the truth value of the assertion implied
by his question, cf. Rijksbaron ( 007: 9 - ).
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With oukoûn ( 7d ) Socrates introduces the general rule. Before Ion is able to re-
act, Socrates introduces a sidetrack or second line of argument, marked by dé, the
most common Greek particle that marks a next new item (presentational particle),
here the new question whether the technai difer and imply knowledge of diferent
things, with which Ion agrees. Socrates continues with a question introduced by âra,
the neutral marker of a yes/no-question. Ion gives an airmative answer. With gár
pou ( 7e ) Socrates introduces an elaborating rhetorical question with ironical pou
and sketches Ion’s supposed reaction to an example, the self evidentiality of which
is marked by ironical dèpou. Ion agrees. In 8a we return to the main line of the
argumentation (let in 7d ), which is at the same time the generalization of the
example in 7d. Here Socrates marks with toínun that he will put forward a highly
important point, a point that Ion must take notice of (“you take it from me that”). Ion
consents. Socrates continues to his next step with an oukoûn-rhetorical question and
ater Ion’s consent Socrates next (oûn) applies this to the Homeric lines cited before,
explaining (gár pou) this statement they agree upon with two questions, linked by dé.
Socrates concludes this argumentation with an ára-statement: if it is diferent, it is
also knowledge of diferent things. Given the previous argumentation, this conclu-
sion must be accepted. In this way Ion is forced (ater some more examples) that his
statement that the rhapsode knows everything ( e ) is false.

he conclusion of this passage ( e - 8b ) is clear: only the expert is able to talk
with his expertise and knowledge about the area of his expertise. In short, in our
terms, the doctor can communicate on health issues in a more expert way than the
rhetor, rhapsode or, to use modern terminology, the communication expert.

Plato Gorgias
In his dialogue Gorgias, Socrates enters into discussion with the famous orator and
sophist Gorgias about the nature of rhetoric. In one passage ( 9a -c ) the theme is
the issue whether it is true that in a public of non-experts the orator persuades his
audience with more ease than the expert. Let us have a closer look at this passage,
which shows us the same technique of how Socrates leads and even manipulates the
argumentation.

( ) [ 9a] Socr : You were saying just now, I tell you (toi), that even in the mater of
health the orator will be more convincing than the doctor. Gorgias: Yes, indeed,
(kaì gàr) I was, at least to the crowd. Socr : (oukoûn) And “to the crowd”means
“to the ignorant”? For surely (ou gàr dèpou), to those who know, he will not
be more convincing than the doctor. Gorgias: You are right. Socr : (oukoûn)
And if he is to be more convincing than the doctor, he thus becomes more
convincing than he who knows, isn’t it? Gorgias: Certainly. Socr : hough
not himself a doctor, you agree (è gar)? [ 9b] Gorgias: Yes. Socr : But he
who is not a doctor is surely (dèpou) without knowledge of that whereof the
doctor has knowledge. Gorgias: Clearly. Socr : He who does not know will, so
it appears (ára), be more convincing to those who do not know than he who

9
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knows, supposing the orator to be more convincing than the doctor. Is that,
or something else, the consequence? Gorgias: In this case it does follow. Socr :
(oukoûn) hen the case is the same in all the other arts for the orator and his
rhetoric: there is no need to know [ 9c] the truth of the actualmaters, but one
merely needs to have discovered some device of persuasion which will make
one appear to those who do not know to know beter than those who know.
Gorgias: (oukoûn) Is it not then a great convenience, Socrates, to make oneself
a match for the professionals by learning just this single art and omiting all
the others? Socr : We shall look into presently, if our argument so requires: (dé)
for the moment let us consider irst…

Socrates starts this part of the dialogue by picking up a previous statement ( b -
c ), by which Gorgias imagined the orator and physician as rival candidates for a
medical appointment. Socrates marks his statement as particularly interesting for
Gorgias by toi. Gorgias agrees, explaining and elaborating his statement (kaì gár).
Ater Socrates’ check whether he understands it correctly (with oukoûn, explained
by the self evident dèpou), he proceeds to the next step, introduced by oukoûn and
agreed upon by Gorgias. Socrates then adds two further questions, marked by è gár
and emphasizing/ironical dèpou. Socrates next proceeds to the conclusion based on
the previous statements (ára). Ater Gorgias’ agreement Socrates proceeds to his
more general conclusion, characteristically introduced by oukoûn. Gorgias remark-
ably (non preferred reaction) replies by a rhetorical question introduced by oukoûn,
but implying he agrees and evaluating it as a great asset. Socrates puts this theme
aside and switches with dé to the theme he is interested in now, thus taking again
the lead in the discussion.

In an earlier passage ( b - ) Gorgias already illustrated this conclusion on the
basis of his own experience: “many and many a time have I gone with my brother
or other doctors to visit one of their patients, and found him unwilling either to take
medicine or submit to the surgeon’s knife or cautery; and when the doctor failed to
persuade him I succeeded, by no other art than that of rhetoric.”

In our terminology, the conclusion in this dialogue (which suits its theme) is that
the communication expert is more convincing and persuasive among non-experts
than the doctor/physician.

Concluding remarks
We discussed two dialogues with a comparable topic, but leading to two opposite
conclusions. In both cases it is Socrates who takes the initiative and leads his inter-
locutor by subtle use of particles. he argumentation proceeds step by step. Particles
oten mark the new step and indicate its status in the argumentation ater agreement

he particle è added to a statement indicates that the speaker considers the statement as inevitably
true, see Wakker ( 997). Added to a question the speaker asks the adressee. whether he conirms the
truth. See Drummen ( 0 : -7).
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has been assured concerning the previous step. he results in both passages are in-
ternally conlicting, but suit the topic, the structure of the argumentation and the
characters of the interlocutors.

Another conclusion may be drawn and applied to current issues: specialist and
communication expert should work together, the one possessing professional knowl-
edge (see Ion), the other knowledge about efective communication (see Gorgias). In
both cases, however, great atention must be paid to the way particles help to struc-
ture messages and lead the interlocutor(s) or audience to the result aimed at in the
given conversation.
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he paper reports on experimental studies investigating the way native speakers of En-
glish use the construction np be adj to vp with evaluative adjectives. We show that,
contrary to established linguistic theory, this construction is not always interpreted as
factive. We isolated one major context in which an important minority and, for some ad-
jectives, amajority of native speakers prefers an implicative use. We investigate whether
there might be a dialect split between factive and implicative users and conclude that,
contrary to what we suggested in a previous paper, this is not the case. We discuss dif-
ferent subclasses and end with the tentative hypothesis that the variability that is found
among speakers has to do with the diference in importance that diferent language
users atach to the non-linguistic context against which they interpret uterances.

Introduction
Whenwe think about language variation we tend to think about dialect variation and
about variation that is conditioned by sociological variables such as gender, age and
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social status. But recent technological advances allow us to collect data from many
more speakers than before and studies involving more subjects show unexpected ar-
eas of variation that do not fall within these traditional categories. Here we report on
one such case: variation in interpretation of the ininitival complements of evaluative
adjectives illustrated in ( ).

( ) John was smart to go to Groningen.

hese adjectives are supposed to be factive, hence their ininitival complement
is presupposed to be true even when the matrix clause is negative. Some speakers,
however, will, in some circumstances, interpret the event referred to in the ininitival
clause as not having happened when the matrix clause is in the negative. In other
cases they interpreted it as having happened in accordance with linguistic theory.
What are the reasons for this diference in interpretation? Is it a dialect diference or
is something else going on?

In this short paper we give a characterization of the adjective class that exhibits the
unexpected behavior and summarize the irst experiment that led us to the hypoth-
esis of two diferent dialects. We then describe some further experiments that show
that the variation is most likely of a diferent nature. In conclusion, we formulate a
new tentative hypothesis to account for our indings.

Two types of be a to adjectives
he syntactic frame np be adj to vp can be used with adjectives that semantically
belong to diferent classes. Here we focus on the subclasses that have described as
factive (see Norrick ( 978), for more references see Kartunen et al. ( 0 )). As irst
reported in Kartunen & Zaenen ( 0 ), we found that emotive and evaluative adjec-
tives behave very diferently under negation. Emotive adjectives such as outraged,
dumbfounded, ecstatic, furious, … behave indeed like factives, evaluative adjectives,
such as stupid, smart, lucky, mean, nice, brave, … exhibit more complex behavior.
Our initial indings, which were the by-product of a study on lucky, are given in
percentages in Table .

Table : Emotive and evaluative adjectives.

he subjects were presented with sentences such as ( ), with either a positive or a
negative matrix clause and had to decide whether the eventuality described in the in-

00
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initival clause had happened or not. Some speakers/hearers interpreted the negated
evaluative adjectives sometimes as implicatives, i.e. under matrix negation, the com-
plement is also interpreted as negated (No answer in the table). A irst hypothesis
that comes to mind is that speakers simply misread the stimulus and think that in
fact the sentence was ( ):

( ) John was not stupid enough to waste money.

hat hypothesis might be plausible for oral presentation but, in our case, the stim-
uli were always presented in writen form. Moreover, a study of web data and of the

T T - .0 corpus revealed that, for some of these adjectives, the implicative use
seems to be the most prevalent one: e.g. for lucky, 9 out of occurrences are implica-
tive, for fortunate, out of 8 are, for stupid, two iths of the uses are implicative,
two iths, factive and one ith could not be determined in the T T - .0 corpus.
To give just a couple of examples; ( ) from the T T - .0 corpus and ( ) from
the web:

( ) I have a family to support and I’m not stupid to put that in jeopardy, maybe
you are.

( ) his is my irst trip to Italy, so I was not brave to venture out alone.

Moreover, in the irst large experiment that we report on in Section , we asked
the subjects that gave implicative answers whether they would say the same thing
to convey the interpretation that they had assigned to the stimulus sentence. 79% an-
swered this question positively. A further small investigation, exempliied in Table ,
quickly led to one variable that seemed to inluence the judgments. (In what follows
we indicate the factive with F and the implicative reading with I.)

he second column shows that the relation between the adjective and the com-
plement is not the same in all cases. In some cases, for np to vp would be (to
choose the best piece would be clever, to waste money would be stupid) the relation
is the socially expected one. We call this the relation. hese combina-
tions oten get an implicative reading. In others, for np to vp would not be adj (to
choose the worst piece would not be clever, to save money would not be stupid), the
relation is not the socially expected one. We call these . hese cases have
a nearly unambiguous factive reading.

To spell out the hypothesis explicitly: for John to save money would not be stupid
is a dissonant combination of adjective and hence a factive interpretation is likely
for ( ):

( ) John was not stupid to save money.

For John to waste money would be stupid is a consonant combination, hence an
implicative reading is likely for ( ):

his example seems to entail that John did not waste money. he be adj enough to vp construction is in
general systematically ambiguous between an implicative and non-commital reading. (See Kartunen
( 97 ) and Meier ( 00 ) for discussion.)
https://www.sketchengine.co.uk/xdocumentation/wiki/Corpora/enTenTen.
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Table : Emotive and evaluative adjectives.

( ) John was not stupid to waste money.

( ) is assumed to cohere with people’s social expectations, whereas ( ) is assumed to
be surprising under the factive reading, whereas an implicative interpretation would
render it coherent.

Experiment and the Implicative Dialect Hypothesis
Our 0 paper (Kartunen et al. 0 ) details a irst large scale experiment in which
we showed that the consonance/dissonance distinction is indeed involved. he ex-
periment was run on Amazon Mechanical Turk with 0 native speakers of English
who each responded to 0 test sentences which exempliied 9 adjectives (arrogant,
brave, careless, cruel, evil, foolish, fortunate, heroic, humble, lucky, mean, nice, polite,
rude, sensible, smart, stupid, sweet and wise). he test sentences presented the ad-
jectives in a context that we judged either consonant, dissonant or neutral. he
subjects had the choice between an implicative interpretation (according to the au-
thor of the sentence the event referred to in the embedded ininitival did not happen),
a factive interpretation (the event happened) and Either. (For a detailed description
of the experiment, see Kartunen et al. ( 0 ).)

he results conirm the importance of the consonant/dissonant distinction as
shown in the summary in Figure .

In the 0 paper, we put forward the hypothesis there might be a dialect split be-
tween speakers of English. One group for which the factive use is the norm, another
group for which the implicative use is. Both groups would adapt to the other dialect
if the consonance or dissonance of the ininitival complement nudged them to do so.
Our reasoning was that, if the only factor at issue was the consonance/dissonance na-
ture of the complements, speakers should give factive judgments for neutral stimuli
and only be swayed by discourse coherence pressures in case of negated consonant

0
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Dissonant Neutral Consonant
0

20

40

60

80 Factive
Implicative

Either

Figure : Results: Percentage of Factive, Implicative, and Either choices for np was
not adj to vp .

readings. But if we have two dialects we expect there to be implicative judgments
even in the neutral contexts. In fact, the neutral contexts would reveal the relative
strength of the two dialects. Given the data in Figure , around one third of the speak-
ers could be hypothesized to be implicative speakers.

But the results did not establish this dialect split conclusively as we had too few
judgments per subject. Moreover we did not have any sociological data about our
subjects. An other problem with the experiment was that we had labeled the inini-
tival complements as consonant or dissonant on an intuitive basis without checking
whether our own judgments coincided with those of the community.

Experiment : consonance/dissonance judgments
To address the later criticism, we ran a norming experiment asking our subjects to
judge How adj it would be to vp (e.g. How brave would it be to ight injustice in the
face of danger?), on a sliding scale (extremely = , not at all = . 0, completely the op-
posite = 0). his experiment conirmed most of our intuitive judgments (with some
exceptions: e.g. contrary to us, most of our subjects thought that living in Europe
was an unlucky experience). We then combined these results with the results of a
new consonance/dissonance experiment of the same design as the previous one but
adding the adjectives cowardly, kind, prudent, right and wrong and leaving out sweet,
ending upwith adjectives. he results showed that the the consonance/dissonance
distinction was highly signiicant for the choice between the two interpretations:

Our results focus on negated sentences: in positive sentences, there is no diference in the interpreta-
tion of the embedded complement as having happened or not between implicatives and factives. here
might be more subtle diferences but these our experiments do not address.
he p-value is a measure of the likelihood that the result of an experiment is due to chance. An
experiment with a p-value lower than 0.00 (p < 10−3) is commonly accepted as a statistically highly

0
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Factive: p-value < 2.2 · 10−16

Implicative: p-value < 2.2 · 10−16

Cannot Decide: p-value = 3.261 · 10−5

But the correlation between the consonance/dissonance judgments and the factive/
implicative readings also showed that consonant/dissonant variable explained less
than ity percent of the variation:

Factive: Adjusted R-Squared = 0.
Implicative: Adjusted R-Squared = 0.
Cannot Decide: Adjusted R-Squared = 0.077 8

In the 0 paper, we already observed that not all adjectives in our sample were
equally sensitive to the consonant/dissonant distinction. he indings reported there
conirmed what we had learned from the corpus data for stupid, fortunate and lucky
(see Kartunen et al. ( 0 ) for details). A further inspection of our list of adjectives
suggested that they fall in a few broad classes. Arrogant, cruel, evil, humble, mean,
nice, polite, rude, kind are about character, fortunate and lucky are about good or bad
luck, brave, heroic, cowardly are about courage, foolish, prudent, sensible, smart, stupid,
wise are about judgment whereas right and wrong give an overall moral appreciation.
With respect to factive and implicative readings the classes are ordered as shown in
Figure .

Least Moral (right, wrong, …)

Character (mean, nice, …)

Courage (brave, heroic, …)

Judgment (wise, stupid, …)

Luck (lucky, fortunate, …)Most

Figure : Adjective classes.

Right and wrong are least afected by the consonant/dissonant efect, lucky and
fortunate are at the opposite end of the scale. When we add these classes to our
calculations, the measure of variation accounted for improves dramatically to an ad-
justed R-Squared of 0.79 9. Of course, this only tells us that the distinction among
the classes is important but not what the distinction exactly is and certainly not how
it should be explained. We are currently trying to ind an operational characteriza-
tion of this distinction, hypothesizing that factors like the control of the protagonist

signiicant result.
R-Squared is the percentage of the response variable variation that is explained by a linear model.
he adjusted R-squared is a modiied version of R-squared that has been adjusted for the number of
predictors in the model. he adjusted R-squared increases only if the new term improves the model
more than would be expected by chance.
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over the characteristic given in the adjective (one can be mean on purpose but one
cannot be lucky on purpose) play a role.

Experiment : the Implicative Dialect Hypothesis
rejected

In our third experiment, we concentrated on 9 native speakers of English. We
recorded data about the age, the gender and the regional provenance but did not
balance the sample with respect to these variables. We chose adjectives (lucky, for-
tunate, mean, nice, stupid, foolish) from our previous set and added right and wrong
to them and presented 9 sentences (three consonant, three dissonant and three neu-
tral ones) per adjective to each subject. A logistic model of the probability of the
answer as a function of the consonance score correlated, for each subject, his/her
judgments with the judgments about consonance and dissonance that we had ob-
tained in our previous experiment. he results for the negative examples conirm
that there are subjects that interpret all these adjectives unambiguously as factive
but they are a minority (8/ 9 allowing one ‘mistake’ per speaker, / 9 counting very
strictly). here are, however, no subjects for which these adjectives are unambigu-
ously implicative. For most subjects, we ind a mixed patern that, as expected, con-
tains more implicative judgments for the consonant examples but also a substantial
number of implicative judgments for neutral cases. For about half of the subjects the
susceptibility to the consonance/dissonance dimension is quasi-linear, for the other
half the susceptibility increases the more we get to the consonant end of the scale.
As a rough measure of the degree of susceptibility we calculated the diference be-
tween the intercept at consonance 0 and that at consonance 00 on the normed scale.
According to this calculation (leaving out the unambiguous factive interpreters for
whom the diference is of course zero), we get diferences between 7.9 and 8 .
(on a scale for to 00), meaning that the diference in the probability that a subject
will give an implicative answer for a consonant sentence compared to the probability
that (s)he will give an implicative answer for a dissonant sentence is between 7.9 %
and 8 . %! his is very sizable individual variation among speakers who are not re-
liably factive. For the speakers at the very high end, the consonant/dissonant factor
explains the diference between factive and implicative judgments nearly completely
but for other speakers, especially those that do not give consistent factive judgments
at the dissonant end of the scale, other factors must play a role (one of these factors
being the diference in susceptibility for diferent adjective classes).

he aim of this experiment was to see whether there are any reliable implicative
interpreters. he answer to that question is no. hat doesn’t mean that the diferences
among speakers that we found might not correlate with sociological variables. We
recorded the regional provenance, the age and the gender of the participants. 9
subjects, however, is a very small number to study these variables. For age, we put
the subjects in four buckets (see Table ).

One can argue that unambiguous factive interpreters are less common under
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Table : Age related diferences.

number of subjects number of unambiguous factive interpreters

9- 0 years
- 0 years
- 0 years
- 0 years

younger subjects but it seems rather hazardous to draw conclusion from such a small
sample. he subjects came from four regions in the U.S. he distribution is given in
Table .

Table : Regional diferences.

number of subjects number of unambiguous factive interpreters

Northeast 0
Midwest 0
South
West 0

Again, there is a possible trend but not enough data. As far as gender goes, we had
males among them unambiguous factive interpreters and 8 females again with
unambiguous factive interpreters among them.
In all the categories, the unambiguous factive interpreters were a minority. How-

ever, one possibly important factor we do not have information for, is level of formal
education.
As before, there was a diference in the adjective classes. Given we have only adjec-
tives per class, it is not possible to conclude much from the data here but overall the
data conirmed the ordering of the classes that we gave before (except for the courage
class that was not represented). he trends are clear from Table (in percentages).

Right and wrong are nearly always factive in all conditions. he luck class is inter-
preted as implicative in most cases when it is in a consonant context, and even in a
neuter one but that result might not be signiicant. he two other classes give rise
to a majority of factive interpretations but there is a big diference, especially in the
consonant class, between the judgment class and the character class. We have yet to
do a formal susceptibility calculation per class but the data is very limited.
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Table : Judgments per adjective class.

dissonant neuter consonant

class yes no ? yes no ? yes no ?

Moral 0 0 7 0 0 0
Character 0 7 7 .
Judgment 7 8 7

Luck 7 .

Conclusion
he experiments described above show that native speakers of English difer in their
interpretation of negative sentences with evaluative adjectives and ininitival com-
plements. hey also indicate that this is most likely not a dialect variation although
it is possible that age plays a role. We have at this point no good explanation for
the diference but the importance of the consonant/dissonant factor suggests that it
might be the case that it is not so much a linguistic diference than a diference in the
way diferent language users evaluate the importance of linguistic structure versus
the importance of arriving at interpretations that are coherent with their overall be-
liefs about the state of the world. A similar result was found in a study by Wason &
Reich ( 979) (See also Cook & Stevenson ( 0 0)). he preference for an interpretation
coherent with the previous state of beliefs is most likely more common when there
is an additional load on sentence processing such as negation. But it remains aston-
ishing that one inds these efects even in a seting where there is no time pressure
or any other factor that would explain degraded performance.

It remains also to be explained why we ind the efect not only in understanding
but also in production as shown by the corpus data. Here the fact that the construc-
tion under investigation is very close to one that can have the intended implicative
meaning (exempliied in ( )) may play a role.
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It has been argued by Roeper and colleagues that second-order beliefs (beliefs about be-
liefs) can only be represented using an overt recursion device, such as sentence embed-
ding. We investigated this claim in a comprehension experiment with Dutch adults. For
sequences of three simplex sentences linked by demonstrative pronouns (e.g., “Comput-
ers are intelligent. John thinks that. Mary knows that”), participants frequently accepted
a second-order belief (“Mary knows that John thinks that computers are intelligent”).
As predicted, they did so more oten when the two demonstrative pronouns difered in
form (this vs. that) than when they had the same form (either this or that). We conclude
that second-order beliefs do not require syntactic recursion and can be constructed and
understood via pronominal reference.

Introduction
Children have been found to master irst-order heory of Mind (ToM), which is the
ability to atribute mental states (such as beliefs) to other persons, by the age of
or (e.g., Wellman, Cross & Watson 00 ; Wimmer & Perner 98 ). One view

is that children’s development of irst-order ToM depends on their mastery of the
grammar of syntactic complementation (de Villiers & Pyers 00 ). According to this
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language-irst view, the development of the syntactic means to embed a possibly false
proposition (e.g., “Computers are intelligent”) under a mental state verb (as in “John
thinks that computers are intelligent”) or verb of communication (such as says) is
necessary to mentally represent another person’s false belief. Second-order ToM, or
the ability to atribute beliefs about beliefs to other persons, is mastered much later
and perhaps not before the age of 8 or 9 years old (Hollebrandse et al. 008). However,
if second-order ToM merely involves a second application of ToM, then why are
children so much delayed in their development of second-order ToM? Roeper ( 007)
argues that this delay is due to the additional diiculty of second-order beliefs caused
by syntactic recursion.

Roeper’s argument is based on the following observation ( 007: ): suppose we
said to you that “John told a lie. he Statue of Liberty was turned upside down,” and
we would ask you whether the Statue of Liberty was turned upside down. You would
probably answer “no”, because it was a lie that John told. In this case, it is possible
to infer that the sentence expressing the false belief is subordinate to the sentence
referring to John telling a lie, because “it is possible to convey an embedded mean-
ing across a sentence boundary” (Hollebrandse et al. 008: 9). hus, this sequence
of two simplex sentences yields the same interpretation as the complex embedded
structure “John lied that the Statue of Liberty was turned upside down”. An alterna-
tive way of expressing a irst-order belief is by using a demonstrative pronoun such
as that (Hollebrandse et al. 008; Hollebrandse & van Hout 0 ):

( ) a. Computers are intelligent. John thinks that.

b. John thinks that computers are intelligent.

Here, that in the second clause of ( a) refers to the situation expressed by the
irst clause of ( a). In other words, the sequence of two simplex clauses in ( a) can
efectively make the same claim as an embedded proposition ( b). his means that,
to express a irst-order belief, a speaker can use a recursive rule system involving
sentence embedding, as well as a non-recursive rule system (Hollebrandse et al. 008;
Hollebrandse & van Hout 0 ). For second-order (false) beliefs, however, things are
argued to be diferent. Consider the following example:

( ) Mary told a lie. John told a lie. he Statue of Liberty was turned upside down.

Here, it is much more diicult to make a guess, or inference, about what Mary
was lying about. When asked what these sentences assert, all people consulted by
Roeper ( 007: ) answered with confusion and uncertainty and mostly concluded
thatMary and John told the same lie. he diiculty here lies in puting a guess inside a
guess without an overt recursion device such as sentence embedding. However, if we
would say to you that “Mary lied that John lied that the Statue of Liberty was turned
upside down,” you would understand the second-order belief, because this belief was
expressed explicitly by using two sentence embeddings. he same appears to be the
case for sequences of three simplex sentences linked by demonstrative pronouns:

0
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( ) a. Computers are intelligent. John thinks that. Mary knows that.

b. Mary knows that John thinks that computers are intelligent.

c. Mary knows that computers are intelligent.

It is claimed (Hollebrandse et al. 008; Hollebrandse & van Hout 0 ) that the
third sentence in ( a) can be interpreted as ( c), but not as ( b). On the basis of the
paterns of interpretation in ( ) and ( ), it is argued that the representation of second-
order beliefs requires syntactic recursion. Only by syntactically embedding the false
belief inside a proposition inside another proposition, a listener will understand that
Mary knows that John thinks that computers are intelligent. hus, in contrast to irst-
order beliefs, second-order beliefs require an overt recursion device, such as sentence
embedding, and are therefore considered to be syntactically diferent from irst-order
beliefs (Roeper 007; Hollebrandse et al. 008; Hollebrandse & van Hout 0 ).

According to the above reasoning put forward by Roeper ( 007) and colleagues, the
second-order false belief interpretation is not available for ( a) because of the absence
of an overt recursion device in this sentence. However, an alternative explanation
for the unavailability of the second-order false belief interpretation in ( a) is that
this interpretation is strongly dispreferred due to the two identical demonstrative
pronouns. When a language has diferent pronominal forms, these diferent forms
tend to refer to diferent referents (e.g., personal versus demonstrative pronouns in
Dutch and German, see Ellert 0 0, and null versus overt pronouns in Italian, see
Carminati 00 ). According to Diessel ( 999), all languages have at least two demon-
strative forms that are deictically contrastive and allow speakers to refer to referents
nearby versus referents at some distance. For example, Dutch distinguishes between
the proximal demonstrative pronoun dit (‘this’), which is used for near deixis, and
the distal demonstrative pronoun dat (‘that’), which is used for remote deixis. So
when the speaker uses two identical demonstrative pronouns, these pronouns can
be expected to refer to the same referent. It is thus conceivable that the second-order
belief interpretation for the second demonstrative pronoun in ( a) is blocked by the
interpretation assigned to the irst demonstrative pronoun. If the irst pronoun is in-
terpreted as referring to the situation denoted by the irst clause, the second pronoun,
which has the same form as the irst pronoun, is perhaps preferably interpreted as re-
ferring to this same situation and hence the third clause is interpreted as representing
a irst-order belief as well.

In this study, we investigate whether it is possible to represent a second-order
belief without an overt recursion device in examples such as ( a). Additionally, we
investigate whether it is easier to represent a second-order belief when the demon-
strative pronouns difer in form, compared to when the demonstrative pronouns are
identical. To investigate these questions, we carried out a comprehension experiment
with adult speakers of Dutch.
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Methodology

. Participants

9 unimpaired Dutch adults (fourteen men, iteen women) participated in this study,
with a mean age of years old (age range 9- ). hey were all students of the
University of Groningen or the Hanze University of Applied Sciences.

. Materials

To investigate whether it is possible to represent a second-order belief without sen-
tence embedding, we used a referential choice task. In this task, participants read
sequences of three simplex sentences. An example is given in ( a). he irst sentence
expresses a proposition that is, or could be, false. he second and third sentence each
consist of a referential subject, a mental state verb (such as thinks or knows) and a
potentially ambiguous demonstrative object pronoun (either dit ‘this’ or dat ‘that’).
he subject of the third sentence is always someone with authority, in ( a) a dentist,
to increase the plausibility of the arguably more complex second-order belief. We
did this as we were interested in the possibility of the second-order false belief inter-
pretation, rather than in a preference for either the irst-order or second-order belief
interpretation. If a second-order belief can be represented without sentence embed-
ding, it should be possible for the sequence of simplex sentences in ( a) to receive
the same interpretation as the complex sentence in ( b).

( ) a. Snoep is gezond. Marie denkt dat. De tandarts weet dit.
‘Candy is healthy. Mary thinks that. he dentist knows this.’

b. De tandarts weet dat Marie denkt dat snoep gezond is.
‘he dentist knows that Mary thinks that candy is healthy.’

he participants were asked to indicate what the underlined demonstrative pro-
noun in the third sentence refers to. hey should indicate their interpretation by
selecting an answer out of three answer possibilities: an answer corresponding to a
second-order belief, e.g., that the dentist knows that Mary thinks that candy is healthy
( a), an answer corresponding to a irst-order belief, e.g., that the dentist knows that
candy is healthy ( b), and an answer corresponding to a plausible but non-mentioned
belief, such as that the dentist knows that Mary eats candy ( c). Participants were
allowed to select more than one answer.

( ) a. Dat Marie denkt dat snoep gezond is.
‘hat Mary thinks that candy is healthy.’

b. Dat snoep gezond is.
‘hat candy is healthy.’

c. Dat Marie snoept.
‘hat Mary eats candy.’
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he second and third sentence in each item contain one of the two demonstra-
tive pronouns dit ‘this’ or dat ‘that’ and one of the three mental state verbs denken
‘to think’, geloven ‘to believe’ (both non-factive verbs), and weten ‘to know’ (a fac-
tive verb). he three verbs were selected for their high frequency. he four diferent
combinations of demonstrative pronouns dit-dit ‘this-this’, dit-dat ‘this-that’, dat-dat
‘that-that’, and dat-dit ‘that-this’ were equally divided over the test items in our
experiment, resulting in nine items per demonstrative pronoun combination. Addi-
tionally, we used all nine possible combinations of the three mental state verbs. Each
verb combination was used once with each of the four demonstrative pronoun com-
binations, and therefore was used four times in total. On the basis of these materials,
four diferent lists were construed such that for each sentence the lists only difered
in the pronoun combination used. Each participant only received one list.

he test items were preceded by two practice items, which were identical for
each of the four lists. Practice items consisted of a sequence of two clauses, the
second one containing a mental state verb and a demonstrative pronoun (e.g., Het
regent. Jan denkt dat. ‘It is raining. John thinks that.’), and were included to ensure
that participants understood the task.

. Procedure

All participants were tested individually at the university. Participants received the
referential choice task on paper. hey were instructed that participation was volun-
tary and that they could stop the experiment at any moment. As a token of gratitude,
the participants received a small reward upon completion of the task.

. Data analysis

hree participants were excluded from the analysis because they failed to respond to
all items. he responses of the remaining participants were analysed.

Results
Table shows the number of responses per belief response type on the referential
choice task. he most frequently chosen response type was the second-order belief
response ( ). his type of response was chosen more oten than the response type
according to which both a second-order belief and a irst-order belief are possible
( ), which was chosen more oten than the irst-order belief response ( 77). As
expected, the other belief response and further responses including the other belief
were hardly ever selected. On the 9 items in total, participants selected an answer
corresponding to the second-order belief times ( + + + ), an answer
corresponding to the irst-order belief 0 times ( 77 + + + ), and an answer
corresponding to the other belief 0 times ( + + + ). hus, the participants
found a second-order belief response to be possible more than two-third of the time.
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Table : Distribution of responses per response type in absolute numbers.

Response type Number of responses

second-order belief
irst-order belief 77
other belief
second-order + irst-order belief
second-order + other belief
irst-order + other belief
second-order + irst-order + other belief

Total 9

For analysis, we excluded all responses which contained an other belief interpreta-
tion. In total, 0 responses were excluded, so that 9 responses remained for analysis.
Next, we looked at the efect of the forms of the two demonstrative pronouns on the
response type (i.e., whether a second-order belief, a irst-order belief or both were
chosen, see Table ). As we used two demonstrative pronouns (dit ‘this’ and dat
‘that’), there were four diferent pronoun combinations.

Table : Distribution of responses (second-order vs. irst-order vs. both irst- and
second-order belief) per demonstrative pronoun combination in absolute
numbers.

Pronoun Second-order First-order Both Total number
combination belief belief beliefs of responses

dat-dat 87 8 7
dat-dit 99 0 79 8
dit-dit 9 90 7
dit-dat 0 0 7 9

Total 77 9

A Pearson’s Chi-squared analysis was carried out to investigate the efect of the
forms of the two demonstrative pronouns on the participants’ belief responses. he
analysis indicated that the form of the demonstrative pronouns signiicantly inlu-
ences the participants’ responses (χ2( , N = 9 ) = .8 0, p < .00 ). Post-hoc pairwise
chi-square analyses with Bonferroni corrections were done to compare all combina-
tions of pronouns. he results show that responses to the conditions in which the
two demonstrative pronouns were the same (i.e., dat-dat and dit-dit) did not difer
(χ2( , N = 9) = .79 , p = . 08). Moreover, the two conditions in which the two
demonstrative pronouns were diferent (i.e., dat-dit and dit-dat) also showed no dif-
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ference (χ2( , N = 7) = 0. , p = .9 ). All other comparisons showed diferences
between pronoun combinations (all p < .008). So, there is indeed a diference in inter-
pretation of our simplex sentences when the demonstrative pronouns difer in form,
compared to when the demonstrative pronouns are identical.

To investigate this diference between pronoun combinations, we analysed the dis-
tribution of irst-order and second-order belief responses in more detail. McNemar
tests show that when the two pronouns were the same (i.e., dat-dat and dit-dit), par-
ticipants selected the irst-order belief response more oten than the second-order
belief response (p = .00 ). In contrast, participants selected the second-order belief
response more oten than the irst-order belief response when the pronouns difered
(i.e., dat-dit and dit-dat, p < .00 ).

Table : Distribution of responses (second-order vs. irst-order vs. both irst- and
second-order belief) per verb combination in absolute numbers.

Verb Second-order First-order Both Total number
combination belief belief beliefs of responses

denken-denken 0
denken-geloven 0
denken-weten 9 0
geloven-denken 9 0
geloven-geloven 7 0
geloven-weten 9 9
weten-denken 7 0
weten-geloven 0 0
weten-weten 0 9 0

Total 77 9

Finally, although it was not the aim of our study, we wanted to see whether the
diferent mental state verbs had a diferent efect on the participants’ belief responses.
hree mental state verbs were used in the study (denken ‘to think’, geloven ‘to believe’
and weten ‘to know’), resulting in nine diferent verb combinations. he responses
per verb combination are shown in Table .

A Pearson’s Chi-squared analysis revealed that the choice of verbs did not inlu-
ence the participants’ responses (χ2( , N = 9 ) = . , p = . 0 ).

Discussion and conclusion
It has been argued that an overt recursion device such as sentence embedding is
required for representing second-order beliefs, but not irst-order beliefs, and that
this explains children’s delayed development of second-order ToM compared to irst-
order ToM (e.g., Roeper 007; Hollebrandse et al. 008; Hollebrandse & van Hout
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0 ). his study investigated the irst part of this reasoning, namely whether syn-
tactic recursion is truly necessary for second-order beliefs. Using a referential choice
task, we tested whether second-order beliefs can also be represented by a sequence
of simplex sentences linked by demonstrative pronouns.

Our study irst of all shows that Dutch readers allow a demonstrative pronoun
that is the object of a mental state verb in a simplex sentence to refer to a irst-order
belief referred to by a demonstrative pronoun in the preceding simplex sentence,
resulting in the representation of a second-order belief. hus, it is possible to rep-
resent a second-order belief without a syntactic recursion device such as sentence
embedding. In our study, participants selected this referential option in more than
two-third of the cases. his shows that the representation of second-order beliefs by
non-recursive pronominal reference rather than recursive sentence embedding is a
viable option in languages such as Dutch. his inding contradicts the earlier claim
that overt syntactic recursion is necessary for the representation of second-order
beliefs (Roeper 007). Additionally, this inding sheds doubt on the explanation of
children’s late development of second-order ToM as resulting from the complexity
of syntactic recursion (Hollebrandse et al. 008).

As hypothesized, participants’ selection of a second-order belief response was in-
luenced by the form of the two demonstrative pronouns used. he participants in our
study were more likely to choose a second-order belief response if the two demon-
strative pronouns difered in form. At the same time, participants were less likely to
choose a second-order belief response when the two demonstrative pronouns were
identical in form. his inding is in accordance with the view that pronouns that
have the same form tend to refer to the same thing, while pronouns that have a dif-
ferent form (such as this versus that) tend to refer to diferent things. his feature
of pronominal reference may explain why previous studies on the representation of
second-order false beliefs, using sentences with identical demonstrative pronouns
(e.g., Hollebrandse et al. 008) incorrectly concluded that it is impossible to express
second-order beliefs without syntactic recursion.

In our study, we used three diferent mental state verbs for introducing the two
beliefs in the sequences of three sentences: two non-factive verbs (denken ‘to think’
and geloven ‘to believe’) and one factive verb (weten ‘to know’), which were evenly
distributed across the second and third sentences of the test items. As the irst sen-
tence of each item always expressed a proposition that is false or could be false, it
might be expected that using a factive verb instead of a non-factive verb in the third
sentence, as in “Candy is healthy. Mary thinks that. he dentist knows this.” would
lead to mainly second-order belief responses. Factive verbs such as know presup-
pose the truth of their sentential complement (e.g., Kartunen 97 ), meaning that it
is impossible to know something that is false. hus, if the third sentence contains
a factive verb, a irst-order belief interpretation (e.g., “he dentist knows that candy
is healthy”) should be practically impossible. However, the verbs used did not inlu-
ence the participants’ belief responses, suggesting that verb factivity did not play a
role in the participants’ interpretation of the demonstrative pronouns. hree possible
explanations come to mind. One possibility is that the subject of the third sentence
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being someone with authority (e.g., a dentist) has a similar efect on interpretation as
having a factive verb in the third sentence and, by increasing the plausibility of the
second-order belief response across the board, masks potential efects of verb factiv-
ity. A second possibility is that readers not always agreed on the falsity of the irst
sentence (e.g., Candy is healthy). Finally, a third possibility is that the verb weten (‘to
know’) perhaps is not strictly factive in ordinary language use and may allow uncer-
tainty regarding the truth of its sentential complement (cf. Hazlet 0 0). However,
more research is needed to clarify this issue.

To conclude, our study shows that the expression of second-order false beliefs does
not require the presence of an overt recursion device such as sentence embedding.
Like irst-order beliefs, second-order beliefs can also be expressed by a sequence of
simplex sentences linked by demonstrative pronouns. his suggests that irst-order
ToM and second-order ToM are not fundamentally diferent.
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